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(5) INTRODUCTION

Embryonic CNS transplants provide a powerful experimental approach to
understanding the features of the neural environment that interact with damaged
neurons to support or enhance regeneration. Neurons thought to be incapable of
growth (1) can not only regenerate if supplied with a transplant of fetal CNS but
also form connections that are functional by electrophysiological and behavioral
criteria (reviewed in 3;2 1). Although the mechanisms by which transplants
restore functon remain to be clarified, they provide both an experimental
approach to understanding repair mechanisms and a potential therapeutic
strategy (8).

Intraspinal transplants of brain (5:6; 18) and spinal cord (2; 16;20;23) grow and
integrate with the host. The extent to which these transplants support
regeneration of adult host intraspinal axons, however, is uncertain. It is also
unclear whether axons that regenerate into intraspinal transplants retain the
ability to synthesize normal proteins. The central processes of dorsal root
ganglion (DRG) neurons provide an attractive model system in which to study
these questions. First, it is well known that the cut central processes of adult
DRG neurons regenerate along the dorsal root, but fail to traverse the dorsal root
entry zone and re-enter the spinal cord (4;19). Second, horseradish peroxidase
(HRP) transport methods can be used to identify dorsal root axons unambiguously
within spinal cord or transplants. Third, DRG axons can be classified into
subsets based on the presence of neuropeptides such as calcitonin gene-related
peptide (CGRP) (7), and immunocytochemical methods can be used to identify
these axons and therefore to determine whether the peptides are present in
transplants. Because of these advantages, we proposed to use the adult DRG-
fetal transplant model to study several features of axon growth into transplants
(Specific Aim 3). We first used HRP transport methods and CGRP
immunocytochemistry to show that cut dorsal root axons regenerate Into
transplants of embryonic spinal cord and that some of these axons contain CGRP
(23).

To determine the functional potential of these regenerated dorsal root axons, it
is important to establish whether or not they make synaptic contacts with
neurons within the transplants. We therefore used HRP tracing methods and
immunocytochemical techniques to show that regenerated dorsal roots form
synapses within transplants of embryonic spinal cord and that these synapses
resemble those formedin the dorsal horn of normal spinal cord (14). We have also
shown that these synapses are functional (14a). Since the environment within
which regenerated axons form synapses may also contribute to their functional
potential, we used stereological methods to examine in detail the composition of
transplanted spinal cord and compared it to the structures found in normal dorsal
horn M14). We have also studied the development of these transplants and the
growth and maturation of the regeneratling dorsal root axons (15a).

It is unknown whether the properties of the transplants that allow
regenerating axons to grow and establish synapses are specific to the normal
target of the cut axons, or if they are common to embryonic CNS tissue generally.
The early outgrowth of developing axons is thought to depend on signals that are
expressed generally throughout the embryonic CNS, whereas growth within a
target and synapse formation appear to rely on more specific cues (reviewed in
17). The requirements of regenerating axons both for early outgrowth (22:9) and
for synapse formation (24) may differ from those of developing axons but have
received relatively little attention. We therefore used quantitative morphological
methods to Investigate whether or not regenerating adult dorsal root axons can
grow into and establish synapses in transplants of embryonic brain regions that
are not their normal targets and whether the patterns of growth and synapse
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formation differ in transplants of spinal cord and brain. In this way we
distinguish characteristics of growth that are target-specific from those that are
shared by non-target embryonic CNS tissue (15). We also showed a difference in
the ability of CGRP-containing dorsal roots to regenerate into transplants of
ventral or dorsal half of spinal cord (1 5b).

If the therapeutic potential of transplants is to be realized, it is important to
understand the factors that contribute to the survival of transplanted neurons.
DRG transplants provide advantages for understanding this problem, and Specific
Aims 1 and 2 proposed to use DRG transplants to study factors that contribute to
the survival of transplanted neurons and axon growth. We have carried out
several studies that are related to these Aims. First, we compared the effect on
survival of cutting the central or peripheral processes of newborn DRG neurons
and also compared DRG neuron survival after cutting the sciatic nerve in adult or
newborn rats (13). Second. we used Immunocytochemical and histochemical
methods to determine whether or not specific populations of DRG neurons are
particularly likely to die after axotomy (12). Third, we used immunocytochemistry
and in situ histochemistry to examine in detail the metabolic response to axotomy
of tachykinin-containing DRG neurons (10; 11). We have also studied the factors
required for survival of axotomized neurons in Clarke's nucleus (1 la).

(6) BODY

a. Methods
1. Surgical Methods. Female Sprague-Dawley rats (200-300g) are deeply

anesthetized and undergo a laminectomy to expose the fourth lumbar (L4)
segment. The adjacent dorsal roots are cut near the dorsal root entry zone and
reflected caudally. A hemisection cavity 3-4mm in length is aspirated from the
lumbar enlargement, the appropriate transplant is introduced into the cavity, and
the L4 or L5 dorsal root stump is juxtaposed to the transplant. The surgical
wound is then closed in layers. The surgical techniques have been described in
detail in publications from this laboratory, as have the techniques for neural graft
preparation (14;23, included in Appendix). For sciatic nerve section, the right
sciatic nerve of deeply anesthetized adult or newborn rats is sectioned in the mid-
thigh (see 13).

2. Labeling Methods.
i. Dorsal root labeling. Dorsal roots entering the transplants are labeled

with 10% HRP and 1% WGA-HRP (wheat-germ agglutinin-conjugated HRP) as
described (14;23; see Appendix).

ii. Sciatic nerve labeling. The sciatic nerve ipsilateral to the transplant is
labeled with an intraneural injection of 0.75% cholera toxin-conjugated HRP or 2%
WGA-HRP (14).

Ill. CGRP and tachykinin immunocytochemistry. Sections are prepared for
LM and EM examination with the PAP technique (14).

iv. In situ hybridization. These methods are described in publications from
this laboratory (9; 10).

3. Stereological and morphomretric analyses. These methods are detailed (14).

b. Results

Projects 6-9 are related to Specific Aims I and 2 of the Contract and Projects 1-5
to Specific Aim 3.
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1. Adult dorsal root axons regenerate into transplants of embryonic spinal
cord. (Tessler, A., B.T. Himes, J. Houle, and P.J. Reier. 1988. Regeneration of adult
dorsal root axons into transplants of embryonic spinal cord. J. Comp. Neurol.
270:537 548.) Anatomical tracing methods that use transport or diffusion of HRP
demonstrate that severed host dorsal roots grow into transplants of embryonic day
14 (E14) spinal cord. Most of these regenerated axons remain within 2mm of the
interface with the host dorsal root, but some axons penetrate as far as 3mm.
Many more regenerated axons are demonstrated with immunocytochemical
methods that visualize CGRP. The results of this study therefore show that
transplants of embryonic spinal cord support or enhance the regeneration of cut
adult host DRG axons and that many of those that regenerate continue to
synthesize peptides that they make normally.

2. Re.nerated DRG axons form synapses in transplants of embryonic spinal
cord_. to, Y. and A. Tessler. 1990. Ultrastructural organization of regeneratedadult dorsal root axons within transplants of fetal spinal cord. J. Comp. Neurol.
292:396-411 .)

Labeling methods that use diffusion of WGA-HRP and CGRP

immunocytochemistry show that regenerated DRG axons establish synaptic
contacts with neurons in embryonic spinal cord transplants. As in normal dorsal
horn. the majority of the CGRP-labeled axon terminals are axodendritic, but a
large number are also axosomatic and axoaxonic. Regenerated dorsal root axon
terminals in transplants are significantly larger than those found in normal dorsal
horn, and their synaptic contact length is also increased, suggesting that a
compensatory mechanism for increasing synaptic efficacy might occur within
transplants. The results of this study show that regenerated dorsal root axons
form synapses within transplants and that these synapses retain characteristics
of those found in normal spinal cord. These results therefore encourage the
expectation that transplants may one day be used to restore neural circuits
damaged by trauma or disease.

3. Cut DRG axons regenerate into transplants of brain and form synapses
ther. (Itoh, Y. and A. Tessler. 1990. Regeneration of adult dorsal root axons into
transplants of spinal cord and brain: A comparison of growth and synapse
formation in appropriate and inappropriate targets. J.Comp.NeuroL 302:272-293.
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We used Immunocytochemical methods for labeling CGRP to examine whether
cut dorsal root axons regenerate into and establish transplants in embryonic
brain transplants and to compare the patterns of growth in brain and spinal cord
transplants. Transplants of embryonic hippocampus, cerebellum, and neocortex
and embryonic spinal cord were studied. CGRP-immunoreactive axons regenerate
into all of the brain regions and form synapses in the neocortex and cerebellum
transplants in which they were sought. Synapses are far rarer than we have
observed in solid spinal cord transplants, and the patterns of ingrowth differ in
transplants of brain and spinal cord. Both the area fraction and area density
occupied by regenerated axons in spinal cord transplants are significantly larger
than in neocortex or cerebellum transplants. In addition, the distribution of
regenerated axons within spinal cord transplants is heterogeneous, since areas of
either dense or sparse ingrowth are observed, whereas the distribution in
transplants of brain is homogeneous but sparse. Several measurements of the
extent of axon distribution, however, including area, longest axis, and length of
lateral extension, indicate that CGRP-labeled axons spread more widely in
neocortex transplants than in solid transplants of spinal cord or cerebellum.
These results indicate that embryonic CNS tissues that are not normal targets
support or enhance the growth of severed dorsal roots and suggest that the
conditions that constitute a permissive environment for regenerating axons are
relatively non-specific. Embryonic spinal cord, the normal target of dorsal roots,
appears to supply additional more specific cues that enable regenerating axons to
grow and arborize within the transplant and to establish relatively normal
numbers of synapses. These cues appear to depend at least in part on the
integrity of transplant structure, since growth into solid transplants of spinal cord
exceeds growth into cell suspensions.

We have also found that dorsal roots regenerate into transplants of either
ventral or dorsal spinal cord but that growth into dorsal spinal cord transplants is
more robust. Since dorsal spinal cord is the normal target of most dorsal root
axons, these results are consistent with the idea that regenerating axons remain
sensitive to specific cues provided by their normal targets. (Itoh, Y., Kowada, M.,
and Tessler, A. (1993) Regeneration of adult dorsal root axons into transplants of
dorsal or ventral half of spinal cord. Adv. Stereotactic Functional Neurosurg. In
Press.)

4. Time course of dorsal root axon regeneration into transplants of fetal spinal
cord. (Itoh, Y., Sugawara, T., Kowada, M., and Tessler, A. (1992) Time course of
dorsal root axon regeneration into transplants offetal spinal cord: L A light
microscopic study. J.Comp.Neurol. 323:198-208; Itoh, Y., Sugawara, T., Kowada,
M., and Tessler, A. (1993) Time course of dorsal root regeneration into transplants of
fetal spinal cord: an electron microscopic study. Submitted for publication).
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The aims of this study were to describe the progression of dorsal root axon
growth within transplants and to determine whether the regenerated axons
persisted within the transplants or eventually withdrew. CGRP-immunoreactive
dorsal root axons began to regenerate into transplants within 24 hours, formed
dense bundles by 4 weeks, and were still present at 60 weeks, the longest survival
period examined. Quantitative analysis showed that the area of the transplants
occupied by CGRP-labeled axons and the distribution area of the labeled axons
within the transplants Increased until 12 weeks and persisted unchanged for over
48 weeks. Electron microscopy showed that the regenerated axons made
synapses with dendrites and perikarya of transplant neurons by 1 week after
axotomy and axoaxonic synapses by 4 weeks. The synaptic density of regenerated
CGRP-labeled terminals increased for 24 weeks and then remained unchanged.
These results indicate that regenerated dorsal root axons and their synaptic
terminals are permanently maintained within transplants of fetal spinal cord and
suggest that the transplants can contribute to the permanent restoration of
damaged intraspinal neural circuits.

5. Regenerated dor-sal root axons establish functional connections with
neurons in fetal spinal cord transplants. (Itoh, Y., Tessler, A., Kowada, M., and
Pinter, M. Electrophysiological responses in fetal spinal cord transplants evoked by
regenerated dorsal root axons Adv.Stereotact.Ftunct.Neurosurg. (In Press).

Electrophysiological methods demonstrated the presence in transplants of
synaptically-driven neuronal activity in response to electrical stimulation of
regenerated roots. In some cases we observed monosynaptic EPSPs in transplant
neurons following root stimulation using intracellular recording. Together with
our observation that transplant neurons send axons into host sciatic nerve, these
results suggest that transplants can act as relay stations that can contribute to at
least partial restoration of injured circuits.

6. Transplant-mediated rescue of Clarke's nucleus (CN neurons. (Hmes.
B.T.. Goldberner, M.E., and Tessler, A. (1993) Grafts offetal CNS tissue rescue
axotomized Clarke's nucleus neurons in adult and neonatal operates (submitted for
publication).

We have used the neurons of CN to study issues related to survival after
injury. Injury at the T8 segment In newborn rats causes 40% of the ipsilateral CN
neurons at LI to die, and the same lesion in adults kills 30% of the neurons.
Transplants of E 14 spinal cord, cerebellum, and neocortex enable almost all of the
axotomized neurons to survive for at least 2-3 months in both adult and newborn
animals. Because all 3 of these tissues contain high levels of Neurotrophin-3
mRNA (NT-3), NT-3 may be the factor responsible for the rescue. The results of
our recent transplant studies support this idea: axotomized CN neurons are
salvaged by kidney, which synthesizes large quantities of NT-3 mRNA
(Maisonpierre et al.. '90;Ernfors et al., 90) but not by embryonic striatum, which
expresses very little if any (Maisonpierre et al., '90).

7. DRG neurons die after sciatic nerve section. (Himes, B.T. and A. Tessler
(1989) Death of some dorsal root ganglion neurons and plasticity of others following
sciatic nerve section in adult and neonatal rats. J. Comp. NeuroL 284:215-230.

We used immunohistochemical and histochemical methods along with cell
counting techniques to demonstrate that DRG neurons die after sectioning their
peripheral processes and to show that several subsets of DRG neurons are equally
ikely to die after this injury. DRG neurons do not die after section of their central

process, suggesting that death is the result of causes other than axotomy alone.
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8. Changes in tachvkinin synthesis after axotomv. (Henken. D.B.. A. Tessler.
et aL (1 988) In situ hybridization of mRNA for beta-preprotachykintn and
presomatostatin in adult rat dorsal root ganglia: comparison with
immunocytochemical localization. J. Neurocytol. 17:671-681; Henken. D.B.. BattistL
W.. Chesselet, M-F., Murray, M., and A. Tessler (1990) Expression of beta-
preprotachykinins in rat dorsal root ganglion cells following peripheral or central
axotomy. Neurosci.29: 733-74 2.

We used in situ hybridization and immunocytochemical methods to show that
peripheral axotomy but not central axotomy causes reduced synthesis of the
mRNAs that encode tachykinins and the tachykinins themselves. Changes in
synthesis therefore are due to mechanisms other than a nonspecific response to
injury, such as reduced levels of Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) which is derived from
the peripheral but not the central target of DRG neurons.

9. Changes in levels of substance P ISP) and CGRP in DRG and dorsal horn
after neonatal sciatic nerve lesion. (One abstract has been published with
F.Nothias and M.Murray, one in press in Restor.NeuroLNeuroscL A manuscript is in
preparation).

We had previously found that sciatic nerve section in newborn rats killed 50%
of L5 DRG neurons, but that the survivors could restore dorsal horn SP levels to
normal (Himes and Tessler, '89). Here we used immunocytochemistry, in situ
hybridization histochemistry, and radioimmunoassay to determine the mechanism
responsible. We excluded both selective survival of peptidergic neurons and
increased constitutive levels of expression of peptide genes as mechanisms
accounting for the recovery of dorsal horn SP and CGRP after neonatal sciatic
nerve section. Experiments using additional lesions suggested that the recovery is
due at least in part to sprouting from surviving 1A and L5 DRG neurons and
neurons in DRG rostral and caudal to L4 and L5. Modifications in metabolism
that Increase peptide half-lives In surviving L4 and L5 DRG neurons may also
contribute.
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(7) CONCLUSIONS

It follows from this work that cut dorsal roots of adult DRG neurons
regenerate into transplants of embryonic spinal cord, whereas they do not
regenerate into spinal cord in the absence of a transplant. The regenerated dorsal
roots contain peptides found in normal dorsal roots, and they establish synapses
that resemble those found in normal spinal cord and are functionally effective.
These findings are encouraging for the hope that transplants may one day serve a
therapmutic function and contribute to the restoration of damaged neural circuits.
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The stimulus that elicits or supports dorsal root regeneration appears not to be
specific to embryonic spinal cord, the normal target of dorsal roots, because dorsal
roots also regenerate into transplants of embryonic brain. Regeneration into brain
regions is less robust than into spinal cord, however, and synapses are far less
frequent, suggesting that regenerating adult neurons require specific cues for
growth within a target and synapse formation. Cutting their peripheral process
produces profound metabolic changes in several subsets of DRG neurons and can
cause the cells to die, whereas the neurons survive central axotomy and changes
in tachykinin synthesis are not observed.
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Ultrastructural Organization of
Regenerated Adult Dorsal Root Axons

Within Transplants of Fetal Spinal Cord

YASUNOBU rIOH AND ALAN TESSLER
Philadelphia VA Hospital and Departments of Anatomy and Neurology, The Medical College

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19129

ABSTRACT
It has previously been demonstrated that the severed central branches of

adult mammalian dorsal root ganglion cells regenerate into transplants of fetal
spinal cord. The aim of this study was to determine whether these regenerat-
ing axons form synapses, and, if they do, to characterize them morphologi-
cally.

Embryonic day 14 or 15 spinal cord was transplanted into the lumbar
enlargement of adult Sprague-Dawley rats, and the IA or L5 dorsal root was
cut and then juxtaposed to the transplant One to 3 months later the regener-
ated dorsal roots were labeled by anterogMae filling with wheat germ agglu-
tinin-horseradish peroxidase (WGA-HRP) or by immunocytochemrstry for
calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP).

Dorsal root labeling with WGA-HRP demonstrated that regenerated
axon terminals made synaptic contacts within transplants, and stereological
electron microscopic analysis demonstrated that CGRP-immunoreactive axon
teriiinals occupied an average of 9% of the neuropil within 2 mm of the dorsal
root-transplant interface. The majority of synapses were axodendritic, but a
significant percentage were aosomatic or azoaxonic. Since azoaxonic
synapses were observed in transplants in which both pre- and postsynaptic
profiles of axoaxonic synapses were labeled for CGRP, some regenerated
axons apparently form synapses with each other. Approximately 90% of
synaptic contacts were simple, 9% ware complex, and 25f'. of the complex ter-
minal ware immunaopositive for CGRP. Glia occupied 25% of the neuropil
within I mm ofthe dorsal root-transplant interface, but only 6% of the neuro-
pil 1-2 mm from the interface.

We also performed a stareological analysis of the nem pil in lamina I.
The area fraction. of neuropil occupied by myelinated axons, perikarya. and
dendrites were similar in transplants and in lamina I. However, the area frac-
tion occupied by unmyslinated a&ons was significantly smaller in transplants,
and the area fraction occupied by axon terminal was significantly larger in
transplants compared with lamina L Regenerated CGRP-immunoreactive
synaptic terminals in transplants were significantly larger than in normal lam-
ina I. and their synaptic contact length was also increased, suggesting that a
compenatory mechanism for increasing synaptic efficiency might occur
within the transplants. Synaptic density, however, was significantly reduced
in transplants, indicating a smaller number of synaptic terminals per unit
area. In lamina I. as in the transplant, most synapses were aodendritic, but
the percentage of axosomatic and axoaxonic terminals was lower in lamina I
than in the trananlants. The area occupied by glia in lamina I was similar to
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SYNAPTOGENESIS OF DRG AXONS IN TRANSPLANTS 397

that observed 1-2 mm from the dorsal root-transplant interface, but lower
than that observed 0-1 mm from the interface.

The results of this study show that regenerated primary afferent axons
form synapses within transplants. These synapses retain many of the charac-
teristics of primary afferent synapses in normal dorsal horn, suggesting that
transplants may provide a strategy to restore some of the properties of dam -
aged neural circuits.

Key words: CNS regeneration, embryonic spinal cord transplant, WGA-HRP,
anterograde transpomrt, calcitoan gene-related peptide, immuno-
cytochemistry, electron microscopy

The severed central branches of adult mammalian dorsal plants terminate within 2 mra. of the dorsai root-transplant
root ganglion (DRG) neurons regenerate along the dorsal interface;
root, but few, if any, penetrate the dorsal root entry zone ii) unlike other regions of normal spinal cord, both my-
and regrow into the spinal cord (Raier et al., '83a, '86; Liuzzi elinated and unmyelinated dorsal root axons terminate
and Lasek, '87; Reier et al., '89). When transplants of fetal within lamina 1,
spinal cord are substituted for adult spinal cord, however, iii) lamina I is a region rich in calcitonin gene-related
DRG axons regenerate into the transplants (Tessler et al, peptide (CGRP) (Rosenfeld et al., '83; Gibson et al., '84;
'88). In order to determine the functional potential of these Carlton et al., '87, '88; McNeill et al., '88; Chung et al., '88)
regenerated axons, it is important to establish whether they and in which the CGRP is derived only from the large num-
make synaptic contacts with neurons in the transplant, bar of A delta and the C fibers that terminate there (Willis
Although synapses have been described within intraspinal and Coggeshall, "78; Light and Perl, "79; Cervero, '86;
transplants of embryonic spinal cord (Reier et al., '86), it is Sugiura et al., '86); the region of the transplant within 2 mm
not known whether they derive from host or from trans- of the dorsal root-transplant interface is also richly inner-
planted neurons. To determine whether synapses within the vated with DRG axons immunoreactive for CGRP (Tesaler
transplant derived from regenerated DRG axons, in the et al., '88).
present stddy we have therefore identified regenerated ax-
ons using wheat germ agglutinin-conjugated horseradish
peroxidase (WGA-HRP) transport and immunocytochemi- MATEMAAS A" METODS
cal methods (Tessler et aL, '88). We also determined the Surgical procedures
synaptic density and characterized the synaptic terminals. Ten male and female adult (200-300 g) Sprague-Dawley

The environment within %vhich such regenerated axons rats (Zivic Miller, Allison Park, PA) were used as graft recip- I
make synaptic contacts may also be a significant factor in ients. The rats were anesthetized with ketamine hydrochlo-
determining their functional potential. Transplants of em- ride (95 mg/kg), xylazine (10 mg/kg), and aceproma2ine
bryonic spinal cord contain all the neural and glial elements maleate (0.7 mg/kg), and laminectomies of the T13 or Li
that make up the neuropil of normal spinal cord (Reier et vertebrae were performed with a speed drill (Dremel, Ra-
al., '86). However, the composition of transplanted spinal cine, WI) to expose the lumbar enlargement. After dorsal
cord has not been studied in detail. In the present study, we roots were sharply transected close to the dorsal root entry
performed stereological analyses to determine the area frac- zone and reflected caudally, a hemisection cavity 3-4 mm
tion occupied by myelinated and unmyelinated axons, glia, long was created in the lumbar enlargement by gentle aspi-
terminals. perikarya, and dendrites. ration. Segments of spinal cord 5 mm long were dissected

In addition to characterizing the transplant in terms of from embryonic day 14 (E14} or E15 Sprague-Dawley rat
the formation of synapses and the composition of the neuro- pups and introduced into the cavity according to procedures
pil, it was important to compare transplant with spinal cord. previously described (Raier et al., '86). The cut dorsal root
If regenerated DRG axons establish synapses within trans- stumps were juxtaposed to the transplants, the resected ver-
plants, then comparing the types of synapses formed in tebral arch was replaced, and the wound was closed in
transplants with those formed in normal spinal cord wili layers. This procedure is similar to that described by Reier
provide a means for determining whether adult axons that et al., ('86) and Tessler et aL ('88).
regenerate into fetal spinal cord establish synaptic contacts
according to rules similar to those that govern developing Anterograde WGA-HRP labeling procedure
axons. One to 3 months after transplantation. 3 recipients were

To compare the composition and synaptic organization of Onestoetimonths aeritranlti, 3 ripin ts werthe transplant and spinal cord, we selected lamina I of th anesthetized as described above, the original wound was
spitransal t co dfor st oical anrdweselected mrh mei na Io reopened, and the dorsal roots juxtaposed to the graft werespinal cord for stereoiogical and morphometric analyses. identified. Following a procedure previously describedAlthough no area of spinal cord can be considered equiva- (Beattie et al., "'8; Tessler et al., '88), these roots were cut 5
lent to the area of the transplant into which dorsal rootaxon reenerted huina wa choen or he flloing mm distal to the entry site and the central end of the cut
axons regenerated, lamnina I was chosen for the following root was inserted into a tip of a micropipet filled with 2%reasons: WGA-HRP, where it remained for at least 1 hour. Forty-

i) it is the lamina closest to the dorsal root entry zone and eight hours later the animals were deeply anesthetized with
the majority of dorsal root axons regenerated into trans- sodium pentobarbital (Nembutal, 40 mg/kg, i.p.) and per-
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TABLE 1. Camparison ofCnamqhion of Nropil (% o(A5.)
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fused through the ascending aorta with 75-100 ml of physio- '87; Carlton et al., '88; McNeill et al., '88). The specimens
logical saline followed by 500 ml of a solution containing 1% were then treated with a series of ascending and descending
paraformaldehyde, 2.5% glutaraldehyde, and 0.02 mM concentrations of ethyl alcohol in PBS as previously de-
CaC12 in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). The spinal seg- scribed (Light et al., '83; Carlton et al., '87) and processed
ments that included the transplants were dissected out. Sec- for the PAP method of Sternberger (;86). After rinsing with
tions 50 itm thick were cut in the sagittal plane on a Vibra- normal goat serum (NGS) diluted 1:30, sections were incu-
tome and processed for HRP visualization using a solution bated overnight at room temperature in primary antiserum
of 0.05% 3,3'-diaminobenzidine (DAB), 0.01% hydrogen (Peninsula Laboratories, Belmont, CA) diluted 1:16,000
peroxide, and 0.01 M imidazole in 0.05 M Tris-HCI buffer, with a solution of PBS containing 1% NGS. After washing
pH 7.4 according to the protocol of Straus ('82). Alternate twice in 1% NGS, the sections were incubated in goat anti-
sections from each animal were prepared for light and elec- rabbit IgG diluted 1:50 for 90 minutes at room temperature,
tron microscopic analyses. Tissues for light microscopic and then rinsed in 1% NGS. The specimens were incubated
study were mounted on subbed slides and coverslipped, in PAP (1:100) for 90 minutes at room temperature, then
while specimens -for electron microscopic evaluation were washed in PBS followed by 0.05 M Tris-HCI buffer (pH 7.4)
postfixed in a solution of 1% osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M and incubated in 0.05% DAB containing 0.01% hydrogen
Sym-collidine buffer for 20 min at 45"C (Ruda et al., '86), peroxide diluted in 0.05 M-Tris-HCl buffer for 6-8 minutes
dehydrated, and flat-embedded in Epon-Araldite mixture, at room temperature. After fixation in 3% glutaraldehyde

solution for 2 hours, the sections were osmicated (Ruda et
CGRP immunocytoehemistry al., '86), dehydrated and flat-embedded.

For light microscopic analysis, three host rats (1-3 The characteristics of the primary antisera against CGRP
months after transplantation) and three normal rats were and controls for the specificity of staining have been
deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital and per- described in detail previously (Tessler et al., '88).
fused transcardially with normal saline followed by 4% Stereological anaysis
paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. Spinal
segments that contained transplants or normal IA or L5 spi- Because CGRP-immunoreactive fibers were too exten-
nal cord were rer ,oved, sectioned on a cryostat (14 gm), and sively distributed within the transplants to study every
mounted on subbed slides. The sections were then processed fiber, the following sampling procedure was used. From each
for the peroxidase-antiperoxidase (PAP) technique accord- recipient two or three flat-embedded Epon sections were
ing to methods that have been described previously (Stern- selected that contained CGRP-labeled fibers arborizing
berger, '86; Tessler -t al., '80, '88). either within 1 mm of the dorsal root-transplant interface

For electron microscopic analysis, four recipients (1 to 3 (animals 1 and 2 in Table 1) or within 1-2 mm of the inter-
months after transplantation) and four control animals were face (animals 3 and 4 in Table 1). These areas were consid-
deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital and per- ered to be analogous to lamina 1. Ultrathin sections were
fused through the ascending aorta with 50 ml of physiolog- cut, placed on 400 mesh grids, and examined in a JEOL IOOS
ical saline followed by 500 ml per animal of 0.1 M cacodylate electron microscope. Neither uranyl acetate nor lead citrate
buffer pH 7.4 (40C) containing 3% paraformaldehyde, 3% staining was used. Sections were outlined on graph paper at
glutaraldehyde, 0.1% picric acid, and 0.02 mM CaCI2 Seg-
ments 5-6 mm long that contained transplants or normal Fig. 1. Sgitta sction of mbrac spinl cord gras I smonth
spinal cord were immediately removed. Transplants were after transplantation. Bar - 100 pm. a: Host dorsal root (DR) axons
cut with a Vibratome (40 um) in the sagittal plane because labeled with 2% WGA-HRP regenerate into the transplant (TP) and
CGRP-immunoreactive fibers were more easily detected arborize within the graft. Axons show nuneroum varicoities and some
there than in the coronal plane. To study CGRP-immunore- end in globular dilatations (arrows). b: CGRP-immunoretive a-ons
active fibers in lamina I, specimens of spinal cord dissected are shown in bhst dorsal root (DR) and tramnsplant (TP). Regenerated
from control animals were sectioned in the coronal plane (40 '& ' Ct" "Git5 along their path* d anre tangled together to

form dense plexuses (). Inset shows relationship of transplant (TP)jsm). All sections were incubated in I% sodium borohydride and host spinal cord (H) and the interface (arrowheads) between douui
in phosphate buffer saline (PBS), pH 7.4, for 30 min and root (DR) and transplant. Stained with chromosane cyanine R and cre-
rinsed several times in PBS (Kosake et al., '86; Carlton et al., syl violet (Clark, '81). Bar - 500 on.
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0.7', toluidine blue. The lamina 1-11 boundary was deter-
mined according to criteria previously described (Ralston,
'68; McClung and Castro, '76; Ralston and Ralston, '79;
"Snyder, '82; Molander et al., '84; Murray and Goldberger,
'86). In areas in which the profiles of lamnina I covered 10 to
15 grid squares, two electron micrographs were taken at a
magnification of x8,000 from each grid square so as to

- .,~ include an entire margina, zone. Structures were then classi-S• - . ... : .. fled and the area fractions calculated using the same proce-

dures as described above for the transplants.

"To determine the synaptic density within transplants and
. lamina I, the number of synapses was counted according to

the protocol of S~rensen and Zimmer ('88). The area exam-
ined on electron micrographs corresponded to 9.0 urm x 7.2
. m and the synaptic density was expressed as the number of

-. synapses per 100 ,rmn. Synapses were also classified as
7 •CGRP-labeled or CGRP-unlabeled.

Morphometric analysis

Fig.2. CGRP ininunoreaction product in transverse section of nor- Synaptic terminals in electron micrographs used for the
mal rat lumbar spinal cord (IA segment). Labeled axons and stereological analyis were subsequently analyzed mor-
are evenly distributed in laminae I and 1lo. Bar - 100 Fm. phometrically. A profile was considered to be a synaptic ter-

minal if it contained a cluster of five or more synaptic vesi-
cles, formed unequivocal synaptic complexes with neuronal
profiles, and had vesicles closely associated with the synap-
tic junctions. The area, perimeter, longest dimension, length

low magnification, and regions were identified in which at of synaptic contacts, and glial profile length per perimeter of
least 10 adjacent grid squares contained profiles immunore- 60-120 synaptic terminals from each transplanted and con-
active for CGRP. Two photographs were randomly taken at trol animal were measured using the Bioquant System IV
a x8,000 magnification from alternate grid squares for a (R&M Biometrics, Inc., Nashville, TN). Because lamina I of
total of 40-50 photographs for each recipient. Grid squares normal animals was sectioned transversely whereas trans-
in which more than one-half of the field was occupied by plants were sectioned longitudinally, we determined
blood vessels or by bundles of myelinated axons were whether the shape of the synaptic terminals was affected by
excluded from the survey (Murray and Goldberger, '86). the plane of section by calculating the shape factor (Mize,
Axons (myelinated and unmyelinated), terminals, cell bod- '85) according to the formula 4 r area/perimeter.2 The mean
ies, dendrites, and nonneuronal structures (glia, blood yes- shape factor of CGRP-immunoreactive synaptic terminals
sels, and unidentified profiles) were identified using criteria in transplants was 0.46 ± 0.04 (S.E.M-.) and in lamina 1,
described previously (Lemkey-Johnston and Larramendi, 0.52 ± 0.02. Since there was no statistically significant dif-
"72; Murray and Goldberger, '86), and the area fraction ference between the two (P > 0.05, the Mann-Whitney two-
occupied by each structure was measured on electron micro- sample test), these data indicated that the shape of the
graphs at a final magnification of x 20,000. In brief, these profiles of at least the CGRP-immunoreactive synaptic ter-
criteria were as follows: minals was unaffected by the different section planes used

0 nerve terminals: bulbous structures containing a clus- in transplanted and control animals. Each synapse from

ter of 5 or more synaptic vesicles; normal lamina I and transplants was further studied and

ii) unmyelinated axons: membrane-bounded structures classified for the following characteristics:
with pale cytoplasm that included many profiles of microtu- i) CGRP immunoreactivity;
bules and/or mitochondria; ii) synaptic vesicle type: synapses were classified as con-

iii) dendrites: irregularly shaped structures with a pale taining spherical, spherical and dense cored, or pleomorphic
cytoplasmic matrix; vesicles;

iv) glial structures: irregularly shaped processes that con- iii) number of synaptic contacts: a terminal was classified
tained bundles of glial filaments (astroglia) or dark cyto- as simple if it made only one synaptic contact, or complex, if
plasmic matrix (oligodendroglia). it made two or more synaptic contacts per profile. A multi-

The area fraction occupied by axons and terminals was synaptic index (MSI) was calculated after determining the

further classified into CGRP-labeled and CGRP-unlabeled number of contacts with separate postsynaptic structures

elements as determined by the presence or absence of elec- per terminal profile.

tron-dense immunoreaction product. iv) type of postsynaptic structures: a synapse was classi-

The stereological analysis of four normal control animals fled as axodendritic, axosomatic, or axoaxonic.
was performed according to the protocol of Murray and Since the distinction between axon terminals and den-
Goldberger ('86). Thin cross-sections containing an entire dritic terminals containing vesicles is difficult (Peters et al.,
lamina I were cut and placed on 400 mesh grids. At low mag- '76), the following criteria were used to identify axoaxonic
nification, the sections were outlined on graph paper, and synapses: 1) presynaptic element is recognized as an axon; 2)
landmarks were identified using camera lucida drawings of synaptic vesicles contained in presynaptic elements are as-
Epon-embedded 1-jum thick cross-sections staioed with sociated closely with the junction; 3) postsynaptic elements
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F1,. 3. Electron micrographs of labeled axons in tranplanta (a and b) and lamina I (c. Bar - 0.5m a:
Myelinated axon labeled by WGA-HRP has regenerated within transplant- b: An example of a CGRP-
immunoreactive mvelinated axon found within tranaptants. c- One myehnated i(i and two unmyelinated
axons (arrows" contain CGRP-immunoreactivity associated with microtubules and axolemma

contain synaptic vesicles and/or microtubules labeled for noreactive fibers bearing numerous varicosities are found in
(CGRP; and 4) junctions have the characteristics of normal Lissauer's tract and laminae I and II outer 1io) (Fig. 21
synapses. Immunoreactwe fibers are evenly distributed in Lamina 1,

The stereological data were analyzed statistically by the traverse a laver of large flattened marginal neurons (Wal-
Mann-Whitney two-sample test. The significance of the dever celIs), and are present throughout lamina Ilo
mnorphometric analysis was evaluated by one-way ANOVA bk
ti'. 0.05). If there were significant differences between Electron microscopy
transplant and lamina 1, each rlsult was corrected for multi-
ple comparisons using the Duncan test. All statistical analy- Transplant. In graft recipients whose dorsal roots

ses were performed using the Number Cruncher Statistical were labeled with WGA-HRP. regenerating axons and ter-

System (Dr. Jerry L. Hintze, Kaysville, UT). minals are readily identified by their dense content of HRP
reaction product. Labeled myelinated axons taverage diam-
eter 1.67 srm) (Fig. 3a) are observed only close to the dorsal

RESULTS root-transplant junction, where some of their terminals

Light microscopy form synaptic contacts upon dendritic profiles Most of
these synaptic complexes are asymmetric (type 1. Gray "*591

Transplant. Anterograde WGA-HRP labeling of the with parallel pre- and postsvynaptic membranes, presvnaptic
severed host dorsal root reveals that regenerated fibers have accumulation of spherical vesicles (mean diameter 45 nmi.
grown into each of the three transplants studied. Labeled and postsynaptic thickenings (Fig. 4a). All of the synaptic
axons course longitudinally within the dorsal roots, appear terminals that we observed to be labeled by WGA HRP
to turn at the dorsal root-transplant interface, and grow transport contain spherical vesicles.
across the entire dorsal-ventral width of the transplants. CGRP-immunoreactive axons and terminals are also rec-
The regenerating dorsal root axons arborize extensively and ognized within the grafts. In axons. CGIRP-labeling i.-
radially within the grafts and contain varicosities along their mainly associated with microtubules (Fig. 3b): in axon ter
length. Most of the endings of labeled fibers show globular minals, with dense-cored vesicles (Fig. 4b,c). Many CGRI'
dilatations that vary in size (Fig. la). labeled terminals make one or two synaptic contacts with

Regenerating axons immunoreactive for CGRP are more postsynaptic profiles, but some endings form three or more
numerous within the transplants and arborize more widely synapses. Although these synapses are similar morphologi
than those seen following labeling with WGA-HRP. In some cally to those labeled by WGA-HRP, the majority of CGR[.-
sect ions, CGRP-immunoreactive axons appear to be tangled Immunoreactive presynaptic endings contain both spherical
together to form dense plexuses. CGRP-ir,,tunorcactive fi- and dcnse cored vesicles (Fig. 4b,c). Some labeled synaptic
hers show varicosities along their paths, but dilatations of terminals are entirely surrounded by glial processes (Fig. 5i,
axon endings are less prominent than after HRP filling (Fig. however, most are only partially enveloped.
] hi These observations are very similar to those that we In general the morphology of regenerated axons and ter
have previously reported (Tessler et al. '88). minals identified by the two labeling methods closely resem

,Superficial dorsal horn. When studied in cryostat bles that of the corresponding structures found in normal
sections or in semithin (I gm) epon sections, CGRP-immu- larnina I Two types of unusual profiles, however. occur
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growth cones. However, the enlarged terminals that we
S, observed are apposed to each other with unusual junctions
.' consisting of parallel thickened membranes separated by a

411, variable (25-50 nm) interval, and the vesicles are only in
"some instances closely associated with the membranes.
When studied by interrupted serial sections, the large ter-
minals appear to make no definite synaptic contacts with
other profiles in the neuropil. These observations therefore
suggest that the structures more closely resemble regenerat -
ing axons of adult DRG neurons whose growth has been

i, arrested (Stensaas et al., '79; Reier et al., '83a; Liuzzi and
. Lasek, '87) than those that are forming growth cones (Porn-

erat et al., '67; Bunge et al., '83).
Lamina L CGRP-immunoreactive axons and synaptic

terminals are distributed throughout lamina I, but fewer
* ~l labeled axons, especially myelinated axons, are found in the

S. marginal zone than in Lissauer's tract. In both myelinated
(average diameter 1.50 Arm) and unmyelinated axons, reac-
tion product is most consistently associated with microtu-

i•Y')• bules, but in heavily labeled profiles it is also associated
- I ;" with the axolemma and mitochondria (Fig. 3c). Most

"'147 CGRP-immunoreactive terminals contain two types of
Tit synaptic vesicles: numerous small, clear, spherical vesicles

(mean 50 nm in diameter) and less numerous large, spheri-
cal dense-cored vesicles (mean 95 nm in diameter). Reaction

;* '•,. product in terminals is found in the cores of dense-cored
,, vesicles. The majority of labeled synaptic terminals make

•. one or two synaptic contacts with dendritic profiles that
Slack vesicles (Fig. 7a,b), but some terminals form three or

more synapses with postsynaptic profiles. These observa-
tions are similar to the findings of McNeill et al. ('88).

Stereological analysis

Composition of neuropil (Table 1, Fig. 8). Peri-
Fig. 5. In the region cloae to the donral root-traaplant interface, karya and dendrites occupy 34 % and axon terminals occupy

several closely approximated OGRP-labeled axon terminals (TI) are 29':, of the area fraction in the transplant regions examined.
densely surrounded by estrocytic processes (A). Bar- I sam. while myelinated axons occupy 9% and unmyelinated axons

occupy 12%. The area fraction occupied by most of the
structures that we analyzed varies little among the trans-

within the grafts. One type consists of varicosities filled with plants, but the amount occupied by astrocytic profiles is
CGRP-immunoreactive dense-cored vesicles that are com- variable and depends on the portion of the transplant that is
posed of several overlapping and apparently interconnect- sampled. Within 1 mm of the dorsal root-transplant inter-
ing axonal endings (Fig. 6a). These varicosities occur close to face (animals I and 2 in Table I), astrocytes occupy approxi-
the dorsal root-transplant interface and are densely covered mately 24%. whereas in the region 1-2 mm from the inter-
with glial profiles. The second type consists of large termi- face (animals 3 and 4 in Table 1) their percentage of the area
nals that are apposed to each other by atypical junctions. fraction is approximately 6%. In lamina 1. perikarya and
These are labeled by WGA-HRP but only infrequently by dendrites occupy 36% and unmyelinated axons 28% of the
CGRP. The longest dimension of these large terminals is area fraction, whereas axon terminals constitute 17 , my-
approximately 4 Arn, and they are filled with numerous elinated axons 10%, and glia 6%. The area fractions occu-
spherical clear vesicles, mitochondria, and microtubules pied in transplants by perikarya and dendrites and by my-
(Fig. 6b). Similar dilated terminals have been reported dur- elinated axons are therefore very similar to those observed
ing the early stages of DRG axon regeneration into adult in lamina 1. The area occupied by glia within the transplants
spinal cord (Stensaas et al., '79; Reier et al., '83a; Liuzzi and is the same as that occupied in lamina I. At the dorsal root-
Lasek, '87), and in this respect the structures resemble transplant interface, glia occupy a percentage of the area 4

times larger than in lamina I.
CGRP-labelilng of axons and terminals (Table

2). The stereological analysis of axons and terminals ia-
Fig. 4. Electron micrographs from t lanta. Bar - I Am. s: A beled for CGRP shows the percentage of the neuropil that is

WGA-HRP-labeled complex presynaptic terminal containing spherical occupied by structures derived only from dorsal roots. In
vesicles makes #symmetric synaptic contacts (arrows) upon different transplants, axon terminals represent 29% of the area frac-
dendritic profiles (D). b: A typical asymmetric axodendritic synapse (ar- tion, unmyelinated axons 13%, and myelinated axons 1%.
row) in which a CGRP-labeled presynaptic profile contacts a dendrite In lamina I, axon terminals occupy 17% of the area fraction,
(D). e: An example of a CGRP-immunoreactive complex terminal con.
taining spherical and dense-cored vesicles that makes asymmetric unmyelinated axons 13%, and myelinated axons 5%. The
synaptic contacts (srows) upon different dendritic profiles. This termi- area fraction occupied by CGRP-unmyelinated axons is
nal is surrounded by numerous vesicle-containing profiles, therefore not different in transplants and lamina 1. whereas
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Fig. 6. Electron micrographs of unusual structures within transplants. Bar - p nm- a: An example of
unusual dilated varicosities (V) consisting of several closely apposed structures that are filled with CGRP-
labeled and, -unlabeled dense-cored vesicles. Astrocytic processes (Al surround these structures. b: Large
terminals labeled by WGA-HRP that contain numerous spherical vesicles, mitochondria, and microtubules.
These endings are characterized by unusually long cell junctions separated by 20-50 nm (arrows).
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Fig. 7. Electron microglrapha illustrating CORP-immunoreactjve terminals in normal lamins i. Bar -
urn. a: An example of a simple terminal that contains labeled spherical and dense-cored vesicles. and makes
an asymmetric contact (arrow) upon a dendritic profile (DI. b: An example of a complex terminal that con-
tains immunoreactive spherical and dense-cored vesicles. and mskes two asymmetric contacts• (arrows) upon
different dendritic profiles (B).
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TABLE 2. Compamsw of % CGRP-Labefing o(Axom and Temnawk'

Myelinated Unmyulinated SVW .. SV' & DCP pV?
N Axom Awmn Teuinala (% arm) (%a am) C aremi

T][Ia 041.04 t 0 13,0 i3 " 2. * 2AV6" 2079 ± 2.24 7X51 6.24 IGV: 10-l9
(64."6 ± 2.21) (14-V v 2.18) (061 * (024)

LmmaZ 4 .36 1.32 1.76 ± 1.3 2.14 1*1 16.467 1.26 7293 .3 &06 7WT* 5.16
(8M4. 2.07) (736.2.24) (1.73.0.34)
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100 TABLE 3. Compatm oSywVapuDc )uty•
Myolmateo axOns

N CGRP-L
2  CGRP-U Total

UnmaWtaled axons1 * 'r0"i 4 222 * 0.4S W.5 OW & 78:0.477r
50 Lm1mua| 4 2A * 0.12 UP3 0.42 772 0.36

'N• dagypmlpw1m0m' (urw ± S.SMJ).

Termineal k "N4G .. l i I eyIat ww IKAbad ktCGRP* 00 "TUmhpi 1mw u(Uals eiiS* v~ bmb I at di. P .. 0,85 Ieul ,ea the ham-Wh*aa

# 40 spherical and dense cored vesicles or pleornorphic vesicles,

CON bodaes derndes Although constituting only 7% of the total area occupied by
axon terminals, those that contain both spherical and dense

20 cored vesicles represent nearly 75% of the terminals that
contain CGRP. Similar results are found in lamina 1, where
90, of axon terminals contain only spherical vesicles and

Gha tire area fraction that each synaptic type occupies is not sig-
0 L nificantly different from the area fraction that it occupies in

transplants. In lamina I. as in transplants, terminals that
Lamina I lransplant contain both spherical and dense cored vesicles represent a

small percentage of the total area occupied ny terminals, but

Fig. 8. Conmpoeiton of neuropil. Histoams zunm~iziig include nearly 75% of the terminals itnmunoreactive forFig& omeetio o mtoil Hitoras um.•iin smmg. CGRP.
ical data from lamina I (N- 4) and tmgplants (N - 4). Bar* m
divided scording to the area fractio occpie by myeliated and Morphological feattwes (Tables 4, 5). CGRP.con-
unmyelinated axonm. tenminals. pei karya and dendrite, and gli. Ares taining terminals are significantly larger than unlabeled ter-
occupied by unmylinatled axom and terminal in trmsplants are egnif- minals in transplants when area, perimeter, and longest
icantly diffmeet from lmina I (). dimension are measured (Table 4). The average length of

the synaptic contacts formed by CGRP-immunoreactive
terminals in transplants is also significantly longer than that

the percentage of area occupied by CGRP-labeled my- of unlabeled terminals (Table 5). Glia cover a similar per-
elinated axons in transplants is significantly decreased com- centage of the perimeter of both labeled and unlabeled ter-
pared with lamina I and the area fraction occupied by minals (Table 4). In lamina I. CGRP-containing synaptic
CGRP-labeled dorsal root axon terminals is increased, terminals are also significantly larger than synaptic termi-

Synaptic density (Table 8). The total number of nals unlabeled for CGRP, but the length of synaptic contact
synapses per 100 ism2 in transplants is 5.78. This total formed by labeled and unlabeled terminals is the same and a
includes 2.22 that are immunoreactive for CGRP and 3.57 similar percentage of the perimeter of both types of termi-
that are unlabeled. In lamina I the total synaptic density is nals is covered by glia. Both labeled and unlabeled terminals
7.72 per 100 pn ', of which 2.43 are labeled for CORP and in transplants are significantly larger than their counter-
5.29 are unlabeled. The density of synapses in which the parts in lamina I, and the length of synaptic contact estab-
presynaptic endings are labeled for CGRP is therefore the lished by CGRP-immunoreactive terminals in transplants
same in transplants as in lamina I. whereas both the total exceeds that found in lamina I. The length of synaptic con-
synaptic density in transplants and the density of synapses tacts formed by terminaia that lack CGRP is not signifi-
in which the presynaptic terminals are unlabeled for CGRP cantly different in transplants and lamina I, and the per-
are significantly reduced. centage of the perimeter of synaptic terminals that is

Synaptc terminals covered with glia shows no significant changes between Ntm-
ins I and transplants (Table 4). Therefore. although the

Synaptic vesiclee (Table 2). Nearly 85% of axon ter- results of the stereological analysis show that the amount of
minals in transplants contain only spherical vesicles. Much glia varies among transplants (Table 1), this variability does
smaller percentages of the remaining terminals contain both not occur in association with the synaptic terminals.
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TABLE 4. Comparism of Synaptic Terminals'

Area Perimeter L-Cst Gli per
N Group - m') ("m) axis (Om) ar(%)

Tmmwknt 4 CGRP.L' (A) 2• . 0.16 7.61 S0,61 2.46z:07 3M5 * &40
CGRP.UL' (B) 1.00 *0 4.44 * 0.19 1."0 00 43.13 * Us1

LdmiaS 1 4 CoRP-LV (C 1.16*O 2516 *0.28 1.6"7 * a.0t 32.13 2 IM-
CORP.WL'(D) 0,76*0.03 33.9 .3 1.29. &.7 X".t I1..I
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Ty e(%) Pal yn ptirwicn!.(% )

N Geaup SC* (0m) SWInP1. CompAICK MS) Azodmmdintic Azascsnasic Amowwow

TIt 4 CGRP-LW (4) 0.7 * 001 7,.16 * 7.01 45., 2 7.01 184 &.041 7011 * 41 10.85 * 2.0 Ism *2.01
CGXRP-UL6(B) OM63.0.01 9I.44 .177 9 2 1.77 L1I0.04 O as*116 6.54 1.17 GM t OJ2
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Synaptic contacts (Table 5). In transplants, the ma- greater prrcentage of labeled synapses in transplants are
jority of both CGRP-labeled terminals and terminals that axosomatic or axoaxonic. The percentage of CGRP-unla-
lack CGRP form synaptic contacts with one profile (simple). beled synaptic terminals with axoaxonic synapses (Fig. 10c)
However, nearly 25% of CGRP-labeled terminals contact is also increased in transplants but to a smaller extent.
more than one profile (complex) and this percentage is far
greater than that of the complex contacts formed by unla-
beled terminals. In lamina I, most labeled and unlabeled DSCUSSION
synapses are also simple, and a considerably larger percent- Few injured primary afferent fibers of adult mammals
age of labeled terminals than unlabeled are complex. The penetrate the dorsal root entry zone and regenerate into spi-
percentage of axon terminals that forms simple or complex nal cord (Stensaas et al., *79; Reier et al., '83a; Bignami et al.,
synaptic contacts shows very little difference between trans- '84; Reier et al., '89). Upon reaching the PNS-CNS inter.
plants and lamina I, whether this is determined ior CGRP- face, most either are reflected back toward the DRG or form
labeled terminals or for terminals that lack CGRP. In both enlarged blind endings on astrocytes and cease growth
tissues approx;mately 25% of labeled terminals are com- (Reier et al., '83a, '89; Liuzzi and Lasek, '87). Fetal spinal
plex. Because the ratio between simple and complex synap- cord provides an environment that either supports or en-
tic terminals is unchanged in transplants and lartina I, the hances the regeneration of mature DRG axons, since tran-
MSI also shows no significant alterations. sected dorsal root axons of adult rats regrow for several

Most CGRP-labeled and CGRP-unlabeled terminals in millimeters into transplants (Tessler et al., '88). The major
transplants make contacts with dendritic processes. Some of finding of the present study is that adult DRG axons not
these dendrites contain spherical and dense-cored vesicles, only regenerate into the transplants but also form synapses
or pleomorphic and dense-cored vesicles (Fig. 9a) and are on neurons within the transplants.
therefore difficult to distinguish from axons. A similar find- Synapses in fetal spinal cord transplants have been
ing has been reported previously (Vidal-Sanz et al., '87; Car- reported previously (Reier et al., '83b, '85, '86; Inoue et al.,
ter et al., '88; Bray and Aguayo, '89). Approximately 10% of '88; Jakeman et al., '89). Since the source of these synapses
CGRP-immunoreactive synaptic terminals contact peri- was not determined, it is not known if they resulted from
karyal profiles (Fig. 9b) and 19% form asymmetric contacts regeneration of host axons or from, neurons intrinsic to the
with axonal profiles (Fig. 10a,b). In lamina I, nearly 95% of transplant. In the present study we used two different label-
both labeled and unlabeled synaptic terminals contact den- ing methods to identify the synapses established by DRG
drites, and virtually all of the remaining synapses are axoso- axons regenerated into transplant& Injury filling with
matic. The percentage of CGRP-immunoreactive synapses WGA-HRP presumably labels some of each of the subpopu-
formed with dendrites is therefore significantly reduced in lations of DRG axons that compose the DRG (Beattie et al.,
transplants compared with lamina I. and a significantly "78; Tessler et al., '88). CGRP-labeling shows a subset of
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af

Fig 9. CGRP.immunoreactive terminals forming axodendritic fa) and axosomatic (b) synapses within
the transpla6ts. Bar - I ,rm. a: Presynaptic terminal containing CCRP-Labeled dense-cored vesicles makes
asymmetric synaptic contacts (arrows) on dendrites containing vesicles (DI. b: CGRP-immunoreactive pre-
synaptic endings make contacts (arrows) upon perikaryon (P).

DRG axons. In normal dorsal horn CGRP originates exclu- the major goal of our comparison of the two areas was to
sively from DRG neurons (Gibson et al., '84; Chung et al., indicate the extent to which synapses and neuropil of the
"88), where it is principally associated with small neurons transplants can achieve an organization similar to that of a
that give rise to A delta and C fibers (Cervero and Iggo, '80; region of normal spinal cord in which DRG axons normally
Gibson et al., '84). As in normal spinal cord, CGRP in trans- terminate. Thus, similarities between the transplant and
plants is also derived from regenerated dorsal roots (Tessier lamina I are significant in their implications for the thera-
et al., '88) and therefore from a subclass of unmyelinated (C) peutic promise of the transplant technique and are not sub-
and finely myelinated (A delta) DRG axons. ject to the difficulties inherent in interpreting differences

between the two areas. In our discussion we therefore focus
Comparison of transplant neuropil with on the similarities between the transplants and lamina I.

C pai on ofla iExcept for the presence of differentiated regions that
neuropil of lamiina I resemble substantia gelatinosa (Reier et al., "83b. '85, '86;

We selected lamina I of normal spinal cord for compari- Jakeman et al., '99), the lamination patterns of spinal cord
son with transplants because both i) receive input from dor- transplants are not apparent and their overall structure
sal roots; ii) contain finely myelinated and unmyelinated does not resemble that of normal spinal cord (Reier et al.,
DRG axons: and iii) receive dense innervation by CGRP- '861. Similarities between the neuropil of transplants and
immunoreactive dorsal roots. It must be recognized that, normal spinal cord have been reported (Inoue et al., '88),
despite these similarities, the two regions canr.ot be consid- however, and the present quantitative analysis extends
ered entirely equivalent. Differences between transplants these observations. The area fractions occupied by peri-
and lamina [ may therefore reflect either unique features of karya and dendrites and by myelinated axons are the same
the transplants or an organization characteristic of areas of in transplants and lamina I. The area fractions occupied by
spinal cord other than lamina I. Therefore, without a stereo- astrocytes within transplants and lamina I also does not dif-
logical aralysis of all laminae of the spinal cord, which is fer. Although the donor spinal cord is isolated from affer-
beyond the scope of this study, differences between lamina I ents at the time of grafting, the interior of the transplant is
and transplants must be interpreted with caution. However, thus not gliotic. This lack of gliosis contrasts with the
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- -appearance of the denervated neuropil of lamina II of the
adult dorsal horn, which remains permanently gliotic after
dorsal rhizotomy (Murray and Goldberger, '86).

A continuous layer of astroglial cytoplasm forms at the
dorsal root-transplant interface, where the area fraction
occupied by glia is increased by approximately 300% over
that in normal spinal cord. Glial scars have been reported at
the interface between transplant and host both in the spinal
cord (Reier et a., '85, '86; Houli and Reier, '88) and else-
where in the CNS (Kruger et al., '86). If reactive astrocytes
can inhibit the regeneration of DRG axons at the PNS-CNS
transition zone (Reier et al., '83a, '89; Liuzzi and Lasek, '87),
then these observations suggest that primary afferent fibers
grow into the grafts prior to the formation of the astroglial

• barrier at the iunction.
S140 • Since tht analogy between transplants and lamina I is
A* only approximate, it is not surprising that the stereological

A' • analysis also demonstrates differences between the compo-
"sition of the 2 regions. The area fraction occup6ed by unmy-

"elinated axons is significantly smaller in transplants and
that occupied by axon terminals is significantly larger. In

i 40 part these differences are due to the significantly larger size•"•2 i•,--• of terminals in transplants. Other mechanisms may also

- contribute. For example, reactive synaptogenesis in trans-
plants could increase the area fraction occupied by
terminals (Goldberger and Murray, "78, '88; Murray and

. Goldberger, '86); less branching by unmyelinated axons in
,J 9. transplants compared with lamina I would reduce the area

it - fraction occupied by unmyelinated axons in transplants.

Comparison of regenerated dorsal roots in
transplants with dorsal roots in lamina I

Our observation that regenerated dorsal root axons form
V2" "synapses within transplants allows us to compare the axons

". and axon terminals derived from a particular group of neu-
"j rons in transplants and normal spinal cord. The stereologi-

"-., ,,. ' u," •q" cal analysis indicates that the area fraction occupied by
# ",' . is'. j CGRP-labeled unmyelinated axons in transplants is compa-

"" "4 n" rable to that observed in lamina I. However, the area frac-
••--k* tion occupied by CGRP-labeled myelinated axons in trans-

". •- . plants is decreased by approximately 80%. Because the
average diameter of CGRP-labeled myelinated axons in

". q ., transplants and normal lamina I is virtually the same, this
result indicates either that few if any myelinated axons of
DRG neuron origin regenerate into transplants or that few
"CGRP-immunoreactive axons in transplants become my-
elinated.

The ultrastructure of CGRP-immunoreactive synaptic
Sterminals in transplants suggests that A delta fibers regen-

erate but remain unmyelinated. In the superficial dorsal
*.horn of normal rats, the terminals of at least some C and A

delta fibers are found as the central terminals of synaptic
glomeruli. The ultrastructural features and location of these
central terminals allow them to be distinguished, and they
have been classified as either dark indented CI terminals or

4 11
:1 Fig. 10. CGRP-immunoreactive terminals forming aoasxonicSsynapses within the transplants. B ar- I Po. a: CGRP -iaboled pre-

' synaptic terminal synapses with two different postaynaptic elements
<A : * -(arrows). One is a typical dendrite (D); the other resembles an axon ter-

minal (A), becauae it contains doena-cred vesicles which are isaijuno-J9 " reactive for CGRP. b: CGRP-labeoed presynaptic terminal synapees (ar-

-" row) with CGRP-labeled axon (A). e: CORP-unlabeled axon () makesa
S,." ' ~synaptic contact (arrow) on a CGRP-labeled axon (A).
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light rounder C1u-terminals (Ribeiro-da-Silva and Coimbra, dritic synapses from the axoaxonic synapses that have been
'82; Ribeiro-da.Silva et al., '85). CI terminals are thought to identified in a number of different areas of the CNS (re-
derive from unmyelinated fibers and CII terminals from viewed in Peters et al., "76). In most axoaxonic synapses, the
myelinated fibers (Nagy and Hunt, '81; Ribeiro-da-Silva postsynaptic terminal also establishes a contact with a den-
and Coimbra, '82; Ribeiro-da-Silva et al., '85). The majority drite or cell body and its synaptic vesicles are closely asso-
of CGRP-immunoreactive complex terminals that we found ciated with the second synaptic interface on dendrite or
in both transplants and lamina I resemble CII terminals and perikaryon rather than with the axoaxonic interface. We did
are likely to originate from A delta dorsal root fibers. Our not observe such a second synaptic complex on dendrite or
observation of numerous labeled complex terminals in cell body in transplants or in lamina I, and we classified a
transplants therefore suggests that A delta axons grow into synapse as axoaxonic only if the postsynaptic profile was
transplants but that remyelination of the regenerated ax- immunoreactive for CGRP. Although this method of identi-
ons, if it occurs, takes longer than the 1-3 month period that fication is likely to cause an underestimation of the number
we studied. Remyelination of regenerated nerves also fol- of axoaxonic synapses, the number formed by CGRP-
lows a protracted time course in other systems (Murray, labeled terminals in transplants is significantly greater than
'76). we found in lamina I or than bas been reported in other

Most terminals formed by CGRP-containing DRG axons areas of normal dorsal horn (Murray and Goldberger, '86).
in transplants resemble those in lamina I morphologically, Our analysis also shows that at least some axoaxonic
and approximately 75% in the two locations contain both synapses represent regenerated dorsal root terminals form-
spherical and dense-cored vesicles. The normal proportions ing synapses with each other. This is clearly 2D when both
of simple and complex terminals are retained in transplants, synaptic profiles a-e immunoreactive for CGRP. Because
and the MSI (Raisman, '69; Matthews et al., "76; Hoff et al., CGRP is present it. only about 50% of DRG neurons (Gib-
'82; Steward and Vinsant, '83) is also unchanged. In addi- son et al., '84), however, we can expect many pre- and post-
tion, we observed that in both transplants and normal spinal synaptic profiles in axoaxonic synapses to be unlabeled even
cord, 25% of CGRP-labeled terminals are complex. The though they originate in the dorsal roots. Markers specific
morphometric analysis, however, shows that terminals im- for additional subsets of DRG axons (Dodd and Jessell, '85)
munoreactive for CGRP, like unlabeled terminals, occupy a would presumably show more primary afferent axons estab-
significantly larger percentage of the area of transplants lishing axoaxonic synapses with each other.
than of lamina I and that this increase is attributable at Several different mechanisms could account for the
least in part t'. a significant increase in several parameters of greater than normal numbers of axosomatic and axoaxonic
terminal size, including area, perimeter, and longest axis. synapses established in transplants: i) regenerating adult
The enlarged terminals occur throughout the transplants dorsal root axons may differ from growing axons in their
and bear specializations indicative of synapses. They there- ability to detect or respond to the cues directing synapse
fore differ from the dilated processes that have been formation in developing spinal cord; ii) the cues provided by
reported to end blindly in the dorsal root transitional zone target neurons in transplants may differ from those pro-
during the early stages of regeneration of dorsal root axons vided by neurons in the developing dorsal horn; or iii) the
(reviewed in Reier et al., '8ýa, '89). Their presence in trans- coordinated timing between dorsal root ingrowth and spinal
plants thus represents a successful completion of growth cord maturation essential to correc, synaptogenesis during
rather than a growth failure. Some of the synapses formed in development may be disordered. The growth of regenerat-
the superior colliculus by retinal ganglion axons that have ing dorsal root axons into transplants is delayed compared
regenerated through peripheral nerve bridges are also larger with growth during normal development, since we have
than the normal retinofugal synapses that they otherwise found few CGRP-immunoreactive axons in transplants
resemble (Carter et al., '88; Bray and Aguayo, '89). within 7 days after transplantation of E 14 spinal cord (un-

The average length of the synaptic contacts of profiles published observations). During normal development, A
labeled for CGRP is also significantly larger in transplants delta and C fibers reach the L 4/5 dorsal horn at E 19
than in lamina I. In other areas of the CNS, the length of (Smith, '83; Fitzgerald, '87; Smith and Frank, '88) and form
residual synaptic contacts has been observed to increase fol- synapses whose density in laminae I and II has been esti.
lowing partial denervation, and it is thought to provide a mated by light microscopic methods to be complete by birth
mechanism by which the efficacy of the remaining synapses (Fitzgerald, '87), although not fully functional before the
is enhanced (reviewed in Hillman and Chen, '85). The second postnatal week (Fitzgerald and Gibson, '84). In spite
increased length of synaptic contacts formed by CGRP-con- of delayed ingrowth, most regenerating DRG axons form
taining primary afferent axons in transplants may therefore synapses in transplants that are similar to those formed in
be a response that permits the regenerating axons to corn- normal spinal cord. Some of the signals that direct synapto-
pensate physiologically for the decreased density of synap- genesis during development therefore appear to be present
tic inputs that we also observed in transplants. Decreased during regeneration.
synaptic density and increased length of some types of The similarities between spinal cord transplants and nor-
residual synaptic contacts have previously been reported in mal spinal cord demonstrated by the present study encour-
the dentate molecular layer of hippocampal transplants age the hope that transplants can contribute to at least
(Sorensen and Zimmer, '88). partial restoration of damaged neuronal circuits. The physi-

In transplants the majority of both CGRP-containing and ological consequences of such a restoration of anatomical
unlabeled terminals establish asymmetric synaptic contacts circuitry await future study.
(type I, Gray, '59) on devdrites and therefore resemble
synapses in lamina I, approximately 95% of which are axo-
dendritic. In both transplants and lamina I, these dendrites ACKNOWMENTS
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Regeneration of Adult Dorsal Root Axons
Into Tranplants of Fetal Spina Cord and

Brain: A Comparison of Growth and
Synapse Formation in Appropriate and

InaprpriteTargets

YASUNOBU =TOH AMLAN TELER
Philadelphia VA Hospital and Departments of Anatomy and Neurology,
The Medical College of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19129

ABSTRACT
Cut dorsal root axons regenerate into transplants of embryonic spinal cord and form

synapses that resemble those found in the dorsal horn of normal spinal cord. One aim of the
present study was to determine whether these aons also regenerate into and establish
synapses within transplants of embryonic brain. A second aim was to compare the patterns of
growth in embryonic brain and spinal cord transplants.

Embryonic spinad cord or brain was transplanted into the lumbar enlargement of adult
Sprague-Dawley rats, the LA or L5 dorsal root was cut, and the cut root was jurtapoeed to the
transplant. The transplants included whole pieces or dissociated cell suspensions of embryonic
day 14 (E 14) spinal cord, or whole pieces of E14 neocortex, E 18 occipital cortex, E15 cerebellum,
or E18 hippocampus. One month later the regenerated dorsal root axons were labeled by
immunocytochemical methods to demonstrate calcitonin pne-related peptide (CGRP).

CGRP.immunoreactive axons regenerated into all the transplants examined and formed
synapses in the neocortex and cerebellum transplants in which they were sought. Synapesa
were far rarer in neocortez and cerebellum than we had observed previously in transplanted
spinal cord, and the patterns of growth differed in transplants of spinal cord and brain. In solid
transplants of spinal cord, repnerated axons remained relatively close to the interface with the
dorsal root, branched, and formed bundles. Arms of dense ingrowth were separated by regons
with few labeled aons. In transplants of brain regions, the regenerated axons were few,
unbranched, and appeared as individual fibers rather than in bundles, but they were distributed
widely in neocortex transplants. The results of quantitative studies confirmed these observa-
tions. The area fraction occupied by regenerated axons in solid spinal cord transplants was
significantly large than in occipital cortex or cerebellum transplants. Distribution histograms
of the area occupied in Utnsplants demonstrated that regenerated axons were distributed
sparsely but homogeeusly in transplants of brain, whereas spinal cord transplants wae
he-ergneu for regenerated sxons and contained reas in which growth was dense or sparse.
In contrast, several measurements of a=on distribution, including ares, longest axis, and length
of lateal extension, indcate that CGRP.Iab•ed axons spread more widely in occipital cortex
transplants than in solid transplants of spinal cord or cerebellum.

The results indicate that embryonic CNS tissues that are not normal tarpts support or
enhance the growth of severed dorsal roots and sugg•t that the conditions that constitute a
permissive environment for regneating axons ae relatively nonspecific. Embryonic spinal
cord, the normal target of dorsal roots, appears to supply additional, more specific cues that
enable regenerating axns to grow ad arborie within the transplant and to establish relatively
normal numbers of synapses. Theee cume appear to depend at Wast in part on the integnty of
transplant structure, since growth into solid transplants of spinal cord exceeds growth into cell
suspensions.
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CGRP nweykwhemigsy that entered the transplants after ascending or descending
month after transplantation the rats were deeply in the host spinal cord (Houle and Reier, '89, Traub et al,

One '89); staining deriving from the two sources was separated
anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg, i.p.) and by an area in which CGRP immunoreactivity was scanty or
perfused transcardially with normal saline followed by 4% absent. E 14 neocortex transplants were not analyzed quan
paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7.4. Spinal titatively because the two types of regenerated dorsal root

segments containing transplants were removed, sectioned axons occasionally intermingled.
in the sagittal plane on a cryostat (10 nmi), and mounted on To determine the extent of CGRP-immunoreactive axon

subbed slides. To identify regenerated axons, every fifth re termin the extent of used axon

secionwasprcesed orCGRP iminunocytochernistry regeneration within each transplant, we used a point-
section was processed for CGRP imethodyof Heta( counting stereological analysis carried out with a Bioquantaccording to the avidin-biotin method of Hsu et al. ('81).SytmI R&MBiercsIn.NahleT)o

Sections were reacted with primary antiserum against System IV (R & M Biometrics, Inc,, Nashville, TN) to

CGRP (Peninsula Laboratories, Belmont, CA) at 1:8,000 measure the area occupied by labeled axons. For the

dilution, and then immersed in biotinylated goat antirabbit stereological evaluation, sagittal sections that contained
gG and avidin-biotinylated horseradish peroxidsse corn- CGRP-immunoreactive axons were examined under a light

plex (Vectastain ABC kit, Vector Laboratories. Burlingame. final (x40) and projected onto a video monitor at a
CA) as specified by the manufacturer. The chromagen was final magnification x 1,086. An 180 mm x 180 mm sam-
3,3'-diaminoben'idine (DAB). The characteristics of the piig lattice (2.62 s 10' p.mi) composed of 10-mvm squares
primary antisera against CGRP and controls for specificity was superimposed over the video monitor, and the number
of staining have been described previously (Tessler et al., of times that CGRP-labeled axons intersected the corners of
'88). the grid squares was counted. Five consecutive sections at

To evaluate transplant morphology and the dorsal root- ten section intervals were examined per transplant, with
transplant and transplant-host spinal cord interfaces, addi- the third of these five sections containing the most abun-
tional sections were stained with chromoxane cyanine R for dant CGRP immunoreactivity in that transplant. The area
myelin and counterstained with cresyl violet (Clark, '81). occupied by labeled axons in each individual sampling
To determine the localization of regrowing axons within the lattice (2.62 x 10W Am') was also calculated, and a distribu-
transplants, selected sections were stained with CGRP tion histogram was made from these data to show regional
immunocytochemistry and counterstained with cresyl vio- variations within the transplant of the area occupied by
let. these axons.

To determine whether regenerated dorsal root axons To determine the arborization of CGRP-immunoreactive
formed synapses with neurons in brain transplants, occipi- axons within the three dimensions of each transplant, we
tal pole transplants of E14 neocortex (n = 2) and E15 measured both the distribution of labeled axons in the
cerebellum transplants (n = 3) were prepared for electron sagittal plane and their lateral extension. The distribution
microscopic analysis. Immunocytochemical procedures were of CGRP-immunoreactive axons in the sagittal plane was
identical to those that we used previously to study E14 determined by making composite montages that consisted
spinal cord transplants (Itoh and Tessler, '90) except that of all the individual sampling lattices examined. The long-
in the present analysis we substituted the ABC procedure est dimension of the area of the regenerated axons was
for the peroxidase-antiperoxidase method. One month post- measured by using the Bioquant System IV. The lateral
operatively the rats were deeply anesthetized with sodium extension of CGRP-immunopositive axons was calculated
pentobarbital and perfused with 500 ml of a fixative by multiplying the number of sections that contained
containing 3% glutaraldehyde, 3% paraformaldehyde, and CGRP-labeled axons by the section interval (50 Am). We
0.1% picric acid in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer at pH 7.4. also estimated the overall volume of these transplants (I
Segments 10 mm long that contained transplants were month after transplantation). Every tenth section cut in
immediately removed. Sections were cut with a Vibratome the sagittal plane was stained with chromoxane cyanine R
in the sagittal plane at 50 pAm and treated with 1% sodium and cresyl violet. The area of these sections was measured
borohydride in phosphate-buffered saline (Kosaka et al.. with the Bioquant IV, and the sum of the areas was
'86). After overnight incubation in anti-CGRP antiserum at multiplied by the distance between sections (100 pAm). The
1:16,000 dilution, the sections were processed for the ABC initial volume of the transplants was determined by estimat-
procedure by using DAB as chromagen. The sections were ing the volume contained in the Pasteur pipette (I mm
then osmicated (Ruda et al., '86), stained en bloc in 1% inside diameter) used to introduce the transplant into the
aqueous uranyl acetate, dehydrated, and flat-embedded in lesion cavity.
Epon-Araldite mixture. Ultrathin sections were cut from Because the number of dorsal root axons that were
regions within I mm of the dorsal root-transplant interface juxtaposed to the transplants might vary among the recipi-
that contained CGRP-labeled axons, placed on thin-meshed ents, we determined the size of the cut dorsal root in each
200 grids, and examined in a JEOL 100S electron micro- animal. We measured the length of the contact between cut
scope. dorsal root and transplant at the dorsal root-transplant

interface and the diameter of the dorsal root 750 Am from
the interface. We also determined the width of the dorsalQuwntitate anySis root that was apposed to each transplant by multiplying the

The extent to which CGRP-labeled axons regenerated number of sections that contained the dorsal root-trans.
into transplants was measured for whole pieces of E14 plant apposition by the section thickness.
spinal cord (N = 5). E18 occipital cortex (N - 5), and E15 The significance of the quantitative comparisons among
cerebellum (N = 5), and for dissociated cell suspensions of transplant groups was evaluated by one-way ANOVA. If
E14 spinal cord (N = 5). In these transplants regenerated there were significant (P < 0.05) differences among the
axons entering directly from the cut dorsal roots could be types of transplants, each result was corrected for multiple
distinguished with certainty from dorsal root collaterals comparisons by using Duncan's Multiple Range Test. Statis-
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Key w CNS regeesration, calciton gene-relatedg eptidi, immuneeYtoehmistry,
electron microscopy

The cut central processes of adult mammalian dorsal root several different embryonic brain regions. We use immuno-
ganglion (DRG) neurons regenerate within the dorsal root cytochemical methods for demonstrating regenerated ax.
but do not penetrate the spinal cord (Reier et al., '83ab, '89; ons immunoreactive for calcitonin gene-related peptide
Liuzzi and Lasek, '87). When normal spinal cord is replaced (CGRP), and study growth into regions of brain that either
by a transplant of embryonic spinal cord, cut dorsal root normally receive (hippocampus, cerebellumI or lack (occipi-
axons cross the interface between host dorsal root and tal cortex) CGRP innervation. Because cell suspensions as
transplant, grow within the transplant, and establish syn- well as whole pieces of embryonic spinal cord have been
apses that resemble those formed in the normal dorsal horn used to promote spinal cord repair (Houle and Reier, '881,
(Tessler et al., '88; Itoh and Tessler, '90). The normal or we also examine the effects on growth of disrupting trans-
homotypic target of the dorsal roots therefore supports or plant structure; we compare the pattern of growth into
enhances growth of the cut axons and provides cues neces- transplants of whole pieces of embryonic spinal cord with
sary for synapse formation. the pattern seen in transplants of dissociated spinal cord.

It is not known whether the properties of the transplant
that enable regenerating axons to grow and establish
synapses are specific to the normal target, or if they are MATEIUALS AND) M '1J[WODS
common to embryonic CNS tissue. The early outgrowth of Transplants from 53 rats were studied. The transplants
developing axons is thought to depend on signals such as were whole pieces (n - 16) or dissociated cell suspensions
extracellular matrix and cell-cell adhesion molecules that (n - 7) of embryonic day 14 (E14) rat spinal cord, or whole
are expressed generally throughout the embryonic CNS pieces of E14 neocortez (n - 7), E18 occipital cortex
(reviewed in Jessell, '88). Regenerating axons may have pn s 10)o E15 cerebellum (n - 9), or E18 hippocampus
more specific requirements for growth, however, because (n = 4). Table 1 summarizes the analyses performed.
both cut embryonic DRG neurites (Smalheiser et al., '81)
and cut young adult retinal ganglion cell axons (Harvey et Sical pro slufs
al., '87) grow only sparsely into inappropriate or hetero- S
typic embryonic targets. The signals that allow developing Female adult (200-350 g) Sprague-Dawley rats received
axons to grow within a target (Keller et al., '89) and transplants. The rats were anesthetized with an intraperito-
establish synapses (reviewed in Jesse)), '88) appear to be neal injection of ketamine hydrochloride (95 mg/cg, xyla-
more specific than those that direct initial axon extension. zine (10 mg/kg), and acepromazine maleate (0.7 mg/kg), and
The requirements of adult regenerating axons may again a laminectomy of the T13 or L1 vertebra was performed
differ from those of developing axons, however, because the with a speed drill (Dremel, Racine, WI). After the left ' 4 or
cut adult retinal ganglion cell axons that have grown L5 dorsal root was sharply transected close to the u,.rsal
through a peripheral nerve graft form synapses with neu- root entry zone and reflected caudally, a hemisection cavity
rons of the adult cerebellum (Zwimpfer et al., '89). 3 mm in length or a dorsal funiculotomy cavity 2 mm in

The present study investigates whether regenerating length was produced in the lumbar enlargement by gentle
adult dorsal root axons can grow into and form synapses in subpial aspiration. Segments of spinal cord or brain were
transplants of tissues that are not their normal targets and dissected from embryos of the appropriate age and intro-
whether the patterns of growth and synapse formation duced into the cavity according to procedures previously
differ in homotypic and heterotypic targets. We attempt to described (Reier et al., '86). Dissociated cell suspensions of
distinguish characteristics of growth that are target- E14 spinal cord were prepared by triturating entire spinal
specific from those shared by non-target embryonic CNS cords through a graded series of hypodermic needles fol-
tissue, and thus to begin to define the contributions of lowed by centrifugation (Houle and Reier, '89). The severed
specific and nonspecific mechanisms. We use quantitative dorsal root stump was juxtaposed to the caudal one-third of
morphological methods to compare the pattern of regener- the dorsal surface of the transplant, the resected vertebral
ated dorsal root axon growth and synapse formation in arch was replaced, and the superficial wound was closed in
transplants of embryonic spinal cord with the patterns layers. This procedure has been described in detail (Reier et
found in inappropriate targets provided by transplants of al., '86; Tessler st al., '88; Itoh and Tessler, '90).

TABLE I. EumioficCNSGraft(Mwn ± S.EX)

Qu~ns~i~wFinsimR paft IuOf
Gim* N ,Al"uy EM' LeAn TU. Vuhm(mm•) pualt Vame (%)
Z14hi oori 1I 5 - HS(, Soli 3174s022 156A0 = 34M
E14pMqu. 7 5 - HSC M &78t iO. 10,S6:x 9 54
E14 - 7 - 2 HSC Soli
91800suina 10 5 - HSC Sabi 4.70s 0.72 190.48 t 3073
El 5amrudum 9 5 3 ow Soli 1.70± s 0.46 14 ± 324
218hap.mpiun 4 - -DQC Solid

*ltW*ws not.A anonCnou•warpz P > 0.05).

'VC: I W MW-*ID QCooadllmpnem
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tical significance of graft volume increase and histogram of CGRP" "mocytJ i
area occupied by CGRP-labeled axons was determined by Dorsal root axons immunoreactive for CGRP regenerate
the Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA. If significant differ.
ences were present (P < 0.05), individual posthoc compar- Into every transplant examined (Figs. 6-11). Most of these
sons were corrected with the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test labeled axons can be observed to course longitudinally

for multiple comparisons. All statistical analyses were within dorsal roots apposed to the transplants and then to
performed by using the Number Cruncher Statistical Sys- extend into the grafts. Regenerated axons within every
tern (Dr. Jerry L. Hintze, Kaysville, UT). transplant show varicosities, as do CGRP-containing dorsal

root axons in normal dorsal horn (Traub et al., '89), but thevaricosities are more common in spinal cord transplants

RESILTS than in brain grafts. CGRP-labeled axons show distinctive

Gene l hW~patterns of distribution within the transplants of the four
hdifferent CNS regions.

Spinal cord and brain transplants survive in the adult Spinalcord, CGRP-labeledaxons arborize extensively
host spinal cord and differentiate into patterns that are near the surface of transplants of whole pieces of spinal
characteristic for each CNS region. The patterns found in cord and in some portions the axons form dense bundles
our material stained with chromoxane cyanine R and cresyl (Fig. 6) (see also Tessler et al., '88; Itoh and Tessler, "90l.
violet are similar to those previously described for trans- CGRP-immunoreactive axons also grow extensively within
plants taken from these regions (spinal cord: Bernstein et dissociated cell suspensions of spinal cord, but bundles of
al., '84; Reier et al., '86; Tessler et al., '88; Jakeman et al., CGRP-labeled axons are infrequent (Fig. 7).
'89; Itoh and Tesaler, '90; neocortex: Jaeger and Lund, '80; Cerebral eortem. CGRP-immunoreactive axons are dis-
Patel and Bernstein, '83; hippocampus: Kromer et al., '83; tributed similarly ;n E14 neocortex (Fig. 8) and E18
cerebellum: Wells and McAllister, '82; Kromer et al., '83; occipital cortex (Fig. 9) transplants. In contrast to the
Takayama et al., '87). All of these transplants contain the pattern seen in spinal cord transplants, CGRP-labeled
neuronal and non-neuronal elements that comprise the axons extend sparsely but diffusely through the neocortex
normal neuropil as well as both myelinated and unmyeli- transplants, and individual axons but not bundles of axons
nated areas (Figs. 1-5). can be recognized. Axons regrowing into E14 neocortex

Transplants of solid pieces and dissociated cell suspen- directly from the dorsal root occasionally intermingle with
sions of spinal cord and neocortex transplants lack the ascending or descending primary afferent collateral axons
overall architecture and the unequivocal lamination pat- entering from host spinal cord (Fig. 8a).
terns of neurons found in normal mature spinal cord and Cerebellum. Regenerated CGRP-labeled axons extend
neocortex (Figs. 1-3). Spinal cord transplants, however, into each of the three layers found in transplants of E15
contain regions that resemble substantia gelatinosa based cerebellum (Fig. 4). The axons form relatively dense bun-
on the presence of numerous small neurons and relative dies in the granule cell and molecular layers (Fig. 10), but
paucity of myelination (Fig. 1c) (Reier et al., '83, '85, '86; few extend into the Purkinje cell layer, and these occur as
Jakeman et al., '89). Neocortex transplants include areas in individual fibers rather than in bundles. The arborization
which cellular bands composed of small- or medium-sized of CGRP-labeled axons within cerebellum grafts is dis-neurons resemble normal cortical layers (Fig. 3c). Hippo- tinctly poorer than in spinal cord and neocortex trans.
campus transplants contain regions that resemble subdivi- plants.
sions of the normal adult hippocampus (Kromer et al., '83) Hippocamput. A small number of CGRP-immunore-
because medium-sized cells are organized into cell aggre- active axons extend widely within these grafts, where they
gates that are separated by regions of neuropil (Fig. 5b). In form neither dense plexuses nor bundles (Fig. 11). The
most of our hippocampus transplants granule cells form axons do not distribute to particular locations within the
aggregater at the dorsal root-transplant interface. Cerebel- grafts and the limited extent of the growth is similar to that
turn transplants most closely resemble the organization of found in cerebellar implants.
the normal mature tissue. All develop a well-organized
trilaminar pattern consisting of granule cell, Purkine cell,
and molecular layers (Fig. 4c), but the polarity of the Qu Sfl*IYWE
normal trilaminar pattern is reversed. Purkiije cells are The point-counting stereological analysis shows the area
occasionally found in the molecular layer of transplants, fraction of the four types of CNS transplants that is
and lobulations consisting of internal and external granule occupied by regenerated dorsal root axons labeled for CGRP
cell layers surrounding a Purkinje cell layer are frequent. (Table 2). In solid spinal cord transplants these axons

Transplants are generally well-integrated with host spi- occupy a mean area of 5.63 x 1W0 =m5 . In dissociated cell
nal cord and host dorsal root (Figs. la, 2a, 3ab, 4ab, 5a). suspensions of spinal cord the area occupied is approxi-
The interface between the regenerated host dorsal root and mately 71% of that in solid grafts of spinal cord, in occipital
transplant, however, is readily recognized by the clear cortex grafts 53%, and cerebellar transplants 18%. Regener-
contrast in cell density between the numerous closely ated CGRP-immunoreactive axons therefore occupy a signif-
packed glial cells found in the nerve roots and the more icantly larger area of solid spinal cord grafts than of either
loosely cellular transplants. type of brain graft or of dissociated cell suspensions pre-

Transplants of spinal cord and brain grow within the pared from E14 spinal cord.
adult host spinal cord. After 1-month survival the volume Distribution histograms of the area occupied by labeled
of solid tissue spinal cord transplants increases by 160% axons per individual sampling lattice (2.6 x 104 aLm2) show
over the initial volume, dissociated cell suspensions by further differences in the pattern of growth in the various
160%, occipital cortex by 200%, and cerebellum by 140%. transplants (Fig. 12). The mean percentage of sampling
The increases shown by these transplants are not signifi- lattices in which CGRP-labeled axons occupy less than
cantly different from each other (Table 1). 1,000 ýLmn is nearly 40% in solid spinal cord transplants, but
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Fig, 6. CGRP-immunoreacti've noun in E14 spinal cord solid tissue graft I month SAWe transplanta-
tion. Sagittul sections. a: A camera lucid& tLiwing shows rich regrowth of CGRP labeld sions derived
from haet dorsal root (DR) tn transln (TP). b- Regmenerted axons crass the interface (arrows) between
host dorsal root (DR) and transplant (TPI and form dense plexus near the interface. I nterface was Wdntified
in the adjacent Nisal-stained section.
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Fig. 8. CGRP-immunoreactive axons in E14 neocortax graft I distribute diffusely within the transplant but do not form dense
month after transplantation. Sagittal sections. a;. Primary afferent plexuses. Stained with CGRP immunocytochemistry and cresyl violet.
axons traverse dorsal root (DR)-transplant (TP) interface, extend into *- Higher-magnification photograph of a region nar the interface
transplant, and intermingle with CGRP-lsbeled descending azons in between transplant and rostral host spinal cord. It cannot be deter-
host spinal cord (H). CGRP-immunoreactive neurons in host anterior mined whether labeled aouns derive from the dorsal root or from axons
horn are stained 1"). b: Higbher-magnifiattion photograph of a region descending from rostral hoat spinal cord. Stained with CGRP immuno-
near the dorsal root-transplant interfice shows that regenerated axons cytochemistry and cresyl violet.

60% in dissociated cell suspensions of spinal cord, 90% in other regions growth is dense. Growth into occipital cortex
neocortex transplants, and 80% in cerebellar transplants. and cerebellum transplants is relatively uniform but sparse.
In addition, no sampling lattices are found in which regen- Table 3 shows the arms over which regenerated CGRP-
eratpd axons occupy more than 4,000 i&m` in neocortex or labeled axons arborize within the four types of transplants.
cerebellum transplants, whereas solid spinal cord tmns- The mean area of CGRP-innervated regions within occipi-
plants contain sampling lattices in which regenerated axons tal cortex transplants is approximately three times that in
occupy areas greater than 8,000 pin. The distribution solid spinal cord transplants and more than four times that
histogram for dissociated cell suspensions of spinal cord in cerebellum implants. The regenerated dorsal root axons
shows a pattern of growth intermediate between that of the therefore distribute over a significantly larger ares in
solid spinal cord transplants and that of the occipital cortex occipital cortex grafts than in spinal cord or cerebellum
or cerebellum transplants. These results confirm our quali- transplants. The longest dimension of each area as well as
tative observations that the regenerated CGRP-labeled the length of the lateral extension of the labeled axons is
axons show different patterns of growth within the various also significantly greater in occipital cortex grafts than in
transplants. Growth into spinal cord transplants is hetero- solid spinal cord or cerebellum transplants (Table 3). These
geneous; some spinal cord regions contain sparse growth; in results indicate the widespread distribution of CGRP-
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Seita e atine Cumera lucida drwn shows that regenerted ason,- distribute eztiivsly hut
di sely within the transplant (TP). similar to the pattern observed in E14 neocrtez transplants. b
Labeled mans cose the dorsal root (DR)-tmnplant (TP) interfaoe (arrows) and grow within the transplant
without the formation of obvious pleuses.

labeled fibers within occipital cortex transplants. The lat- The contact length between the cut dorsal root and
eral extension of labeled axons within dissociated ceil transplant at the dorsal root-transplant interface, the
suspensions of spinal cord is also significantly greater than diameter of the dorsal root 750 Aim from the interface, and
in solid spinal cord grafts, indicating more diffuse growth in the width of the dorsal root-transplant apposition are not
transplants of dissociated cell suspensions (Table 3). significantly different among the four groups of transplants
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Fig. 10. CGRP-immunoreactive axons in E15 cerebellum graft I month after implantation. Sagittal
section. Camera lucid& drawing shows diffuse and extensive regeneration into molecular WM and granule
cell (G) layers.

(Table 4). We have not counted CGRP-labeled dorsal root '59), and the postsynaptic structure is a dendrite with or
axons at the time that they were severed and after regrowth without .-esicles. Most contact one postsynaptic profile
and therefore cannot determine whether innervation of the (Figs. 13a, 14a,c), but some form complex synapses with
transplants is due to sprouting of additional DRG axons as two or more postsynaptic profiles (Figs. 13b, 14b,d). CGRP.
well as regrowth of those that were initially cut. The labeled axon terminals are not observed to make axoso-
present results, however, suggest that differences in the matic synapses but do contact perikarya by puncta adheren-
numbers of dorsal root axons juxtaposed to the transplants tia (Fig. 15ab). CGRP-labeled synaptic terminals are present
do not account for the differences in the extent of regenera- in the granule cell (Fig. 14a,b) and molecular (Fig. 14c.d)
tion that we have observed, layers of cerebellum transplants. Some of the labeled

terminals found in the granule cell layers are in clusters
E•• consisting of two to three axon terminals connected by

Regenerated CGRP-immunoreactive axons form syn- puncta adherentia, consistent with the light microscopic
apses in neocortex (Fig. 13, 15a) and cerebellum trans- findings of axon bundles in the granule cell layer.
plants (Figs. 14, 15b). Labeled axons and axon terminals Table 5 summarizes the morphometricaanalysia of CGRP-
are rare, however, because we seldom find more than one or labeled synaptic terminals found in neocortex and cerebel-
two labeled profiles per grid square even in CGRP- lum transplants. The area, perimeter, and the longest
innervated regions. As in normal dorsal horn (Carlton et al., dimension of CGRP-labeled synaptic terminals in neocortex
'88; McNeill et al., '88; Itoh and Tessler, '90) and spinal transplants appear to be larger than those found in spinal
cord transplants (Itoh and Tessler, '90), CGRP labeling is cord transplants and normal superficial dorsal horn (Itoh
largely associated with microtubules in axons and with the and Tessler, '90), but the length of synaptic contact in
cores of dense-cored vesicles in axon terminals. Most CGRP- neocortex transplants is very similar to that found in spinal
immunoreactive terminals contain two types of synaptic cord transplants (Itoh and Tessler, '90). The percentage of
vesicles: a larger number of small, clear, spherical vesicles the perimeter of CGRP-labeled synaptic terminals covered
(mean 50 tAm in diameter) and a smaller number of large, by astroglia is similar in transplants of neocortex and
spherical, dense-cored vesicles (mean 95 Am in diameter), cerebellum, but smaller than we have observed in spinal
In contrast to previous studies which used peroxidase- cord transplants (Itoh and Tessler, '90).
antiperoxidase methods (Carlton et al., '87, '88; McNeill et
al., '88; Itoh and Tessler, '90), we find that the axolemma
and spherical vesicles are rarely labeled with the ABC DISCUSSION
method.

Most CGRP-labeled profiles in both cerebral cortex and The principal findings of this study are that, although cut
cerebellum transplants form compound structures consist- dorsal roots immunoreactive for CGRP regenerate into
ing of two or three axon terminals rather than the individ- transplants of fetal brain and establish synapses there, the
ual profiles found in normal superficial dorsal horn (Mc- distribution of the axons is more homogeneous and diffuse
Neil et al., '88; Itoh and Tessler, '90). These results are than in transplants of embryonic spinal cord, and synapses
similar to our previous observations of CGRP-labeled axons are far rarer. Embryonic CNS tissues therefore provide an
in spinal cord transplants (Itoh and Tessler, '90). Most environment conducive to dorsal root regeneration, but the
CGRP-labeled synaptic complexes in both cerebral cortex normal target provides additional more specific cues for
and cerebellum transplants are asymmetric (type 1, Gray, growth and synapse formation.
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TABUE 2. Cccaparion of AnasaOupoed by CGRP-LselduuMainzei TABLE 3. Coenpama of Diotrbuton of CGRP-Labuiad Aisset
(Matan ± S.E.M. 'Man± .EM

Group N (X lo, M,) Latera
Arms Laet awso

El4maalward A) 5.63 t0.35 Group N mmnw 4=41111% fmIMI
E14spulaiortlDCS1 181 5 3.99 =0.43
El1ociptaoetx (C) 5 2.96;:0.46 El4sputsacad (A) 5 0,62 ±0.06 181--020 114 =006
E 15 mrbellun '01 5 1.01 z0.12 Rle14mnalcvWd-DC9` Ri1 5 0;96±=017 1166=0 22 138 Q 01
Silptihoentd~wescs m mnoWvno ps.a' A 'B.C >D El8ociayzacati (C) 5 1.82 =0,22 2 34 =0 13 145 =00,

E1ctlimw*luin D1 5 0 41 =0,06 127 =1 0 ti 9 T0 10
Amocoipu by CORP-labledaxwfi iicalcula by poutmt-onwtswrokopanalyat Svnimnrdnthrwicm -Qvgoup FAiW.' C >. A A.DI
-:DCS dissoowtd mU suspnions.Lonv ass., Ci > A8, V'
'Overall s.wullncum deteeemmnec by one way ANOVA lp < 0.05) Oanc uinldmul pasthoc L*WW eascma. C. B > AD
coniparmata amy with Duncan's multiple rane teat corvmsd (hrOmutiple ainpalnimsu 1P <
0.00011, The dwunulaw of CGRP~nmzunersmma axans in the sap"u plam, as claariwnad by

inelen mantagawtasdwstant. all the individual sagpatlattmueexmukiind

'Ovierai mll auwic datarmnaud by ona, way Aj4OVA, i P < 006) en umdiviuml piuthocCGRP as amaz erkwfor reenrte orsal ONOW mwtiuna' uw a " x carm-dfrMlipl ni* Wa the
root axons P<0001p<00ýw .eees

We used CGRP immunoreactivity to demonstrate regen-
erated dorsal root axons. because at least as many DRO medium-sized, are labeled for CGRP, and these are the
neurons are immunoreactive for CGRP as for any other source of a population of the unrnyelinatod and thinly
marker described to date (reviewed in Kai-Kai, '89) and myelinated axons that project to the normal dorsal horn
because we have found it to be a more sensitive indicator of (Rosenfeld et al., '83; Gibson et 91., '84). CGRP is also found
regenerated axons than methods that rely on axon trans- in motoneurons (Gibson et al., '84; Skofitach and Jacobo-
port or diffusion of HRP (Tessler et al., '88). Approximately witz, '85). but it appears distinctly different. Regenerated
50% of DRG neurons, primarily those that are small- and axons are readily distinguished in spinal cord transplants

because CGRP-immunoreactive perikarya in transplants
are rare and devoid of processes (Tessler et al., '88). In the

100-present material we did not find CGRP-irnmunoreactive
so- 14 sinalcordperikarya in transplants of cerebral cortex, hippocampus,

so4sinlcr or cerebellum. Because CGRP-imznunoreactive cell bodies
40 Men sapiglttcs1 and processes are lacking in normal occipital cortex (Rosene

40 t Mea asmlin laticesItS and Van Hoesen. '87), all of the labeled axons present in
20 I m8 occipital cortex transplants derive from the DRO. CGRP-

(11 ~immunoreactive cell bodies have been reported inPurkinje
lo.0- 1-2 2- - - -667 88 cells of the normal cerebellum (Kawai et al., '85; Kubota et

E 14 spinal cord- al., '87; Kruger et al., '88a) and in neurons of the hippocam-
dissociated call pal formation (Skofitsch and Jacobowitz, '85; Kawai et al..

LJ 6.suspensions '85). Cerebellar Purkinje cells did not show detectable
4- 40 -N=.5 labeling with a probe for CGRP mRNA (Rethelyi et al., '89),

20 Mean sampling lattices 18 and some of the staining reported in large cerebellar and
(011 10 0 .hippocampal neurons may be artifactual (Kruger et al.,a-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 -5 5-6 6-17-8 '88a.b). Some immunoreactive axons; that we observed in

100 -transplants of cerebellum and hippocanspus may neverthe-Es 8E18 occipital cortex less derive from neurons intrinsic to the transplants. Their
40 . Mea samln lattices 34 number must be small, however, since we could generally

40 [ ean ~follow the course of the regenerated axons as they passed

20 from the dorsal root into the transplant.

to.0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 eg ftW=btemr ik ras

so- E 15 cerebellum
60 CN-6CGRP-iminunoreactive dorsal roots regenerated into all

Me", sampling lattices 79 the embryonic brain regions that we provided as targets:
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the four types of transplants. In brain transplants (cortex and cerebel-
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nulwdiaewerofhedosel Tomt 750 manitron "itherac,sasparse. In contrast, in spinal cord, the ingrowth of CGRP axons is More I ~h toaelrt po otewspws
dense, but there is greater heterogeneity in their distribution, which
varies from <1 to > 8 x103 ptm' per sampling lattice. No igrnfantdillamwns aoiggouqops lP> 0.05).
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Fig. 15. Electron micrographs from E14 neocortex (a) and E15 cerebellum (b) grafts I month after
transplantation. Bare = 1 im. a: A CGRP-labeled axon terminal contacts the perikaryon (P) of a cortical
neuron by puncta adherentia (arrows). b: An axon terminal containing CGRP-labeled spherical and
dense-cored vesicles contacts the perikaryon (P) of a granule cell by typical puncta adherentia (arrows).

and E15 cerebellum. Growth patterns, however, were not early stages of axon extension depend on molecules that are
the same. Like peripheral nerve grafts (reviewed in Aguayo, expressed generally throughout the developing nervous
'85), CNS tissues that are not normal targets can still system (reviewed inJessell, '88). It is also consistent with in
support or enhance the growth of severed axons. Growth vitro evidence that suggests redundancy in the cues that
may in part be due to the lack of inhibition (Liuzzi and support axon growth (Bixby et al., '88). CNS neurons differ,
Lasek, '87; Caroni and Schwab, '88). Transplants from all however, in the extent to which they regenerate into
of these regions are also likely, in addition, to provide peripheral nerve grafts (Aguayo, '85), and transplants differ
conditions that encourage axon elongation. Cell surface and in the amount of regeneration that they elicit from a single
substrate molecules as well as diffusible chemotropic fac- population of neurons (Harvey et al., '87; Yoon, '79). Both
tors are among the molecules that are known to support the growth requirements of severed axons and the factors
axon growth (reviewed in Purves and Lichtman, '85). It is provided by the substituted targets may differ, and the way
unlikely that inappropriate targets taken from diverse in which cut axons grow in response to a particular
areas of brain reproduce precisely the conditions found in
the embryonic spinal cord. Growth into inappropriate transplant will depend on the degree to which the trans-
targets is therefore consistent with the concept that the plant satisfies the requirements of these axons for growth.

The transplants that we studied also differed in their
capacity to support or stimulate growth. Our qualitative
observations indicated that growth into transplants of

TABLE 5. Comparson of Synp Terminals (Min ± S.EM.) occipital cortex, where there are normally no CGRP projec-
Longest Length Gli per tions, exceeded growth into hippocampus, and virtually all

Ana Perimeter ai of SC' Penmeler of our quantitative results showed more extensive growth
Group N (4Lm (Pm) ($M) (PM) M into neocortex than cerebellum transplants. The transplant
E rue 2' 4.323 0 22 ±0 t2 124.t01 0842.20 ,380 7 0.10 184±. 2. properties that sustain growth of regenerating dorsal rootsMel f*Wslum 3' 2 .82 z031 10.58-= 0.91 3,42 t0,24 0.66"t_0,05 15.92:t-2.66

are unknown, however, and therefore whether or not the
'Dowfrom 24GRP m .aram=s same mechanisms or combination of mechanisms account
'Dtamfrne 45 CGRP.WW dmw wmwm6. for growth in the various brain regions is also unknown.
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Synapse formatio in embrymi brain are due to the apposition of different numbers of axons to
pkant the brain and spinal cord transplants. We observed no

difference between brain and spinal cord transplants in theRegenerated CGRP-immunoreactive dorsal root axons width or length of contact between cut dorsal root and
established synapses in the two occipital cortex and three transplant and no difference in the diameter of the juxta-
cerebellum transplants that we exanni'ed ultrastructurally. posed dorsal roots measured 750 Rm from the transplants.
Like cut retinal ganglion cell axons (Zwimpfer et al., '89), Differences in transplant size also cannot be responsible.
regenerated DRG axons therefore have the capacity to form Although transplants of cerebellum grew to a smaller size
synapses with neurons in inappropriate targets. Although than transplants of cerebral cortex or of spinal cord, our
factors in the target are thought to determine most of the measurements of axon distribution were independent of
features of synapse morphology (Campbell and Frost, '88), transplant size. We measured all labeled axons in the
none of the relatively few that we encountered had the traplants, and none of these axons, even in the smallest
unique appearance of mossy fiber rosettes or basket cell transplants, reached the margins of a transplant. We
terminals in normal cerebellum. Most, in both neoc(rtex cannot exclude that some difference in growth was due toand cerebellum transplants, formed asymmetric (Gray's differences in the age or stage of development at which the
type 1, '59) contacts with a single dendrite, and some brain (neocortex, E14, E18; cerebellum, E15; hippocampus,
formed complex synapses with two or more postsynaptic E18) and spinal cord (E14) tissues were transplanted.
profiles. Neurons in these regions are generated, mature, and

establish synapses according to unique developmental time-Comparison with regenerato nd a syflpU tables (reviewed in Jacobson, '78). At least some systems of
formation m Spinal cord transplants afferent axons have invaded these tissues at or within 48

Except that they were larger in neocortex transplants hours of the time of transplantation (Lund and Mustari,
isee also Zimpfer et al., '89), synapses in the inappropriate '77; Loy and Moore, '79; Zimmer and Haut, '78; Smith, '83;
targets resembled those found in normal dorsal horn and in Mason, '86; Rajaofetra et al., '89), however, and neurons
transplants of E14 spinal cord (Itoh and Tessler, '90). are present that might serve as targets for the regenerating
Regenerated CGRP-labeled axons formed fewer synapses in dorsal roots (Angevine, '65; Nornes and Das, '74; Lund and
brain transplants than in transplants of embryonic spinal Mustari, '77; Altman and Bayer, '78). In addition, the
cord. We rarely found more than 1-2 labeled profiles per 1-month survival time that we studied would encompass
grid square in CGRP.innervated regions of brain trans. the period during which all of the neurons are born and
plants, whereas the density of labeled synapses in CGRP- synaptogenesis is completed (reviewed in Jacobson, '78) if
rich areas of spinal cord transplants (2.22 per 100 ý=m2) is the transplanted tissues develop accordin- to the normal
similar to that of normal lamina I (Itoh and Tessler, 1990). timetable of brain and spinal cord. The availability of
If a small percentage of cerebellar neurons synthesize targets and the prolonged survival might reasonably be
CGRP (Kawai et al., '85; Kruger et al., '88a), then some expected to compensate tor the several-day differences in
labeled terminals that we observed in cerebellum trans- age at transplantation.
plants may derive from intrinsic cerebellar neurons and Different patterns of ingrowth and differences in synaptic
those originating from dorsal root axons may be even fewer number imply that spinal cord and brain provide different
than our results suggest. signals that affect growth and target recognition within the

The pattern and extent of ingrowth differed between transplants. Pathway selection and synapse formation are
transplants of spinal cord and brain. In spinal cord trans- likely to require interactions between growing axons and
plants regenerated axons stayed relatively close to the host target structures that are more selective than those that
dorsal root/transplant interface, arborized extensively, and operate during the early stages of axon extension (Jessell,
were often tangled together in plexuses. Areas of dense '88; Keller et al., '89). Our observations that regenerated
ingrowth were separated by regions in which axons were DRG axons grew more densely and formed more abundant
few and scattered. In transplants of brain regions, regener- synapses within solid transplants of spinal cord than of
ated axons were distributed widely and sparsely, and grew brain suggest the presence of target-specific cues for path-
as individual axons rather than in bundles or plexuses. finding and target recognition that are not provided by
These qualitative morphological observations were con- transplants of brain. These results therefore are similar to
firmed by the results of our quantitative studies. The area those of in vitro studies showing that neurites of explanted
occupied in transplants by CGRP-immunoreactive axons embryonic DRG axons grew and arborized more abun-
and the density of the regenerated axons were significantly dantly within co-cultured explants of spinal cord than 4f
greater in solid pieces of spinal cord than in neocortex or tectum (Smalheiser et al., '81). Because we examined
cerebellum transplants. Distribution histograms of the transplants only 1 month after surgery, we do not know
area occupied in transplants confirmed that regenerated whether or not additional dorsal root axons invaded trans-
axons were distributed sparsely but homogeneously in plants of cerebellum and cerebral cortex, failed to establish
transplants of brain, whereas spinal cord transplants were synapses, and then retracted (Sinalheiser et al., '81).
heterogeneous for CGRP-labeled axons and contained areas The differences between the pathfinding and target recog-
in which growth was dense or sparse. In contrast, several nition cues provided by spinal cord transplants and brain
measurements of the extent of distribution within trans- - -qnsplants are unknown. We found that regenerated dor-
plants, including area, longest axis, and length of lateral sal root axons grew less densely in cell suspensions of spinal
extension, indicated that CGRP-labeled axons spread more cord than in solid spinal cord transplants. This is consistent
widely in cerebral cortex transplants than in solid trans- with the idea that growth and target recognition depend on
plants of spinal cord or cerebellum. cell surface cues that can be disrupted mechanically. Sur-

Several explanations for these differences in growth can face macromolecules likely to mediate the formation of
be excluded It is unlikely, for example, that the differences specific pathways include glycoproteins that are expressed
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transiently by discrete populations of neurons (Dodd et al., Angevine. J.B. (1965) Time of neuron origin in the hippocampsl region An
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ABSTRACT
Cut dorsal root axons regenerate into intraspinal transplants of fetal spinal cord and

establish synaptic connections there. The aims of the present study were to describe the
progression of dorsal root growth within the transplants and the maturation of transplant
morphology and to determine whether the regenerated dorsal root axons persist within the
transplants or eventually withdraw.

Embryonic (E) day 14 spinal cord was grafted into the lumbar enlargement of adult
Sprague-Dawley rats, and the IA or L5 dorsal root was cut and juxtaposed to the transplants.
The morphology of the transplants was examined from I day to over I year after surgery, and
the regenerated dorsal roots were labeled with immunohistochemical methods to study the
subset that contains calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP).

Embryonic spinal cord transplants survived and grew within the host spinal cord in over
90% of the animals. Transplant volume increased and the morphology of the transplants
matured over the first 12 weeks and then did not change for 48--0 weeks. During the first week
the transplants were composed of dissociated neurons, glia, and hematogenous cells with
considerable extracelhular space between them. Subsequently, the grafted neurons became
densely aggregated, and non-neuronal elements such as inflammatory cells and myelin debris
disappeared. CGRP-immunoreactive dorsal roots began to regenerate into the transplants
within 24 hours, formed dense bundles by 4 days, and were still present at 60 weeks, the longest
survival period examined. Myelination of axons within transplants began at 2 weeks.
Quantitative analysis showed that the area of the transplants occupied by CGRP-labeled axons
and the distribution area of the labeled axons within the transplants increased until 12 weeks
and persisted unchanged for over 48 weeks.

These results indicate that regenerated dorsal root axons are permanently maintained
within transplants of embryonic spinal cord and suggest that the transplants can contribute to
the permanent restoration of damaged intraspinal neural circuits. o 1992 wiy.L•A Inc

Key weeds CNS regeneration, embryonic spial cord transplants, calitonin gene-related peptide,
immunwt'i-Ie-emis

Cut central axons of dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons several mm and form synapses within the transplants
fai; to regenerate into the mammalian spinal cord (Kimmel (Tessler et al., '88; Itoh and Tessler, '90a,b). Theme regener-
avd Moyer, '47; Moyer and Ivimmel, '48; Reier et al., '83, ated axons can be reliably identified immunocytochemically
'86, '89; Liuzzi and Lasek, '87; Reier and Houle, '88) if the and features of their growth studied quantitatively (Itoh
injury occurs after the first postnatal week (Caristedt et al., and Tessler, '90a,b). Therefore, the dorsal root-fetal spinal
'87). The failure has been attributed to constraints imposed cord system provides a system in which the mechanisms by
by reactive astrocytes present at the transitional zone
between dorsal root and spinal cord (Moyer et al., '53;
Pindzola and Silver, '90; Liuzui, '90). Given an appropriate A r t Department of Anstomy , MAdrepsruinft reue to Dr.AanTme.DrtetoAnoyad
substrate, such as a transplant of embryonic spinal cord or N.ewobukg, TM MdWd C'e of Pnalv•wa. 3200 Henry Avenue.brain, injured dorsal root axons regrow for distances of PhiWdelphI, PA 19129.

c 1992 WILEY-LISS, INC.
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which transplants promote or inhibit regeneration of in- TABLE I Sunmuary or46 Transplanted Animalk

traspinal axons can be examined and compared with the . dincr.ab
mechanisms that act during development or peripheral Pastgraft Quanitastive CGRP graft volume'

nerve regeneration. interval N analysis labehng IMeat) i S E St

An important step toward understanding the mecha- I., 4 -....

nisms that affect regeneration into transplants is to deter- 2 days 4

mine the time course of dorsal root ingrowth. This will ".11 4-
establish a framework within which the expression of the 2 •k• 5 11406 -97

'4wk : " 6 1 8.2256 13 11

molecules that affect regeneration can be studied. The 2 k 5 5 s' O 1 11_- !,
distribution and arborization of dorsal root axons that have 24 w•- 5 5 2 o 66 : 1Z 4'
regenerated into spinal cord transplants have been de- 2 3 6 *.. 24 6Q--

48--k' 5 52365½

scribed after survivals of 1 to 9 months (Tessler et al., '88; som , 2,ws, 4 <4 4 362. 2.4
Itoh and Tessler, '90a,b), but the time course of regenera- -

tion has not been studied. It is unknown, for example, when art rakd inm, ord, inz -o esn. Them jips udet•t-, b%
the same law art not sq~ilicantly dsfferent frown one another Thost 'routis irnids'd b,

regenerating axons first enter the transplants, or whether < a srnfscat: differen fi one another Overal ia &trnd b Thý
the ingrowth is complete by 3 weeks after transplantation Kj- 11-i.w•,Aoce-waANOVAP <0 005lsadindsvdual pthtomuit$pfcom5Zwar•

and therefore resembles the time course of normal dorsal lI < 005'
root development (Fitzgerald and Gibson, '84). It is also
unknown whether the regenerated axons permanently one-third of the dorsal surface of the transplant. In the rats
innervate the transplants and therefore whether trans- that were to be studied after survivals of 1 week or less, the
plants provide a strategy for reestablishing damaged cir- cut dorsal root was secured between a sandwich of two
cuits within the spinal cord. transplants. In rats with longer survivals, the dorsal root

In this study, we used immunohistochemical methods to was not further anchored and its cut end simply rested
label the subset of regenerated dorsal roots that contains against the transplant. The dural opening was tightly
calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP). Most of the nearly sutured with interrupted 10-0 sutures, the resected verte-
50% of DRG neurons that have been reported to c'-ntain bra] arch and bone chips replaced, and the superficial
CGRP are small dark neurons with slowly conaucting wound closed in layers. The procedures have been described
unrmyelinated (C) or thinly myelinated (A delta) axons in detail (Reier et al., '86; Tessler et al., '88; Itoh and
(Mc,'arthy and Lawson, '90). Larger CGRP-containing Tessler, '90a,b).
DRG reurons with more rapidly conducting A alpha/beta
axons its. e also been observed (McCarthy and Lawson, '90). CGRP immunohistochemistry
Dorsal rhizotomy removes virtually all CGRP-containing From 1 day to 15 months after transplantal ion. the hosts
processes from the dorsal horn (Gibson et al., '84; Chung et were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (50
al., '88), identifying DRG neurons as their source. CGRP mg/kg, i.p.) and perfused transcardially with 50 ml of
has therefore served as a marker for primary afferents in normal saline followed by 500 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde
both the normal dorsal horn (reviewed in Willis and Cogge- in 0. 1 M phosphate buffer pH 7.4. Spinal segments contain-
shall, '91) at 1 in transplants of embryonic spinal cord ing transplants were removed, dehydrated, and embedded
(Tessler et al., '88; Houle and Reier, '89; Itoh and Tessler, in paraffin. The specimens studied within 1 week postoper-
'90a,b). We found that these axons regenerate into embry- atively were also immersed in fresh fixative overnight
onic spinal cord transplants by 1 day after axotomy, that before dehydration and embedding. To identify regenerated
they continue to grow within transplants for 3 months, and axons, every fifth section (5 aLm in thickness) was processed
that their distribution then remains unchanged for more for calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) immunohis-
than 1 year. tochemistry according to the ABC procedure that has been

described previously (Tessler et al., '88; Itoh and Tessler,

MATERIALS AND METHODS '90b). Sections were incubated in primary antiserum against
CGRP (Peninsula Laboratories, Belmont, CA) at 1:8,000

Forty-seven adult female Sprague-Dawley rats (200-350 dilution, immersed in biotinylated goat antirabbit IgG and
g) received transplants, which were studied after postopera- avidin-biotinylated horseradish peroxidase (HRP) complex
tive sur-.'ivals ranging from 1 day to over 1 year. Table 1 (Vectastain ABC kit, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame,
summarizes the analyses of trar.splanted tissue. CA), and then processed for HRP visualization using

3,3'-diaminobenzidine as chromagen.
Surgical procedures To evaluate the histology of the transplant and its

Host rats were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal interfaces with the host dorsal root and spinal cord, adja-

injection of ketamine hydrochloride (76 mg/kg), xylazine cent sections were stained with chromoxane cyanine R or

(7.6 mg/kg), and acepromazine maleate (0.6 mg/kg), and luxol fast blue for myelin and counterstained with cresyl

the lumbar enlargement was exposed by a lamninectomy of violet.
the T13 or Li vertebra. After transection of the left IA or Quantitative light microscopic analysis
L5 dorsal root approximately 2 mm from the dorsal root
entry zone, the distal portion of the root was reflected The extent to which CGRP-labeled axons regenerated
caudally. A hemisection cavity approximately 3 mm in into transplants was measured after survival periods from 2
length was aspirated from the left side of the lumbar weeks to over 1 year (Table 1). Five transplants were

enlargement. Solid segments of spinal cord were then examined at each survival time. We used a point-counting
dissected from embryonic day 14 (E14) Sprague-Dawley rat stereological analysis to measure the area occupied by
pups and introduced into the cavity (Reier et al., '86), and immunoreactive axons. Sagittal sections that contained
the severed dorsal root stump was juxtaposed to the caudal CGRP-immunoreactive axons were examined under a light
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microscope at a final magnification x 1.000. A micrometer
10 mm x 10 mm in size (104m 2) composed of 1-mm grid
squares (OC-M H10/ 10, Olympus, Tokyo) that was fitted in
an ocular lens was used as a sampling lattice, and the
number of times that CGRP-labeled axons intersected the
corners of the grid squares was counted. Four or 5 sections, D
separated by five-section intervals, which contained the
most abundant CGRP immunoreactivity in the transplant, H
were examined for each transplant and the results were H
averaged. a

To evaluate the arborization of CGRP-immunoreactive
axons, we measured the distribution of labeled axons in 4 or
5 sagittal sections by making composite montages that 2 . p. 2" " p. '.

consisted of all the individual sampling lattices examined a Oq ,

and the results were averaged. The area density, expressed.. "

1,000 1LM2, was also calculated as [the area occupied by • 0
CGRP-labeled axons]/Ithe distribution area of labeled ax-
ons] x 1,000 tLm 2. To estimate the final volume of the ,
transplants, the area of every tenth section cut in the t" '"
sagittal plane and stained with cyanine R or luxol fast blue - -
and cresyl violet was measured and the sum of the areas
was multiplied by the distance between sections (50 i~m). \v \,.
The initial volume of the transplants was determined by the
procedures described previously (Itoh and Tessler, '90b). '• .,

The significance of the differences among transplant .
groups at various survival periods was evaluated by one- . "b,- t
way A VnVA. If there were significant differences (p < 0.05) .,-
amo:,. the groups, each result was corrected for multiple
t-comparisons by using Duncan'- multiple range test. The A

statistical significance of graft volume increases was deter- -Nin0-'
mined by the Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA corrected Ir- .
with the Wlcoxon-Mann-Whitney test for multiple compar- ""4 "
isons. The statistical analyses were performed by using the .
Number Cruncher Statistical System (Dr. Jerry L. Hintze, lk"
Kaysviul, UT). 1*

RESULTS - ... .
Transplant development -.

Over 90% of the hosts had clearly identifiable trans-
plants. In a few instances cavities were present within the ' i-,

transplant, at the interface between host and transplant. or -

as a dilatation of the central canal of the host spinal cord. At ,
2 weeks, transplant volume showed a 110% increase over ..
the initial volume, and by 1 month the increase wasa a ' -
statistically significant 180%. The volume continued to TP
increase until 12 weeks and then persisted unchanged for
over 48 weeks. The maximum increase of 270% over initial ._'- " "
volume was found in 24-week-old transplants (Table 1).

Fig. 1, Sagittal sections of E14 spinal cord graft 24 hours after A.,
transplantation. a: A camera lucida drawing shows the relationship of ft,., - * .. % . . *
transplant (TP) and host spinal cord (H) and the interface between - . "
dorsal root (DR) and transplant. The dorsal root stump is sandwiched £ ' "
between two transplants. Bar - I mm. b; A highly magnified photo-
graph of the ares outlined by the rectangle in a shows the interface - & 1 -A o
between host dorsal root (DR) and transplant (TP). The neurons are " A."
separated by large intercellular spaces and mixed together with non-
neuronal elements, including red blood cells, macrophages, lympho-
cytes, and fragmented myelin (srrows). Stained with chromoxane
cyanine R and cresyl violet. Bar - 100 pin. c: Higher magnification .. "
photograph of adjacent section shows CGRP-immunorective axons - -

Iarrows? derived from host dorsal root (DR) regenerated into transplant Am- T-A
(TP). Bar - 100 om.
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After I or 2 day survivals, spinal cord

f•':4 W f transplants filled the lesion cavity, but
"z•k. ,•.*; 4 ,, large spaces separated the grafted neurons.

Because non-neuronal cells, including glial
cells, red blood cells, macrophages and
lymphocytes, were present along with the

d. .neurons, the transplants were highly cellu-
lar and had a loose extracellular matrix
(Fig. ib). In some animals, the lesion cavity
"was filled with blood, presumably originat-
ing from blood vessels cut during the oper-
ative procedures along the cut dorsal roots

AVE 
and surrounding tissue of the cavity. The
severed dorsal root was demyelinated close

S._to its cut edge, and myelin fragments were
observed at the dorsal root-transplant inter-
face (Fig. lb),

Transplant morphology changed over the
1-2 weeks after surgery. At 4 days. the cells

.within the transplants were more densely_ ~aggregated and had less extracellular space

.than at 1 and 2 days, but blood cells
. ,, remained. After I week, the blood had

- -- , __ 5 * 4 • largely been resorbed, and macrophages,
,- lymphocytes, and fragments of injured my-

4 elin were no longer observed. Spinal cord
, .-. transplants at this time included dense

._ .•.-. aggregations of neurons, which showed a
high nucleus/cytoplasm ratio and were in

0-..•W "-some areas arranged in irregular rows.
Glial cells and blood vessels were present,

?I'J.•[t ~ but no myelin staining was seen within the
,• : '. ., is• . * transplants (Fig. 2a). By 2 weeks, neurons

"' 'of different sizes were present throughout
the transplants, and myelinated processes
were found among the larger neurons (Fig.

S, 2b,c). A dense population of glial cells
-. .0 .o surrounded the transplants at 2 weeks,

" " ""- 4, especially at the dorsal root-transplant in-
44.*-.,- -0 " . terface, but within the transplants, glial

• __:.T p r4 , J , • . w cells were uniformly distributed among the
• •.•.•. , •,. ,.•L• *•'"• "'•-'" ° t- '*- neurons.

After this period, the transplants resem-
via bled those that have been described at

0 longer survival times (Bernstein et al., '84;
0 Reier et al., '86; Tesaler et al., '88; Jakeman

400,01 ,et al., '89; Itoh and Tessler, '90a,b; Jake-
N1.-.. man and Reier, '91). They included small

d. "and medium-sized neurons similar to those
0.. , " found in the intermediate gray and dorsal

~ ~ xi'- ~r horn of the normal adult spinal cord (Reier
S .. .. ., ,,F * U * aet al., '86). The extent of myelination within

~FU~W' ~Fig. 2. Sagittal sections of E14aspinal cord grafts
6, d I week (a) and 2 weeks (b~c) after transplantation.

- Nisal-Myelin stain. a: The transplant (TP) is well-
• mintegrated with host dorsal root (DR) at the inter-

face (arrows). Neurons are densely aggregated.
show a high nucleus/cytoplasm ratio, and are per.

44k A tially arranged in irregular rows. The neuropil is
"4.immature and does not stain for myelin. b: Neurons

as of different sizes are present throughout the trans-
plant. c: A highly magnified photograph of the area

AMP indicated by the rectangle in b shows myelinated
o processes (arrows) among the neurons. Bars = 100
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-. 4

44 al~jI

Fig. 3. Sagittal section of E14 spinal cord graft 60 weeks after (TP).-Bar 10Ojum.e:Detailoftheareaoutlinedbytherectang•e•ec)ina
transplantation, a: A camera lucida drawing shows relationship of shows that transplant (TP) and host spinal cord (H) are well-integrated.
transplant (TP) and host spinal cord (H) and the interface (arrowheads) Bar = 10 j&m. d& A higher magnification photograph of the region
between dorsal root (DR) and transplant. Bar - 1 amn. b: A highly indicated by the rectangle in a shows medium-sized neurons (arrowsl
magnified photograph of the area indicated by the rectangle in a shows surrounded by myelinated axons. Stained with luxol fast blue and cresyl
the interface (arrowheads) between dorsal root (DR) and transplant violet. Bar - 10 Pm.

the transplants appeared to increase until 12 weeks and they were still located very close to the dorsal root interface.
then remained unchanged. Myelin was distributed uni- At 4 weeks, the densely aggregated axons had penetrated
formly throughout mature grafts except in distinct myelin- more deeply into the transplants, and CGRP-immunoreac-
free areas (Reier et al., '86; Jakeman et al., '89). The tive axons were less commonly observed immediately adja-
interface between host white matter and well-myelinated cent to the dorsal root interface (Fig. Sa). Displacement of
regions of the transplants was difficult to distinguish these axons from the interface suggests both axon growth
because in some areas they were not separated by promi- and increasing thickness of the layers of astrocytes that are
nent layers ofglial cells or their processes (Fig. 3). known to develop at the dorsal root-transplant interface

CGRP immunohistochemistry (Carlstedt et al., '89; Itoh, '91).
CGRP-containing dorsal roots arborized extensively near

Regenerated dorsal root axons entered the transplants the surface of 4-week-old transplants (Tessler et al., '88;
within 24 hours after surgery. The dorsal root and trans- Itoh and Tessler, '90ab) (Fig. 5a), but the extent of the
plant appeared loosely apposed, but a few axons immunore- arborization continued to increase until 12 weeks (Fig. 5b).
active for CGRP had grown into the transplant and ex- After this period, the extent and the pattern of the regener-
tended up to 150 p.m from the ends of the cut root stumps ated axons persisted unchanged for over 1 year. At 15
(Fig. 1c). By the fourth day more CGRP-immunoreactive months, the longest survival period examined, regenerated
axons were present within the transplants and some had CGRP-immunoreactive fibers were clearly identified within
grown up to 700 Ipm from the dorsal root-transplant the transplants and formed dense plexuses close to the
interface. Varicosities were first observed along the regener- dorsal root-transplant interface (Fig. 6).
ated axons at this time (Fig. 4). Close to the interface with Quantitative light microscopic analysis
the dorsal root, the CGRP-labeled axons had begun to form
the dense bundles that are a characteristic arborization The stereological analysis showed the area fraction occu-
pattern in mature spinal cord transplants (Tessler et al., pied by regenerated dorsal root axons immunostained for
'88; Itoh and Tessler, '90a,b). The bundles were infrequent CGRP as the transplant developed (Table 2, Fig. 7). At 2
at this stage but common in 1-week-old transplants, where weeks survival, these axons occupied a mean area of 0.64 x
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Fig. 4. Sagittal sections of E14 spinal cord graft 4 days after rectangle in a shows a dense bundle () composed of regenerated
transplantation, a: A camera lucdda drawing shows CGRP-labeed CGRP-immunoreactive axons. Bar = 50 j.m. e: A more highly magni-
axons that have grown across the interface between host dorsal root fled photograph of the area indicated by the rectangle in a shows the
(DR) and transplant (TP) and regenerated into the transplant. Bar = ends of the regenerated axons. Varicosities (arrowheads) are present
100 pm. b: A highly magnified photograph of the area indicated by the along the axons. Bar - 10 Jim.

104 pLm2. By 4 weeks, the area fraction occupied was approx- dorsal root axons attained their greatest density of distribu-
imately three times greater than at 2 weeks, and at 12 tion in some regions of the transplant by I month after
weeks, the increase was approximately sixfold (average area transplantation, and that the areas of the transplant occu-
of 4.13 x 10&pim 2). No change occurred thereafter. The pied to a similar extent continued to increase until 3
area fraction of transplant neuropil occupied by regener- months.
"ated CGRP-labeled dorsal root axons therefore increased
rapidly for the first 3 months and then remained constant DISCUSSION
for over I year.

Table 2 and Figure 7 also show the development of the The major findings of the present study are that severed
area within transplants over which regenerated CGRP- dorsal root axons of adult rats regenerate into intraspinal
labeled axons arborized and the area density of these axons. embryonic spinal cord transplants within 24 hours after
The mean area of CGRP-innervated regions within 12-week- grafting; that the axons continue to extend within the
old transplants was approximately three times that of transplants for 3 months; and that the regenerated axons
2-week-old transplants and twice that of 4-week-old graft. maintain the distribution for over 1 year. Because we have
The regenerated axons therefore extended over a progres- previously shown that regenerated dorsal roots establish
sively larger area of the transplants for the first 3 months synapses within transplants at 1-3 months after surgery
after transplantation and then maintained their area of (Itoh and Tessler, '90a), the present results suggest that
distribution for more than 1 year. The area density, which the innervation is permanent.
represents the area occupied in the transplants by CGRP- The three-month period of axon regeneration exceeds the
labeled axons per 1,000 pLm2 of CGRP-containing area, time required for dorsal root ingrowth in the developing
increased significantly for the first month after transplanta- spinal cord, which is complete by the second postnatal week
tion and then persisted unchanged for over 1 year. Together (Fitzgerald and Gibson, '84). The explanation for this
these results suggest that regenerated CGRP-containing prolonged period of growth is unclear. Without a trans-
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Fig. 5. Sagittal sections of E14 spinal cord graft 4 weeks (a) and 12 weeks ) after transplantation.
The extent of the arborization of CGRP-labeled axons regenerated into transplants increases between 4
weeks (a) and 12 weeks Wb). The distance between host dorsal roots (DR) and the pleuuses of regenerated
axons (*) in transplants (TP) also increases. Labeled axons ae sparse and less branched in the intervening
zone Istars) of the transplant. Bars - 100 pIm.

plant, axotomized CGRP-containing dorsal root axons are consistent with the idea that primary afferent fibers grow
unable to regenerate into spinal cord after the first postna- into the transplants prior to the formation of an astroglial
tal week (Carlstedt et al., '87). Astrocytes that develop at barrier that subsequently inhibits axon growth and arboriza-
the PNS/CNS transition zone are thought to obstruct or tion. Retraction of some of the earlier ingrowing axons may
inhibit dorsal root regeneration (Moyer et al., '53; Pindzola also contribute to the sparcity of immunoreactive axons in
and Silver, '90; Liuzzi, '90). Our present observations the transition zone. Continued entrance of axons from the
suggest that this barrier is in place by 1 month after dorsal roots is, however, unlikely to account for the pro-
transplantation. By this time there is a distinct increase in longed period of dorsal root axon regeneration into trans-
the distance between host dorsal roots and dense popula- plants.
tions of regenerated CGRP-immunoreactive axons, and The present study also suggests that dorsal roots grow
labeled axons are sparse in the intervening zone. This zone slowly within transplants. A few CGRP-immunoreactive
is composed largely of a dense meshwork of hypertrophied axons have already regenerated into spinal cord transplants
astrocytic processes (Carlstedt et al., '89; Itoh, '91). The by 24 hours after surgery. Host axons have previously been
presence of thick glial layers and few axons immunoreactive shown to regrow into intracerebral transplants of embry-
for CGRP near the transplant-dorsal root interface is onic brain by 48 hours (Lund and Mustari, '77; Loy and
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Fig. 6. Sagittal sections of E14 spinal cord grafts 60 weeks after transplantation, st: A camera lucida
drawing shows abundant CGRP-labeled axons derived from hoat dorsal root (DR) that have regenerated
into the transplant(MP. b. Amore highly magnified photograph ofthe area outlined by the rectangle in a
shows that regenerated axon* cross the interface (arrows) between host dorsal root (DR) and transplant
(TP) and form a dense plexus within the transplant. Barn - 100 pm.
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TABLE 2. Light Microscopic Quantitative Analysis of .
CGRP-Labeled Axons'

Postgraft Area occupied by Distribution area of 4
interval CGRP-labeled axons- CGRP-labeled axons" ie
4%ks) ( X 1041 ýLM• InmM) Area densit 4  

A

24: 064 0.08 017-0.01 36.62::3.21 , "
4 (B 2.18: 006 0.27 ± 0.02 84.04 = 6.52

12'C) 413 ± 007 0.59t ±0.02 71.03 4 2.94
24 0D, 4.25 = 0 07 0.53 t 0.03 80 74 ! 4.28 @ .
36tE, 440 -Z 0.16 0.57 - 0.03 7683 = 1170
48-.60 iF 428 = 0 11 0.55 - 0.02 79.10 ± 3.98

Signif-canc%" A < 8 < C.D.F.E A < B < D.F.E.C A < C.E.F.D.B l

IValues an mean S-E.M
'Area occu;ad by CGRP.labeled axons is calculated by pomt-counting stereological
analysis 0,,w , ,Distribution arm o CGRP-immunoreative axons in the sagittal plane is determined by

makung montages which consist of all the individual sampling lattice. examined.
4Area density isiexpressed is the area occupied by CGRP-Ilbeled axons per 1.000 •mn *A" WIN
'Overall sigmficance determined by one way ANOVA iP < 0051 and individual poathoc
comparisons are with the Duna's multiple rman teat IP < 0.05.

Sic

Moore, '79; Zimmer and Haut, '78; Smith, '83; Mason, '86; 1 1
Rejaofetra et al., '89). At both 1 and 4 days, the axons that
have regenerated into spinal cord transplants are straight j
and unbranched. By comparing the length of regenerated
CGRP-containing axons after I- and 4-day survivals, we U.
estimate a growth rate within transplants at this early
stage of regrowth to be 6-7 mm/hour. This rate is much

slower than that reported for the most rapidly regenerating
sensory axons (150-190 mm/hour, Gutmann et al., '42) but
similar to that of developing callosal and corticospinal
axons as they extend through the cortex (5-6 mm/hour,
Kalil and Norris, '92). Faster rates have been reported for
developing callosal and corticospinal axons as they grow
through corpus callosum and spinal cord (60 mm/hour,
Kalil and Norris, '92), for retinal ganglion cell axons
regenerating into PNS grafts (40-80 mm/hour, Cho and
So. '87; Bray et al., '92), and for several different kinds of
embryonic neurons growing in vitro (Davies, '89) and in
vivo (Jacobson and Huang, '85; Davies, '87, '89). The
arborization of regenerated dorsal roots after 4 days pre-
vented us from calculating the axon growth rate at later
times, but it is likely to be even slower. The area occupied in
transplants by CGRP.immunoreactive axons and the exten-
sion of arborization continue to increase until 3 months, ,
but the total distance covered by the regenerated axons is 2 4 12 34 36 ),4$
limited to only a small and superficial portion of the Poetgraft lnlernl (wseef)
transplants.

The slow rate of extension within spinal cord transplants Fig. 7. Quanttativeanalysfiofregenerated CGRP-immunoreactive
may indicate a relatively unfavorable environment for axon a=ons. The area occupied by CGRP-labeled axons and the area of their
growth. The molecular environment of the transplants has distribution increase for the first 12 weeks and persist unchanged for

over 48 weeks, whereas the area density of CGRP-labeled axons reachesnot been studied: transplants may lack an adequate supply maximum by 4 weeks. See also text and Table 2. Values are mean t
of molecules that support or enhance growth (Snyder and s.E -M
Johnson, '89; Smith et al., '90) or include molecules that
inhibit or repulse growing axons (Caroni and Schwab,
'88a,b; Schwab and Caroni, '88; Schnell and Schwab, '90; synapses (Bernstein and Bernstein, '71), which could de-
Snow et al., '90a,b). The slow rate of growth compared with crease the number or affinity of axon receptors for extracel-
the time course of normal dorsal root development might lular matrix molecules. We observed varicosities suggestive
also be due to differences between developing and regenerat- of synaptic boutons along regenerated dorsal roots by 24
ing axons. For example, integrin receptors for extracellular hours, and more of these varicosities were present by 4 days
matrix molecules, which are present on developing axons, after transplantation.
are lost with target contact (reviewed in Reichardt and We cannot exclude the possibility that some of the
Tomaselli, '91), and their affinity can also be reduced expansion at longer survival times is due to intraspinal
(Cohen et al., '89) Some of these receptors may not be CGRP-containing fibers that derive from Lissauer's tract
reexpressed after axotomy, or the affinity of those on and lamina X (Houle and Reier, '89). To insure that
regenerating axons may be less than those on developing regenerated dorsal root axons accounted for the bulk of the
axons. In addition, the slow rate at which axons grow in growth, however, we limited our analysis to regions close to
transplants may be related to the early formation of the apposed dorsal root. Furthermore, because there is
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always an area without CGRP-stained axons within the Bernstein, J.J.. U. Patel. M. Kelemen. M. Jefferson. and S. Turtil 11984,transplants, CGRP-immunoreactive axons that had regen- Ultrastructure of fetal spinal cord and cortex implants nto adult rat

erated into a transplant directly from the cut dorsal root spinal cord. J. Neurosci. Res. 11:359r72.
Bray, G.M., M Vidal-Sanz, MP. Villegas-Perez, DA. Carter. T. Zwimpfer. andcould be distinguished from dorsal root collaterals that AJ. Aguayo(1992) Growth and differentiation of regenerating CNS axons in

derived from the host dorsal horn (Houl6 and Reier, '89; adult mammals. In P.C. Letourneau, S.B. Kater. and ER. Macagno tedsi:
Traub et al., '89). The Nerve Growth Cone. New York: Raven Press. pp. 489-504

Several mechanisms could account for the prolonged Bregman, B.S. (1988) Target-specific requirements of immature axotomized
period of dorsal root axon growth within transplants, In CNS neurons for survival and axonal elongation after injury. In P.J.

Reier, R.P. Bunge. and FJ. Seil teds): Current Issues in Neuralpart, this growth may be due to branching of the regener- Regeneration Research. New York: Alan R. Liss. pp. 75-7,ated axons. One condition that may stimulate the forma- Bregman, B.S.. and P.J. Reier 11986i Neural tissue transplants rescue
tion of axon collaterals is the presence of vacant postsynap- ,xotarnzed rubrospinal cells from retrograde death. J. Camp, Neurol.
tic sites (Raisman, '69; Cotman et al., '81), and we have 244:86-95.
found that synaptic density in even the most abundantly Carlstedt, T., C.-J. Dalsgaard, and C. Molander (19871 Regrowth of lesioned
innervated regions of 1 to 3-month-old transplants is less dorsal root nerve fiber into the spinal cord of neonatal rats Neuroac
than that found in lamina I of the normal dorsal horn (Itoh Lett. 74:14-18.

and Tessler, '90a). The prolonged regrowth of DRG axons Carlstedt, T., S. Cullheim, M. Risling. and B. Ulfhake t1989) Nerve fibre
might also be due at least in part to the absence of signals to regeneration across the PNS-CNS interface at the root-spinal cord

junction. Brain Res. Bull. 22:93-102.
terminate growth that derive from normal targets. We have Carom, P., and M.E. Schwab (1988a) Two membrane protein fractions from
found that regenerated dorsal roots establish a significantly rat central myelin with inhibitory properties for neurnte outgrowth and
larger number of axoaxonic synapses in spinal cord trans- fibroblast spreading. J. Cell Biol. 106:1281-1288.
plants than is found in normal lamina I (Itoh and Tessler, Caroni, P., and M.E. Schwab (1988b) Antibody against myelin-associated
'90a). Because these synapses are inappropriate, they may inhibitor of neurite growth neutralizes nonpermissive substrate proper-
not contribute the signals that normally term~inate growth. ties of CNS white matter. Neuron 1:85-96.notcontri bute p ethesignals th ate nxormuhall thernatngrth. y Cho, E.Y.P., and K.-F. So (1987) Retinal ganglion cell axons regenerating in
Intrinsic properties of these axons such as their length may a peripheral nerve graft in adult hamsters. Brain Res. 419:369-374.
also contribute, if neurons with longer axuns have the Chung, K. W.T. Lee, and S.M. Carlton (1988) The effects of dorsal
capacity to grow for extended periods of time during rhizotomy and spinal cord isolation on calcitoain gene-related peptide
regeneration (Fawcett, '92). CGRP-containing DRG neu- containing terminals in the rat lumbar dorsal horn. Neurosci. Lett.
rons include some whose axons ascend to the dorsal column 90:27-32.
nuclei (McNeill et al., '88; Fabri and Conti, '90). Cohen, J., V. Nurcombe, P. Jeffrey, and D. Edgar (1989) Developmental loss

Our results indicate that regenerated dorsal roots ae of functional laminin receptors on retinal ganglion cells is regulated by
permanentlts mintained with in fetnatd sp al cardotrns ,e their target tissue, the optic tectum. Development 107:381-387.permanenty maintained within feta spinal cord trans- man, C.W., M. Nieto-Sampedro, and E.W. Harris (1981) Synapse replace-

plants and, therefore, that these transplants can contribute ment in the nervous system of adult vertebrates. Physiological Reviews
to the permanent restoration of damaged neuronal cir- 61:684-784.
cuitry. Other systems of injured axons have been repoted Davies, A.M. (1987) The growth rate of sensory nerve fibers in the
to establish longlasting projections into embryonic trans- mammalian embryo. Development 100:307-311.
plants of their normal target tissues (Bregman and Reier, Davies, A-M. (1989) Intrinsic differences in the growth rate of early nerve
'86; Bregman, '88). We have found regenerated dorsal roots fibres related to target distance. Nature 337:553-555.
of adult rats in embryonic transplants of brain as well as of Fabri, M., and F. Conti (1990) Calcitonin gene-related peptide-positive

neurons and fibers in the cat dorsal column nuclei. Neuroscencespinal cord after I month, suggesting that the conditions 35:167-174.
that support dorsal root regeneration are not specific to Fawcett, J.W. (1992) Intrinsic neuronsl determinants of regeneration.
their normal target tissue (Itoh and Tessler, '90b). Target- Trevuds Neuroci. 15:6-8.
specific signals may contribute to synapse formation and Fitzgerald, M., and S. Gibson (1984) The postnatal physiological and
therefore to the maintenance of projections (Jessell, '88), neurochemical development ofperipheral sensory C fibers. Neuroscience
however, because regenerated dorsal roots make many 13:933-944.
fewer synapses in transplants of brain than in transplants Gibson. SJ., J.M Polak, S.R. Bloom. Id. Sabaot P.M. Mulder-y, MA Ghatm.cord (Itoh and Tessler, '9Db). Whether the perma- G.P. McGregor, J.F.B. Morrison, JS. Kelly, RM. Evans, and M.G. Rosenfeldof spinal cr a Tse- (194) Calcatonm gene-reltied peptilde immunoreactivity in the spinal cord of
nent establishment of dorsal root projections is target- manandeightotbier u.J.Neurosa.4:3101-3111.
specific and whether it depends on synapse formation Gutmann, E.. L. Guttmann, P.B. Medawar, and J.Z. Young (1942) The rate
remain to be determined, of regeneration of nerve. J. Esp. Biol. 19:14-44.

Houle, J.D., and P.J. Reier (1989) Regrowth of calcitonin gene-related
peptide (CGRP) immunoreactive axons from the chronically injured rat
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ABSTRACT

Intraspinal transplants of fetal CNS tissue permit or enhance the

regeneration of cut central axons of adult dorsal root ganglion (DRG)

neurons. Some of these regenerated axons establish synapses with

transplant neurons. The aims of the present study were to determine

when regenerated DRG axons begin to form synapses with transplanted

embryonic spinal cord neurons and whether these synapses are

permanent. We also examined the development of transplant neuropil in

areas innervated by the regenerated axons. Whole pieces of embryonic

day (E)14 spinal cord were introduced into hemisection cavities made at

the level of the lumbar enlargement. and the cut L4 or L5 dorsal root was

juxtaposed to the transplant. Regenerated DRG axons immunoreactive

for calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) were labeled by

immunohistochemical methods and examined by electron microscopy

from 1 week to 1 year after surgery. CGRP-immunoreactive axon

terminals made synaptic contacts with dendrites and perikarya of

transplant neurons by 1 week after axotomy. The morphology of the

synapses was immature. Large growth cone-like structures were also

present at 1 week but not at 2 weeks or later. At 2 weeks, regenerated

unmyelinated axons formed terminals similar to those found in animals

surviving for 48 weeks. Axoaxonic synapses in which the pre- and post-

synaptic elements were immunolabeled for CGRP and regenerated CGRP-

labeled myelinated axons were observed at 4 weeks and later. The area

of distribution of CGRP staining increased until 12 weeks and the

synaptic density of regenerated CGRP-labeled terminals Increased for 24

weeks. The results indicate that the synaptic terminals of regenerated
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primary afferent axons are permanently retained within fetal spinal cord

transplants. Transplants may therefore contribute to the permanent

restoration of interrupted neural circuits.
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INTRODUCTION

The cut central processes of adult DRG neurons grow into

transplants of embryonic spinal cord (15-20, 40. 44, 46). and form

synapses with donor neurons (18-20). Electical stimulation of host

dorsal roots evokes extracellular single unit activity (16. 21, 40) and

excitatory postsynaptic potentials and action potentials (21. 45) from

transplant neurons, indicating functional connectivity. The DRG axon -

spinal cord transplant system therefore provides an in vivo model for

studying the mechanisms by which the transplant environment supports

or enhances regeneration.

The ultrastructural organization of intraspinal fetal spinal cord

transplants has been described (2. 19. 23. 35, 39). but the time course of

development of the transplanted tissue and the time course of the

maturation of the regenerated axons are unknown. It is also unknown

when regenerated dorsal root axons establish synapses and whether the

innervation Is permanent.

DRG neurons are the sole afferent source of the calcitonin gene-

related peptide (CGRP) immunoreactivlty that is found in the normal

dorsal horn (9. 50). Because CGRP-immunoreactivity also provides a

reliable marker for regenerated dorsal root axons in transplants of fetal

spinal cord (15, 18-20, 46). we have used immunohistochemical

procedures to label the subset of regenerated dorsal root axons that is

immunoreactive for CGRP. The results indicate that regenerated dorsal

root axons form synapses within the transplants by 1 week after

axotomy, and that the synaptic terminals remain for at least 48 weeks.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Twenty-eight adult female Sprague-Dawley rats (200-350g) received

transplants of embryonic spinal cord and survived for 1, 2, 4. 12, 24, 36.

and 48 weeks postoperatively. Four animals were analyzed at each

survival time.

The surgical procedures were identical to those described elsewhere

(18). In brief, the animals were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal

injection of ketamine hydrochloride (76 mg/kg), xylazine (7.6 mg/kg),

and acepromazine maleate (0.6 mg/kg). and the lumbar enlargement was

exposed by a laminectomy. Segments of spinal cord were dissected from

E14 Sprague-Dawley rat pups and introduced as whole pieces into a

hemisection cavity approximately 3mm in length aspirated from the left

side of the lumbar enlargement. The LA or L5 dorsal root was then

transected close to the dorsal root entry zone and juxtaposed to the

dorsal surface of the transplants. The dura and the superficial wound

were closed in layers.

CGRP immunohistochemistry

To determine when regenerated dorsal root axons begin to form

synapses within the transplants and to assess the development of

regenerated dorsal root axons and synaptic terminals, intraspinal

transplants were analyzed after survivals of 1 week to 48 weeks by

electron microscopic immunohistochemistry. The procedures for

demonstrating CGRP immunoreaction product have been described

previously (19. 20).
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In brief, the host rats were deeply anesthetized with sodium

pentobarbital (50 mg/kg. i.p.) and perfused transcardially with normal

saline followed by a mixture of fixatives containing 3%

paraformaldehyde, 3% glutaraldehyde. 0.1% picric acid, and 0.02mM

CaCl2 in 0. 1M cacodylate buffer at pH 7.4. Spinal segments that

contained transplants were promptly removed. Vibratome sections (40

pm in thickness) were cut in the sagittal plane and treated with 1%

sodium borohydride in phosphate-buffered saline (26). Following

overnight incubation in rabbit anti-human CGRP antiserum (Peninsula

Laboratories, Belmont. CA) diluted at 1:16,000, the sections were

processed for the ABC procedure, osmicated (41). dehydrated, and flat-

embedded in Epon-Araldite mixture.

Stereological analysis of transplant neuropil

To evaluate the development of transplant neuropil In regions that

were densely innervated by regenerated CGRP-labeled axons, we

performed a stereological analysis using the following sampling

procedures.

Two flat-embedded Epon-Araldite sections that contained dense

bundles of CGRP-labeled axons and were within 1 mm of the dorsal root-

transplant interface were selected from each recipient. Ultrathin sections

were cut with a LKB Ultratome IV, placed on thin-meshed 300 grids, and

examined in a JEOL 1200EX electron microscope (80kV). The sections

were not stained with lead citrate or uranyl acetate. Regions were

identified in 2-week-old transplants that contained approximately 5

adjacent grid squares with axonal or terminal profiles immunoreactive
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for CGRP; in 4-week-old grafts. 10-15 adjacent grid squares; and in

transplants after 12 weeks, at least 15 adjacent grid squares. Two

photographs (x6,500 magnification) were taken from alternate grid

squares and a total of 10-50 electron micrographs were collected from

each recipient. Grid squares in which more than one-half of the field

was occupied by blood vessels or by bundles of myelinated axons were

excluded from the survey (32). The stereological analysis entailed placing

a grid containing 100 intersections over each electron micrograph

enlarged to a final magnification of 20,000x. The structures under each

intersection were identified as myelinated and unmyelinated axons, axon

terminals (profiles containing spherical. spherical and dense cored, or

pleomorphic vesicles), cell bodies, dendrites, and non-neuronal

structures (glia, blood vessels, and unidentified contours) using the

criteria described previously (19. 27, 31, 32). The area fraction occi pied

by axons and terminals was also classified into CGRP-labeled and CGRP-

unlabeled elements as determined by the presence or absence of CGRP

immunoreaction product. Because the area and volume of the tissue

occupied by each component are directly related to the area fraction

estimated by the point counting stereological analysis (47), we were able

to calculate an approximation of the area occupied by each component in

CGRP-innervated regions. The distribution area of CGRP-labeled axons

measured by quantitative light microscopic analysis (data from 18) was

multiplied by the area fraction occupied by each component. The results

from the number of animals in each survival period were averaged.

To determine the synaptic density within transplants, the number of

synapses was counted according to the protocol that has been described

previously (19, 43). The area examined on the electron micrographs was
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11.7 gm x 8.3 gm. Synaptic density was expressed as the number of

synapses per 100 pun 2 . Synapses were also classified into CGRP-labeled

or CGRP-unlabeled elements as determined by CGRP immunoreactivity

in pre- or post-synaptic endings.

Morphometric analysis

Synaptic terminals in electron micrographs used for the stereological

analysis were subsequently analyzed morphometrically. A profile was

considered a presynaptic terminal if it contained 5 or more synaptic

vesicles, formed distinct synaptic complexes with postsynaptic neuronal

elements, and had synaptic vesicles closely associated with the synaptic

junctions (36).

The area and synaptic contact length of 50-75 synaptic terminals

from each transplant were measured using the Bioquant System IV

(R&M Biometrics, Inc., Nashville, TN), and the results were averaged.

Because few synaptic terminals were identified in 1- and 2-week-old

transplants, we studied all that we found in each transplant. Each

presynaptic terminal was further classified on the basis of the following

morphological characteristics (19): 1) immunoreactivity for CGRP: positive

or negative; ii) synaptic vesicle content: spherical, spherical and dense

cored, or pleomorphic vesicles; iWi) number of synaptic contacts: simple if

it made only one synaptic contact per profile, or complex if it made two

or more; iv) postsynaptic structure contacted: dendritic, somatic, or

axonic (see 19 for further details concerning classification criteria). For

each terminal we also calculated a multisynaptic index (MSI), which
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represents the number of synaptic contacts with separate postsynaptic

structures.

To examine the development of myelinated axons within transplants,

30-50 myelinated axons from each transplant were analyzed. Myelinated

axon diameter, axonal diameter, thickness of myelin sheath, and

thickness of internal mesaxon were measured as the minor axes of

elliptical cross sections. The myelin index was calculated as axonal

diameter/ myelinated axon diameter (3). Myelinated axons were also

classified as CGRP-labeled or -unlabeled.

Statistical significance of the stereological analysis was determined

by the Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA. When significant differences

were present (p<0.05), individual posthoc comparisons were corrected

with the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test for multiple comparisons. The

significance of the comparisons of the morphometric analysis among the

transplant groups of each survival period was evaluated by one-way

ANOVA. When there were significant differences (p<0.05) among the

transplant groups, each result was corrected for multiple comparisons by

using Duncan's multiple range test. The statistical analyses were

performed on the Number Cruncher Statistical System (Dr.J.L.Hintze,

Kaysvill, Ti.
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RESULTS

CGRP-immunoreactive axons and terminals were readily identified

within the transplants. In myelinated and unmyelinated axons,

immunolabeling for CGRP was consistently associated with

microtubules: in axon terminals, CGRP was associated with dense-cored

vesicles. The general morphology of CGRP-labeled axons and terminals

observed in the present study was very similar to that which has been

described previously in superficial dorsal horn of mammalian spinal cord

(4, 5, 9. 19, 30, 41). Because we used a pre-embedding method for

CGRP immunohistochemlstry, which has limited penetration, the

number of CGRP-labeled profiles will be underestimated. Nevertheless,

the examination of the labeled profiles enabled us to characterize the

entry of a population of regenerated dorsal root axons into the

transplants.

Very few CGRP-labeled axons and terminals were present at 1 week,

the shortest survival period examined by electron microscopy. The total

of 14 CGRP-labeled and 12 CGRP-unlabeled presynaptic terminals that

we observed in 4 animals was restricted to a region close to the dorsal

root-transplant interface. Some of these regenerated CGRP-

immunoreactive axons made synaptic contacts with dendrites and

perikarya of transplant neurons at this time (Fig. la). Most of these

synaptic terminals were entirely surrounded by glial processes and

appeared immature because they contained relatively few synaptic

vesicles and their pre- and post-synaptic membranes were less well

developed than those found in more mature spinal cord transplants (19).

Most CGRP-immunoreactive synaptic contacts were asymmetric (Gray's
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type 1), and most of the labeled presynaptic terminals contacted one or

two dendritic profiles. Some CGRP-labeled axon terminals established

two or more individual synaptic contacts, as is commonly found in

mature spinal cord transplants (19). but axoaxonic synapses in which

the pre- and post-synaptic elements were immunoreactive for CGRP were

not identified at this stage. We also did not observe myelinated axons at

this time.

An unusual large profile resembling a growth cone was seen only

within 1-week-old grafts. These structures were filled with numerous

dense-cored vesicles labeled for CGRP. spherical vesicles, mitochondria,

and microtubules (Fig. lb). Most were entirely surrounded by glial

processes, but some were partly apposed to neuronal elements without

interposed glia. Because the profiles were not observed within the grafts

at 2 weeks or later, they appeared to be characteristic of the very early

stage of dorsal root axon regeneration. Although interrupted serial

sections of these profiles did not reveal filopodia and lamellipodia, they

are likely to represent growth cones of regenerating dorsal root axons.

At 2 weeks, CGRP-immunoreactive axons and terminals were still

infrequent. We found only 27 CGRP-labeled and 60 CGRP-unlabeled

synaptic terminals in the 4 transplants that we studied at this stage.

Nevertheless, most CGRP-labeled terminals had acquired a mature

morphology similar to that which we have described previously (19).

After this period another unusual profile, which contained dense

cored vesicles as well as microtubules immunoreactive for CGRP. was

identified within the grafts (Fig.2). It is likely that this structure

corresponds to the longitudinal profiles of regenerated CGRP-labeled

axons with varicosities along their length that we found frequently on
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light microscopic examination (18-20). At this survival period, we

observed occasional myelinated axons but none that were

immunoreactive for CGRP.

In general, immunoreactivity for CGRP was localized in axon

terminals rather than in unmyelinated axons for the first month. It was

not until 4 weeks that myelinated axons labeled for CGRP appeared and

they were infrequent. After 12 weeks myelinated axons immunoreactive

for CGRP were more frequently encountered. The myelin sheaths of the

regenerated dorsal root axons were covered neither with basal lamina nor

with collagen or reticulin fibrils of the endoneurium. Therefore, it is

likely that the myelin sheath of these CGRP-labeled axons is of CNS

origin (12, 36, 49). Many CCORP-labeled terminals formed synaptic

contacts upon dendrites or perikarya in the first 2 weeks, but CGRP-

immunoreactive axoaxonic synapses were only seen after 4 weeks (Fig.3).

The number of regenerated CGRP-labeled profiles steadily increased

over the first 12 weeks. Thereafter, both the number and morphology of

CGRP-immunoreactive axons and terminals remained unchanged (Fig.

4). At 48 weeks, the longest survival period examined by electron

microscopy, regenerated CGRP-labeled axons and terminals were clearly

identified within the L. anspiants and large numbers of unlabeled

synaptic terminals were recognized (Fig. 5a,b). These results suggest

that regenerated dorsal root axons and intrinsic axons of transplant

origin permanently innervate the spinal cord transplants.

Stereological analysis of transplant neuropil
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Composition of neuropil ITable 1, FMg.6). At 2 weeks myelinated axons

occupied less than 1% of the area fraction of the transplant regions

examined, at 4 weeks approximately 5%, and after 12 weeks nearly 100/6.

Unmyelinated axons occupied about 3% of the area fraction for the first

12 weeks and increased to 9% at 24 weeks. Terminals constituted 16%

of the area fraction at 2 weeks and increased to 35% by 36 weeks.

Fig.6 is a histogram showing the area occupied by each structure

after correction for the distribution area of CGRP-labeled axons (data

from 18). This shows the striking increase in distribution area of CGRP-

labeled axons between 4 and 12 weeks. The area occupied by most

structures also showed a significant difference between the first 4 weeks

and 12-48 weeks after grafting, indicating continued development during

the first 12 weeks after transplantation. The maximum percentage

occupied by axon terminals, which include regenerated CGRP-labeled

terminals, was reached at 36 weeks.

CGRP-labeled axons and terminals (Table 2). The stereological

analysis of axons and terminals immunoreactive for CGRP reveals the

percentage of the area fraction of the total transplant neuropil that is

occupied by components of this subset of regenerated dorsal root axons.

At 4 weeks myelinated axons labeled for CGRP made up approximately

1% of the area fraction occupied by all the myelinated axons. This

percentage increased to 4.5% by 12 weeks and did not change

significantly thereafter. At 2 weeks axons Immunoreactive for CGRP

represented about 20% of the area fraction occupied by unmyelinated

axons and approximately 40% of the area fraction occupied by terminals.

These percentages showed no further change for up to 48 weeks after
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transplantation. Therefore, considering the composition of the

transplant neuropil (Fig.6), the area occupied by regenerated CGRP-

labeled axons and terminals appears to increase up to 12 weeks and

then persist unchanged at 48 weeks.

Synaptic density (Table 3). The number of synapses per 100 Pm 2

in 1-week-old transplants was 0.69. This total includes 0.45 / 100 gm 2

that are immunoreactive for CGRP and 0.24 / 100 gm 2 that are

unlabeled. By 2 weeks the synaptic density had more than doubled,

principally due to an increase of CGRP-unlabeled synaptic terminals.

Because of the limited numbers of synapses encountered in the early

weeks after transplantation, changes in synaptic density could only be

compared statistically in groups that survived for 4 weeks and longer.

The total synaptic density increase I between 4 and 12 weeks when it

stabilized. The density of synapses in which the presynaptic endings

were labeled for CGRP increased until 24 weeks, whereas the density of

unlabeled terminals increased up to 12 weeks. Therefore the density of

regenerated CGRP-labeled synaptic terminals appears to reach a plateau

later than that of the unlabeled presynaptic terminals.

CGRP-labeled synaptic vesicles (Table 2). In contrast with our

previous study in which approximately 85% of labeled axon terminals in

transplants contained only spherical vesicles (19, 20). in the present

study approximately 55% of labeled axon terminals contained both

spherical and dense cored vesicles, 45% only spherical vesicles, and

approximately 1% pleomorphic vesicles. We attribute this difference to

the greater sensitivity of the ABC procedure that we used in the present
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study to demonstrate CGRP labeling compared with the PAP method

used previously. Nearly 80% of the labeled axon terminals that

contained both spherical and dense cored vesicles, 5% of those that

contained spherical vesicles, and none of those with pleomorphic vesicles

were immunoreactive for CGRP. The percentages of immunoreactive

axon terminals did not change significantly at different survival times.

Morphometric analysis of myelinated axons and synaptic terminals

Development of myelinated axons (Table 4). The morphometric

analysis of myelinated axon developm'nt included both CGRP-labeled

and CGRP-unlabeled processes. The mean diameter of myelinated axons

was below 1 mm at all survival periods. Most of those that were

regenerated dorsal root axons would therefore be classified as A - 8

fibers, as are the majority of CGRP-labeled myelinated dorsal root axons

found in the superficial dorsal horn of normal adult spinal cord (5, 19,

30). The diameter of myelinated axons labeled for CGRP increased slowly

up to 36 weeks, when it became similar to that of unlabeled myelinated

axons. Because the axonal diameter and the thickness of internal

mesaxon did not change significantly, the increase was mainly due to

thickening of the myelin sheath. The myelin index was 0.71 at 4 weeks

after transplantation, decreased significantly to 0.66 at 12 weeks,

indicating increased thickness of myelin sheath, and then persisted

unchanged.

Synaptic terminals (Table 5). The mean area of regenerated CGRP-

containing synaptic terminals was significantly larger than that of
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unlabeled terminals at all survival times. The area of CGRP-labeled

synaptic terminals did not change, whereas that of unlabeled synaptic

terminals increased until 24 weeks.

Synaptic contacts (Table 6). The average length of the synaptic

contacts formed by CGRP-immunoreactive terminals was significantly

greater than that of unlabeled terminals. It did not change significantly

after 4 weeks in labeled terminals, but the length of synaptic contacts

formed by CGRP-unlabeled terminals continued to increase slowly over

the entire period studied.

75-80% of CGRP-labeled terminals and over 90% of CGRP-unlabeled

terminals formed synaptic contacts with one neuronal profile (simple

type). However, 20-25% of CGRP-labeled terminals contacted more than

one profile (complex type). This percentage was considerably greater

than that of the complex synaptic contacts formed by CGRP-unlabeled

terminals (<10%) and therefore the ratios of labeled and unlabeled axon

terminals that formed simple or complex synaptic contacts were very

different. Because the proportion between simple and complex synaptic

terminals did not change during the survey period, the multisynaptic

index also did not change.

Postsynaptic structures (Table 7). The proportions of axodendritic,

axosomatic, and axoaxonic synaptic contacts did not change significantly

from 4 weeks to 48 weeks. Approximately 85% of CGRP-labeled synaptic

terminals contacted dendrites, 5% contacted perikarya, and 10%

contacted axons, whereas over 95% of CGRP-unlabeled synaptic

terminals contacted dendrites and nearly 5% contacted either perikarya
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or axons. The percentage of CGRP-labeled synaptic terminals with

axoaxonic synapses was therefore far greater than that of CGRP-

unlabeled synaptic terminals (19).
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DISCUSSION

The results of the present study demonstrate that regenerated dorsal

root axons have established synapses with transplanted embryonic

spinal cord neurons by 1 week after surgery, that the synaptic density of

the regenerated terminals increases for 24 weeks, and that these

synapses remain at 48 weeks, the longest survival time studied. These

results, therefore, suggest that the reinnervation is permanent. In

general, most of the parameters measured in the present study show

significant differences between the first 12 weeks and later survival

periods, indicating that the dynamic phase of dorsal root regeneration

occurs during the first few months and that the regrowth of DRG axons

thereafter becomes stabilized.

Development of transplant neuropil

Except for differentiated myelin-free regions that resemble substantia

gelatinosa (23, 38, 39). the lamination patterns of spinal cord transplants

are not obvious and the overall structure of transplants does not

resemble that of normal spinal cord (19, 39). Because the same regions

cannot be identified and compared in transplants, differences in

compc!Ation of transplant neuropil at different survival periods must be

interpreted with caution. Nevertheless our results suggest that the

maturation of transplart neuropil develops in parallel with the

maturation of the regenerated dorsal roots. The area fraction occupied

by most of the structures that we analyzed stereologically varies little

among the transplant groups, indicating that. although the total
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transplant neuropil increases, the composition of neuropil does not differ

greatly at any time. The area occupied by each component of the

neuropil, however, increases in parallel for 12 weeks and then does not

change further. The regeneration of dorsal root axons into transplants

occurs over a similar period of time (18) and therefore correlates with the

development of the transplant neuropil. The prolonged ingrowth of

dorsal root axons within spinal cord transplants compared with the time

course of normal dorsal root development (8) might be related to the time

course of development of transplant neuropil. The mechanism by which

transplants affect the slow development and the maintenance of dorsal

root regeneration is unclear (18). Determining the development of the

molecular composition of the extracellular environment in fetal spinal

cord transplants may clarify this mechanism.

Regeneration of dorsal root axons

The present results using electron microscopy identify regenerated

CGRP-immunoreactive presynaptic terminals within transplants at one

week following dorsal root transection. Synapses have also been

observed in grafts of fetal thalamic tissue at 7 days after transplantation.

the earliest time reported (34). It is likely that some synapses may have

formed even earlier. We have observed varicosities along regenerated

CGRP-labeled axons with light microscopy that suggest that synapses

are present at 1 and 4 days after axotomy (18) and electron microscopic

studies of embryonic amphibian spinal cord show that synapses develop

within a few hours after axon ingrowth (10. 11. 22. 48). The synapses

formed by regenerated axons appear to become morphologically mature
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between one and two weeks after axotomy. The synaptic terminals of

both (RCGP2-abeled and unlabeled axons appear immature in 1-week-old

transplants, but by 2 weeks their morphology is similar to that of the

synaptic endings which we have described previously in transplants after

1 month (19).

Two processes are likely to be involved in the formation of synapses

by regenerated axons (24): regenerative ingrowth and terminal formation

or arborization (reactive reinnervation). We observed large growth cone-

like structures immunoreactive for CGRP only in 1 -week-old transplants.

and the most rapid phase of synaptogenesis by regenerated DRG axons

occurred during the first 2 weeks. This phase of synapse formation is

likely to be due to regenerative ingrowth. The completion of synaptic

replacement continued over a considerably longer interval, since the

synaptic density of regenerated CGRP-labeled terminals continued to

increase until 24 weeks. The time course of synaptogenesis of

regenerated dorsal root axons is similar to that of reactive

synaptogenesis found in the adult rat dentate molecular layer following

unilateral entorhinal ablation (13. 14. 28, 29. 33). We have previously

observed that the synaptic density of regions of 4- to 12-week-old

transplants that are richly innervated by regenerated dorsal root axons

remains less than that found in lamina I of normal adult spinal cord (19).

Reactive synaptogenesis in response to vacant synaptic space (7. 37) may

therefore also contribute to synapse formation in the transplants.

CGRP-containing dorsal root axons that have regenerated into

transplants do not become myellnated until 4 weeks after axotomy. but

the area that they occupy then increases for 12 weeks, and remains

stable thereafter. The maturation of this subset of regenerated dorsal
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root axons is therefore similar to that of others. The myelin sheaths of

these axons appear to derive from oligodendrocytes rather than Schwann

cells because they are covered neither by basal lamina nor by collagen or

reticulin fibrils of the endoneurium (12. 36. 49). Prev.ous observations

have suggested that Schwann cells are not present in the parenchyma of

embryonic spinal cord transplants. We found laminin. which is

synthesized in culture by Schwann cells regardless of whether they

contact axons (6), within mature transplants only in association with

blood vessels (25). The present results therefore suggest that. after the

cut myelinated dorsal root axons degenerate and lose their myelin

sheaths, the axons regenerate into the transplants as unmyelinated

axons which become remyelinated by myelin sheaths of oligodendrocytic

origin. Similarly regenerated retinal axons in goldfish optic tectum are

also remyelinated over a prolonged period (31).

The results of this study indicate that regenerated dorsal root axons

and axon terminals are permanently retained within embryonic spinal

cord transplants. The transected axons of retinal ganglion cells that

regenerate along a transplanted segment of peripheral nerve also retain

their capacity to form well-differentiated synapses that persist

permanently in normal and abnormal targets (1. 49). Whether

embryonic spinal cord transplants enable the severed dorsal root axons

to restore functional neural crcuits with host spinal cord remains to be

determined.
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LEGEND FOR FIGURES

Figure 1. Electron micrographs from 1-week-old transplants. Bar= 1 Am.

a: A CGRP-immunoreactive complex terminal (asterisk) containing

spherical and dense-cored vesicles makes asymmetric synaptic contacts

(arrows) upon dendrite (D) and soma (S). An immature profile (star)

including a few spherical vesicles immunoreactive for CGRP makes a

poorly diferentiated synaptic contact (arrowhead) upon a dendrite (D).

b: A growth cone-like structure filled with mitochondria. microtubules,

and CGRP-labeled synaptic vesicles contacts a perikaryon (arrowheads).

Figure 2. Electron micrographs from 2-week-old transplants. Terminal

formation by unmyelinated axon that contains CGRP-labeled

microtubules (arrowheads) and synaptic vesicles and makes a synaptic

contact (arrow) upon a dendrite (D) Bar=1 pm.

Figure 3. A CGRP-labeled presynaptic terminal synapses (arrow) with

CGRP-labeled axon (A) within a 36-week-old transplant. Bar=1 pm.

Figure 4. A low magnification electron micrograph shows a densely

CGRP-innervated region from a 36-week-old transplant. Nine

presynaptic terminals immunoreactive for CGRP make asymmetric

synaptic contacts (arrows) upon dendrites (D). Dense glial processes (G)

are also present. Bar=2 pm.

Figure 5. Electron micrographs from 48-week-old transplants. Bar= 1

pm. a: A typical CGRP-immunoreactive complex presynaptic terminal
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forms synapses (arrows) with dendritic profiles. b: Terminal formation by

unmyelinated axon containing CGRP-labeled microtubules (arrowheads)

and synaptic vesicles that makes a synaptic contact upon a dendrite.

Figure 6. Composition of neuropil. Histogram summarizing stereological

data corrected by distribution area of CGRP-immunoreactive axons (data

from Itoh et al.'92a). Bars are divided according to the area occupied by

myelinated and unmyelinated axons, terminals, perikarya and dendrites.

and glia. Significant differences are as follows:

Myelinated axons: 2.4 < 36,24, 12. 48

Unmyelinated axons: 2 4 < 48, 36, 12, 24

Terminals: 2.4 < 24, 12 < 48 <36

Cell bodies & dendrites: 2 < 4 < 36. 48. 24. 12

Glia: 2.4, 24, 12, 36, 48

Overall significance is determined by one-way ANOVA (p<0.05) and

Duncan's multiple range test (p<0.05).
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TABLE 3. Development of Synaptic Density'
Postgraft CGRP.Iabeled CGPR-unlabeled
Interval (wks) N synapses/lO(pm2  MaEnvlO0pn, Totai/ I00ym 2

12 4 0.45 0.24 0.69
23 4 0.54 0.98 1.52
4 (A) 4 0.82 ±0.12 1.23 ±0.19 2.05 ±0.26
12 (B) 4 1.17±0.08 2.18 ±0.16 3.35 ±0.19
24 (C) 4 1.25 ±0.08 2.44 ±0.31 3.70 ±0.35
36 (D) 4 1.52 ±0.15 1.94±0.11 3.46 ±0.19
48 (E) 4 1.19 ±0.06 2.07 ±0.20 3.27 ±0.24

Significance' A.,BE.D A<D2.CA<L

'Values are mean _ S.E.M.
Momta from 14 CGRP-labeled and 12 CGRP-unlabeled synaptic terminals.

'Data from 27 CGRP-labeled and 60 CGRP-unlabeled synaptic terminals.
"Groups are ranked in ascending order according to means. Those groups underlined by the same line are
not significantly different from one another. Those groups indicated by < are significantly different from
one another. Overall significance determined by one-way ANOVA (P<0.05) and individual posthoc
comparisons are with the Duncan's multiple range test (P<0.05).
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TABLE 5. Development of Synaptic Terminals
Postgraft Area (Lm'z)
Interval (wks) N CGRP-L, CGRP-ILJU
13 4 1.97 0.84
2' 4 2.01 0.46
4 (A) 4 2.08 ±0.13 0.74t *0.02
12 (B) 4 1.72 ±0.16 0.66±0.04
24 (C) 4 2.05±0.13 0.81 ±0.02
36 (D) 4 2.61 ±0.30 0.90±0.03
48 (E) 4 2.16±0.27 0.79±0.03

Significance NSD B.A •

Values are mean ± S.E.M.
'CGRP-labeled synaptic terminals.
2CGRP-unlabeled synaptic terminals.
'See footnote 2, Tabie 3.
"See footnote 3, Table 3.
'See footnote 4, Table 3. Area of CGRP-labeled synaptic terminals is significantly
different from those of CGRP-unlabeled synaptic terminals. NSD: No significant
difference among the groups.
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Cut dorsal root axons regenerate into tuipinadl transplants of fetal spini -ord

(FSC) and estabish svnapuc connections dure. The aim of th present study was to

da-ermine whew -transplant neurons ac chvet synapoJally in response to elecir.cal

sumulanon of regeneratd dorsal rot axons. Adult Spmrgue-Dawley raut recti,.ed FSC

uansplants -14) into dorm quadman cavitis at the lumbar eniargeent. The cut L4 or

L5 dorsal root stump was placed at dfe bo mi of die lecian cavicy ad secured between

the Utlnsplant and host spinal cord. Four to 10 weeks I&= the animals were prepared for

electical s imula.ion and tcording. We sutnulated regenerated donae roots and

recorded exuacelular single unit post-synaptic activities thda were evoked close to the

dw-A rootransplant mterface. We used inuacehtlau recording to observe several

examples of monosynapac EPSPs in transplant neuwas evoked by dorsal ro

smuulaton These results indicate that dte ganeramd doural root axons esublish

functional Connecuoni with new= within the transpiant awd suggest that FSC

utmasplants can be used to recans-uct functioal cmwin s betw= neuunms "tt havy

been inerrupted by pinal cord injuw.

Keywords: Embryruc spinal cord transplmnt dora roo ga•glion ewn;

regeneraon: elecuophyszology.

IntrodUction

The cut cenutal axons of adult rat dotnal root ganglion (DRG) neurons do not

regenerate into the spinal cord5 . When normal spba cord is replaced by a =ausplant of

fetal spina! cord (FSCi. cut DRO axons cboss the duoru root-ManpiaCE invralaCe. gow

within the .ansplw' and establist yapses with mWNW nauw$--. These symnase

persist for over 60 weeks after gritting ad resemble marpholosicaly those formed ,n

namal spinal cord4. Similarities betwmn repomud aNd nsmAl synapses have

importnt •mhca•o• for the iapeuic pofte of de the panaon technique. ýu
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only if the :egencmz-d synapses are functional ad if the regenerated axons can activate

tan-pianped neirons. We thereiore studied wheter FSC turmplant neurons are driven

synapocail.' in response to electrical stimulasio of regenerated DRG axons

Materials and Methods

Surgical Procedurei

Seventeen ianale adult i 200-300)I S1ogue-Dawley rats * ee used as g--:

reeipierns. The rats were anesthetzed with kmine (76mg/kg), x vl-i (7.6mg.'kg).

and acepromatze (0.6m/kg), and the lumbar calargm was exposed by a

laminectomy ofdthe T13 or Li verwbra. Afasr ftasecuon of the left LA or LU dorsal

toot. tM distal Portion of th root was zfegtd caudally. A dorul quad•anr cavity 3 m,

in loenth was aqpwd ftrom die left side at t lnibar e,. ,me.nt. FSC was then

issected from Sprague-Dawiy ra pups ( 14) and introdbed into the cavity. 'rhe cut

doral root stump encircled with a 10-0 suum for law identfim.xon was placed at the

bottom of the lesion cavity and secured betwee e tdansplant and host spinal cor. The

duwal openiui and the superficial wound woe closed in layers.

Electzopkysiology

four to W0 week.s law trnsplanted animals were anesdhuzed with a mixture of

ketamine and xyla~mn. ALI anial wete v ladlwitd a ze•mpb '. End-idal CO. am

metal temperawn were canunuoudy wuced and body tmpewa was maintaune at

370C.

The ammnala wen tem placed iA a uwchanicl sysmm desnged to muobiize the

vertebral colurn. The dorma surface of ft transplant Was exposed aid identfied by die

presence of the suwre looptd around the dorsal ro during initial swger,,. The dorsal

rot was cxposed and prepared for sftauladw with a bipolar hook elcctode. T6i.

electrode was used routinely for donal no sdaiulation with constat cunant pulses of

0.2 msec duranon. All exposed tissues woe covered with warmed mmcm" oil.
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Al" reccrdings of ummry. activity in the transplans were accomphihed waL. g&ass

miropipette ckcwodes. A silver-ball monopou•• rcording electroe was plac•d at the

dorsal root-transphm intfface to inonitw the size of incoming volleys evoked by dorsal

root stixmuiaton. Nerve sumulus s1rength was expressed as a muliple of the threshold

intensity for the most excitable fibers in the do"sal rooLM Tbis thr-shod was determined

by slowly increasing stmulus s'ength to a level producing the first sign of electric

actvity detectable by she silver-ball electrode.

Results

Anaiysis of'the poten•ials recorded at the dorsal root - ransplarn i:terface

indicated that the munxnal conducion vehoities of the dorsal roots were 50-60 zw•ec.

These values are sim:iar to those of nonial dom•irootL The maximal conduction

velocines of regenerated dorsal rot axon within the ransplants were 2-4 m/see.

suggesang that most of these axons an unmyefinaed at the suvival periods of 4 to 10

weeks.

Erxnellular records were obtid fromn a total of 40 single uits actvatd by

electrical stmuLation of dosal roots. CAnsteit wish pevious morphological

findings 3-,, most single unit activity was encountere within approximaly 1 mm of the

dorsal rcot - nansplant interface. A train of at ast 2 shocks was needed to secure

relable f•inag. The electical thresholds for ethodminic fting were 5-10 times that of

the most ectable fibers in the doral roots. onboidmic fising lamencies ranged from 4

to 6 msec (Fig. !). Based on the vaiance in dhe laamncy between dte dorsa root stimulus

and the unit spike. units were clasified ino two types. A histogran of the latencies of

type 1 units showed a relativety narrww ba" wbmreas ype W1 showed a broad band.

Units in which the response to high hequency simulation (100 Hi) of the donal rot

was studied exhibited failmes of spike imandon.
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It..everal uniu. the dorsal root was stimulau-d witý ai trn of high freqiency

stimuli i * .000 Hz. 5 msec mn-'. Following these trains, the number oi spikes evoked by

single or p*L-.d dorsal TOOL srMnuli was increased and renained elevated for severa.

minutes. These resul indicate the presence of post-ttaimc potendmion of primary

affemrn EPSPs in transplant ne ns.

We obtained intracellular s•cords fiom 8 units- EPSPs with monosynapPUc

latencies were evoked by single shock stimulation of the d&wal root (Fig.2). In one unit

in which recording was exceptiuonally stble, the EPSP aumnide was observed to

fluctuate considerably.

Disewmion

The results of this study daenonsmu that nesuons within FSC transplants can be

driven synaptically in response to electrical Stmulaion of regenerted DRG axons. The

fe•ats of the neuronal fiing observed a in response to somuiauion of DRG

axons support this condidon. Syvnap= clly-ddven uni display variance in the latency

between the onset of the dasal root stimulus and the tmudug unit spie that is Imar

than lawucies obseved fdr anuidmuic acdvaum Ths variance amsem putpa because of

random flucuations in zhe unplide of the evoked EPSIs. The latency variaons that

we observed in single unit activity are ommqpble wift done expected of tynapuc

activation. Our data Indic the preve= of 2 types of functional synapuc connections

chwucized by appF iable dPffermces in e l aty vc anWc. We do not yet

understanc :be basis for thu diffrenmce b cam possibility is that these connections differ

in stre-rh.

Another f6eaxu of ute unit activity we observed that reflects 'ynapoc activation is

an inability to follow high fmequency sumulackmt o• menewated do"sai root axons. Some

of the taits we encountered could not follow 3anaulus fequenctes of 100 Hz. Suck

filure can be related to deprssion of EP. Ps dat occurs during high frequency

5



activation of prtmary afferen fibemi. Ia the caw of anid4ornic fi-nng or :onducno"

along primary affereni t lbers. such fail=u does not occur until much highct stimulaton

frequencies are employed. Our fuiding of enhanced unit firing following a tran of high

frequency itimuli to the impianted dorsal rom is also compatible with syWaptic ac-.wny.

In other pnmary afferent iynapses, such stimuli pamtrns evoke pos-tetanic porennation

of EPSP amplitude that can increase the probabili'y of post-synapc acton potentnal

fing. These ex acelllar indications of synaptic actvity were confirmed by our finding

of monosynaptic EPSPs during inoacel1luhrebading hram several neurons iocaect

within the tanspiants. These results thezefore demonsate that the -egenerated dorsal

root axon synapses that we have psmviously observed within transplants an= functiona by

elecaqihysiological criernL

One way in which ranspLmu can couteibm to rmcmwy of function following

spinal cord injury is by serving as a substrae fbr the refcnwion of reflex arcs. A

necessary component m this procca is the type oefiincatinai synapc oonnecuto we

have now demonstrated. Such connections complete the afferent limb of the requisite

reflex a•r. Lesi intwfmaton is available abou the efferent limb of such arcs. although

several possibilities an suggesod by available anatomical data. One possibility is that

the axons of tnansplant neuxons project to hou muscle and in this way reconstimte an

interupled segmenta reflex.
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Legend for figures

Fig. I The record illuswaes an example of synapcally-driven neuronal acvi•' in
feW spinal cord m-ansplants following electical stimulaion of regeneratcd dorsal
root fibers.

Fig.2 The record shows an example of n intracllular-recorded EPSP and action
potenui taker from fetal spinal cord uaxzspulan follounag &doai root
st.m uiauon.
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Summary

Severed dorsna root axons regencraw into te transplants of fetal spinal cord

(FSC) aa foirn synapses there. It is unknown whether the growth Ls specific to

umnplants of dorsal half FSC. a normal wgrpt of most dorsal root axons. or whetner ;t is

due to properties shared by transplants of ventral, half FSC. We used calcitonin gene-

related pcpuide immunohistochemisry to label subsets of regenerated host dorsal root

axons, and morphometric analysis to comtpare neuronal populations withn both

uansplants. Adult Sprague-Dawley rats received intraspinal Safts of dorsal or ventral

half FSC ' 14). and the LA or L5 dorsal root was cut and juxtaposed tothe grfts. Three

months later sagitual sections were in" for iinmntmhistocheistr:y and Nissi-Myelm

stain. Histograrns of perikaryal area shor"d thib the transplants of dorsal half FSC

coesisted of small neurons predominantly, whereas tramsplants of venura half FSC

consisted of neurons of variable sizes. Dorsal rmot axons rgeneamd into both

mnsplants. but powth into dorsal half FSC was more robus. These results indxae that

both transplants provide an environment that suppts dorW root regeneration, but that

the environment provided by dorsal halfESC is xum favorable. Transplants of dorsai

half FSC may offer advantags for the long-mem oa of repairing of damaged spinal

cord circuits

Keywordt. Embryonic spinal card winsplants dorsal root ganglion neuron:

regeneranon: dorsal half of fetal spinal cord

Introduction

The cut central axons of adult rat dorsal mot pnglion %DRG) neurons do not

penetrate the spinal cord^ When transplants of fetal spinal cord (FSC' are substirtec for

adult spinai cord, however, cut DRG axons regrow into transplants and establsu

synapses dtere-`.9 . The extent w which dorsal root axons labeled for caicitnin gene-

mlawd peptide tCGRP) regenerate into the ransplants persts unchanged for over 60



weeks after graf. It is therefore sugpestive of the proposai that FSC transpLuts can be

used to repair damaged spuW cord circuS. It is unknown whether the gowth is spec:fic

to dorsal half FSC transplants. a normal target of most DRG axons, or whether it i due

to propertes shared by ventlJ half FSC ris.panu.

In the pmrsern stuy we used CORP inmunohis•ocbehmssry. to isbe! subsets of

regcnncr•e dorsal root axons because many DRG nurons art immunortact-e for

CGRP and becaube we have found it to be a morn fusitive ind of regeneawed

axons than methods that rely on axon trazspon or difftioui of HRP2-;, We also used

morphomewtc analysis w compare oraonal ppulatios within both transplants.

Materiws am M-ehod

Surgery

Twenty seven femaic adult (200-3005) Spique-Dawley ra were used as graft

recipients. The ran wen anesthetize with kzamiae (76miugt). ayitazne (7.6mg/kgj.

and acepromazine (0.6mg/kg), and dte lumbar enlargeent was expose4 After

wansecuon of the left L4&L3 dorsal rom, the dital pom•nc of the imot was rmfltcted

caudally. A dorsal quadrant cavity was aspraW fm the lumbar enlageruent. Dorsal

half (N-. t•51 mid ventral hf (N= 12) of spa curd were dissected from homologous rat

pups X-14) mnd i•adiaced into the cavity. The cut dona root stump was iuxtaposed to

the dorsal su•face of the 'ansplauts. "Ih mspaticiel wound west cloed in layers.

CGRP immUmhnAhoCISwyU

Three months laer the animals were deeply anesthenzed with Nembutal

(5Oral/kg, i.p.) and petfused with 4% --om-alde- in 01 M phosphate buffer

pH7.4 To identify rtgenerted axons. every fifth cryosta secdon t 14 ;Am) in saginal

plane was processed for CGRP immunolwhci miz. Secuons were reacted with

.anneruM against CGRP. and immersed i. biormnyaed gomi andrabbit IG arno

aviJin-biotinyla•ted horseradish peroxidaw compex. The chromagen was DAB.

3



To evaluate tanspiant morphology and the dorsal rot-uawspiant and tansplant-

host spinai cord interfaces. the adjaceit sec*cs were stained with cyanie R for myyebn

and counterstained with rnsyl v•olet. This procedare has been de.inbed in deiaal-;'9

Quanaradve ana .is

The extent to which CGRP-IabeledaxonS remnerated into oawsplats was

measured for dorsal half FSC (.N=5) and ven-al half FSC (N=5) transplants. We used a

point-counfng stereological analysis to measum the area occupied by CGRP-labeled

axons. Sagirtal scctions that contaire labeled axous were examined unaer a lignt

microscope. A micrometer 10 mm x 10 mm in size (104 Pm2 composed of I-rmm grid

squares (Olympus. Tokyo) ha was fited in an ocular lens was used as a sampling

lanice. and the number of times that CGRP-labeled awes inrected the coners of the

grid squares was counted. To evaluae arbaý o ( CGRP-immunoreactve axons,

we akso measued the distribution of labeled awns in 3 sagi•tal sectios by making

COmplsis montages that consisted of al the individl sampling hatices examined and

the results were averaged. Thewe procdmrs have beeo descnbed in dca.

To compare the neuronal populadons in both tuanplauts, sa•ral sections 5uamo

with cresyi viole and cyan •ne R wen examinedP rikaryal area of cells containec in a

sampling rectangle (7,450 Wm' was mmu d using a Bioquaan System IV (R&-M

Bioemtcs. TN'. Three consecutiNe sectons wem examined per transplant. A hiswogran

was made from these data to show the diffenes of cellular composition between both

Umsplants.

The significance of the differences Wtomm both anspams was determined by

Mann-Whinev two sampte test ip<0.0S).

Results

Transplants of dorsal and ventasl half FSC survive in the adult host spinal cord

and diffezwntate into pllktus that ane charaurisde far each region. DorA half FSC

4



trnsplants contain regions that resemble substania gclatunosa based on :h presence oi

numerous small neurons and relative paucity of myclination. Ventral half FSC

ransplanis composed of neurons of variable si= and showed abundant myvinamon

Transplana• are generally well-in-legraed with host dorsal ram and spinal cord.

CGRP immmohisroch/msismy

Dorsal root axons immunoreactive for CORP regenerate tco every nansplanz

examined. CGRP-iabeled axons show disltncvte punerns of disuibunon widtin both

tasplants In dorsal half PSC. CGRP-labeled uxm oarbaze extnsively nea the

surface of =snsplants and in some portions ft ao form dense bundles (Fig.) 1. In

ventral half FSC. CGRP-immnioseave axons extend sparsely but diffusely twough the

ansplanu and individual axons but not bundles of axons can be recogmzed (Fig2).

Qwuizand ve analsis

The point-counting smemologica] analyz shows ft aa fr• mn of both

transplants nccupted by regenerated CGOP-labed axoms. In dosal half FSC tiansp•ants

these axons occupy a mean ares of 5.42 x 10' pnm. In venral half FSC the area

occupied is approximately 40% of that in doa half FSC. Regenemawd CGRP-labeled

axons thee fore occupy a ;gmfazuifdy larg ares in dorsd half FSC than in ventrai half

FSC (Fig.3) The mean am of CORP-innrva•ed regions wihdi dorsal half FSC is not

ignificantly diffrem fom tiha within ventral halfFSC.

Based on the perkaryal mea of nerons within the mrnsplants. we classafed the

neurons into 3 grmps: small-sued neurons (50 - 150 paz, medium-sized neurons (150 -

300 gnm2); large-sized nmrns (more :harn 300 plW). Doral half FSC transplants include

small-sized neurons significantly g•zmu than ventral half FSC transplants. whereas

ventral half FSC contain medfium- and lrge-szed arons prealer than dorsal half FSC.

These results confim our quaiitatve observatns.

L I "



The pattern and extent oi dorsal root ingrowth differed between 'unsplants of

dorsal half and ventral half of FSC. In donl half FSC regenerated axons tcayed

nelazively close to the host dorsW roof nsplant: intetface. atxrized extersively. and

were often tangled tollether in plexuses. In vetual half FSC regeneram axons were

distributed widely and spamsly, and grew as individual axons rather than in bundles or

plexuses. These qualitauve morphological obsorvatioa we confirmed by our

quazitauve studies. Although cut dona• rcls labeled for CORP zegentrm into both

transplants. the area occupied by reenerawd CGRP-labeled axons within dorsai half

FSC is more robust than ventral half FSC. Both transplan-s derefore provide an

envirnmen: conductive to dorsal root regeneration, bt dorsal haft FSC. a normal target

of most primay afferent fibers, provide additiomal more specific cues for growth It is

unlikely that inapropria arge Waon ftn ventral balf FSC mprode prcisely the

coaditions found in dorsal half FSC. Growth inA . naq aw rgeu is therefore

consistent with the concept that *he eary stg of amn exension depend on moletules

that ate expressed generally droughout the developing naevous sytem"

Our observations that regenraftd DRO axons grew densely within dorsal

half FSC than vanuml half FSC sueStp the pxmence of target-specific cues for

pathfiding and trget recognmtoui that am not provided by ventral halfFSC. These

results are similar to those of in vwuo studies showing that netmtes of explanied fetal

DRG axons grew and azbomed moe abwidandy wliin oo-Cultmed explan's of spinal

orad dhun of tecmums. Surface macr-molecules lilmly to mediam the formaton of specific

pathwa include glycopromns that aU ej d n im enatly by discrete populaions of

neutons'.

Since them is a ventral-to-donal gradient of pimliferation in the development of

spinal cord. the venizal motor system developi eLier than the dora sensory system

does. As development p ,ceeds. prolifm ion diminishes in the ventral cord. and by E 15

6



only the most dorsal portion of the venmcular zone remains active Since advh dorsa!

roots begin :o regrow into the FSC transplants soon after graf. at the early stage of the

axon elongaion regenerion of adult rat doal roalw is likelvi t be addiionall'.

enhanced by the precusor nerons m•-ained in the doral cord.

Our results suggest that ventr half FSC as wall as dorsal half FSC provide the

conditions under which cut dorsal root axons can grow and survive. The conditions that

constitute a permissive environment for regenewaing axos are terefore relatively

nonspecific. but dorsal half FSC transplants nevertheless differ in the extent to which

they sadisfy the requinments for growth of dorsal roots. The results suggest that dorsal

half FSC transplant supply addition&) more specific cues for pathfinding and target
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Legend for figures

Fig. I CGRP-immunorcacoive axons in te amLspiants of dorsal hai of El A spinal cord
3 months afer transplantation. Sagindl sectio Regeneriaed ons cross the
inerface (aiwows) between host dorsal room (DR) sad =amspiain (1) and form
de.me plexus (* near the interface. Inwn act wAS idenufied in tbh adjacent .issl.
stained section. Bar--100 ým.

Fig.2 CGRP-immunoreactive axons in the transpiaw of ven•ral half of E14 spinal cord
3 months after transplantation. Sagitmal secdci. Regeneruued axons cross the
dorsal root (DR)-uansplznt (TP) intface (mTows) and grow extensively within
the transplant without the formado of obvious plexuses.

Fig.3 Regenerated donal root axons imminoreacuve for CGRP occupy a significantly
lager area in the uamm lants of dorsal half FSC dma vental, haft FSC. Area
occupied by CGRP-labeled axon is calculated by point-couunng stwneolog
analysis tsee text;
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Abstract

Many conditions are thought to contribute to neuron death after axotomy, including

immaturity of the cell at the time of injury, inability to re-establish or maintain target

contact, and dependence upon trophic factors produced by targets. Exogenous

application of neurotrophic factors and transplants of peripheral nerve and embryonic

CNS tissue temporarily rescue axotomized CNS neurons, but permanent rescue may

require transplants that are normal targets of the injured neurons. To determine

whether this is true of adult and immature spinal cord neurons, we examined the

requirements for survival of axotomized Clarke's nucleus (CN) neurons. CN in the rat

consists of columns of neurons whose axons ascend ipsilaterally in the lateral funiculus to

more rostral levels of the spinal cord and cerebellum. Two months after right-side

hemisection of the spinal cord at the TS segment there was a 30% loss of neurons at the

LI segment in adult operates and a 40% loss in neonates. In both age groups, neurons of

all sizes were lost, but it was primarily the medium and large neurons that either died or

atrophied. Transplants of embryonic spinal cord, cerebellum, and neocortex inserted into

the T8 segment at the time of hemisection prevented virtually all of the cell death in both

adults and neonates, but transplants of embryonic striatum were ineffective. None of the

transplants prevented axotomy4nduced somal atrophy. Prelabeling CN neurons by

retrograde transport of fluoro-gold (FG) demonstrated that 33% of all CN neurons at LI

project to the cerebellum, 50% of these died following a 7"3 hemisection, but all these

projection neurons were rescued by a transplant of embryonic spinal cord (the only

transplant type studied under these conditions). These results suggest that the rescue of

axotomized CN neurons is relatively specific for the normal target areas of these neurons,

but this specificity is not absolute and may depend on the distribution and synthesis of

particular neurotrophic agents.

Keywor2ds regeneration, neuronal cell death, neurotrophic factors, transplants,

axotomy, Clarke's nucleus
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Many neurons pass through a developmental stage in which their survival depends

on factors derived from their normal targets (reviewed in Purves and Lichtman 1985;

Jacobson 1991). The survival of some neurons, such as those of the sympathetic

ganglia, depends on target-derived neurotrophic factors throughout their lives (Ruit

et al. 1990). For other neurons, however, the degree to which this dependence

continues in the newborn and adult is unclear.

It is unknown therefore whether neuron death after axotomy in adults is due

to loss of target derived factors, but several lines of evidence are consistent with this

hypothesis. Injured neurons that would otherwise die following axotomy have been

rescued by several different interventions. Embryonic transplants of normal target

(Bregman and Reier, 1986; Haun and Cunningham 1987; Sievers et al., 198w, Tuszynski

et al, 1990, Rinaman and Levitt, 1991) or peripheral nerve grafts (Bray et al, 1987;

Villegas-Perez et al, 1988; Messersmith et al, 1991) have rescued axotomized CNS

neurons at least temporarily and in some experiments permanently. Axotomized

neurons can also be rescued by exogenous application of known factors synthesized

by the normal target or nonneuronal cells along the axonal pathway such as nerve

growth factor (NGF, Yip et al, 1984; Hefti, 1986; Williams et al, 1986; Kromer, 1987;

Verge et al, 1989, Fischer and Bjorklund, 1991), ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF,

Sendtner et al., 1990, 1992), interleukin-1l (IL-, Spranger et al, 1990), or one of the

family of fibroblast growth factors (FGFs, Sievers et al, 1987; Anderson et al, 1988;

Mattson et al, 1989). Target derived factors, as yet uncharacterized, have been

extracted from conditioned cell culture medium that also show neurotrophic effects

in neonate and adult operates (Eagleson et al, 1990, 1992).

Permanent survival after axotomy, however, may require axon growth and

the reestablishment of synaptic connections with a specific target (Villegas-Perez et

al, 1968; Keirstead et al., 1989) or the sprouting of surviving collateral axons (Bleier,

1969, Fry and Cowan, 1972; Sofroniew and Isacson, 1988). In newborn rats, for
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example, regenerating axons of rubrospinal neurons initially invade transplants of

either their normal target or of targets that they do not encounter during normal

development ("inappropriate'), but later these neurons retract their axons from an

inappropriate target (Bregman and Kunkel-Bagden, 1988). This implies that at least

some CNS neurons require specific target derived factors to maintain their

regenerated axons. Dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons, however, regenerate and

maintain dorsal root axons in different types of intraspinal transplants, some of

which are not normal targets (Itoh and Tessler, 1990)

Neuron survival following axotomy is a necessary prerequisite for axon

regeneration and the restoration of normal neuronal circuitry. It is important,

therefore, to understand the requirements for survival and to develop methods for

providing these conditions. Factors that promote neuron survival and regeneration

need to be identified. Since it continues to be technically difficult to deliver

biologically active factors exogenously to injured CNS neurons, transplants of

specific CNS regions provide a strategy for identifying and fulfilling the conditions

necessary for neuron survival. We sought to determine whether a well defined

population of intra-spinal neurons, those of Clarke's nucleus, can be rescued by

transplants, whether the requirements for survival are region specific, and if the

requirements for survival of neurons axotomized in adults are similar to those

axotomized in newborns.

Clarke's nucleus (CN) forms bilateral columns extending from C8 to L3 in the

medial aspect of the rat spinal cord (Matsushita and Hosoya, 1979) Its boundaries

are distinct and readily recognized. The nucleus lies subjacent to the corticospinal

tract, which lies at the base of the dorsal funiculus, and laterally is outlined by large

blood vessels and heavily myelinated fascicles from the medial division of the dorsal

root. CN axons ascend ipsilaterally to more rostral levels of the spinal cord and

cerebellum, coursing in the dorsal portions of the lateral funiculus as the dorsal
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spinocerebellar tract (DSCT) (Oscarsson, 1965; Mann, 1973; Matshusita and Hosoya,

1979, Grant and Xu, 1988). Hemisection of one side of the spinal cord therefore

axotomizes only the ipsilateral CN and the contralateral CN neurons can serve as an

internal control for experimental studies.

Axotomy produces extensive CN cell death which is apparent by 4 weeks in

neonates (Stelzner et al, 1975; Smith and Castro, 1979) and by 2 months in adults

(Feringa et aL, 1987). In many neural systems cell death after axotomy in neonates

exceeds that which follows the same injury in adults (Prendergast and Stelzner, 1976;

Bregman and Goldberger, 1983; Himes and Tessler, 1989, Xu and Martin, 1989 & 1990).

Another goal of the present study was to compare cell survival in CN after axotomy

in adults and neonates.

Materials and Methods

Ad'mal/

Eighty-four Sprague-Dawley rats (Zivic-Miller, Allison Park, PA) of either

sex were studied. Neonates were anesthetized by hypothermia and underwent

surgery on the second or third day after birth (P2-P3). Adults (60-150 days of age and

weighing 200-400 grams) were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection

consisting of xylazine (10 mg/kg), ketamine (95 mg/kg), and acepromazine maleate

(0.7 mg/kg). Control animals were age-matched for both neonate and adult operates.

Transplant tissue was taken from the embryos of timed pregnant Sprague-

Dawley rats. The day of insemination was designated as EO. Donor females were

anesthetized with chloral hydrate (35 mg/kg, i.p. injection) and euthanized with an

overdose of the same anesthetic after removal of the embryos.

Prior to perfusion all animals were deeply anesthetized with an overdose of

sodium pentobarbital (75 mg/kg, i.p. injection).



SurerXv and tissue 1re2aration

The spinal cord of deeply anesthetized rats was exposed by partial dorsal

laminectomy just caudal to the blood supply of the dorsal fat pad (T7-T8 spinal cord

segment). The dura was opened longitudinally at the midline and a cavity 1-3 mm in

length was made by aspiration from the right side of the spinal cord. The lesion

completely interrupted the lateral funiculus, including the axons of the DSCT

which lie in the dorsolateral funiculus (Fig. 1). Also damaged by this lesion were

regions of ipsilateral gray matter, dorsal funiculus, and ventral funiculus. Segments

of tissue of appropriate size and age were dissected from embryos and introduced

into the cavity using methods described previously (Reier et al, 1986) The four

types of tissue used for grafting were E14 thoracic spinal cord, E15 cerebellum, E14

occipital cortex, and E14 striatum. In lesion-only animals the cavity was filled with

gelfoam. In adults the dura was closed with 10-0 suture.. In neonatal operates the

edges of the dura were reapposed but not sutured. The lesion site was covered and

the muscle and skin closed in layers. Following surgery both adult and neonatal

operates were maintained on heating pads until fully awake. Fully recovered pups

were then returned to their mother.

Sixty to 90 days following surgery the rats were deeply anesthetized and

perfused through the heart with normal saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in

01 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. The Li spinal cord segment and lesion site were

removed, dehydrated and embedded in paraffin. The T7-T8 lesion segment was

serially sectioned at 15 Im and stained with the Nissl-myelin stain (see below) to

verify complete DSCT section ipsilateral to the lesion without damage to the

contralateral DSCT. The presence of a transplant in animals that had received a

transplant was also confirmed. If the lesion partially spared the ipsilateral DSCT,

damaged the contralateral DSCT or if no transplant remained in the lesion cavity of



a rat that had received a transplant, the animal was not included in the quantitative

analysis.

Cell counting and cell size analysis of CN neurons

All results were obtained from CN in the Li spinal cord segment. If the

animal was in one of the operate groups, the data were collected 2-3 months

following surgery. The quantitative analysis of CN neurons was performed on

seczions stained with a Nissl-myelin stain. The paraffin embedded Li spinal cord

segment was cut serially in cross section at 10 p&m. Sections were mounted on

albumin coated slides and stained to demonstrate myelin sheaths with the Cyanine

R method of Clark (1981) and counterstained with cresyl violet acetate.

In every tenth section the area of CN was measured, CN neurons with a

visible nucleus counted, and the cell soma area measured with the Bioquant Image

Analysis System attached to a Leitz Dialux microscope at a final magnification of

678x. Neurons were classified an the basis of soma area as being small (<200 =m2),

medium (>200 p~m 2 and <400 Lm2) or large (>400 pam 2). Similar criteria have

previously been used for CN analysis in the cat (Loewy, 1970) Corrected cell counts

were obtained with the following procedure. Nuclear diameters were measured at a

magnification of 1025x for a minimum of 50 nuclear profiles from both CN in each

Li segment. These data were then processed by means of the Hendry (1976) analysis

as modified by Smolen et aL (1983) to obtain a factor for corrected neuron counts.

Total neuron number was determined by the formula: (correction factor x raw cell

counts x distance between sections) /section thickness. A paired comparison t-test

was used to analyze the numerical data for side to side differences within groups for

3 variables the area of the CN, mean cell size, and total neuron number. The

analysis was performed separately for adult and neonate groups. The groups

compared were normal animals (N=6), animals with T7-T8 hemisection alone (N=6),
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and hemisected animals with a graft of one of the four different types of embryonic

CNS transplant (N=6 for each group). In all cases, analysis of the numerical data

with a one way ANOVA showed that CN of intact controls did not differ

statistically from the contralateral CN of lesioned animals in any group for any of

the variables nmeasured. Therefore we used the lesion/control ratio of each animal

as the basis for comparison. Overall significance of the ratio data was determined

by the Kruskal-Wallis one way ANOVA (p<O.05). If significant differences were

present, individual posthoc comparisons were made with the Wilcoxon-Mann-

Whitney test corrected for multiple comparisons (Kirk, 1968). All statistical analyses

were performed with the Number Cruncher Statistical System program (Dr. Jerry L

Hintze, Kaysville UT).

Retrograde labeling of CN neurons Proiecting to the cerebellum

To determine whether CN neurons whose axons project to the cerebellum

were among those rescued by transplants, we used the fluorescent tracer Fluoro-gold

(FG, Fluorochrome, Inc, Englewood, CO). After retrograde transport FG remains in

the soma of adult rat neurons for at least 2 months (McBride et al, 1988). The

anterior lobe of the cerebeiaim was exposed by a midline incision in the skin and

removal of the interparietal bone with a surgical drill. The underlying transverse

venous sinus and the superior cerebellar artery were preserved. Multiple bilateral

injections of a 2% aqueous solution of FG (total volume 5 ;J) were made through a

glass pipette (tip diameter 50 pm) attached to a 10 Il Hamilton syringe. The opening

in the skull was then covered with bone wax and the wound closed in layers. Four

animals had no additional procedures and served as normal controls. Seventy-two

hours after FG injection into the cerebellum, a hemisection cavity was made in the

T7-T8 spinal cord segment of 8 additional adults and then filled either with gelfoam

(N=4) or a transplant of E14 spinal cord (N=4). After a 2 month survival period, the



animals were perfused through the heart with a flush of phosphate buffered saline

(PBS) followed by fixative containing 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.02% picric acid in

0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. The lesion site, Li spinal cord, and cerebellum were

placed in 0.M phosphate buffer containing 307 sucrose. The lesion site was studied

as described above. The cerebellum and Li spinal cord segment were sectioned at 10

ý.m on a cryostat and the sections mounted onto gelatin coated slides. After air

drying the slides were briefly immersed in xylene, coverslipped using DPX

mounting media (Fluka Chemical Co. Ronkonkoma, NY), and observed by

fluorescence microscopy. Examination of the cerebellum confirmed that the

anterior lobe had been labeled bilaterally and symmetrically. In the Li spinal cord

segment the number of labeled neurons in every tenth section were counted. We

also stained a series of adjacent sections from LI with the Nissl-myelin method

described above and counted and measured the neurons in CN at Li. We

determined the number of CN neurons at Li that project to the cerebellum in adult

rats, and the number that remain 2 months after hemisection alone or hemisection

with a transplant of E14 spinal cord. Comparison of the number of Nissl-stained

cells with the number of FG-positive cells demonstrated the percentage of CN

neurons in LI that project to the anterior lobe of the cerebellum. Comparison of the

mean size of Nissl-stained cells to the mean size of FG-labeled cells demonstrated

the size of cells in CN that project to the cerebellum. Four additional series of

sections from the Li spinal segment were used in the immunocytochemical

experiments described below.

I mmunocvtoc he mistr y

Because FG can be phagocytosed by macrophages and microglia after the

death of retrogradely labeled neurons (Rinaman et aL, 1991), we used a series of

antibodies raised against cell-specific markers to confirm that FG-labeled cells
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observed in CN were neurons. These antibodies were: 1) anti- glial fibrillary acidic

protein (GFAP), the major protein found in glial intermediate filaments (Bignami

and Dahl, 1976; Eng et aL, 1971), which rccognizes astrocytes (Lazarides, 1982). 2) ED-1,

which recognizes an uncharacterized cytoplasmic antigen found in all cells of the

rat macrophage/monocyte line (Dijkstra et al., 1985; Sminia et al., 1987) 3) OX-42,

which recognizes the complement C3bi receptor expressed by neutrophils,

monocytes, macrophages and microglia (Perry et al., 1985, Robinson et al. 1986; Perry

and Gordon, 1987). 4) anti- microtubule associated protein lB (MAPIB), one of the

components of cross bridges between microtubules (Sato-Yoshitake et al, 1989),

which recognizes neurons. The immunocytochemical methods were modifications of

the procedure of Milligan et aL (1991). The antibodies and dilutions used were: 1)

GFAP (Biomedical Technologies, Inc. Stoughton, MA), a polyclonal antibody diluted

1:1000. 2) ED-1 (Harlan Bioproducts for Science, Indianapolis, IN), a monoclonal

antibody diluted 115. 3) OX-42 (Harlan Bioproducts for Science) a monoclonal

antibody diluted 1:500. 4) MAPIB (A generous gift from Dr. Itzhak Fischer), a

poiyclonal antibody diluted 11000 (Safaei and Fischer, 1989, Fischer and Romano-

Clarke, 1990). All antibodies were diluted in 0.1M PBS, pH 7.4 containing 2% nonfat

dry milk (Blotto). Sections were incubated at 25 °C overnight in a humid chamber.

After several rinses in PBS the appropriate peroxidase-conjugated secondary

antibody was applied, also diluted in Blotto: for GFAP and MAP1B a goat anti-

rabbit IgG (Jackson Immunoresearch Labs Inc. West Grove, PA) diluted 1100, for

ED-1 and OX-42, a goat anti-mouse IgG (Jackson Immunoresearch Labs Inc.) diluted

1:50. Specific staining was visualized by incubating the tissue with 3,3-

diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB, Sigma Chemical Co.St. Louis, MO) in

0.05M Trizma-HCl buffer. The sections were then air dried, briefly immersed in

xylene, and coverslipped with DPX mounting media. This procedure preserved

much of the FG-labeling in retrogradely labeled neurons and allowed sections to be
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viewed under brightfield illumination to visualize the DAB reaction product or

with fluorescence microscopy to visualize FG-labeled cells.

Results

Translant MMorakhoo

51 of 52 animals that received grafts contained a transplant at the end of the two

month postoperative survival period. One graft of E15 cerebellum failed to survive

in an adult recipient and data from this animal were not included in this study.

While the grafts lacked the overall structure of the CNS region from which the

tissue was taken, some areas of all transplants exhibited morphology characteristic

of the original transplant tissue (Fig. 2). Transplants of spinal cord contained

myelin-free regions with many small neurons that resembled the substantia

gelatinosa (Tessler et aL, 1988; .iakenan et aL, 1989). Cerebellum transplants

differentiated into molecular, granular, and purkinje cell layers (Itoh and Tessler,

1990). Neocortex contained mostly small to medium-sized neurons characteristic of

the superficial cortical layers (Itoh and Tessler, 1990). Striatal grafts contained

scattered small and medium neurons often arranged in clusters (DiFiglia et al, 1988;

Labandeira-Garcia et aL, 1991). Transplants did not always fill the lesion cavity

completely, particularly in neonatal operates where the graft tissue appeared to

grow more slowly than the host spinal cord. Transplants of neocortex exhibited the

most exuberant growth, in some cases growing larger than the lesion cavity and

surrounding the unoperated side of the host spinal cord.

A variable amount of gliosis was present at the host-transplant interface. In

some animals the glial scar was minimal and there was a clear area of continuity

between host and graft In others the transplant was almost completely surrounded

by dense gliosis, and there were few regions of continuity with the host spinal cord.

In general the presence of a glial scar was more prominent in adult hosts.
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Transplants of spinal cord and neocortex were better integrated with the host spinal

cord than transplants of cerebellum and striatum, which were smaller and more

isolated by gliosis. Within an experimental group (i.e. spinal cord, cerebellum,

neocortex, or striatum grafts) neither the size nor the degree of integration of the

transplant had an obvious relationship to its effectiveness in rescuing axotomized

CN neurons.

Effects of Axotomv and Fetal Grafts on CN Neuron Survival

Adukt (Table 1) CN in the Li segment of normal animals consisted mostly of small

and medium-sized neurons, but approximately 10% were large (>400 pm2, Fig. 3,5).

The neuron cell size distribution of CN contralateral to hemisection alone or

hemisection with transplant was very similar to normal. Two months after

hemisection alone the area of the nucleus ipsilateral to the lesion decreased by 207%

and the number of CN neurons decreased by 30% (Fig. 4a. The cell size distribution

in CN ipsilateral to the lesion was significantly altered, with some loss of small and

medium-sized neurons and almost complete absence of the largest cells (Fig. 3, 5)

The mean soma area of surviving neurons in CN ipsilateral to the lesion alone was

30% smaller than that of neurons in the contralateral CN.

In animals with a hemisection and transplant of either embryonic spinal cord,

cerebellum, or neocortex , the ipsilateral CN showed no significant cell loss (Fig. 3,

4a4 Animals with a hemisectiun and embryonic striatal transplant, however, showed

cell loss comparable to that seen after hemisection alone. The area of CN still

decreased in animals that had transplants of spinal cord, cerebellum, or neocortex,

but significantly less than after hemisection alone or after a striatal transplant.

Mean soma size in all transplant groups was reduced to a similar extent as after

hemisection alone (Fig. 5) Large neurons weye absent and the number of medium-
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sized cells reduced, but the proportion of small neurons (--<'200 Lm2) increased.

Spinal cord or cerebellum transplants rescued all axotomized neurons. Animals that

received transplants of neocortex showed a small but significant loss of the CN

neurons (8%), but this was significantly less than that seen after hemisection alone

or with a transplant of striatum. Transplants of spinal cord, cerebellum, and

neocortex therefore rescued CN neurons from axotomy-induced cell death in adult

operates, whereas transplants of striatum did not. None of the transplants

prevented atrophy of the cell bodies of surviving CN neurons.

Neonates (Table 2) Hemisection alone caused a 40% neuron loss and a 40% decrease

in the area of CN ipsilateral to the lesion (Fig. 3, 4b). Neurons of all sizes were lost,

including almost all large cells and many medium-sized cells (Fig. 6). The cell size

distribution in CN contralateral to the lesion was similar to that seen normally.

Two months following hemisection and insertion of a spinal cord, cerebellum,

or neocortex transplant there was complete rescue of axotomized neurons in CN of

the Li segment. As in the adult operates transplants of striatum were ineffective

(Fig. 3, 4b) In the three transplant groups that rescued CN neurons, the area of CN

ipsilateral to the lesion was reduced by 20%, but remained significantly larger than

after hemisection alone. None of the transplants prevented soma atrophy (Fig. 6).

The cell size distribution for all transplant groups was shifted to that of the smaller

neurons, and was virtually identical to that seen in adult operates.
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Survival of Cerebella, Projection Neurons (Table 3)

We first examined the numbers and sizes of CN projection neurons in normal

adult rats by injecting FG into the anterior lobe of the cerebellum. Two months

after injection, 33% of CN neurons at LI were FG labeled. Bilateral cerebellar

injections produced symmetrical numbers of FG labeled CN neurons and labeled

neurons of all sizes (Fig. 7). The mean size of FG labeled neurons in normal CN was

268 ý.m2 . This was 28% larger than the mean cell size of the entire population of CN

neurons (Fig. 8). Small neurons (<200 pm2 ) represent approximately 66% of CN

neurons; of these small neurons 24% were FG labeled. Neurons between 200 and 400

ýLm 2 comprised 29% of the cells in normal CN and 88% were FG labeled. The largest

cells (>400 pm2 ) made up less than 10% of the neuronal population of CN at LI but

virtually all were FG labeled (Fig. 8). Therefore CN neurons of all sizes send axons

to terminate in the cerebellum, but the greatest proportion of projection neurons is

found in the larger cells.

Pre-labeling CN neurons in adult rats before a thoracic hemisection enabled

us to determine the number of CN neurons projecting to the cerebellum that died

following axotomy and how many of these were rescued by spinal cord transplants.

CN contralateral to the lesion had similar numbers of neurons and a similar cell size

distribution as unoperated normal adults. Two months after hemisection the

ipsilateral CN at Li contained 50% of the number of FG labeled neurons present in

the contralateral CN, indicating a loss of half of the FG labeled neurons (Fig. 7,8).

The mean size of surviving FG labeled neurons ipsilateral to the lesion was 47%

smaller than in the contralateral CN. Of the surviving CN neurons 80% were small,

and 40% of these were FG labeled, 19% were medium-sized and 54% of these were

labeled, less than 1% were large, and all of these were labeled.

Following a transplant of E14 spinal cord into the hemisection cavity there

was no significant loss of FG labeled cells in the Li spinal cord segment of pre-
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labeled animals. The CN contralateral to the lesion had similar numbers of these

neurons and a similar cell size distribution as unoperated normal adults. The

labeled neurons in the ipsilateral CN were 31% smaller than those on the

contralateral side. In this population of surviving CN neurons 77% were small, and

40% of these were FG labeled; 23% were medium-sized, and 75% of these were

labeled; less than 1% were large and all of these were labeled (Fig. 7,8). These results

demonstrate that 50% of axotomized CN neurons survive even without a transplant

and that transplants of fetal spinal cord rescue all CN neurons which project to the

cerebellum but do not prevent atrophy of these cells.

luoroiold Labeled Cells are Neurons

FG may have been transferred from dying neurons to phagocytic macrophages,

microglia, or other adjacent glial cells (Rinaman et aL, 1991). To confirm that

surviving FG positive cells in CN were neurons, we used four immunocytochemical

markers that are specific for different cell types. The Li spinal cord segment was

studied two months following hemisection alone or with a transplant of E14 spinal

cord.

CEAE (Fig. 9a.) GFAP was localized to the cell bodies and processes of

astrocytes distributed throughout the gray matter and white matter of the normal

Li segment (Murray et al, 1990). Two months following hemisection with or without

a spinal cord transplant, the distribution of GFAP immunoreactivity was similar in

CN contralateral and ipsilateral to the lesion. Following hemisection alone or in

combination with an E14 spinal cord transplant, FG positive cells within CN were

GFAP negative, indicating that they were not astrocytes.

Ed- (Fig. 9b.) ED-I positive cells were present next to blood vessels

throughout the normal Li segment (Milligan et al, 1991). Two months following

hemisection with or without a spinal cord transplant, large numbers of ED-I positive



cells appeared in regions of the white matter ipsilateral to the lesion that contained

degenerating axons. The FG positive cells within CN were ED-1 negative, indicating

that they were not macrophages or monocytes.

OX-4 (Fig. 9c.) OX-42 positive cells were scattered throughout the normal LI

segment (Milligan et al, 1991) Two months following hemisection with or without

an E14 spinal cord transplant, OX-42 staining cells were present in the same regions

of the spinal cord that showed ED-i immunoreactivity. The FG positive cells within

CN were OX-42 negative, indicating they were not microglia.

MAP-IB (Fig. 9d.) MAP-1B was seen primarily in the cell bodies of larger neurons in

the normal Li segment. The nucleus of these neurons remained unstained, allowing

the detection of FG labeling. Two months following hemisection with or without

an E14 spinal cord transplant, cells in CN that were FG positive were also MAP-lB

positive, identifying them as neurons.

The results of these experiments using immunocytochemical markers confirm

that the FG positive cells in CN are neurons that sent processes to the cerebellum

and survived axotomy.

Discussion

The results of this study show that a mid-thoracic hemisection in adult or neonate

rats causes 30-40' of CN neurons in the Li spinal cord segment to die, that

transplants of some but not all regions of the fetal CNS prevent this axotomy-

induced cell death, and that neurons whose axons project to the cerebellum are

among those that are rescued.

Some Axotomized Neurons are Rescued by Transplants

Transplants of embryonic spinal cord, cerebellum, or neocortex prevented
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axotomy-induced cell death in both adult and neonates whereas transplants of

embryonic striatum did not. This rescue occurred regardless of the size of the

transplant or how well it was integrated with the host spinal cord. We therefore

hypothesize that the effective transplants release at least one neurotrophic factor

which is relatively specific for CN neurons and has a restricted distribution within

the CNS that includes CN target regions. Other injured CNS neurons can also be

rescued by grafts of their normal target or factors derived from their normal target.

Developing dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) neurons, for example, were

temporarily rescued by grafts of their normal target but not an inappropriate target

(Haun and Cunningham 1984, 1987). Long-term rescue of dLGN neurons in adults

followed short-term infusion of a factor derived from their normal target, implying

that even transient exposure can effect permanent rescue (Eagleson et al, 1992)

Transplants of their normal target, but not an inappropriate target, also ensured

long-term survival of rubrospinal neurons injured during development (Bregman

and Reier, 1986; Bregman and Kunkel-Bagden, 1988)

This specific relationship between CN neurons and their normal target is not

absolute, since CN neurons also survived if embryonic neocortex, an inappropriate

target, was used as the transplant. This region of the CNS must share some property

with embryonic spinal cord and cerebellum which is absent from striatum and

contributes to survival of injured CN neurons. This feature could be the production

of one or more neurotrophic factor(s) One candidate molecule is neurotrophin-3

(NT-3), a member of the nerve growth factor (NGF) family that supports the

survival of embryonic DRG neurons and other cell types in vitro (Maisonpierre et aL,

1990a; Vogel and Davies 1991) Consistent with this idea is the observation that high

levels of mRNA for NT-3 have been found in the developing cerebellum, neocortex,

and spinal cord of approximately the same age as the embryonic tissue that we

harvested for transplantation, whereas the embryonic striatum contained very low
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levels (Maisonpierre et al., 1990b). The regional production of such neurotrophic

molecules during development could contribute to neuron survival and/or

appropriately directed axon growth of particular neuron populations. Very few in

vivo models have been established to study the action of identified neurotrophic

factors in the CNS. Transplantation of regions particularly rich in certain

neurotrophic factors following lesion may provide initial insights into the regionally

specific operation of these agents.

Transplants of embryonic CNS tissue may produce long-term rescue of

axotomized neurons by serving as a target in which regenerating axons form

synapses or as a bridge to a target in more rostral regions of the host CNS. Because

the mature CNS is not permissive to long distance axon growth (Schnell and

Schwab, 1990, Savio and Schwab, 1990), axotomized CN neurons in adult operates are

unlikely to have regenerated their axons through the transplant and into rostral

host spinal cord and cerebellum. Their axons are more likely to have ended in the

transplant or in host spinal cord caudal to the transplant. Axons from adult host

CNS neurons grow only short distances into intraspinal transplants and most of the

perikarya of these neurons are located within a few millimeters of the grafts

(Jakeman and Reier, 1991). The cut dorsal roots of adult rats, however, form

synapses with neurons in E14 spinal cord transplants although the intraspinal

transplants are distant from the perikarya of the regenerating axons (Itoh and

Tessler, 1990;, Houle et aL, 1992; Reier et al, 1992; Tessler et al., 1992). Because the

environment of the developing CNS is more conducive to long distance axon growth

than that of the adult CNS, axons of CN neurons in neonates may traverse a

transplant and rostral host spinal cord to reach their normal targets. In the

newborn rat, regenerating or late growing axons of corticospinal neurons and

serotonergic and other brainstem neurons grow through fetal CNS transplants and

into host spinal cord many segments caudal to the transplant (Bregman 1987;
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Bregman et al, 1989, Bregman and Bernstein-Goral, 1991).

We observed that transplants rescued axotomized CN neurons in both adults

and neonates even when the transplants were poorly integrated with host spinal

cord. In these cases, transplant - host connections or a bridging effect are unlikely,

suggesting that neuron survival does not require direct contact with transplant

neurons, but release of diffusible substance(s) from the graft (cf. Eagleson et al,

1992).

Some Axotomized Neurons Survive Without a Transplant

Our present results with FG labeling show that some axotomized CN neurons

survive for long periods even without a transplant (see also Himes and Tessler, 1989).

Why some of these neurons survive axotomy whereas others die is not clear. One

likely possibility is that a subset of CN neurons have axon collaterals proximal to

the lesion which contribute to survival by continuously furnishing appropriate

trophic support. This mechanism has been proposed for other types of CNS neurons

(Bleier, 1969, Fry and Cowan, 197Z- Sofroniew and Isacson, 1988). Evidence concerning

the presence of collateral axons in the vicinity of the cell body of CN neurons is

conflicting (Boehme, 1968; Rethelyi, 1968; Randic et al., 1981). However, in the cat, CN

neurons send collateral axons into rostral levels of the spinal cord (Liu, 1955).

Several other lesion studies are consistent with the idea that CN collateral axons

develop as the neurons mature and that these leave the DSCT to terminate in the

spinal cord at more rostral levels. Hemicerebellectomy in the newborn rat, for

example, causes extensive cell atrophy and dendritic alterations, but the same lesion

in 3 week old animals causes no detectable changes (Smith and Castro, 1979). In 10

week old kittens lesions close to the cell bodies of CN neurons cause more extensive

retrograde cell changes than more distal lesions (Loewy and Schader, 1977), and in

the adult cat hemicerebellectomy causes no retrograde changes (Ha and Liu 1968).
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Neonatal lesions may cause collateral axons to be maintained that would normally

be retracted after the principal axon establishes contact with its normal target.

Neurons in the developing visual cortex, for example, emit axons that initially

descend caudal to their normal targets in the pons but are later retracted after

collateral axons have contacted permanent targets in rostral and lateral basilar pons

(O'Leary and Terashima, 1988). In addition it is possible that some axotomized

neurons survive due to non-specific factors synthesized at the lesion site or in

damaged fiber tracts. Prime candidates that are produced following lesions are

CNTF, bFGF, and TGF43 (Nieto-Sampedro et al, 1983; Frautschy et al, 1991;

Chalazonitis et aL, 1992; Gomez-Pinilla et al, 1992; Lindholm et al, 1992), and

neurotrophins (Ceccatelli et aL, 1991; Yoshida and Gage, 1991; Lindholm et aL, 1992).

These and other factors mediate complex interactions among different types of cells

that may be implirtw it in supplying trophic support to injured neurons (Bandtlow et

al., 1990; Spranger et aL, 1990;, Engele and Bohn, 1991; Matsuoka et al., 1991; Petroski et

al., 1991; Araujo and Cotman, 1992; Lindholm et al, 1992; Rudge et al., 1992).

Furthermore, some injuied neurons themselves may synthesize neurotrophins that

would allow them to survive without target-derived neurotrophic support (Lindsay,

19%8, Schecterson and Bothwell, 1992).

Are Developing CN Neurons More Vulnerable?

We found no significant difference in the numbers of CN neurons that die

following axotomy in adults and neonates. In both groups neurons of all sizes were

lost and large neurons were preferentially lost. In many systems, axotomy during

the developmental period causes significantly more cell death than the same injury

causes in the adult (Prendergast and Stelzner, 1976; Bregman and Goldberger, 1983;

Himes and Tessler, 1989; Xu and Martin, 1989 & 1990). Other CNS neurons die in

equal numbers after axotomy in neonates and adults (Chow and Dewson, 1966
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Peacock and Combs, 1965; Allcutt et al., 1984). These differences may be due to the

state of maturity of particular CNS pathways at the time of neonatal injury

Retrograde labeling studies show that axons from at least some developing CN

neurons reach the cerebellum at birth (Nunes and Sotelo, 1985). It is not known if at

age P2-P3 all CN neurons that will project to the cerebellum or rostral spinal cord

have sent axons as far rostral as the T7-T8 spinal segments and therefore ii is

unknown whether similar numbers of CN neurons were axotomized by our lesions

in adults and neonates. If late growing axons from CN had not reached the level of

the T7-T8 spinal cord segment before the lesion was made, they would not be

injured, would not die, and, like developing corticospinal axons, they may grow

around the lesion and reach their normal targets (Bregman and Goldberger, 1983).

Conditions that icrease the vulnerability of newborn neurons may be

counterbalanced by conditions that promote survival. The survival of newborn CN

neurons may, for example, be more dependent on target - derived factors than adult

CN neurons, but higher levels of neurotrophic substances may be available in the

developing spinal cord which could support axotomized CN neurons.

Why Do the Remaining CN Neurons Atrophy?

Axotomized CN neurons that survive in adult and neonatal operates remain

atrophied or fail to develop to their normal size. The explanation for this atrophy

or failure to develop is unknown. If, as suggested, a larger cell body is required to

maintain the greater amounts of axoplasm in a long axon (i.e. extending to the

cerebellum), then a smaller cell body may be sufficient to maintain axons that

extend only to the transplant (Ramon y Cajal, 1984; Isacson and Sofroniew, 1992).

Another possible mechanism for neuron atrophy is the change in afferent input

following axotomy, which would imply a trophic effect of the afferent input under

normal conditions. Axotomy is followed by the stripping of synapses from the cell
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bodies and proximal dendrites of CN neurons (Chen et al, 1977). The synapses arc

replaced, but the new synapses are smaller than normal, their source is unknown.

and their input may be toxic to the axotomized cell (Chen et al, 1977; Sanner and

Goldberger, 1990, 1991). Finally, bec;ause the soma atrophy of NGF-scnsitive DRG

neurons (Verge et al., 1989) and cholinergic medial septum neurons (Hagg et aL 1989)

that follows axotomy can be reversed by exogenous NGF, a third possibility is that

axotomized CN neurons receive an inadequate supply of neurotrophic factors

despite the presence of a transplant.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Fig. 1 A. Illustration of the lesion paradigm used in these experiments. A

hemisection cavity was aspirated at approximately the T8 spinal cord segment,

interrupting the DSCT. In hemisection only animals the lesion was filled with

gelfoam. If the animal was to receive a transplant, the cavity was filled with fctal

tiss'ue. B and C. Nissl-myelin stained cross sections of T8 spinal cord showing the

extent of the lesion in adult (B) and neonate (C) operates; bar = 200 Am.

Fig. 2 Four examples showing sagittal sections of the caudal host(h) - transplant(tp)

interface. Arrowheads indicate interface zone. The dorsal surface is toward the top

of the figure. A. E14 spinal cord in adult host does not show the characteristic

laminar pattern. B. E15 cerebellum in neonate host with a trilaminar structure

resembling that of a cerebellar folia. C. E14 neocortex in neonate host shows the

greater size of this type of graft relative to the other fetal tissues used in these

experiments. D. E14 striatum in adult host showing clustering of cells within the

graft. Nissl-myelin stain, bar = 200 Am

Fig. 3. A. Cross section of CN in Li spinal cord. Area of CN is outlined in black. A.

normal. B-G Representative cross sections of CN in Li ipsilateral to: hemisection

only in adult (B) and neonate (C) operates; hemisection with transplant of spinal

cord, cerebellum, or neocortex in adult (D) and neonate (E) operates; hemisection

with transplant of striatum in adult (F) and neonate (G) operates. Nissl-myelin stain,

bar = 50 Am
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Fig. 4. Cell survival in CN at Li as represented by the ratio of the neurons on the

operated side / neurons on the control side. A. Adult operates. B. Neonate opcrates.

Asterisk (*) indicates that the ipsilateral CN of hemisection only (HX) and

hemisection with a striaturn transplant (HX-STR) animals have significantly fewer

neurons than either normal animals or animals with transplants of spinal cord (HX-

SC), cerebellum (HX-CB), or neocortex (HX-CTX). The values represented by thesc

graphs are presented in tables 1 and 2.

Fig. 5. Cell soma size distribution in ipsilateral CN of adult operates: A. normal; B.

hemisection alone; C. spinal cord transplant; D. cerebellum transplant; E. neocortex

transplant; F. striatum transplant.

Fig. 6. Cell soma size distribution in ipsilateral CN of neonate operates: A. normal;

B. hemisection alone; C. spinal cord transplant; D. cerebellum transplant; E.

neocortex transplant; F. striatum transplant.

Fig. 7. Fluorescence photomicrographs of FG labeling in: A. normal CN; B. CN

ipsilateral to hemisection alone; C. CN ipsilateral to hemisection with spinal cord

transplant. Bar = 50 jm.

Fig. & Cell size distribution of Nissl stained and FG labeled neurons in CN. A.

normal CN; most large neurons are FG labeled as are many small neurons. B. CN

ipsilateral to hemisection alone. C. CN ipsilateral to hemisection with spinal cord

transplant.
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Fig. 9. Double staining of sections labeled with FG (B,D,F,G) and antibodies to

GFAP (A), OX-42 (C), ED-I (E), or MAP 1B (G) to identify cells in CN ipsilateral to

a hemisection with spinal cord transplant. FG labeled cells (arrows) are GFAP, OX-

42, and ED-1 negative. The DAB reaction product obscures FG labeling in the

cytoplasm of MAP 1B positive neurons, but FG labeling remains visible within the

nuclei. A, C, E, and G are brighfield photomicrographs. B, D, F, and G are

fluorescence photomicrographs. Bar =50 I.m.
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Sprouting and Regeneration in the
Spinal Cord

Their Roles in Recovery of Function After
Spinal Injury

Michael M. Goldberger, Marion Murray, and Alan Tessier

Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology, The Medical College of Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia,.Pennsylvania 19129

Injury to the brain or spinal cord is followed descending pathways to regenerate. The re-
by a period of severe depression of function covery of reflex behavior implies plasticity
which is then succeeded by some recovery in spinal segments below the lesion that
of function. The mechanisms underlying have been indirectly affected by the tran-
both the loss of function and the recovery section. Identification of the loci of the iam-
of function are incompletely understood. pairment and particularly of the nature of
After spinal transection in adult cats. there the recovery is useful as a guide to which
is complete loss of descending control of systems should be examined further to re-
motor function owing to interruption of the veal the nature of that plasticity that leads
descending motor pathways (1). This effect to recovery of function. One naturally oc-
of the transection is permanent. There is curring anatomical mechanism that can ac-
also a depression of reflex function caudal count for recovery of function is collateral
to the lesion, the reasons for which are not sprouting. New studies using fetal trans-
yet evident. This reflex de ression is not plants into injured spinal cord offer the
permanent; most reflexes show recovery possibility of enhancing this naturally oc-
and some may become hyperactive (2). curring plasticity and achieving greater re-
Eventually, recovery of reflex locomotion, covery of function.
as elicited by a treadmill, can be demon-
strated (3,4). The mechanisms underlying
the remarkable recovery of reflex behavior PLASTICITY IN THE INJURED
remain unidentified although there are SPINAL CORD
changes within the spinal cord caudal to the
transection that may contribute to recovery
and indeed are suspected of doing so (see Collateral Sprouthng
ref. 5 for review). Thus a permanent loss of
voluntary movement and a transient loss of Definition and Demonba•aon
reflex function are seen after the same le-
sion. The permanence of th' loss of de- Collateral sprouting (reactive reinnerva-
scending control is due to the failure of tion) refers to an expansion of the terminal

241
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field of undamaged axons in response to projection is frequently used as the control.
partial denervation of target neurons by re- Intra-animal comparisons of density of the
moval of converging systems. In adults, the control and sprouted projections may be
amount of growth is generally limited and is the most sensitive way to determine the ex-
demonstrable only within the normal ter- tent of modification of an afferent projec-
minal field as an increase in density of the tion. but this requires establishing that the
projection. The absence of extension of a ipsilateral and contralateral projections are
projection beyond its normal limits in the normally comparable in size and that the
adult has been frequently confirmed. al- projections are uncrossed: if either of these
though it has sometimes been interpreted as requirements is unfulfilled, the appropriate
indicating an absence rather than a limita- corrections must be made. If axonal trans-
tion on sprouting (6). Sprouting appears to port methods are used to identify the pro-
be a regulated rather than a random occur- jection. e.g.. HRP labeling, then compara-
rence so that certain systems are more ble supply of the label to the control and the
likely to increase their projections in re- sprouting projections must be demon-
sponse to a specific lesion than others. strated. These methods used with interani-
There are also conditions under which mal comparisons are too insensitive to rec-
sprouting of a specific pathway does not oc- ognize differences in density if there is
cur subsequent to a lesion that appears to considerable normal interanimal variability
denervate its target (7-11 ). In at least some in the density of projections. The interpre-
of these cases, these results suggest a target tation of the results will be additionally con-
regulation of sprouting. founded by the difficulty of demonstrating

If lesions are made in developing animals comparable delivery of the label to the test
before the adult patterns of axonal projec- and experimental projections in different
tions and synaptic contacts are established, animals. Immunocytochemical staining of
the sprouting response may include exten- specific pathways is another light micro-
sion of the projection to regions normally scopic method that has been used to dem-
not supplied or only poorly supplied by the onstrate sprouting. Differences in the ap-
undamaged system. Another form of plas- parent density of projections can. however.
ticity. compensatory sprouting or pruning. be attributable to increased synthesis or
refers to the proliferation of collaterals lo- transport of the labeled substance. No con-
cated proximal to .he site of axotomy (12). trol for this possibility has been devised as
To elicit this form of sprouting. the neuron yet.
must be damaged. This form of plasticity. Quantitative electron microscopy has
which sometimes results in aberrant projec- also been used to study sprouting (reactive
tions, has been shown most clearly in de- reinnervation). Changes in the synaptic
veloping neurons. complement in terminal fields of target nu-

The controversies that have arisen over clei with recovery of terminal number to-
the truth and consequences of sprouting in ward normal levels can be shown after le-
spinal cord are in part due to unappreciated sions. These changes indicate proliferation
methodological difficulties in demonstrat- of terminals by undamaged systems leading
ing differences in densities of projections. to reinnervation of the denervated targets.
Detection of an increased density in a nor- The major procedural problem in these ul-
mal projection requires quantitative meth- trastructural studies is dealing with the lim-
ods sufficiently sensitive to reveal a differ- ited sample size and the requirement for
ence between the experimental and control methods to assess the extent of shrinkage
projections. In most cases, sprouting has and other changes in neuropil.
been examined using light microscopic It is considerably easier to demonstrate
tract tracing methods. and the contralateral sprouting of axonal projections in neonatal
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animals. In addition to the increased projec- quate to permit sprouting by the central
tion density found in normal targets. the ax- processes of the spared root and disappear-
ons may also follow an aberrant course and ance of the degeneration products from the
form projections to inappropriate targets. cut roots, test lesions are made of the
Qualitative methods may therefore be suf- spared root and the contralateral control
ficient to demonstrate aberrant projections. root. Using a newly developed method for
On the other hand, changes in the target identifying degenerating axons. Liu and
(atrophy or cell death) are more likely to oc- Chambers (13) described an increased den-
cur in a developing system following a le- sity of projection by the spared root axons
sion and compensation for these changes is on the experimental side, which they inter-
required in order to interpret the results. preted as sprouting of the spared root. They

It should be noted that there are alterna- also described an extension of the projec-
tive interpretations of the increased density tion of lumbar dorsal root axons to levels of
of projections seen after partial denerva- Clarke's nucleus several segments rostral to
tion. For example, projections normally not the level at which control axons terminated.
revealed, perhaps because the axons and an increased projection which would be
terminals are below light microscopic reso- considered an aberrant projection. Their re-
lution or because they contain inadequate sults were largely confirmed by Goldberger
amounts of label or immunoreactive mate- and Murray (8). with the exception of the
rial. may become demonstrable only under aberrant extended projection. This dispar-
conditions of increased activity, without an ity in results can probably be accounted for
actual increase in the number of contacts by methodological problems associated
that are made. Such a possibility cannot be with the suppression step used in this pro-
easily ruled out although there is relatively cedure. These results have been criticized
little evidence in support of this interpreta- recently by Kruger and his colleagues (17-
tion (45) and it is not supported by ultra- 19) who attributed the apparent sprouting
structural data. to inadequate controls. Rodin et al. (17) at-

tempted to replicate the Liu and Chambers
model but used transganglionic labelingEvidence for Plasticity Induced by Lesions in moebuusdtagnliicaeigEvdn e fr Spiny IdCod bwith HRP instead of degeneration stain- to
compare the projections of test and experi-
mental roots. They were unable to identify

A considerable body of evidence has ac-

cumulated both supporting and questioning a difference in density of projection be-
collateral sprouting after lesions in the adult tween a spared root in an experimental an-imal and the comparable root in another un-
and neonatal spinal cord since the first re- imal and therefoe concluded

por in195 (3).Thesouceof anyof he operated animal and therefore concludedport in 1958 (13). The source of many of the that sprouting did not occur. Since the

controversies now appears to be accounted sparedprout dide not wa r Sine th

for by the methodological difficulties asso- spared root projection was determined in
ciated with demonstrating sprouting in the one series of animals. and compared to theadult spinal cord. projection of a root at the same level in an-

other group of animals. these authors were

unable to make appropriate compensations
Sprouting of Dorsal Root Axons for the very large differences between ani-

mals in numbers of dorsal root ganglion
Tire Spared Root Preparation. This prep- (DRG) cells and therefore numbers of cen-

aration is the classic model for demonstrat- trally projecting axons at the lumbar levels.
ing dorsal root sprouting (8.13-16). Several Since the number of DRG cells may vary as
dorsal roots are cut rostral and caudal to the much as 50A7 from one animal to another
test dorsal root. After survival times ade- (20). the sensitivity of their method was too
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low to support their conclusions. Polistina sprouting is associated with terminal prolif-
et al. (21) took advantage of the fact that the eration.
number of DRG cells in a lumbar ganglion A variation of the spared root preparation
does not vary greatly between the two sides has been used in two studies in which neu-
of the same animal (20.22.23) and therefore rotoxic compounds. injected into the periph-
used intra-animal comparisons supported eral fields of spinal nerves, are transported to
by an internal control (counting the number the DRG. A proportion of DRG cells are
of labeled neurons) to demonstrate compa- killed, but those spared can be examined for
rable labeling of the test and control projec- evidence of sprouting. Pubols and Bowen
tions. Their results showed increased den- (24) injected ricin. a compound that kills a
sities of the spared root projections that variable number of DRG cells, into sciatic
were statistically significant but no evi- nerves 2 weeks to 2 months before sacrifice.
dence of extension.of projections to aber- Six days prior to sacrifice they injected ricin
rant targets. They also showed that the nor- into the contralateral (control) sciatic nerve.
mal interanimal variability is sufficient to HRP injections into dorsal rootlets were then
mask these differences when uncontrolled used to compare labeling on- the two sides.
interanimal comparisons are used. These authors found considerable variability

Histochemical and immunocytochemical in labeling of the projections between the two
methods were used by McNeill and col- sides, which appeared to be a function of
leagues (15,16) to examine the density of pro- variations in the amounts of HRP injected.
jections of the spared T9 root in rat. Fluoride- but failed to find consistent differences be-
resistant acid phosphatase (FRAP). a marker tween control and experimental sides. They
for axons originating from a class of small interpreted this finding as absence of evi-
DRG neurons, was shown to increase in den- dence for sprouting. The crucial controls in
sity in the superficial layers of the dorsal these experiments would have been first to
horn on the spared root side compared to the demonstrate loss of axons after ricin injec-
control side while calcitonin gene-related tion on the two sides and then to compar',
peptide (CGRP). a marker for terminals orig- projections in animals in which they could
inating from other classes of dorsal root gan- demonstrate comparable HRP uptake by
glion neurons, was shown to label approxi- dorsal roots of the two sides. Their interpre-
mately twice as many terminals in the dorsal tation is further complicated by the fact that
horn at levels near the spared root compared sprouting is likely to have occurred on the
to the control side. Further ultrastructural control side at the 6 day postinjection sur-
evidence supporting plasticity in dorsal root vival time used (25) so that comparable la-
terminals of the spared root is provided by beling of the two sides might have been ex-
Zhang et al. (unpublished results). who have pected under well-controlled conditions.
shown increased numbers of terminal con- Lamotte et al. (26). using a similar paradigm.
tacts and increased lengths of postsynaptic injected pronase. a combination of proteoly-
densities associated with complex terminals tic enzymes, into the sciatic nerve. Pronase
arising from small DRG neurons on the is also transported to the DRG where it kills
spared root side. Thus the immunocytochem- ganglion cells. They later injected HRP and
ical stidies of specific populations of dorsal wheat germ agglutinin (WGA)-HRP into the
root axons support the results from con- cut saphenous nerves and measured the area
trolled horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and de- in dorsal horn supplied by labeled axons.
generation methods, all indicating increased Controls showed evidence for comparable
densities of dorsal root projections in the and symmetrical labeling in normal animals
spared root preparation. The electron micro- using their HRP methods, and demonstrate
scopic (EM) studies further suggest that the loss of unmyelinated axons in the dorsal
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roots caused by the pronase treatment. These central processes (32). These lesions also
workers found an increase in area labeled evoke a variety of changes in the surviving
with HRP and an increase in the number of ganglion cells that appear to be reversed af-
labeled terminals on the experimental side ter regeneration of the peripheral process
which they interpreted as evidence for occurs (33). These changes include de-
sprouting by central processes of saphenous creased synthesis of some peptide transmit-
axons in response to loss of central processes ters (34-36): up-regulation of synthesis of
of the sciatic axons. Whether the sprouting other peptides (37.38): increased synthesis
from the saphenous nerve extended into of growth-associated proteins (39) and cy-
novel territories or simply increased within toskeletal proteins (40): and changes in
its normal territory is difficult to resolve morphology of the central terminals (41).
given the unknown extent of overlap of the Resection of the sciatic nerve, which pre-
two projections in the dorsal horn vents regeneration and partially denervates
(27 .28.29a). central targets. combined with crush of sa-

Lesions within the CNS that partially de- phenous nerve, which stimulates saphe-
nervate targets of dorsal root axons can also nous regeneration. elicited central sprout-
elicit sprouting of dorsal roots. This was first ing by the saphenous dorsal root afferents.
reported using hemisection in the cat (29) and which appeared to exceed the normal cen-
more recently was confirmed with immuno- tral projection of the saphenous nerve (42).
cytochemical methods (30). although the These studies suggest that the changes in
same lesion in rats elicited clear evidence of DRG neurons associated with the regener-
dorsal root sprouting only in young animals ative responses to peripheral nerve lesion
(31a). Rodin and Kruger (18) again used can enhance the growth responses of the
transganglionic transport of HRP to look for axons within the CNS (43). McMahon and
differences in dorsal root projections ipsilat- Kett-White (44) tested this hypothesis more
eral and contralateral to a thoracic hemisec- directly in adults by cutting the peripheral
tion. They reached the conclusion that nerve of the spared root. This combined le-
sprouting does not occur because they could sion enhanced sprouting by axons in the
find no consistent differences between pro- spared root and also increased the area sup-
jections of experimental or control roots: as plied by the spared root. This important ob-
in their previous study. they used interanimal servation indicates that the usual spatial
comparisons and did not control for differ- limitation of sprouting in the adult can be
ences in amount of HRP transported. an ap- overridden by an additional manipulation
proach that is not likely to be sensitive to dif- that increases the growth potential of the
ferences in the projections between animals adult axon.
or technical differences in delivery of the la- Of particular interest in considering plas-
bel. More recently anterolateral cordotomy ticity associated with peripheral lesions is
in the monkey has been shown to produce the evidence that very marked and long
rearrangement of primary afferents within lasting modifications of central pathways
but not outside of regions of normal termi- within the spinal cord (45.46) and extending
nation, a change consistent with denervation- to changes in cortical representations (47-
induced sprouting (31). 49) occur after peripheral nerve lesions.

Peripheral Nerve Lesions. It is well
known that peripheral nerve lesions are
often followed by regeneration of the cut Sprounmig of Central Pathi'ays
axons. It has more recently been shown
that these lesions also cause death of some Central pathways have also been shown
DRG neurons (201 and degeneration of their to sprout. Most of the evidence in favor of
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central sprouting in the adult spinal cord with a loss of all of the characteristic scal-
comes from studies in which the cord has loped terminals and some of the simple ter-
been deafferented by dorsal rhizotomies. minals, but with no loss in total number of
Tessler et al. (50-52) first used immuno- terminals (25). This observation suggests
cytochemistry and radioimmunoassay to that complete deafferentation evoked rapid
demonstrate, in the cat. that deafferenta- replacement of lost dorsal root terminals b>
tion. which eliminates the major SP input to simple terminals from intrinsic sources. Re-
laminae I and 11 of the dorsal horn. elicits a cent quantitative analyses by Zhang et al.
recovery of SP. but not somatostatin. They have shown that the number of simple SP-
interpreted these data as indicating sprout- labeled terminals increases after deafferen-
ing by intraspinal SP-containing neurons. tation. a finding consistent with the inter-
These observations were subsequently con- pretation of reactive reinnervation (Fig. I).
firmed in the cat (19) and rat (1I). The pop- Beattie et al. (10) compared synaptic input
ulation of synaptic terminals in lamina II after transection to two nuclei in sacral spi-
also changes following deafferentation. nal cord. Onuf's nucleus, and the sacral
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FIG. 1. Changes in the total number of simple terminals, number of simple terminals immunoreactive
for SP, and number of simple terminals immunoreactive for 5HT in lamina II after unilateral lumbo-
sacral deafferentation in the rat. The results are expressed as a ratio of counts on the control lamina
11 to counts in the deafferented lamina II. Postembedding immunocylochemical methods were used
to identify SP and 5HT terminals. Note that the number of simple terminals decreased postopera-
tively and then increased to above normal levels, indicating proliferation in response to deafferen-
tation. Immunocytochemical analyses indicated that part of the increase can be attributed to in-
creased number of SP-containing terminals, which show a time course of change similar to that for
total simple terminals, and part can be attributed to 5HT-containing terminals, w1 :ch show a different
time course. The time course of change of number of terminals parallels the time course of change
of density of immunocytochemical reaction, shown light microscopically (11).
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parasympathetic nuclei. They found evi- Evidence for Plasticity Induced by Lesions in
dence for synaptic replacement in Onuf's NeonatalAnimals
nucleus but permanent denervation in the
sacral parasympathetic nucleus, suggesting Lesions in neonatal animals often result
that sprouting may be regulated differently in greater sprouting than in adults and as a
in these two nuclei. Different results were result the issue of neonatal sprouting seems
reported by Chung (53). however, who less controversial. This increased plasticity
counted synaptic thickenings in the sacral may account for the greater recovery of
dorsal horn after unilateral deafferentation function associated with lesions in devel-
in the rat. They found a decrease in num- oping animals. Usually the extent of plas-
hers of contacts compared to control ani- ticity which can be evoked by lesions made
mats on both operated and unoperated in the neonate declines toward adult levels
sides during the first postoperative week. during the postnatal period.

Serotonergic pathways that descend from
the brainstem also sprout in response to
deafferentation. Wang (11). using a corn- Sprouting of Dorsal Root Axons
plete lumbosacral deafferentation model.
showed a twofold increase in density of 5- The classic spared root preparation has
hydroxytryptamine (5HT) immunoreactiv- not been studied in neonatal animals. A
ity in lamina I and II. Polistina (21) showed similar paradigm is however provided by
in a spared root preparation that the density experiments in which capsaicin is injected
of the 5HT projections increases at dener- (55.56). Capsaicin. when injected in n,--
vated spinal levels rostral to the zone where natal rat, destroys most of the small L. -
the spared root axons have increased their cells, eliminating about 90% of the unmye-
projections. These studies indicate that the linated axonal input to the dorsal horn. The
descending serotonergic pathway will in- spared large DRG cells, which normally
crease its projection density in response to project to deeper layers of the dorsal horn,
removal of convergent dorsal root projec- develop aberrant projections into the dener-
tions to the dorsal horn. EM-immunocyto- vated superficial layers as well and form
chemical studies by Zhang et al. indicate terminals there.
that serotonergic-containing terminals also Hulsebosch and colleagues (57.58) have
increase in lamina II after deafferentation shown that administration of antibodies to
(Fig. 1). Interestingly, in the same prepara- NGF to otherwise normal neonatal rats had
tion, the descending noradrenergic projec- the unexpected effect of eliciting sprouting
tion to the dorsal horn showed no change in of unmyelinated axons in the dorsal root
density indicating a selectivity in which and in Lissauer's tract. Administration of
systems sprout in response to deafferenta- anti-NGF antibody results in the death of
tion (11). some DRG cells (59) with the possibility

Finally, hemisection lesions have also that small DRG cells are more vulnerable
been shown to modify the projections of than the large cells. The surviving DRG
corticospinal neurons in the adult monkey cells appear to emit greater numbers of ax-
(54). In this study HRP was injected into onal collaterals in response to the loss of
the spinal cord contralateral to a hemisec- other DRG cells, and this form of sprouting
tion and increased numbers of labeled neu- was clearly demonstrable by axon counts
rons were found in the cortex ipsilateral to both in the dorsal root and intraspinally
the lesion, suggesting sprouting of projec- (57.58). The mechanism by which this
tions across the midline or by ipsilaterally sprouting is elicited is likely to be neutral-
projecting corticospinal axons. ization of the nerve growth factor (NGF)
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necessary for the survival of small DRG saicin injections on the day of birth. eliml-
cells and which is normally supplied to nating most of the central projections of the
them by axonai transport from the periph- small DRG cells, elicited sprouting by de-
ery. The loss of this class of dorsal root gan- scending 5HT axons into aberrant regions
glion cells thus elicits a response similar to of the dorsal horn. Dorsal rhizotomý on
that achieved by capsaicin delivered neo- postnatal day 5 evoked increased 5HT den-
natally. As in the capsaisin studies. the sur- sities comparable to the twofold increabe
viving large DRG cells appear to project shown after deafferentation in adults (il.
into aberrant regions of the spinal cord. However, the sprouting in neonate, ex-
i.e.. Lissauer's tract. tends into deeper layers of the dorsal horn

The effects of peripheral nerve lesions in than in the adult. These studies taken to-
neonates have been compared with the gether suggest a critical period within the
same lesion in adults, Peripheral nerve sec- first 5 days postnatal that limits the extent
tion in neonates, in contrast to adults. pro- of aberrant sprouting of the serotonergic fi-
duces massive DRG cell death. resulting in ber systems in response to rhizotomý.
a much greater denervation of the dorsal Pyramidal lesions interrupt the cortico-
horn. The neonatal lesion therefore pro- spinal pathway and evoke sprouting of cor-
vides a greater stimulus for sprouting by the ticospinal axons to the contralateral spinal
spared ganglion cells than the adult lesion cord (65). Cerebral hemispherectomy also
(20.59). Peripheral nerve section leads to evokes sprouting to spinal areas t66). Both
loss of FRAP staining in the part of the dor- studies report greater effects when -the le-
sal horn supplied by the injured ganglion sions are made in the neonate than in the
cells. In neonates. but not in adults. the adult.
area of depletion in the dorsal horn is rap- In summary, there is convincing anatom-
idly filled in by the sprouting of FRAP-con- ical evidence for sprouting in the spinal
taining afferents from adjacent intact gan- cod. Dorsal roots have been shown to in-
glion cells (60). Similarly, neonatal sciatic crease their terminal density in adult spinal
nerve lesions elicit an expansion in the sa- cord in a variety of experimental para-
phenous terminal field in the dorsal horn. digms. In most of the experiments in which
This sprouting is less extensive in animals sprouting could not be demonstrated. meth-
more than 5 days old, indicating the post- ods were used that did not take into account
natal critical period for this form of plastic- normal variability either between animals
ity (61). Fitzgerald et al. (62) used physio- or in the methods used to test sprouting.
logical methods supported by HRP labeling Similarly there is generally consistent evi-
to demonstrate sprouting of specific types dence of sprouting by central systems in re-
of dorsal root afferents into inappropriate sponse to partial deafferentation. Most
central fields as a result of neonatal sciatic quantitative studies at both EM and light
nerve lesion. The terminals formed by the microscopic levels indicate that sprouting is
aberrant projections were appropriate to associated with marked. not trivial, in-
the new target areas, suggesting taiget reg- creases in projection densities. which may
ulation of terminal morphology, be sufficient to restore numbers of termi-

nals on partially denervated targets to close
to normal levels. Expansion of terminal

Sprouting of Central Pathways fields into novel territories in adults has
been demonstrated most convincingly in

Neonatal deafferentation by rhizotomy cases where additional manipulations are
(63) or by administration of capsaisin (64) made. e.g., addition of peripheral nerve in-
has been used to demonstrate sprouting by jury to the lesion paradigm. This suggests
serotonergic axons in the dorsal horn. Cap- that the limitation on sprouting in adults
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can be overridden by increasing the meta- pared with recovery of locomotion requir-
bolic drive of the sprouting neurons. In gen- ing accurate placement of the hindlimb.
eral. greater sprouting is seen when lesions Careful analysis shows a predictable pat-
are made before development has ceased. tern of recovery of function. For a brief pe-
and this neonatal sprouting may include ex- riod. the hindlimb on the hemisected side is
pansion into areas not normally supplied severely paralyzed both for locomotion and
without additional manipulations. Natu- for postural reflexes but by the end of the
rally occurring plasticity in adults as well as first week considerable recovery occurs.
in neonates represents a major compensa- During the first week. basic locomotion on
tory response to CNS lesions, which needs the wide runway and also reflex locomotion
to be taken into account in considering the on a treadmill recover. Measurement of
consequences of CNS lesions. the extent of joint angle excursions during the step cycle.
recovery of function, and ways of improv- however, reveals a kinematic pattern that is
ing the extent of recovery of function. clearly abnormal: furthermore. the animals

frequently walk on the dorsum of the toes
on the hemisected side. Postural reflexes

Functional Recov'ery also show an early stage of recovery. Al-
Each of the three classical pthough contact (hair-bend) placing never re-

lpreparations covers. proprioceptive placing (placing in
that has been used to study sprouting in the response to bending of some part of the

spinal cord. i.e., hemisection. spared root. limb) does recover. The amount of bending
and deafferentation. has also been studiedbavo deaffe ateione whs also bether recdid required to elicit placing, i.e.. the thresh-
behaviorally to determine whether recov- old. is considerable and the response isery of function can be observed. Not only clearly hypermetric, Similar effects are
is recovery of motor behavior documented clea henme m il effects re
but, in each case. the pathways that show seen when the monopedal hopping re-sponse is elicited: the amount of passive
sprouting have also been shown to have displacement on the treadmill is exagger-major roles in mediating recovery. ated compared to normal and the response

is hypermetric. The positive supporting re-
Spinal Cord Hemisection sponse is also deficient compared to the in-

tact side.
Hemisections were made in the lower During the second postoperative week.

thoracic cord of the cat. sparing the dorsal another phase of recovery begins. The
columns so that motor impairments result- thresholds for placing and hopping decrease
ing from loss of the major ascending path- although not to normal values (Fig. 2). Hy-
way would not be confused with those as- permetria is also reduced. The force of the
sociated with loss of descending input (30). positive supporting response recovers to
The animals had been preoperatively normal. Most dramatic, however, is the re-
trained to walk on a 30 cm wide "simple" covery of accurate limb placement during
runway as well as on more challenging run- locomotion, which begins to occur at this
ways, including a horizontal ladder, a grid, time. Initially. many errors in foot place-
and a narrow runway; the time to cross and ment are observed and this slows the ani-
number of errors were recorded and a kin- mal's crossing of the runway. In time. the
ematic analysis of joint angle excursions number of errors decreases and speed in-
carried out. The threshold for placing, the creases. but normal values are not attained.
force of the positive supporting reaction. During this period, the kinematic pattern
and the kinematics of placing and hopping returns almost to normal and the animals
reactions were measured. Recovery of ba- stop walking on the dorsum of the foot.
sic locomotion could therefore be corn- Therefore the first phase of recovery con-
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FIG. 2. This figure shows the amount of limb displacement required to elicit a placing response after
spinal cord hemisection. The height of each bar corresponds to the total limb displacement, and the
individual compartments correspond to the displacement of the hip, knee. arp-4 ankle. Preoperatively
no displacerent is required since the animals respond to hair stimulation. ;mmediately postopera-
tively, the amount of displacement is very large, especially at the ankle, but partial recovery takesplace and becomes stable (STAGE 3).

sists of recovery of basic locomotion and of input. Hultborn and Malmoten (67.68) dem-
crudely performed, high threshold postural onstrated an increase in the strength of the

reflexes. The second phase consists of re- monosynaptic stretch reflex and also in the
finement of the postural reflexes including cutaneous flexor reflex by using ventral

lowering of their thresholds. The change in root response to these different inputs.
threshold may be due to a compensatory in- More recently. Pubols and her colleagues
crease in afferent control of movements (69-71) have shown that the number of spi-
when descending control has been inter- nal cord neurons responding to cutaneous
rupted. Collateral sprouting of dorsal root (sural nerve) inputs increases substantially
afferents has been demonstrated after hem- after damage to descending pathways on
isection of the cat spinal cord by degenera- one side of the cat spinal cord. Interest-
tion methods (29.30) and by immunocyto- ingly, the magnitude of the increase is sim-
chemistry (30). This sprouting of dorsal ilar to the number of neurons that possess
root terminals may represent a mechanism subliminal sural nerve inputs in normal cats
underlying the increase in reflex control. (72). These neurons produce EPSPs but not

Physiological changes have been ob- impulses upon sural nerve stimulation sug-
served after hernisection that are consistent gesting that the increase after the lesion is
with the notion of a compensatory increase due not to the formation of new aberrant
in afferent control after a loss of descending connections but rather to the strengthening
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of already existing but weak connections. after hemisection and after spared root
The strengthening of these connections deafferentation: a lowering of the threshold
could be mediated by sprouting of dorsal for postural reflexes is associated with re-
root terminals in the regions denervated by covery of accurate limb placement and the
the lesion. denervation supersensitivity of return of a normal kinematic pattern used
neurons in such regions. or other unidenti- in locomotion. It is reasonable to hypothe-
fled mechanisms. size in both preparations that dorsal root

sprouting increases the afferent control of
movement and that this is responsible for

Spared Root Preparation the recovery of motor behavior. In both
cases, there are alternative possibilities due

Since the spared root preparation was the to sparing of some of the descending path-
first to be used to study sprouting (13). it is ways. After hemisection. the contralateral
important to determine whether or not re- descending pathways are spared. and in
covery of function can be demonstrated in spared root preparations the ipsilateral (as
this model. We have studied a group of cats well as contralateral) descending pathways
with unilateral deafferentation, sparing the are available to mediate recovery. This pos-
L6 root (73). Initially. the effect of the sibility was tested by making contralateral
spared root deafferentation is quite marked. hemisections in the hemisected animals and
Locomotion is impaired, the partially deaf- ipsilateral hemisections in the spared root
ferented limb is dragged. contact placing animals after recovery had taken place. In
and the monopedal hopping reaction are both cases, most of the recovered behavior
abolished, and the positive supporting re- remained after the second lesion suggesting J
action is considerably weakened. These se- that it was the primary afferent control that
vere impairments are transient. however, was largely responsible for the recovery.
and recovery begins during the first post- This suggests that there may be a competi-
operative week. Basic locomotion, per- tive interaction among the spared pathways
formed on a wide runway or a treadmill. re- after a lesion and they do not contribute
turns, although the kinematic pattern used equally to the recovery process.
for locomotion is abnormal. Proprioceptive There are physiological changes after
placing can be elicited, high threshold mon- partial spinal cord deafferentation which are
opedal hopping responses return, and consistent with the idea of increased affer-
weight support begins to recover. There is ent control mediated by the spared root in
thus an early recovery of basic locomotion response to partial denervation of its ter-
and crudely ex-!cuted postural reflexes. minal field. Pubols and Goldberger (74)
During the second week, a recovery of ac- found that there was a loss of responsive-
curate limb placement on the complex run- ness in the lateral dorsal horn acutely after
ways is observed. Initially the animals spared root deafferentation sparing L6.
make considerable numbers of misplace- There was then a recovery of responsive-
ments but the errors decrease with time and ness but the receptive field organization
the speed of crossing increases. There is had changed in this portion of the dor-
continued recovery of the postural reflexes. sal horn. A permanent loss of proximal
contact placing returns, the frequency of receptive fields was found, and this loss
placing to the lowest stimulus increases, was compensated for by an increase of
the threshold for monopedal hopping de- mixed receptive fields. This suggested the
creases, and weight support increases. A nor- strengthening of weak afferent input, which
maJ kinematic pattern during locomotion is might be mediated by sprouting or other
reestablished, mechanisms. Mendell et al. (75) made sim-

Thus the pattern of recovery is similar ilar observations when they recorded from
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spinocervical tract cells after L7 spared weight. Initially there are many errors. but
root deafferentation. They also found a loss the number of errors decreases and the ,,peed
of responsiveness when peripheral areas of crossing increases.
supplied by the spared root were stimu- In the other two models. hemisection and
lated, There was a subsequent recovery of spared root. the relationship between pos-
responsiveness owing to an increase in high tural reflex recovery and recovery of loco-
threshold mechanoreceptive input. Thus al- motion could be examined. Since all after-
though there was recovery, the recovered ent input has been eliminated on one %ide.
input was not the same. or in the same pro- a similar analysis cannot be carried out
portions, as the original normal input, in this model. However. it is possible to

compare descending control of locomotor
recovery and reflex control (Fig. 3o.
Overground locomotion depends on the

Hindlimb Deafferenation presence of descending input: since it is
conditioned. it presumably requires input

To study the effect of dorsal rhizotomy from the brain. Quadrupedal treadmill lo-
on loss and recovery of motor function. the comotion requires descending input of the
dorsal roots L,-S, were cut on one side of propriospinal system but does not require
the spinal cord (76). Reflex and overground supraspinal control. Bipedal hindlimb lo-
locomotion wcre studied as in the other comotion requires only segmental systems
models. The initial deficit is more severe since it recovers after complete spinal tran-
than after the other lesions described above. section. When these three types of loco-
The deafferented limb is not used in loco- motion are examined after deafferentation.
motion but is dragged behind the animal as it becomes clear that the recovery is selec-
it walks on three legs. The descending re- tive. Overground locomotion on the run-
flexes, including the scratch and vestibular way begins to recover during the first week.
placing reflexes. are eliminated. All seg- Quadrupedal locomotion on the treadmill
mental reflex behavior, including crossed begins to recover during the second week
reflexes from the contralateral hindlimb. is and the frequency of stepping of the deaf-
abolished. Recovery begins soon, on the ferented limb is permanently reduced. Bi-
second postoperative day, and consists of pedal locomotion on the treadmill does not
participation of the deafferented limb in the recover at all. This implies that activation
step cycle for overground locomotion. The of the deafferented limb requires descend-
frequency of stepping is reduced from nor- ing supraspinal or propriospinal input but
mal, i.e., the deafferented limb does not that segmental input activated by the con-
step each time the contralateral hindlimb tralateral hindlimb is inadequate. Thus re-
steps. The kinematic pattern is clearly ab- covery of locomotion is mediated by de-
normal and the steps of the deafferented scending systems but not by segmental
limb are sometimes hypermetric and some- systems, or segmental systems by them-
times hypometric. There is also some re- selves cannot mediate locomotion after
covery of the descending scratch and yes- deafferentation.
tibular reflexes during the first postoperative This result was surprising considering
week. During the second postoperative week that the spinal pattern generator for Ioco-
a marked change is seen in the use of the motion remained intact. We considered that
deafferented hindlimb. The limb can now be after deafferentation. the deafferented limb
used for accurate placement on a narrow might be dominated by some descending in-
(5 cm) runway. Although weight-bearing is hibitory system. If this were true. then re-
somewhat deficient, the animals can place moval of descending input after recovery
the limbs under the center of gravity and bear from deafferentation might release the deaf-
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FIG. 3. These diagrams indicate pathways required for the three types of locomotion tested, Con-
ditioned overground locomotion requires the presence of descending suprasonal pathways. Qua-
drupedal locomotion on a treadmill requires descending propnospinal connections between the tor
limb and hindlimb segments of the spinal cord. In contrast. bipedal treadmill locomotion requires only
the local spinal pattern generators in the lumbosacral segments.

ferented limb from inhibition and permit the depend on contralateral systems. Third, an
return of bipedal hindlimb stepping. There- interneuronal system containing substance
fore the spinal cord was transected after the P and a descending system containing se-
recovery from deafferentation had reached rotonin both exhibit increases in transmit-
a plateau. There was no subsequent recov- ter content in the dorsal horn after deaffer-
ery of locomotion in the deafferented limb entation (I I). This is consistent with the
and even the recovery of locomotion on the idea that descending control is important in
other side was slower and less extensive mediating recovery of locomotion after
than in otherwise intact spinal cats. An al- deafferentation.
ternative explanation for the results is that
there is simply inadequate facilitation, after Mechanism of Sprouting
deafferentation. to activate locomotor cir-
cuits on the deafferented side when de- There are two classes of hypotheses for
scending pathways are inactivated by the Thanisms tho c ra te spo t ing: 1)
behavioral conditions (i.e., when bipedal mechanisms that may regulate sprouting: I)
rather than quadrupedal locomotion is receptor modification secondary to dener-

tested) or by transection. vation, which promotes formation and sta-

These behavioral observations cannot bilization of new synaptic terminals, and 2)

completely define the mechanisms under- release of growth factors in the environ-

lying recovery. The anatomical patterns ment that can stimulate neurite outgrowth

seen after chronic deafferentation are, how- and synaptogenesis. There is as yet rela-

ever, consistent with the pattern of recov- tively little direct evidence that any of these

ery. First. there is a complete recovery of factors contribute to sprouting in vivo.

terminal number in major target areas of the
dorsal roots (25). Second. when the distri- Recepw Modflewien
bution of staining using a monoclonal anti-
body specific to dorsal roots is examined, it A lesion partially denervates its target
is clear that the deafferented side remains neuron and creates vacant synaptic sites,
depleted of dorsal root input and that dorsal which may evoke denervation supersensi-
roots from the intact side do not invade tivity on the target neuron. The experi-
deafferented regions (30). This is consistent ments to relate vacated sites or receptor
with the observation that recovery does not modification to the formation of new sy-
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naptic terminals by intact neurons have not rons both in vitro and in vivo 188-90)(. and
yet been done. There is. however, evidence NGF administration will prevent some ef-
that dorsal rhizotomy which modifies both fects of peripheral nerve section 191.92).
the SP and the 5HT projections within the These studies suggest that one stimulus for
dorsal horn 111.19.21.50-52) is also associ- plasticity at least of DRG neurons is the
ated with an increase in the density of ta- elimination of NGF. which is normally sup-
chykinin receptors (77-79) and a down- plied to the DRG neurons. Synthesis of
regulation of 5HT receptors (80). These growth-associated proteins, but not of cy-
events ma.\ be related to sprouting. as else- toskeletal elements (92). is stimulated by
where in the CNS. The N-methyl-D-aspar- NGF. and increased synthesis of GAP43 is
tate (NMDA) receptor-mediated portion of associated with central sprouting (39. 92).
the excitatory amino acid system. for ex- The identification icolation. and ftinction
ample. has been shown to play an impor- of growth factors in regulation of central
tant role in activity-dependent mechanisms sprouting in vivo remains a challenge.
associated with synaptic plasticity and sta-
bilization in other CNS systems (81.82). In
the denervated hippocampus. the NMDA
receptor density increases transiently. a
phenomenon that might promote stabiliza- In the previous sections we have docu-
tion of newly formed synapses from sprout- mented the considerable plasticity of the
ing afferents (84). It is therefore of interest spinal cord after injury in the adult or neo-boththa DR cels cntan exitaory natal mammal. A next step is to attempt to
bothextend or enhance the naturally occurringamino acids and that NMDA-binding sites patict of snal neuron ly ocing
183) are present in high densities in regions plasticity of spinal neurons by introducing

of the dorsal horn where plasticity has been transplants into damaged spinal cord.

demonstrated. Surprisingly, blockade of One strategy for promoting recovery
the MDArecptorhasbee reprte to after spinal cord injury is to transplantthe NMDA receptor has been reported to brainstem monoaminergic neurons that

induce sprouting of undamaged dorsal root can st or e functin witho u ronsti t

afrnsin adult spinal cord (85). It is likely can restore function without reconstitutingafferents iadtspnlor(8) tilkeydamaged neuronal circuits (93.94). The

that new information on the role of receptor rati onal f irchis based.on
changes in sprouting response will be forth- rationale for this approach is based on
cominge the results of experiments suggesting that

monoamines administered systemically af-

ter spinal cord transection can activate the
Growth Factors intrinsic spinal cord circuitry that mediates

locomotor (95) or autonomic (96) function.
Peripheral sprouting and regeneration are Both brainstem catecholaminergic neurons

known to be regulated by growth factors al- important for locomotion and scrotonergic
though the regulation of these two pro- neurons important for autonomic function
cesses may be different (86). There is con- have been transplanted into the caudal re-
siderable evidence that polypeptide growth gion of transected spinal cord (97). The
factors are secreted by target or supporting transplanted noradrenergic locus coeruleus
cells, bind to receptors on axons. become and serotonergic mesencephalic or medul-
internalized, and are transported retro- lary raphe neurons extend axons for up to
gradely to the cell body where they activate 1-2 cm into host spinal cord (94.98-101). re-
genes whose expression leads to synthesis store levels of neurotransmitter depleted by
of proteins necessary for neurite outgrowth the transection (102.103), and terminate in
(87). Both NGF and insulin-like growth fac- the same regions as in normal spinal cord
tors promote sprouting from sensory neu- (101-103). Transplanted serotonergic axons
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establish synapses on host motoneurons reflex stepping activity in rats whose spinal
and neurons in the host intermediolateral cord has been transected (105). These em-
Column that are similar to those formed by bryonic transplants therefore contribute to
brainstem serotoninergic axons in normal behavioral recovery although they have
spinal cord (102.103). The projections of been placed in the spinal cord caudal to
transplanted locus coeruleus neurons have transection and cannot be regulated nor-
not yet been studied with the electron mi- mally by the host or restore the damaged
croscope. neuronal circuits. The activation of intrin-

Both types of transplanted brainstem sic spinal cord networks by the release of
monoaminergic neurons contribute to re- transmitter onto or in the vicinity of the
covery in experimental models of spinal normal targets of these neurons appears to
cord injury. Rats with spinal cord transec- be adequate to account for the recovery of
tions recover reflex ejaculation if they re- these behaviors.
ceive transplants of embryonic raphe sero- The recovery of other types of behavior
tonergic neurons, but rarely if they receive lost after spinal cord injury is likely to re-
no transplant or a transplant that does not quire more faithful reconstruction of the
contain serotonergic cells (102.103). Trans- damaged neuronal circuits. Additional
planted noradrenergic locus coeruleus neu- strategies using peripheral nerve grafts or
rons are thought to account for the recov- embryonic spinal cord transplants have
ery of hindlimb flexion reflexes in rats therefore been developed. Such transplants
whose catecholamines have been chemi- may contribute to the restoration of func-
cally depleted (104) and for the recovery of tion in at least three ways (Fig. 4): I) by

Bridge Relay Rescue

,V7

AF

FIG. 4. Diagram illustrating three possible mechanisms by which intraspinal transplants can en-
hance locomotor function after spinal cord injury. The transplant (pale area) is shown at the site of
spinal transection. The four neurons in the lower portion of each diagram represent the lumbar spinal
pattern generator for locomotion. The vertical lines in the left and middle diagrams represent the
axons of supraspinal and propriospinal neurons or of neurons within the transplant and in the third
diagram the axons of neurons within the lumbar pattern generator. Bridge shows axons of host
neurons traversing the transplant. Relay shows the establishment of connections within the trans-
plant between the axons of host and transplant neurons. Rescue shows the survival of axotorized
host pattern generator neurons that would otherwise die, (Reproduced by permission from ref. 30.)
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rescuing axotomized neurons that would pie. areas develop within transplants that
otherwise die, 2) by serving as a conduit for resemble substantia gelatinosa (1171. sup-
the regrowth of damaged host axons di- porting the hypothesis that transplants
rectly across an area of damage: 3) by serv- might function as relays. The astrocytic re.
ing as a site in which relays are established action that develops between transplant
between neurons in host spinal cord and and host is interrupted by regions in which
neurons in the transplant that may project the tissues are apposed and processes pass
to host neurons. from one to the other (113). Transplants

Segments of peripheral nerve rescue ax- may also reduce the extent of the astrocytic
otomized retinal ganglion cells (106) and scarring that follows spinal cord injury
when inserted into the spinal cord support (114.118). which is thought to represent an
the elongation of intraspinal axons (107- obstacle to regeneration.
109). The axons of DRG neurons and those The connectivity oetween transplants
that originate from neurons whose peri- and adult hosts has been stuuied hv, tract
karya are located close to the site of inser- tracing and immunocytochemical tech-
tion appear favored to grow. The axons of niques, and electrophysiological methods
supraspinal neurons that have been injured are beginning to be employed. Fetal spinal
farther from their perikarya are less likely cord neurons transplanted into adult spinal
to project into the grafts 4108). CNS axons cord form an extensive network of connec-
can grow within the peripheral nerve graft tions with one another: however, few donor
for distances that exceed their normal neurons extend processes into host spinal
length. and retinal axons establish synapses cord. and most of these terminate near the
on normal target neurons that retain the interface between transplant and host (119).
normal morphological features and activate The number of host spinal neurons that ex-
the target neurons (reviewed in 110). After tend processes into transplants is also lim-
leaving the peripheral nerve graft. however. ited. and the perikarya of most of these are
the CNS axons show very limited growth located within 0.5 mm of the interface
within the host parenchyma and terminate (119). Only a few corticospinal (120.12 1) or
within 1-2 mm of the end of the graft (Ill). serotonergic brainstem (113) axons are
Peripheral nerve grafts have contributed a found within transplants placed into aspi-
great deal to our understanding of the im- ration cavities made in adult spinal cord.
portance of the neuron's environment for and these axons also penetrate only a short
regeneration. but their contribution to func- distance into the transplants. In adult hosts.
tional recovery after spinal cord injury has therefore, it seems unlikely that transplants
received little attention. can function as conduits that will allow re-

Eighty to 90% of embryonic spinal cord generating axons to traverse a region of in-
transplants now survive in the acutely in- jury. When transplants are placed into ex-
jured spinal cord of adult and newborn rats citotoxic rather than aspiration lesions
(112,113) and in the chronically injured spi- where cells are killed but axons spared and
nal cord of adult rats (114). Transplants also the observed growth represents axonal
survive in the completely severed spinal sprouting rather than regeneration, central
cord (115,116). Although they lack the monoaminergic axons grow more robustly
characteristic butterfly shape of normal than corticospinal or rubrospinal axons
spinal cord gray matter, several morpholog- (122).
ical features of these transplants encourage The possibility that embryonic spinal
the expectation that transplants can con- cord transplants might function as the site
tribute to the reconstruction of interrupted of relays between sets of injured adult ax-
neuronal circuits and replace damaged pop- ons has been tested by studying the ability
ulations of spinal cord neurons. For exam- of cut dorsal roots to regenerate into trans-
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plants (123). The cut central processes of cleus can be rescued by several different
DRG neurons cannot regenerate into adult factors or by a single factor that is produced
spinal cord in the absence of a transplant. in several regions of the embryonic CNS.
but. when provided with a transplant. at This factor has not yet been identified. It
least the subset of dorsal roots that contains appears not to be produced ubiquitously in
CGRP grows in sufficient numbers to allow the fetal CNS. however, because axotom-
features of their growth to be analyzed ized Clarke's nucleus neurons die in spite of
quantitatively (123-126). The terminals of the presence of embryonic striatum trans-
regenerated CGRP-containing dorsal roots plants (129). Embryonic CNS transplants
form synapses with transplant neurons: as also rescue Clarke's nucleus neurons after
in lamina I of normal dorsal horn, most of axotomy in adult rats 1128). suggesting that
these are axodendritic and simple and corn- transplants can contribute to recovery in
plex synaptic contacts are nresent in pro- adult as well as in newborns.
portions similar to normal (125). Differ- When placed into the spinal cord of new-
ences between the synapses formed in born rats. embryonic spinal cord trans-
transplants and normal lamina I are also plants function as conduits that stimulate or
found. For example. regenerated CGRP- allow the axons of supraspinai neurons to
containing axons are significantly more grow across the site of injury. The axons of
likely to form axoaxonic synapses than nor- corticospinal neurons (121) and of seroton-
mal. Nevertheless, the presence within ergic (130) and other brainstem neurons
transplants of regenerated primary afferent (131) traverse transplants placed in the in-
synapses with normal features supports the jured thoracic spinal cord of newborn rats
notion that transplants can support or en- and extend into their normal regions of ter-
courage the formation of relays across re- mination as far caudal as the lower lumbar
gions of damaged spinal cord. Our obser- segments of host spinal cord. In part the
vation that the axons of donor neurons greater growth of newborn axons is due to
grow into host sciatic nerve at least raises the continued elongation of developing ax-
the possibility that transplants can contrib- ons that have not reached thoracic levels at
ute to reestablishing a damaged segmental the time of transplantation and therefore
reflex arc (123). have not been axotomized. At least some of

The possibility that fetal spinal cord those axons that reach the lumbar seg-
transplants might rescue axotomized neu- ments, however, were interrupted by the
rons that would otherwise die was first con- spinal cord lesion and then regenerated
firmed in newborn rats (127). Rubrospinal (131).
neurons were permanently rescued by The idea has been tested that the axons
transplants of embryonic spinal cord, a nor- that have traversed the site of spinal cord
mal target of rubrospinal axons, but not by injury and transplantation alter the devel-
hippocampus. suggesting that survival after opment or recovery of locomotor function
injury depended on target-specific factors. (132). Newborn rats that received subtotal
We have subsequently found that the neu- thoracic spinal cord injuries and transplants
rons of Clarke's nucleus are rescued in. of embryonic spinal cord were examined
newborn rats not only by fetal transplants with a battery of tests and compared to rats
of their normal targets, cerebellum and spi- that received lesions but no transplant. Rats
nal cord. but also by transplants of embry- with transplants performed better than rats
onic neocortex (128). The axons of Clarke's with thoracic spinal cord lesions alone. For
nucleus neurons do not normally encounter example, when examined 8-12 weeks post-
neocortex. which is therefore an inappro- operatively, rats with transplants crossed a
priate target for these neurons. This result mesh runway more quickly and made fewer
suggests that the neurons of Clarke's nu- errors in foot placement than the group
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with lesion only. They also recovered more limb and hindlimb pattern generators in the
quickly from their errors. The results of this cervical and lumbar spinal cord as well as
study therefore support the notion that ax- on the pattern generators themselves. Con-
ons that traverse the transplant and grow ditioned (voluntary) overground locomo-
into caudal host spinal cord are responsible tion for a food reward depends on intact
for the improved performance, Because the pathways descending from brain as well as
spinal cord lesion was incomplete, how- on intact segmental and intersegmental
ever. other mechanisms for the improved connections. In cats with thoracic spinal
performance are possible. One possibility cord transections that have received a
is that the transplants have changed the re- transplant on the day after birth, perfor-
sponse to injury of the residual host spinal mance of quadrupedal reflex locomotion
cord adjacent to the transplant and al- will. therefore, suggest that propriospinal
lowed axons of supraspinal neurons to grow connections have grown across the trans-
through host spinal cord rather than through plant either directly or via relays. In these
the transplant. The axons of corticospinal animals, the presence of conditioned over-
neurons are known to grow through regions ground locomotion will suggest the growth
of newborn spinal cord adjacent to injury of axons with perikarya in the brain.
(133). and transplants of DRG neurons and The locomotor function of two cats that
Schwann cells have been shown to enhance received transplants of E26 spinal cord into
this response (134). Therefore. supraspinal T12 transections on the day after birth has
axons that have traversed host spinal cord been examined for periods of 6 weeks and
rather than the transplant may account for 5 months (115.135). These cats were corn-
the improved locomotor function or may pared to two cats with transections on
have contributed to the improved perfor- the day after birth that did not receive
mance. transplants. Both groups developed quad-

Locomotor function is also being evalu- rupedal locomotion in addition to bipedal
ated by Howland in newborn cats that locomotion, but the group with transplants
received a transplant into the site of a achieved overground locomotion approxi-
complete spinal cord transection. These ex- mately 6 weeks earlier than the group with
periments complement those in rat because transection alone. The preliminary results
the spinal cord lesion is complete rather also indicate that the performance of ani-
than subtotal, locomotor function can be mals with transplants is far superior to
analyzed in greater detail in the cat than in those with transection alone in the ability of
rat, and because the anatomical pathways the animals to support their weight. to main-
that account for various types of locomotor tain postural stability, and to coordinate the
performance are better defined in cat than movement of forelimbs and hindlimbs.
in rat. Three types of locomotion. which are Even in animals with transplants. however.
mediated by three different types of spinal the coordination is only sometimes similar
systems, have been analyzed in the cat (re- to that of normal cats, and overground lo-
viewed in 30). Hindlimb motion on a mov- comotion is abnormal. The postural stabil-
ing treadmill (bipedal reflex locomotion) ity of the hindlimbs, for example. is im-
requires only that the spinal pattern gener- paired. the step cycle is prolonged, and the
ators for each hindlimb and the connections normal 1:1 pairing of forelimb and hindlimb
between them remain intact. Reflex loco- step cycles is inconsistent. In both cats that
motion on a treadmill that requires coordi- received transplants and were studied be-
nation between forelimbs and hindlimbs haviorally, histological evaluation revealed
(quadrupedal reflex locomotion) depends transplants to be present.
on propriospinal connections between fore- Preliminary studies are also being carried
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out to identify the anatomical connections transplants can encourage axonal growth
in these cats (135). One animal that re- For example. cut dorsal root fibers will
ceived a transplant of E21 spinal cord has grow into a spinal cord transplant and make
so far been studied. Descending serotoner- connections that appear morphologically
gic and noradrenergic axons whose cell similar to normal. Descending projections
bodies are in the brainstem grow exten- can also grow into the transplant and. in the
sively in this transplant and enter host spi- neonate, these axons grow not only into the
nal cord caudal to the transplant. Seroton- transplants but also extend caudal to the
ergic axons grow as far caudally as the host transplants and into the host spinal cord.
L6 segment. Regenerated CGRP-immuno- These animals display greater and qualita-
reactive host dorsal roots and substance P- tively different recovery of function than
containing processes that arise from multi- those with lesions but not transplants. At
pie sources are also found throughout the the present time. the mechanisms under-
transplants. where they are accumulated in lying transplant-mediated recovery are
some areas that resemble the substantia ge- unclear. For example, we do not know
latinosa and superficial dorsal horn of nor- whether transplanted tissue acts as a bridge
mal spinal cord. These preliminary results or as a relay in order to mediate recovery.
indicate that transplants enhance the devel- The anatomical and functional analyses
opment of locomotor function in newborn that have been carried out in sprouting sys-
cats with complete spinal cord transections tems have not yet been applied to trans-
and suggest that this effect is mediated by plants. Such studies will undoubtedly
descending axons that grow into the trans- contribute to our understanding of the
plants. Whether these axons alone account mechanisms by which transplants can con-
for the enhanced locomotor function re- tribute to enhanced recovery of function af-
mains to be determined. ter spinal injury. -
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CHAPTER :1

Transplantation of fetal spinal cord tissue into acute and
chronic hemisection and contusion lesions of the adult

rat spinal cord

Paul J. Reier', John D. Houle", Lyn JakLeman", David Winiaiski and Alan Tessler"

Departments of Neurological Suge'i and Neuroscience. Unive'ty of Florida Collere of AMedicne. Gamnen'dlle. FL andSDeportmnenaq of Anaoom) and Neurology. Medical College of Pennsrlwtnio and Veterns Adminislraton Hospital.

Philadelphia. PA U.S.A.

Introduction the human, can influence the feasibility of in-
traspinal transplantation and the relative extent to

Demonstration that grafts of fetal central nervous which neural interconnections are formed. Along
system (CNS) tissue can reverse deficits associated these lines, the present chapter summarizes obser-
with a variety of brain disorders and lesions has led vations from our recent neuroanatomical and im-
to several recent examinations of whether em- munocytochemical studies in which we have ex-
bryonic neural tissue can also be used to promote amirned: (1) the pattern of axonal connectivity
functional recovery in the injured spinal cord. In established with fetal homotopic (i.e. spinal cord)
this regard, the emphasis of intraspinal transplan- grafts into the acutely injured spinal cord, (2) the
tation is usually placed upon the potential of fetal influence of an existing histopatholog. on survival
cell implants to restore locomotion. It is also of of these transplants and their integration with the
great interest, however, to define whether such hoet spinal cord in chronic lesions, and (31 the
iransplams can ameliorate an. of the other fre- feasibility of transplantation into chronic, contu-
que'nt complications of spinal cord trauma, such as sion lesions.
spasticit. and chronic pain.

While from this perspective of functional repair A'euroanomical Studies of Fetal CN5 Grafts'in

it is conceivable that some deficits may be reduced Acute Spinal Cord Lesions
by restoting appropriate le'els of neurotransmit-
ters in neurona! pools belo'u the lesion, the recov- Tvo basic intraspinal grafting straiecie. are cur-
er\ of othei functions might \er) Nell require con- rentl) being investigated for their potential to pro-
siderable remodeling of synaptic circuinries in the mote functional repair of the damaged spinal cord
host spinal cord. Since the latter would demand the (Nornes dt al., 1984; Reier, 1985). The firs! entails
formation of extensive afferent and efferent ax- the injection of dissociated fetal cells, enriched
onal projections, it seems tha, fundamental to the -ith selected neurona! populations of supraspinal
restoration of spinal cord function via transplanta- origin, into the parenchyma of the spinal cord , -

tion is the need to establish a suitable morpholo- caudal to the site of injury (for details, see Chapter,
gical substratum whereby donor neurons can ulti- 00, this volume and Bjdrklund et al., 1983, 1986;
match influence the host CNS. In particular, con- Buchanan and Nornes, 1986; Privat et al., 1986). - .
sideration should be given to whether the anatomi- The second approach, which is the focus of this
cal setting associated with various types of spinal chapter, involves the implantation of tissue into
cord injury, including those resembling lesions in the lesion site itself. In theory, this strateg.• could
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be useful in establishing a more favorable cellular suspensions of dissociated fetal spinal cord cells
microcn ironmcnt for atonal elongation bctiecn (Houli and Reier. 1986). In most cases, both types
separated segments of the spinal cord through the of graft spanned the length (up to 6 mm) of the le-
development of a tissue bridge. It is also con- sion and partially fused Aith the injured rostral
cciabtlh :hat fetal neural tissue grafts at the site of and caudal surfaces of the recipient spinal cord.
injury could stimulate functional recovery by We subsequently began charting projections de'-
forming a novel spino-spinal relay network be- eloped between fetal intraspinal grafts (one to four

Stween the rostral and caudal stumps (Fig. 1). months post-transplantation) and the adult host
We originally reported long-term survival and CNS a*ith retrograde and anterograde

some organo,.pic differentiation of fetal homo- horseradish peroadase Q-1RP) tracing methods
topic tissue, introduced as whole tissue segments, (Reier et al., 1986a,b).
in acute hemisection cavities of the adult spinal Injection of the tracer into either the rostral or
cord (Reier. 1985; Reier et al., 1985, 1986a,b). caudal segments of the host spinal cord at
More recently, we have also shown that it is possi- distances of 5 - 7 mm from the host-graft interface
ble to reconstruct large intraspinal defects with resulted in retrograde labeling of donor neurons: -

no labeling was observed, however, following
-tracer injections at greater distances from the graft

C )site. Taking into account some diffusion of HRP,
we estimate that the maximum outgrowth range of
most axons from fetal spinal cord neurons into the
host spinal cord is on the order of 3 -. 5 mm. Our
findings thus far indicate considerable variability
in the number of labeled donor cells from one reci-

pientt to another. On the other hand, there appears
to be a consistent pattern in the distribution of
HRP-containing neurons in these homotopic graft
as the majority are located near the host-grafts" in-
terface with much smaller numbers of labeled cells
being present at the opposite pole of the grafts.

•IJ - .Jnjections of HRP into the host spinal cord hal e
also demonstrated some anterogradcly labeled a\.

j,. ons projecting for short distances into grafts. This
..- Al Aobservation was consistent with the fact that when

HRP %kas injected into transplants in othe: e\-
"A- periments. some retrogradelý labeled host neurons

:A ere present in the intermediate gray regions of ad-
- acen, spinal cord segments. It is also w-orth noting

c N." "that with small injections into the larger grafts.
widespread donor neuron labeling Aas seen
"beyond an% detectable zone of tracer spread. This
indicates considerable intragraft connectivity.

While in this second group of exp:riment-.
*1.. ...... a• - t, .1 ir. labeled cells were obserxed in the host CNS, none
__,a t.--_ i_--n" "uced ,he sif injur, ma, est hshý were found beyond 5 mm from the host-graft junc-
no -'e sp.Ao-spie relaý rcond tirof foicor an Se~S tion, suggesting an absence of any lone pro-
W 7 ,o .r. [bte Sion % ,ato . conft ai i of
neu- . circ mr-s an the rela "e,• en-p.i of onf i ' ,io priospinal or supraspinal input. Other ex-
in and 1 of th craft ar based u or, evide :e o •ner, periments, however, involving immunocvtochem-
ie neur anato :a stu .. descri in the eX. istry revealed some growth of serotoninergic (5-
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HT) fibcrs into the grafts; these 5-HT-like im- (calcitonin rcne-related gcptidc) ve ha~e also
munoreactive fibers usually terminated within a 0Aserved that primary afFerent fibers can extend
relatively short distance beyond the host-graft in- directly from the host spinal cord into either
terface. Thus, failure to obtain retrogradc labcling homotopic or hctcrotopic grafts (Fig. Z) plazed
of cells in the host brainstem following HRP injec- near the thoraco-lumbar junction. The ingro%%th of
tions of the transplant may have been due to the ef- primary afferent fibers is of special interest gi' en
fective injection site (i.e. toward the center of the that areas resembling the superficial dorsal horn -
grafts to avoid spread of tracer) being out of a target for CGRP-immunoreactive fibers - fre-
register with the terminal fields of these axons. quently appear within homotopic transplants
This may also explain why only a small number of (Reier et al., 1986a.b).
host intraspinal neurons was labeled following in- Because of difficulties frequentl) encountered
jection of the bhomotopic grafts. with tracer diffusion either following injection of

The most robust innervation of intraspinal the transplant or of the host spinal cord near the
grafts that we have observed thus far has derived host-graft interface, we still regard these findings
from host primary afferent fibers. As shown by as being an overly conservative estimate of the
Tessler et al. elsewhere in-this volume (see-Chapter degree of connectivity achieved under these condi-
27), insertion of dorsal roots directly into in- tions. For example, silver-stained or plastic thick
traspinal transplants can result in an extensive in- sections taken from regions where, a confluent
growth of sensory axons. Using antibody to CGRP neuropil is established between host and graft sug-
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Ieit considerable neuritic growth between the t%%o variety of configurations involving mono-, di- or
areas. In fact, some sections have even indicated polysynaptic relationships within the transplant.
considerable ei~tension of dendrites across these in. One of the major challenges that confronts- this
tcrfa~es. This ha'ý been further supported more approa:h to spinal cord repair, of course. is to
recenil) by experiments involving retrograde label- determine how descending influences Which may
ing of host motoneurons with cholera toxin- be transmitted through this relay can then be con-
conjugated HRP. ducted to affected motoneuron pools. In the

Despite some of the technical problems mention- absence of long-tract regrowth, this would ob-
ed which We are now trying to resolve with other viously require activation of intersegmental cir-
axonal tracing methods. our results provide some cuitries caudal to the injury (Fig. I). Furihermore.
useful information concerning the pattern of con- apart from some serotoninergic input to homo-
nectivity that can be achieved in the acutely injured topic transplants, it is still unknown whether an%
spinal cord. While there is presently no evidence in other descending systems innervate these grafts. It
support of homotopic grafts serving as a bridge for is interesting. however, thati aher studies in this-
axonal elongation in adult recipients, our initial -laboratory (Jakeman 'And Reier. 1987) have in-
neuroianaltomical findings faivor the potential of dicated that many severed corticospinal fibers and
fetal CNS tissue grafts for developing a relay cir- their collateral projections into gray matter remain
cuii at the injury site. As summarized in Fig. 1, our distributed along the host-graft interface. By virtue
evidence suggests that this relay can assume a of an outgrowth of dendrites from donor neurons
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near this interface, it seemis possible that some in %hat mas the central gta% matter of the spinal
form of neural interaction could be achieved e'en cord. was surrounded by white matter which pro-
in the absence of regeneration. v-ided minimal access to blood vessels required for

'ascularization of the grafts. Thus. it is likel) that
Glial Interfaces a: host-graft junctions following these initial attempts failed for purely technical
transplantation into acute and chronic lesions reasons. 1

In a more recent study (Houli and Reier,~
We and others (Nornes et al. 1983. Das, 1983) have sucsflintraspinal transplantation of
observed sites of excellent fusion of host and graft fetal spinal cord tissue was achieved with two to week__
tissue (Fig. 3a); however this is a highly variable sevenjdclays between the inta heieto eibn
feature. For example, in the same specimen one and g2rafting. Therefore, the advanced pathology
can observe many regions in which a graft is of the chronically injured spinal cord does not
separated from host tissue by microcysts or Seem 1o represent a uinfavorable milieu in terms
astroglial scars. This is especially prevalent in of the survival, 9?owth, and diffetentiation of fetal

-regions of degenerated white matter -(Fig. 3a), spinal cord tissue as many of the features of grafts
although the same is seen in many areas where the in the chronic spinal lesion paralleled those seen in
grafts approximate (but do not fuse with) host gray grafts placed into acute injuries. In addition, man%
matter (Fig. 3b). sites of confluent host -graft neuropil were obser' -

As discussed in recent reviews (Reier et al, ed, and some evidence of connectivity, similar to
1983a; Reier, 1986; Reier and Houli, 1987), a con- - that described above, was also obtained. The fact
siderable bod% of evidence suggests that glial scars that sites of direct graft and host fusion could be
are incompatible with sustained axonal elongation routinely identified, despite the presence of an cx%-
in the mature CNNS, although the mechanism un- isting dense glial scar at the time of transplanta-
denlying this inhibitory effect has still not been tion, raises the possibility that fetal CNS tissue has
identified. The ability of glial scars to compromise a capacity for stimulating a partial regression of an
the outgrowth of axons from fetal grafts has also established glial scar. A more practical benefit of
been indicated in our intraspinal transplaniation these findings is that they provide an insighi
studies. For example. we have obsersed many in- related to the injured spinal cord under conditions
stances in %, hich axons from, donor neurons are a-- tha! sinullaie the most like!N clinical circumstan:e,
parenil% deflecied back-inio the transplant upon unde: uhich potential int ra spinal _transplant aion
reaching dense eliotic areas along the host-graft in- can be enm isioned.
terrace.

In.ve~ of these obe~ain.the e\ten: to Trt':_;;i.;';:6Wot; ins othe t. cm, used s;K..'("
%%hich con 'necti'it% can.be achiesed between, host
and craft ippears to be at least partly dependent The traditional approach to spinal Cord TegenC7?-
upon the exten- of glial rcacti' it% at the t.ransplzm- tior. research o'er the %-ears has relied upon the uic
tatior. site. From a more clinical per4-pz:Tive. thiý. of -a complete transection model. Ali~ ough e~-
raises some questions regarding the fea!.ihJit' of roneous interpretation of data hai. arisen as a resýult
tr _7ansplan-anion `in~toWmi lesions characle~ized of po~or)%. documented and incomplete lesions, this
by a long-standing histopathology that can include approach nonetheless has offered the benefit of

In the only published stud\ in \%hich a de!a\ beha\ iora! deficits. Ho\%eser. one of the disad\ an-
prior to intraspinal transplantation of fetal CNS tages of this lesion is that it fails to reproduce the
tissue was attempted, Nornes et al. (1983) reported type of injury commonly encountered in the clini-
poor viability of fetal brainstem tissue. A signifi- cal sti.Except i ae fpntaigmsieo

cant difficulty in actually placing the graft into the stab %%ounds, most instances of human spinal Cord
oiginal lesion site was indicated "hc ol ae damare involve partial destruction of cord tissue
cnt ri bue to these, results. It should also b=. nci-ed a iomlt-drutonoaaoic 

o;n;-m

L that their choice of implantation site, viz, a ca, ity tv as a result of blunt trauma and freque-ntl\



as-ociaied fractures or di%location of the 'ertebral While a dense matrix of gliosis often inrer'cned.
column. some areas of apposition %%etc obser'cd at &hjch

In 1911, Allen described an experimental model minimal scar formation was indicated. In plastic
of contusion injury having a pathology closely thick sections numerous neuritic processes tra'ers-
rcscmblln that seern after blunt trauma to thc ed the interfa:e. and immunocqtochemistr% sho\\
human spinal cord. Although extensively used over ed that some 5-HT-like immunoreacti\c fibers had
the years, this lesion approach has been criticized entered the transplant and extended for a distance
for its lack of predictability and reproducibility, of 2 mm.
The value of the Allen model, however, has never
been totally discredited, and in the last few years Conclusion
modifications have been made to this approach
which are no%\ yielding more reliqble results in Together, these findings have indicated that it is
terms of reproducible lesions and predicatable feasible to transplant embTYonic CNS tissue, as cx-
short- and long-term behavioral outcomes (e.g. emplified by homotopic grafts, into various lesions
Wrathall et al., 1985; Gale et al., 1985; Bresnahan f_ the adult spinal cord, including those % hich may
et al., 1987; Somerson and Stokes, 1987). These re- ultimately shed light on the potential clinical ap-
cent developments provide an excellent opportuni- plication of intraspinal transplantation. These
ty for testing different transplantation strategies studies have also established a useful neuro-
for stimulating the recovery of function during anatomical framesork for physiological and be-
both acute and chronic phases. havioral tests of the functional impact of these

Although the success of transplantation has fre- grafts in acute and chtonk hemrsected and conius-
quentl\ led to the assumption that graft survival ed spinal cords.
can be ob:ained under 'irtuall% any condition, It should be stressed. hovNever, that k'hile
each lesion presents its own set of unique cir- evidence exists for some axonal conneci;\ity be-
cumstances. Thus, our first approach to transplan- tween host and graft, it is still uncertain that an op-
tation in the contused spinal cord was to determine timal setting has been established under any* of
to \hat extent homotopic graft survival could be these lesion conditions, as indicated in part b. the
achie' ed after transplantation into severely contus- variable glial responses seen in individual
ed spinal cords at t\',o to fourteen months post- transplant recipients. In addition. '\ery-little is
in~iu--, ('q2,.i et al.. 19%-. It \%as found tha' knoa'n ej:her al''-,u; the neuronal gro\%vh prop:rz:eý
o,,cr 90Ct, of the crafts sur.ied and filled cavities or functional oreaniza'ion of the chronizall, in-
measuring up to 7 mm in leng:h (Fig. 4). In most jured, as '\ell as contused. spinal cord. Therefore.
cae,,. the grafts %%ere closely approximated with any accurate realization of the potential of fe:al
t-if t a: a.: caud-"-! end- o: 'h. hos: spina; cord. CNS gra.f:s to re:to:'e furn.;ior; in the ninured spina;
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cord mzt% still be far remosed. Neicrihcics,., in- \v'n-,. H .Bfl"LlIund. A a nd Sicnc%ý. L1 (I~,19,T'
traspinal transplantation has becurt to stimulate %inss vi:5it pna o e tiltnet aiion. In J.R S3Jiad..Jr
new avenues of investigation which will un- and D.M. Cash (Eds.) Neural Tranipiants - Lt,.elopitrent

doubrdl failiiie moe indeph udersandng and Function. Plenum Piress. Neit YorL.
doubed~ failiate moe i-deth udertaning \,-rve. H . Bic'r~urd. A. and S:cnri. L (197.1 pr.7r"ý-,

of the comple\ biolog% of ihe injured spinal cord, tior. of the deneroaied aiuI; spinal cord of rais h% irtiraspirij:
transplants of cznbr~onic brain stem neurons CellI Tissoe
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Fig. 1. A diagram illustrating various ways in which an intraspinal graft
(shaded area), introduced at the site injury, may establish a novel spino-
spinal relay for conduction of motor and sensory information past the
lesion. For orientation, the top of the figure represents cortical and
brainstem regions. The various configurations of neural circuitries and the
relative length of axonal projections into and out of the graft are based
upon evidence obtained in the neuroanatomical studies described in the text.
Note that the possibility of dendritic sprouting by host (hatched circle) and
donor (solid circle) is also indicated. MN = motoneuron; DRG dorsal root
ganglia.
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Transplantation

Sidney E. Croul* and Alan Tesslert

Departments of Pathology, "tNeurology, and tAnatomy and Neurobiology,
Medical College of Pennsylvania and Philadelphia VA Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA

Transplants of embryonic central nervous system (CNS) tissue send
processes into host !)rain or spinal cord and provide a permissive
environment for the ingrowth of host fibres. The motivation for this line
of research is the hope that the connections established between neurons
in the transplant and host will improve host function. New approaches
include genetic modification of transplants to increase their survival and
to increase the biologically active molecules available to the host.

Current Opinion in Neurology and Neurosurgery 1991, 4:885-890

Introduction Connectivity of grafted and host neurons

Transplants of embryonic central nervous system (CNS) The behavioral effects produced by transplants in labo-
tissue have been used for many years in experiments ratory models of human diseases may be mediated by
aiming to clarify the mechanisms that underlie axon a number of different mechanisms, including the release
outgrowth and regeneration. Many clinicians first be- of neurotransmitter in the vicinity of the normal target or
came aware of the therapeutic applications of trans- into a ventricle, the prevention of neuron death, the stim-
plants after the publication of reports that autografts ulation of co~lateral sprouting by host axons, as well as
of adrenal medulla placed in the caudate nucleus pro- the re-establishment of interrupted connections between
duced improvement in the motor deficits of patients with neurons [6*]. The ability of transplants to restore behav-
Parkinson's disease. Since then more than 250 adrenal iors that depend on the proper functioning of pathways
medullary autografts and a number of grafts of fetal mes- that communicate by point-to-point connections will de-
enceph, 'on into host striaturn have been performed 1 . pend at least in part on the extent to viwich neurons in
Several reports describing the results of these procedures the transplant re-establish normal connections.
have been presented in the past year 12",3"J. One review The extent to which the axons of donor neurons project
has criticized both the experiments that led to the use
of transplants as therapy for Parkinson's disease and the into host tissue may depend on many factors, includ-
notion that transplants were responsible for the modest ing the type of transplanted neuron, the location of
improvement observed in some patients [4-1. The author the transplant, and the type of injury. Embryonic spinal
of a more measured review, who included an optimistic cord neurons transplanted into aspiration cavities in the
assessment of the future of transplant therapy, concluded spinal cord of adult rats establish an extensive n ntwork
that transplants had harmed more patients than they of connections within the transplant s7pi. Few donorhelped [5"1. The expectation tha trnpat wol be- neurons send projections into host spinal cord, how.~v
come part of the routine therapy for Parkinson's disease ever, and most of these terminate near the interface be-therefore remains to be fulfiloed. tween the transplant and the host, although some extendup to 5 mm into host spinal cord. In intact hosts and
Transplants nevertheless have been reported to pro- in rats whose intrinsic noradrenerd#c neuron terminals
duce improvement in experimental models not only of in the hippocampus have been destroyed by 6-hydroxy-
Parkinson's disease, but also of Huntington's disease, dopamine (6-OHDA) injection, embryonic noradrenergic
Alzheimer's disease, spinal cord injury, and chronic pain. neurons of the locus coeruleus send large numbers of ax-
They remain of considerable interest both for their po- ons into the hippocampus of adult host rats, where they
tential use in the clinic and for the insight that they establish synaptic contacts with host neurons 18-]. Cell
can provide into the mechanisms underlying regenera- suspensions of embryonic rat striatal tissue also show ro-
tion and recovery of function. in the present selective re- bust ingrowth into the host globus palidus when the
view we discuss evidence published in the past year that transplants are placed into a lesion created by the in-
transplants contribute to recovery, consider the mecha- jection of an excitotoxin [)*1. The axons of the grafted
nisms by which transplants act, and present some new neurons extend along the normal pathway of striatal ax-
approaches to the experimental and clinical use of trans- ons in the internal capsule and form synapses with target
plants.

Abbrmiations
CGRIP--caklitonin gene-related peptide; CNS---central nervous system; DG--dorsal root ganglion; NCG-nerve growth factor

"6-O A--6-hydroxydopamine; T--yrosine hydroxylase.

c © Current Science Ld ISSN 0951-7383 USI
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neurons that resemble those formed normally by striatal spinal cord and the perikarya of those few axons that re-
neurons in the globus pallidus. These results suggest that generate are for the most part within 0.5 mm of the graft
the cues that direct axonal outgrowth and the signals that [7-'.
lead to the formation of synapses persist or are reacti- The axons of dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons termi-
vated in the denervated adult host and that these signals nate in very precisely specified regions of the spinal cord
can be recognized by the axons of the transplanted neu- or brainstem, but they are nevertheless capable of elon-
rons. Results obtained when embryonic mouse retinas gatg into intraspinal transplants of embryoruc spinal
are grafted into the midbrain of newborn rats indicate cord, whether the grafts are placed in an excitvtoxic le-
that ohese cues are multiple and are likely to originate sion [149) orin both the immediate environment of the transplanted i on[4]o aspiration cavity [7.]. Subsets of DRG neu-
neurons and from the target [e10-. The outgrowth of the rons have been distinguished on the basis of several cri-

axurons intand o fromttant i, deThed otgrowtr thei teria, including their light microscopic appearance and
optic axons is not random and is directed towards their their immunoreactivity for various neuropeptides [15,161.
normal target in the superior coliculus, but the path- it has not yet been determined whether all subsets of
way followed by the axons depends on their initial lo- DRG neurons, as determined by size or peptide contenf
cation. Axons from retinas placed close to the surface of are capable of regtermating into transplants od whether
the midbrain grow along the glia lirnitans, whereas ax- this capacity differs among the populations of neurons
ons from those placed within the midbrain parenchyma that constitute the DRG. The axons of some DRG nes
grow through the neuropil to reach the overlying supe- tons retain the ability to regenerate for at least 4 weeks
rior colliculus. Additional insight into the mechanisms by after injury [17"1. Small neurons are present in greater
which the axons of donor neurons are guided to their tar- numbers tha would be predicted from the proportion
gets within the host is provided by the observation that that than w o ng te edire popula tionaxons of embryonic hypothalamic neurons trnpatd ta they represent among the entire population of DRG
ixontof temthirdyonticleo hyp ogonda neurone granslntod neurons normally [17-]. This result suggests that small
into the third ventricle of hypogonadal mice grow into DRG neurons have a greater capacity for regeneration af-
the median eminence and restore gonadal bunction even ter chronic injury than large DRG neurons. The subset
though neurons along their path have been destroyed of DRG neurons that are imm.,noreactive for calcitonin
sysI]. These results suggest that directionl cues in this gene-related peptide (CGRP) are capable of regenerating
system are likely to originate in the host ependyma, gfia, axons into intraspinal embryonic transplants not only of
or target neurons. spinal cord but also of regions of embryonic brain placed

A particularly striking example of the persistence of di- into spinal cord. In transplants of spinal cord, however,
rectional cues and the specific reformation of a damaged both the area occupied by these regenerated axons and
pathway is provided by experiments in which human fe- the number of synapses formed is greater than in trans-
tal forebrain neurons are transplanted into the excito- plants of brain 118']. This result suggests that transplants
toxically injured basal ganglia of adult rats [12-1. The support or enhance the regeneration of cut DRG axons
transplanted axons of these embryonic neurons elongate by providing conditions that are probably multiple and
for distances of at least 20 mm along myelinated fiber relatively non-specific. The normal target of these axons
tracts and into their normal target areas in substantia ni- provides additional, more specific cues that determine
gra, pontine nuclei, and cervical spinal cord. The lengthy the final distribution of the regenerated axons and .-n-
outgrowth may be attributable to the prolonged devel- ables them to establish synapses. These synapses retain
opmental timetable of human neurons that allows the several, but not all, of the features of the synapses formed
growth-promoting features of the neurons to continue to by CGRP-containing primary afferent axons in the dorsal
over-ride the inhibition of the adult rat CNS for longer pe- horn of normal spinal cord, suggesting that regenerating
riods or to the greater length that human axons normally axons retain the ability to recognize at least some of the
achieve. The axons appear to recognize specific cues that cues that direct growth and synapse formation during de-
persist for at least 1 year after the injury but are not de- velopment [19.1. The specificity with which regenerating
tected by transplanted human hindbrain neurons which axons can grow into a transplant is strikingly illustrated
show very little process outgrowth 112-1. by the obserwtiorn that the axons of adult host dentate

granule cells innervate transplanted CA3 pyramidal cells
The ability of embryonic transplants to support or en- in embryonic hippocampal transplants rather than CAI
hance the growth of injured adult axons is relatively mod- cells and that the innervation terminates on the normal
est but ingrowth does reflect the intrinsic capacity of moons of the dendritic tree [20,.
the injured neurons to regenerate. Monoaminergic ax-
ons, for example, grow more robustly into transplants of The growth of newborn host axons into embryonic CNS
fetal thalamic cells than do somatosensory afferent axons, transplants exceeds that of adult host axons, and the ax-
suggesting that neurons whose axons terminate diffusely ons of newborn supraspinal neurons can traverse embry-
have less stringent growth requirements or a more vigor- onic spinal cord transplants placed in thoracic segments
ous capacity for growth than neurons whose axons termi- and terminate in regions of host spinal cord many seg-
nate in precise portions of specific nuclei [13"1. Central ments caudal to the transplants [211- The more extensive
monoaminergic axons also grow more extensively than growth of newborn host axons may be caused in part by
corticospinal or rubrospinal axons into intraspinal em- the continued elongation of developing axons that have
bryonic spinal cord transplants [14']. Intraspinal axons not reached thoracic levels at the time of transplantation
project to only a limited extent into transplants of fetal and therefore have not been axotomized. it is, however,
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clear that in newbomi with fetal spinal cord transplants, ceived only rystemic administraion of kevdopa and car-
injured, regenerating axons as well as late devieloping, un- bidopa did nt suamesth* that reqA shng the depleted
injured axons are among those that reach lumbar seg- neurotansmitter alone did not suffice to produce retov-
ments, showing that the capacity for regeneration in new ery. Fetal mesencephalc grafts, however, do not reverse
born axons exceeds that of young adult axons (22e1 all of the behavioral deficits produced by unilateral or bi-

lateral denervation of the striatum (291. Incomplete re-
covery in these rats is consistent with the results of elec-
trophysiological studies indicating that transplants onlyRestoration of function incompltealy restore damaged neural circuits. Although
grafted neurons receive input from neurons in the host

Potential mechanisms by which transplants can restore neocortex or striatum and may be regulated by this input,functin include stimulating collateral sprouting of host the neurons in these grafts and/or the host afferent pro-
neurons or inducing host neurons to increase their syn- jections to these neurons remain immature for monmns
thesis of neurotransmirtters. It is difficult to distinguish after transplantation [30-1. If tested in the early months
between these two mechanisms. An example of recov- after transplantation, behaviors that require mature func-
ery mediated by host axon sprouting has been reported tioning of mesencephalic neurons and their connections
in monkc3• who received transplants of fetal mesen- would therefore nox recover. Incomplete restoration of
cephak(tl into the caudate nucleus following a unilat- normal circuitry has also been demonstarted in an ex.
eral injection of the dopaimnergic neurotoxin 1-methyl- perimental system that has been considered to be a
4-phenyl-l,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP), which de- model for Huntington's disease. Intracellular recording
stroys the neurons of the ipsilateral substantia nigra from neostriatal spiny neurons grafted into an excitotoxic
(23-1. Recovery as assessed by volitional arm use and loss lesion in the striatum of adult rats showed functional af-
of asyrmmetrical turning to apomorphine injection was re- ferent connections fi-mo host neocortex and thalamus as
lated to increased staining of host tyrosine hydroxylase is characteristic of normal striatal neurons, but afferent
(TH) positive (presumably dopaminergic) fibers rather input to the grafts and the amount of input converging
than the ingrowth of transplant axons into the denervated from different sources were reduced [31"]
host caudate nucleus. The brains of several patients who
had received adrenal medulla autografts to the caudate
nucleus for Parkinson's disease 6 weeks to 30 months
previously also revealed increased staining of host TH- New approaches
containing fibers proximal to the graft site although few,
if any, adrenal cells survived transplantation [24.,25"1. Several strategies have been employed to improve the
One of these patients was thought to have benefited at survival of grafted and injured neurons and to increase
least temporarily from the procedure, and it is possible outgrowth from the transplants and axotomized host
that sprouting of host axons stimulated by the transplant cells. One approach toward improving cell survival and
or the transplantation procedure accounted for the re- fiber growth from the transplant has been to co-graft em-
covery. bryonic tissue along with its normal target When embry-
Several systems have been studied in which transplant- onic mesencephalon and striatum are transplanted into
mediated recovery is related to the capacity of the trans- the stratum of rats with unilateral 6-OHDA lesions of
plants to restore damaged neuronal circuitry. A particu- a nigrostriatal pathway, TH-conLuning neurons appear
lady striking example is provided by the correlation be- to be larger and fiber outgrowth into the host stnarum
tween the degree to which a transplanted retina inner- more extensive than from single mesencephalic grafts,
,ates its normal target in the host olivary pretectal nu- and the co-grafts produce mor improvement on an am-
cleus and mediates the recovery of a pupillaiy light re. phetamine rotation test [32.1 A similar approach has
flex [26-1. In another example, newborn rats that re. been to combine a transplant with an infusion of a neuro-
ceived transplants of embryonic spinal cord into a sub- trophic factor. One patient with Parkinson's disease who
total lesion of the thoracic spinal cord performed bet- received an intraputaminal autograft of adrenal medulla
ter when examined with several tests of locomotor func- and an infusion of nerve growth factor (NGF) into the
tion than littermates with a thoracic cord lesion but no graft site showed modest improvement in selected meas-
transplant [27.-]. These behavioral results together with ures of locomotor performance and suffered no compli-
anatomical studies showing that transplants can serve as cations from the administration of mouse NGF [33"].
a conduit for the growth of supraspinal axons into cau- Combined therapies have also been used to increase the
dal segments of spinal cord [211 suggest that the axons survival and neurite outgrowth of injured host neurons.
elongating into the transplant are contributing to the im- The combination of a fetal hippoca-mpus transplant and
proved behavioral performance. Indirect evidence con- NGF infusion after unilateral fimbria-fornix section pro-
sistent with dependence of recovery on at least partial duced a greater increase in the number of septal nu-
restoration of damaged circuitry has been shown by stud- cleus neurons that contained choline acetyltransferase
ies of rats with unilateral 6-OHDA lesions of the nigros- immunoreactivity than either a transplant or NGF infu-
triatal pathway 1280]. Animals that received transplants of sion alone [34-1. The combined treatment also stimu-
fetal mesencephalon into the denerved striarum recov- lated more extensive regeneration of septal axons into
ered from ,everal behavioral deficits whereas rats that re- the hippocampus than either treatment alone, encourag-
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ing the notion that more injured cells can be salvaged Service of the veterans Adminnstation, USAMRDC rant 51930002,

and circuits more successfully reconstrncted by a combi- and NIH grant M 24707.
nation of therapies.
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APPENDIX 11

Intraspinal Transplants
Alan Tessler, MD

Transplants of embryonic central nervous system tissue have long been used to study axon growth during development
and regeneration, and more recently to promote recovery in models of human diseases. Transplants of embryonic
substantia nigra correct some of the deficits found in experimental Parkinson's disease, for example, by mechanisms
that are thought to include release of neurotransmitter and reinnervarion of host targets, as well as by stimulating
growth of host axons. Similar mechanisms appear to allow intraspinal transplants of embryonic brainstem to reverse
locomotor and autonomic deficits due to experimental spinal cord injuries. Embryonic spinal cord transplants offer
an additional strategy for correcting the deficits of spinal cord injury because, by replacing damaged wopulacions of
neurons, they may mediate the restoration of connections between host neurons. We have found itat spinal cord
transplants permit regrowth of adult host axons resulting in reconstitution of synaptic complexes within the transplant
that in many respects resemble normal synapses. Transplants of fetal spinal cord may also contribute to behavioral
recovery by rescuing axotomized host neurons that otherwise would have died. Electrophysiological and behavioral
investigations of functional recovery after intraspinal transplantation are preliminary, and the role of transplants in
the treatment of human spinal cord injury is uncertain. Transplants are contributing to our understanding of the
mechanisms of recovery, however, and are likely to play a role in the development of rational treatments.

Tessier A. Intraspinal transplants. Ann Neurol 1991.29:115-123

Transplants of embryonic central nervous system tissue brain (26-35] as well as whole pieces or suspensions
have served for nearly a century in experiments de- prepared from embryonic spinal cord survive trans-
signed to clarify the mechanisms that contribute to plantation into the spinal cord of adult and newborn
axon outgrowth and regeneration freviewed in (l1). host rats (36-38]. Intraspinal transplantations have
Throughout the past 20 years. transplants have been also been successful in cat [21, 39, 401 and monkey
used in attempts to produce physiological or behavioral The extent to which connections form between trans-
improvement in laboratory models of human diseases plant and host is beginning to be studied with morpho-
and to study the mechanisms that explain recovery of- logical techniques.
function ireviewed in [2-4]). Transplants remained In the present review, the strategies that have been
primarily of theoretical interest for clinicians, however, proposed for using intraspinal transplants to reverse
until reports that autografts of adrenal medulla into the the deficits due tc: oinal cord damage will be consid-
caudate nucleus produced modest [51 or dramatic (6] ered, and the proý_. is that has been made will be out-
improvement in the motor behavior of patients with lined. Because the effects of transplants have been
Parkinson's disease. More than 250 patients with Par- most thoroughly studied in the basal ganglia in relation
kinson's disease have received adrenal medulla auto- to Parkinson's disease. I first consider the mechanisms
crafts 71. and a.il:irional patients have received trans- by which transplants may reverse the behaiioral ,je.n-
piants of human teral substantia nigra (8-10. The cits in experimental models of this disor,i-r.
benefits of these procedures continue to be debated
(11- 1 ], and the mechanisms by which transplants Transplants for Experimental
elicit their effects continue to be investigated. Parkinson's Disease

Transplants have also been reported to produce im- Transplantation strategies for the treatment of Parkin-
provement in experimental models of Huntington's son's disease were built on a foundation of reproduc-
disease (21, Alzheimer's disease £181, and spinal cord ible and quantifiable experimental models treviewed in
Injury (19-25]. Intraspinal transplantation would seem (411). The first of these was a rodent model in which
to be far from clinical application because electrophys- the substantia nigra corpus striatum projection was de-
iological and behavioral investigations of functional stroyed by the unilateral or bilateral stereotactic injec-
recovery are still preliminary. Regions of embryonic tion of the dopan'inergic neurotoxin 6-hydroxydopa-
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mine (6-OHDA). When fetal substantia nigr was to the current view that many neurons once thought
placed into the lateral ventricle adjacent to the corpus incapable of growth can elongate if provided with a
striarum that had been denervated by 6-OHDA, trans- suitable gU environment (reviewed in (55]). Al-
planted neurons survived and formed a dense dopa- though central nervous system axons can grow within
minergic innervation within the grafts, but few pro- sciatic nerve grafts for distances that exceed their nor-
cesses extended into the host corpus strianun £421. mal length [56) and establish synaptic connections with
In spite of the limited reinnervarion, the transplants neurons in the host parenchyma (57, 581, growth into
improved some aspects of motor behavior. This result the central nervous system beyond the graft is limited
suggested that reinnervation was not necessary for re- to I to 2 mm £55]. Two other strategies for using
covery and that release of doparnine into the cerebro- transplants to treat experimental spinal cord injury
spinal fluid and in the vicinity of the target neurons have therefore received considerable attention.
sufficed. If fetal substantia nigra is transplanted into the
parenchyma of the corpus striarum denervared by 6- Intraspinal Transplants of Supraspinal Neurons
OHDA injection rather than into the ventricle, then One strategy is based on the idea that transplantation
the transplants partially restore the damaged neural cir- of brainstem monoarrinergic neurons important for
cuits and additional behaviors recover (43-47]. At regulating the activity of spinal neurons should mediate
least some of the recovery is related to reinnervation recovery even without the reconstitution of damaged
of the host striarum (reviewed in (41. 48]). Other neural circuits (£30] and reviewed in (351). Both loco-
behavioral deficits induced by unilateral dopamine motor and autonomic fanctions might benefit. It is
deafferentation, however, remain uncorrected by the known, for example, that the intravenous administra-
transplants. Incomplete behavioral recovery has been tion of dopamine or the alpha,-adrenergic agonist dio-
attributed to incomplete restoration of the damaged nidine to cats with acute spinal cord transection can
regulatory circuitry (47]. elicit stepping movements that permit walking on a

Another mechanism by which transplants may com- treadmill £591. Untreated, such cats are completely
pensate for behavioral deficits has been demonstrated paraplegic after transection. These agents are thought
in the 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine to act directly on lumbar spinal cord segments to acti-
(MPTP) model of experimental Parkinson's disease vate the circuitry for locomotion that is intrinsic to the
[49, 50]. When adrenal medullary cells are trans- spinal cord £60] but nonfunctional in the acute stage
planted into the striatum of mice intoxicated with after transection. It is also known that serotoninergic
MPTP, the mice recover in spite of a very limited sur- neurons whose perikarya are in the brainstem raphe
vival of grafted cells [5 1]. The expression of tyrosine nuclei are important in the supraspinal control of spinal
hydroxylase. a marker for dopaminergic neurons, in- reflexes that mediate penile erection and ejaculation,
creases within the caudate ipsilateral to the site of and that administration of a serotonin receptor agonist
MPTP injection, and derives from axons of the host to spinalized rats can induce ejaculation (611.
dopaminergic projection rather than from the few sur- One approach to the treatment of behavioral deficits
viving transplanted neurons [5 1]. Increased enzyme after experimental spinal cord injury has been to trans-
expression indicates regeneration of damaged host ax- plant supraspinal monoaminergic neurons into the cau-
ons or collateral sprouting of undamaged host axons dal portion of the spinal cord isolated by transection.
and suggests that the transplant or the damage associ- Both catecholaminergic neurons important for loco-
ated with the transplant procedure [52] exerts a trophic motion and serotoninergic neurons important for
effect on the host neurons that contributes to behav- autonomic function have been used (621. Embryonic
ioral recovery but is independent of graft survival. noradrenergic neurons taken from locus ceruleus

In summary, this experience with experimental Par- (31-353 and serotoninergic neurons taken from the
kinson's disease indicates that some types of motor mesencephalic or medullary raphe regions (23, 24, 63,
function can be improved by transplants chat deliver 641 extend processes up to I to 2 cm in length into
neurotransmiiters, trophic factors, or both, to the stri- the host spinal cord. These transplants restore levels
atum even if the transplants fail to reconstitute the of neurotransmitters that have been depleted by the
damaged neural circuits in all their detail. Because res- use of neurotoxins (34] or by spinal cord transection
titution of the damaged circuits is incomplete, how- (23, 24]. Axons of transplanted serotoninergic neurons
ever, the motor deficits are only partially compensated, innervate the regions of spinal cord that receive 5-hy-
and behavioral recovery is also incomplete. droxy-tryptamine (5-HIT) innervation normally, includ-

ing laminae I and II of the dorsal horn, the moroneu-
Intraspinal Transplants ron area in lamina IX of the ventral horn, and the
As elsewhere in the central nervous system, intraspi- intermediolateral column [23, 24). The transplanted
nal grafts of peripheral nerve segments support axon serotoninergic axons establish axodendricic synapses
growth (53, 54]. These experiments have contributed on host moconeurons and axodendritic and axosomatic
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synapses on neurons of the host intermediolateral col-
umn that resemble those formed by seroconinergic
neurons in normal spinal cord (23. 24). Additionally,
reflex ejaculation that is abolished in rats with spinal
cord transection recovers in rats that receive serotonin-
ergic transplants of embryonic raphe neurons, but only BRIDGE
rarely in rats chat undergo transection alone or transec-
tion with transplantation of nonseroconinergic neurons
(23, 241. This result suggests that behavioral recovery
is related to the recovery of serotoninergic innervation.

Noradrenergic axons originating in locus ceruleus " -.

transplanted into spinal cord also extend into the inter-
mediate and ventral regions of the host caudal gray
matter (34) to which locus ceruleus axons project in RELAY
normal spinal cord. These axons are thought to con-
tribute to the recovery of hindlimb flexion reflexes in Fig 1. A diagram illustrating tlu ways in uthsch a tramplant

rats whose spinal cord catecholamines have been de- (shaded arwa at a region of spinal cord in/try nigh: promote

pleted by an intruacisternal injection of 6-OHDA [20) functional rroovery. RHst brain and spinal cord reitral to the

and to the recovery of reflex stepping activity in rats transplant art to the lrft and bost caudal spinal cord is to the

with spinal cord cransections [25]. Whether trans- right. (Bridge) Injured axow originating in host neurons rostral

planted noradrenergic axons establish synapses with to the transplant grow directly tbroqgb the transplant into caudal

host neurons has not been studied, and therefore, the host spinal cord. (Relay) Injured axons originating in host neu-

anatomical basis for the locomotor recovery mediated ios rostralto the tramnplant grow into the transplant and synapse
with donor neurons whose axons grow into caudal hoat spinal

by the transplants is uncertain. Like intraparenchymal cord. tCourtesy of Dr Barbara Brygman.)
transplants of substancia nigra in models of Parkinson's
disease, these embryonic transplants of brainstem neu-
rons appear to reinnervate a portion of their normal which to obtain survival of embryonic spinal cord trans-
targets and contribute to behavioral recovery by releas- plants, with present methods 80 to 90Q- of transplants
ing neurotransmitters onto their normal targets or in survive grafting into the acutely injured adult or new-
their vicinity. The release of these neurocransmitters born spinal cord [28, 36] or into the chronically in-
would then mimic the modulatory activity of descend- jured adult spinal cord (3]. Transplant survival is now
ing noradrenergic systems in normal spinal cord and possible also in the site of complete spinal cord transec-
suffice to activate the intrinsic spinal pattern generators cion [21, 66, 6"1.
for locomotion [34. 601. As in the corpus scriatum Several morphological features of the transplants en-
deafferented by 6-OHDA, the transplants are success- courage the expectation that they might replace dam-
ful although they have been placed into abnormal loca- aged popuXtions of neurons and with them their nor-
cions and can only incompletely restore the interrupted mal connections. First, although transplants lack the

neural circuits. characteristic butterfly appearance of normal spinal
cord gray matter, they do contain differentiiaed areas

Transplants of Fetal Spinal Cord that resemble substancia geltatinosa based on several
The recovery of other functions lost after spinal cord morphological criteria [68). Second, areas of apposi-

in)ury such as discriminatory sensation or fine motor tion between transplant and host develop, particularly
control is likely to require more faithful reconstruction between transplant and host spinal cord gray matter.
of normal circuitry than is possible by using transplants in which the interface is free of astrocytic scarring and
of supraspinal neurons, A second strategy has therefore processes pass between transplant and host [ 363. It has.
been to use transplants of fetal spinal cord in an at- in fact, been suggested both that embryonic transplants
tempt to replace damaged populations of neurons and reduce the astrocytic scarring that accompanies acute

encourage the restoration of connections between neu- spinal cord injury and may impede regeneration (69,
rons [36. 65]. According to this rationale, the trans- 70) and that they can reduce an already established
plant would act as a bridge across damaged tissue either astrocytic scar [37].
by allowing injured axons to grow directly into intact One additional way in which transplants of embry-
spinal segments or by permitting the establishment of onic spinal cord may contribute to recovery of behav-
relays within the graft (Fig 1). Another mechanism pro- ioral function was first described in newborn rat hosts,
vided by transplants might be the rescue of axotomized where transplants rescue axotomized host rubrospinal
neurons in the spinal cord. Although the spinal cord neurons that otherwise would have died (711. Perma-

has been considered a technically challenging site in nent rescue is target specific because only transplants
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of feral spinal cord support survival at long survival only can support or enhance the regeneration of adult
periods; both target and nontarget transplants support axons otherwise unable to grow but also that they can
short-term survival (72]. Axotomized neurons of contribute to the reestablishment of a segmental motor
Clarke's nucleus can also be rescued by embryonic reflex arc.
transplants in newborns, and a rescue of similar magni- In newborn rat hosts, spinal cord transplants act as
rude has now been reported when the same population bridges that encourage or rermir the growth of supra-
of neurons is axotomized in adult animals (73]. spinal neurons into segments of spinal cord well below

In adults, development of projections from host into the level of injury. Seroconinergic axons originating
transplant and from transplant into host is modest. in neurons of the brainstem raphe 179] and axons of
Host axons that have grown into the transplants do not corticospinal neurons [75] grow across transplants
traverse their full extent and do not reenter host spinal placed in the lesioned thoracic spinal cord of newborn
cord (36]. Morphological tracing methods have shown rats and terminate in their normal target areas as tar
ti onor neurons project for distances of 5 to 7 mm caudal as the lower lumbar segments of host spinal
in. nost spinal cord and that host neurons in adjacent cord. Because these systems of neurons are among the
spinal segments project from 3 to 5 mm into the trans- descending pathways that contribute to the control of
plants (36]. Additionally, serotoninergic axons from locomotion, the possibility has been tested that trans-
brainstem raphe nuclei £36), axons from corticospinal plants alter the development or enhance the recovery
neurons [74, 75), and primary afferent axons originat- of motor function after spinal cord injury in newborn
ing in host dorsal root ganglion neurons (67, 76] re- rats with partial spinal cord lesions [22). When studied
generate into transplants although they are unable to with a battery of tests of locomotor function, newborn
regenerate into adult spinal cord in the absence of a rats with transplants of embryonic spinal cord per-
transplant (Fig 2). The terminals of regenerated dorsal formed better than littermates with thoracic spinal cord
root axons establish synapses within transplants of em- iniuries alone. For example, when tested 8 to 12 weeks
bryonic spinal cord, and these synapses resemble those p( coperatively, rats with transplants crossed a mesh
formed by primary afferent axons in the dorsal horn runway more c icklv and etiade fewer errors in foot
of normal animals [38) (Fig 3). Differences were also placement than the lesion-only group of rats. They also
observed, however, particularly an increased percent- recovered more quickly from their errors. These re-
age (tA :-axonic synapses suggesting that regenerated sults are consistent with the idea that the axons that
dorsal (jot axon terminals had formed connections grow into host spinal cord caudal to the thoracic spinal
with each other. Nevertheless, the establishment of cord injury contribute to the improved perform .e.
synapses that are morpholoc Wlly normal by an identi- Because the rats in this study sustained an incom, -te
fied set of host neurons afferent to the transplants en- injury rather than complete spinal cord transection,
courages the idea that neurons joined by synapses however, other e't-lanations cannot be excluded. One
within the transplants may enable tnf, transplants to act possibility iL that he transplants altered the response
as relays across regions of damaged spinal cord. Donor to injury of the remaining spinal cord and slowed
neurons within transplants have in fact been shown to or decreased degeneration, thus providing a greater
send axons into the host sciatic nerve [76) as well as amount of healthy tissue through which developing or
into peripheral nerve grafts introduced into the trans- regenerating axor ,mnight grow. Corticospinal axons
plants (--. -S1. Whether these axons reach and inner- are known to grox ?irough undamaged areas of spin.d
vaoe host muscles is unknown. It is. however, at least cord adjacent to an incomplete +•'inal cord iniury in
possible that transplants of embryonic spinal cord not newborns (80-82], and transplants of cultured dorsal

root ganglia neurons and Schwann cells have been
shown to enhance this growth (83). Although corrico-
spinal axons grow more robustly through transplants

Fig 2. Lt.it 'A) and electron vBC) micrograph; of embryonic than through tii remaining portions of spinal cord
fpinal ,rd transplants. (Ai Sagittal section 1 month after trans- (75], supraspinal axons that have grown through host
plantation utained with an immunocytochemical methodfor dem. spinal cord as well as those that have grown through
onstrating calcitonin gene-relatedpepide tCGRP,. CGRP ortgi- the transplant may contribute to the recovery.
natel in many dorsal root ganglion neurons and servs* as a marker Locomotor function is also being studied in cats that
for host dorsal roots ODRi that have rtgenerated into the trans- have received embryonic spinal cord transplants into
plant (TP) and arborized there (29, 38. 86). Bar = 10 i0 . the site of spinal cord transection on the day after birth.
1B) CGRP-Iabdled complex termtinal in a transplant make con- thsieospnlcr ascinonhedyferbt.tacts (arrowheads) wompl twoerminlin atransplats mak cn IAm.C These preliminary studies on cats with -ransections
tacts (arrowheads) with two dendnriic profiles. Bar =1 sun. (0•

Host dorsal moots labetld with horseradish peroxidase (HRP). complement those performed in rats with hemisections
Complex terminal that has been filled with HRP makes jynaptic because a more detai.ed analysis of locomotor function
contacts (arrowheads) in a transplant with tbre dendritic pro. is possible in cats. Additionally, the anatomical path-
files. Bar = Am. ways that explain performance on different tests of mo-
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Postsynaptic Structure the site of transection, and the presence of conditioned
overground locomotion will suggest the growth of ax-

A-,,,,*,,,,h •. AO-Som,,, i A ..- a.,•,ac ons with cell bodies in the brain.
Locomotor function has been examined in two cats

o00% that received transplants of E-26 spinal cord into T- 12

75% tran sections on the day after birth [2 11. These cats
were compared with normal cars (891 and with a pre-

viously reported group of cats with transections as new-
borns but which did not receive transplants (spinal cats)

25% (861. By 3 weeks of age, the transected cats with trans-

plants begin to differ from the spinal cats and the dif-
ferences are maintained throughout the period of

CGP-ma,.•ee• capp-,anv,3 1-.GAP-61,abed CGRP--abied study. All groups of cats develop bipedal stepping, but
Lamina I (N-4) Transpiant (N-4) unlike spinal cats, those with transplants also develop

. ~m,'* I both full weight-supported quadrupedal stepping on a
treadmill and overground locomotion. During over-

Fig 3. Comparison of synaptic contacts found in embryonic spinal ground locomotion, cats with transplants develop pat-
cord transplants and lamina I of normal spinal cord. Calcitonin terns of limb movement that suggest coordination be-
gene-relatedpeptide (CGRP)./abeledsynaptic terminals are de- tween hindlimbs and forelimbs, The coordination is
riuedfrom dorsal roots; the origin of unlabeled synaptic terminals only sometimes similar to that seen in normal adult
is undetermined. Compared with lamina 1. both CGRP-labeled animals and overground locomotion iiý abnormal. For
and CGRP-tnlaheled terminals in transplants make significantly example, the postural stability of tle hindquarters is
greater numbery of axo-axonic synapses and significantly smaller impaired, the step cycle is prolonged, and the normal
nirabers of axo-dendritic synapses. Axo-dendriticsynapses predom- 11 pairing of forelimb and hindlinb step cycles is in-
inate in transplants, howev'er. as in lamina 1. For details of the consirint o e fo e ats were st ed h ist ic -stereological analysis see (381. consistent. When the cats were studied histologically

2.5 and 8 months after transplantation, transplants
filled the entire lesion cavity and were in continuity

tor function are better defined in cars than rats. Previ- with host spinal cord in some places. Both transplants
ous studies in normal (84) and cats with spinal cord developed areas of gray matter and ependymal ele-
transection [85, 86. 87) have demonstrated three types ments, and contained healthy appearing neurons and
of locomotion that are available for analysis and that glial cells. These preliminary results indicate that trans-
are controlled by different classes of spinal pathways plants enhance the development or recovery of loco-
(88). For example. after resolution of the period of motor function in newborns with spinal cord transec-
reflex depression known as spinal shock, hindlimb lo- tion and suggest that this effect is mediated by the
comotion in response to a moving treadmill (bipedal axons of propriospinal or supraspinal neurons, or both,
reflex locomotion) returns in adult cats with spinal cord that enter the transplants. Additional experiments us-
transection (spinal cats) because this type of locomo- ing anatomical tracing methods are necessary to esrab-
tion requires only that the spinal pattern generators lish this and to determine whether these axons traverse
for each hindlimb and the connections between them the transplant or form multisynaptic relays within the
remain intact T861. Reflex locomotion on a treadmill transplant. If the locomotor behavior in fact depends
that requires coordination between the forelimbs and on supraspinal input, then transplants into newborn
hindlimbs (quadrupedal reflex locomotion) does not spinal cord will have assisted in the development or
recover after thoracic transection because it depends recovery of complex behavior that requires the recon-
on propriospinal connections between forelimb and stitution of supraspinal input and control of these su-
hindlimb pattern generators in the cervical and lumbar praspinal neurons by the host. Like the transplants for
spinal cord, and these are interrupted by the transec- experimental Parkinson's disease, these transplants re-
tion. Conditioned (voluntary) overground locomotion store some of the lost functions' but not the complete
for a food reward will also not recover after transection array.
either in adult or newborn cats because it depends not Greater recovery may be obtained by combining
only on intact segmental and intersegmenral connec- transplants with additional agents that encourage axon
rions but also on the presence of pathways that origi- growth. When exposed to the joint influences of a fetal
nate in the brain. In cars with thoracic spinal cord tran- spinal cord transplant and a prosthesis containing nerve
sections that have received a transplant on the day after growth factor (NGF), for example, cut dorsal root ax-
birth, the presence of quadrupedal reflex locomotion ons grow into and past the transplant into the ventral
will, therefore, suggest that the transplant has encour- horn of host spinwl cord [90]. Without added NGF,
aged the growth of propriospinal connections across dorsal roots grow into the grafts but not through them
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into3 host spinal cord [761. NGF is the best studied of mtcracerebrid neusu implants: studies on nruw'al and struiatl

neurotrophic factor and is known to elicit axon out- grafts to tie eswomed strianum. Trend Neuroscs 1987.10:

growth in vitro (91]. In addition to growth factors. 3. Gage PH. Buisaks G. CNS grafting: potential mechanisms of
other agents are becoming available that, together with action, In: SeW FJ, ed. Neural regeneration and tiraspiantation.
a transplant. might promote growth past an area of Frontiers of clinical neuroscience- New York: Alan Rt Liss.

damage and into undamaged spinal cord. Increasing 1989:211-226
experimental evidence now emphasizes the importance 4. Norman AB, Lehman MN. Sanberg PP.. Functional effects of

of inhibitory influences in directing and limiting axon fetal striaral transplants. Brain Res Bull 1989.221L63-172
growh (2-91, nd he oleule reponibl ar5be Backlund LA). Gratiber; P-0. Hamberger B. ec al. Transpl~an-
groth 92-5),andthemolculs rsposibe ae b- ctitat of adrenal medullary tissue to stniatum in parkinsonisin.

ginning to be identified. Caroni and Schwab (96, 97], J Neuroisuig 1985;62:169-173
for example. have demonstrated chat peptides present 6. Madrazo 1. Drucker-Cohin D. Diaz V. ec al, open microsurgzcall
in central nervous system myelin inhibit axon exten- aurograft of adrenal medulla to the right caudate nucleus in

sion [96) and that this inhibitory activity can be two patients with intractable Parkinson's disease. N Engl J Med

blocked with a monoclonal antibody against the pep- 7. Lidal0 Branidin P, Widner H. et al. Grafts of fetal dopamiune
tides (971. Application of these antibodies to young neurons survive and improve motor function in Parkinson's dis-
rats whose corticospinal axons have been transected in case. Science 1990;247:574-577
the throacic spinal cord is associated with sprouting of 8. Lindvall 0. Transplantations into the human brain: present stud-

these axons at the lesion site and limited growth into ies and future possibilities. J Neural Neurosurg Psychiarry
the audl spnalcor (98. Sarrig a th leson ite1989: (sulsvl):39-5 4

the audl spnalcor (98. Sarrng a th leion ite 9.indvall 0. Rehactona S. Brandin P. et AL. Human fetal dopa-
may obstruct the growth of many of these sprouted mine neurosns gralied into tie scratrum in two patients with
axons [70, 99). Because transplants are reported to severe Parkinson's dlisease: a derailed account of methodology
reduce gliosis and support axon extension across an and a 6-monds follow-up. Arch Neurol 1989-.6:615-631

area of injury, growth and associated recovery might 10. Freed CR, Breeze RE. Rosenberg NL. cc al. Transplantation of
human fetal dopanine cells for Parkinson's disease: results atI

be greater if, in addition to reducing inhibitory influ- year. Arch Neurali 1990;47:505-512
ences, the lesion site were bridged with a transplant. 11. Goetz CG. Olanaw CW. Koller WC. er al. Multicenter study

of autologous Adrenal medullary transplantation to the corpus

Conclusion strnatumn in patients with advanced parkinson's disease. N Engi

Intraspinal transplants have clarified the conditions J Med 1989:320:337-341
necesar foraxo groth nd egenraton, nd ave 12. Goerz CG. Taner C.M. Penn RD. et Al- Adrenal medullary trans-
necesar foraxo groth nd egenraton, nd aveplant to the striatum. of patients with advanced Parkinson's .lis-

provided strategies that can contribute to behavioral ease: t-year motor and psychomoctor data Neurology 1990.40:
recovery In experimental models of disease. Many is- 2'3-276
sues remain to be resolved in the laboratory before the 13. Van Manien J. Speelman jD. Caudate lesions as surgical treat-

therapeutic potential of transplants can be evaluated. ment in Parkinson's disease. Lancer 1988, 1 175

That injured central nervous system neurons can sur- 14i. Landau WM. Mucking around with Peter Pan .Ann Neurol
1988;24,464

vive and grow in an appropriate environment, how- 15. Landau WM. Clinical neuromythology. VII. Artificial tmcdli-
ever, increases the likelihood that rational therapies to gence: the brain transplant cure for paricnsonusm. Neurology

promote recovery will be forthcoming and makes more 1990;40:733-.40

urgent the basic studies on which the development of 16. Sladek JR Jr, Shouiion 1. Neural transplantation: a call for pa-
tience rather than patients. Science 1988&210: 1186-11388

these therapimus will depend. Although it is not yet clear i ' P.wn . Cloud over parkinson's therapy Science 1988&240.
whether transplants will be part of the treatment of 390-392
human spinal cord disease, they will at least have a role 18. Fine A. Dunnert SB. Blorklund A. Iversen SD. Choliruergic
to play In developing treatments, ventral forebrain grafts into the neocortex improve passive

Avoidance memory in a rat model of Atzheimer disease. Proc
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APPENDIX 12

CHAPTER 14

DOES NEURAL
TRANSPLANTATION AID THE
RECOVERY OF CNS FUNCTION?
Alan R. Tessler, M.D.

When Sir Peter Medawar was asked about the application of his work on
experimental transplantation he responded, "nothing." Experimentalists are no
longer so self-assured about gaining knowledge for knowledge's sake, nor are
they likely to be as wrong about the application of their work as Medawar was.

Santiago Ram6n y Cajal first showed the feasibility of nervous system
transplantation and its regenerative potential. Tessler provides evidence for
optimism in regard to transplantation for Parkinson's disease and spinal cord injury.

The ultimate limits to transplant treatment of human disease may well prove
to be not scientific but ethical, as the recent raging debate on fetal
transplantation in the British House of Lords suggests.

VCH

Transplants of embryonic nervous system vestigation. Transplants hold additional in-
tissue have been used since the end of the terest for neurologists and neurosurgeons
nineteenth century as an experimental strat- because they have been reported to produce
egy for studying the mechanisms by which improvement in experimental models of
axons develop and regenerate.9 Although human diseases that include not only Par-
transplants have been the subject of a stead- kinson's but also Huntington's disease,5 Alz-
ily increasing number of publications by heimer's disease,12 and spinal cord injury."'
basic scientists for the past 25 years, their in- Their potential clinical application is there-
terest for clinicians increased dramatically fore extremely broad.
in the mid- 1980s with reports from Sweden The mechanisms by which transplants
and Mexico that autografts of adrenal me- promote behavioral recovery are likely to be
dulla produced modest' or major" ira- complex and may differ depending on the
provement in the motor performance of pa- identity of the tissue that is transplanted. the
tients with Parkinson's disease. Over 100 condition for which the tissue is trans-
patients in the United States and additional planted, and the site into which the graft is
patients abroad have undergone this opera- placed. '8 The goal of transplantation, how-
tion, and the benefits of the procedure, as ever, is to promote behavioral recovery by
well as the mechanisms by which trans- restoring or replacing as much of the dam-
plants exert their effects, remain a subject of aged neuronal circaitry as is necessary to be
considerable controversy and ongoing in- functionally eftective. The extent to which
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the circuitry will have to be restored to nor- counted for by the degeneration of a single
mal depends on the system that has been system of dopaminergic neurons whose celI
damaged. In some cases specific connec- bodies are in the substantia nigra and whose
tions between neurons may need to be re- axons terminate in the ipsilateral caudate
placed, and the transplanted neurons may and putamen.2 5 Transplanted tissue would
have to be thoroughly integrated into sur- therefore have only to replace the spatial`"
viving neuronal circuitry. Such a complete restricted projections of a discrete popula-
restoration of circuitry might be necessary, tion of neurons. Second, levels of striatal do-
for example, to restore the fine motor func- pamine must be reduced by at least 80% be-
tions mediated by corticospinal neurons or fore the disease becomes symptomatic.2 '
the discriminatory sensations mediated by Transplanted tissue might therefore im-
primary afferent neurons. In other cases it prove function even if levels of dopamine
might suffice for transplants to act as pumps remained far behkw normal. Third, the do-
of neurotransmitter that would ensure a paminergic neurons whose degeneration is
constant supply of neurotransmitter within responsible for the motor dysfunction of
the cerebrospinal fluid or close to the tar- Parkinson's disease are thought to be -pcr.
gets of damaged neurons. Restoring the missive" neurons that modulate the level of
functions mediated by still other systems of activity of neurons in the striatum by pro-
neurons might require intermediate degrees viding nonspecific information related to
of specificity of connections between host arousal.. 5 4 This background level of activ-
neurons afferent to transplants and trans- ity is necessary for neuronal interactions
plant neurons efferent to host target within the striatum to occur, but it is set not
neurons. The present brief review will con- by precise point-to-point connections with
sider one experimental model in which postsynaptic targets but by the release of
transplants have been used to correct defi- transmitter in proximity to these targets. io
cits that do not require complete restoration Transplants would therefore not necessarily
of specific connections between donor and have to restore the synaptic connections
host tissues and one model in which the res- found in the normal striatum but might
toration of function is likely to require the function usefully as reservoirs for the re-
establishment of specific circuits. As an cx- lease of neurotransmitter in the vicinity of
ample of the restoration of function primar- their targets in the striatum. Fourth, treat-
ily through the release of neurotransmitter, ment with levodopa or carbidopa often re-
we will consider the experimental back- lieves, at least temporarily, the motor im-
ground that led to the use of transplants for pairments of Parkinson's disease in spite of
the treatment of Parkinson's disease. As an the continuing degeneration of substantia
example of restoration of function that is nigra neurons. Because the exogenous re-
likely to require the replacement of specific placement of neurotransmitter is effective.
connections, we will consider experiments transplants might function even in the ab-
that may lead to a similar teatment of spinal sence of either a normal complement of
cord injury, connections between transplant and targr

neurons or an extensive network of afferent
neurons from the host,

TRANSPLANTS FOR
PARKINSON'S DISEASE Availability of Experimental Model

Appropriateness of Information available from studies per-
Transplant Therapy formed in several laboratories encouraged

attempts to use transplants in the treat-
Features of Parkinson's Disease ment of experimental parkinsonism. It was

known, for example, that transplants of em-Several features of Parkinson's disease bryonic substantia nigra survived grafting to
make it a promising candidate for treatment the anterior chamber of the eye and that
by the transplantation of neural tissue. First, neurites would grow out from these trans-
the disordered motor function is largely ac- plants and establish projections within
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pieces of embryonic corpus striatum that duced the supersensitivity of denervated
has been cotransplanted along with the sub- dopaminergic receptors and that the mecha-
stantia nigra.41 A quantifiable and particu- nism did not require reinnervation of the de-
larly useful laboratory model for Parkinson's nervated receptor sites. Release of dopa-
disease also existed in which one substantia mine into the cerebrospinal fluid and
nigra-corpus striatum projection was de- elsewhere in the vicinity of the denervated
stroyed in rats by a unilateral sterotaxic in- striatum appeared to suffice. When, how-
jection of the neurotoxin 6-hydroxydopa- ever, solid pieces of fetal substantia nigra are
mine (6-OHDA).'e,41 Destruction of one grafted onto the surface of the neostriatum
projection produced supersensitivity of the denervated by 6-OHDA injections.2" or ni-
denervated dopaminergic receptors and gral cell suspensions are injected into the
consequently a syndrome in which rats striatum., large numbers of dopaminergic
turned away from the lesion following the axons grow for distances of up to 2 mm into
systemic injection of apomorphine. This is a the adjacent denervated host striatum. Do-
dopamine receptiur agonist that stimulates patnine is released from transplanted
denervated receptors to a greater extent neurons, 4' and levels of dopamineII as well
than those that are intact. The systemic ad- as the density of postsynaptic dopamine re-
ministration of amphetamine, which causes ceptor binding sites's in the striatum dener-
the release of dopamnine from intact termi- vated by 6-OHDA return toward normal.
nals, caused the animal to rotate toward the Both behavioral and morphologic observa-
side of the injection.1'0- Because the cir- tions support the idea that the recovery is
cling behavior of these rats could be quanti- mediated at least in part by reinnervation of
fled, it was possible to transplant embryonic host striatum as well as by local release of
substantia nigra adjacent to the corpus stria- nei. -)transmitter. For example, dopaminer-
tum of rats that had received a unilateral 6- gic axons originating in the transplants form
OHDA lesion and to expect (1) that the synapses in host neuropil. 36 In addition,
grafts would survive and establish projec- outgrowth appears to be correlated with be-
tions into the corpus striatum and (2) that havioral improvement, since asymmetries in
the behavioral consequences of the trans- rotation induced by 6-OHDA injection are
plantation could be studied quantitatively, corrected by transplants that send projec-

tions into the dorsal striatum but not into the
lateral neostriatum, whereas the sensorimo-

Transplants In tor "neglect" of the side contralaterai to a
Experimental Parkinsonism unilateral injection of 6-OHDA is counter-

acted by transplants that send axons into the
Fetal Subhtantfa Nigra Transplants ventrolateral portions of the neostriatum.4'

In 6.OHOA Rodent Model
Fetal Substantla Nlgra Transplants

In one of trhe early demonstrations that

transplants could reverse experimental par- In MHTIP Primate Model
kinsonism, fetal substantia nigra was placed The administration systemically of the
into the lateral ventricle adjacent to the cau- meperidine analog MPTP produces in mon-
date nucleus, which had been denervated by keys,9 as well as in humans,30 a selective de-
an injection of 6-OHDA.44 The grafted generation of nigrostriatal dopamine
neurons survived and established a dense neurons, which results in impairments in
dopaminergic innervation within the trans- motor behavior similar to those of Parkin-
plant, but very little outgrowth into host son's disease. This neurotoxin therefore
parenchyma occurred. Nevertheless, rats provides an experimental model in monkeys
that had received a transplant of fetal sub- in which the morphologic, biochemical,
stantia nigra, but not those that had received and behavioral consequences of transplants
a control transplant of sciatic nerve, demon- can be studied. When solid grafts of fetal
strated behavioral improvement on the apo- substantia nigra are trans,,ianted into the
morphine-induced rotation test. This result striatum of adult African green monkeys +.t-
suggested that the test transplants had re- toxicated with MPTP, large numbers of
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grafted tyrosine hydroxylase-containing, these transplants.16 Intrastriatal transplants
presumably dopaminergic neurons ex- of adrenal medulla also produce behavioral
tend processes into the denervated improvement in the 6-OHDA-treated ro-
striatum, and levels of the dopamine metab- dent model, but, unlike transplants of em-
olite homovanillic acid in the cerebrospinal bryonic substantia nigra, this is not due to
fluid, which are decreased by MPTP, return reinnervation of the denervated striatum.
toward normal."5 The impairments in motor since intraparenchymal transplants of adre-
performance also recover in the early days nal medulla form very limited projec-
after transplantation, and improvement is tions.14-4 3 Diffusion of dopamine is also un-
found months later, although there may be likely to account for recovery after adrenal
an intervening period of relapse. This recov- medulla transplants, because neither cere-
ery is likely to be due to reinnervation, since brospinal 2 "-5 nor striatal2 levels of catechol-
a control monkey that received transplants amines are persistently elevated after intra-
of fetal substantia nigra into cingulate striatal transplantation.
cortex, fetal hypothalamic dopaminergic An alternative explanation is that the
neurons into one striatum, and noradrener- transplant or the transplantation procedure
gic neurons from locus ceruleus and subcer- itself induces dopaminergic neurons in the
uleus into the other striatum showed only host striatum to regenerate, to form collat-
transient improvement in spite of the sur- eral axons, or to increase their synthesis of
vival of transplanted neurons."1 Because the catecholamines39 and that it is this compen-
behavioral deficits are corrected by embry- satory response of dopaminergic host
onic substantia nigra transplants that have neurons that is crucial for the behavioral re-
been placed adjacent to the target rather covery. Transplantation of adrenal medul-
than in the normal position of dopaminergic lary cells into the striatum of mice intoxi-
neurons in the midbrain, host afferent input cated with MPTP, for example, is associated
to the transplant must differ from the path- with increased density of host tyrosine
ways that modulate substantia nigra func- hydroxylase-containing axons that occurs
tion in the normal brain. The restoration of despite a very limited survival of grafted
motor function that is mediated by trans- cells.' This result suggests that the trans-
plants in the 6-OHDA and MPTP models of plant exerts a trophic effect on the host
Parkinson's disease therefore does not re- neurons that is independent of graft sur-
quire the restoration of normal neuronal vival. Enhanced outgrowth of tyrosine
circuitry. hydroxylase-positive fibers is also ob-

served near graft sites in the caudate of nor-
Adrenal Medulla Transplants In mal Cebus monkeys or of Cebus monkeys
Rodent and Primate Models treated with MPTP, 21 although very few ad-

renal chromaffin cells survive transplanta-
To avoid the complicated practical and tion." However, tyrosine hydroxylase-

legal problems that would be raised by immunoreactive fibers were also induced in
transplants of fetal tissue in humans, the be- a control monkey that had received an im-
havioral effects of other sources of dopa- plant consisting only of a metal tissue car-
minergic neurons have been investigated. rier." One implication of this experiment
When separated from tbe adrenal cortex and is, therefore, that the injury caused by the
cultured in an environment that contains transplant procedure, rather than the tissue
nerve growth factor (NGF), chromaflin cells implanted, produces compensatory re-
of the adrenal medulla have been shown to sponses in the host that contribute to behav-
extend neurites and synthesize catechol- ioral recovery.1.29,38

amines including dopamine.42 Intraventric-
ular transplants of adrenal chromaffin tissue
reverse apomorphine-induced turning be- Transplants In Parkinson's
havior to about the same extent as fetal sub- Disease Patients
stantia nigra transplants in rats whose stria-
turn has been unilaterally denervated by Whether or not transplants of adrenal me-
6-OHDA; very few neurites are produced by dulla produce behavioral improvement in
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the primate model for Parkinson's disease compensatory changes in the host producedhas received surprisingly little attention. In by the transplant or the transplantation pro-human beings with Parkinson's disease the cedure do not suffice.
results have been mixed. As reported from If the capacity to reinnervate the striatumSweden. four patients received transplants and to deliver dopamine close to the normalof solid pieces of their own adrenal medulla target neurons is a prerequisite for trans-into either the caudate' or the putamen. 33 At plants to mediate locomotor recovery, thenbest the procedures produced transient im- the available experimental evidence sug-provement shown by brief reversal of motor gests that transplants of embryonic substan-
deficits and temporary decrease in the need tia nigra provide a more promising thera-for medication. More dramatic and sus- peutic possibility than adrenal medullatained improvement was reported by Ma- transplants. Two patients who received
drazo and colleagues 35 in a series of patients transplants of human fecal substantia nigrathat now totals over 40. The two patients de- tissue have not, however, shown major
scribed in their initial report showed a functional improvement after a 6-month pe-marked reduction in rigidity, akinesia, and riod of study.?4 Formidable technical prob-tremor that persisted for the duration of the lems need to be solved in the rodent and pri-follow-up periods of 3 and 10 months. The mate models of Parkinson's disease beforeoperation as performed in Mexico differed the still more difficult technical challengestechnically from that performed in Sweden as well as complicated legal and ethicalbecause the procedure was performed as an issues in humans are confronted.
open craniotomy, and the solid graft im-
planted into the caudate remained in con-
tact with the cerebrospinal fluid of the lat- TRANSPLANTS FOR SPINAL
eral ventricle. Differences in surgical CORDPINJURY
technique alone, however, are unlikely to
have accounted for the differing outcomes,
because other groups that have employed t @f the At
the same surgical procedure as was used by
the Mexican surgeons have been unable to Transplantation is far from proe iding areproduce their results. A sdyof 19 pa- practical approach to the treatment of pa-
reproduc thatcombined resultstudy of 1 tients with spinal cord disease or spinal cord
medical centers in the United States, for x- injury. Areas of embryonic brain as well asample, found onlyan increase in the periods whole pieces and cell suspensions preparedample, found opatnt ireaseond te pediiods from embryonic spinal cord have beenin which patients responded to medication shwtourieraplntonnote("on" time) and adecrease in the severity of shown to survive transplantation into theimpairment during the periods when the spinal cord of newborn and adult host rats,medication was ineffective ("off" time).o and the possibility that connections form be-Postoperative medical and behavioral com- tween neurons in the host and neurons inPostpertiv meica andbehvioal om- the transplant has begun to be evaluatedplications were also frequent. In general, the anpart ha mogunotogbe evalatethe results of the more than 100 operations using a variety of morphologic methods.

performed in the United States have shown The electrophysiologic and behavioral func-that the procedure produces "modest to ton of these tn vrsplanls is at an earlier stageslight benefits in only a proportion of pa- of study, and very little work has been donetients' "5 and have prompted considerable yet in the cat or primate.
skepticism about the success reported by
Madrazo and co-workers. 32 The operation Transplant Strategies
has failed when the transplant has not sur-
vived,"5 and when chromaffin cells have Transplant of Fetal
survived in the transplant but not synthe- Surasplal Neran
sized dopamine, 22 suggesting that in the upr'spln/ Neuronshuman with Parkinson's disease, graft sur- One implication of the transplant studiesvival and dopamine synthesis are necessary in the experimental models of Parkinson'sto improve motor performance and that disease is that some types of behavior can
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be improved by transplants that deliver neu- inating in the locus ceruleus also extend
rotransmitters and/or neurotrophic sub- axons into the regions of spinal cord to
stances to the vicinity of their targets, even if which locus ceruleus axons project in nor-
the transplants cannot reconstitute the dam- mal spinal cord and appear to contribute to
aged neuronal circuits in detail. One strat- the recovery of reflex stepping activity."
egy for using transplants to correct experi- The question of whether transplanted nor-
mental spinal cord injury has followed adrenergic axons establish synapses with
similar reasoning: that the appropriate their target neurons has not been studied,
neurons placed in proximity to their targets and therefore the anatomic basis for the re-
can restore some behaviors abolished byspi. covery mediated by noradrenergic neurons
nal cord injury even without the complete remains to be determined. Like transplants
restoration of damaged circuits.40 It is of embryonic substantia nigra in experimen-
known, for example, that the intravenous tal Parkinson's disease, these embryonic
administration of dopamine or the alpha2 - transplants of brainstem nuclei appear to
adrenergic agonist clonidine can elicit step- contribute to behavioral recovery by ex-
ping movements in cats with spinal cord tending axons into host neuropil. where
transection that allow them to walk on a they function by releasing neurotransmitter
treadmill.t 3 This action is thought to be due or neurotrophic substances close to their
to the activation of circuitry for locomotion normal targets. As in the parkinsonism
that is intrinsic to the spinal cord. It is also models, the transplants are successful even
known that serotonergic neurons are impor- though they have not been placed in their
tant in the supraspinal control of the spinal normal location and the neuronal circuits in
reflexes that mediate penile erection and which they participate normally have not
ejaculation and that administration of a sero- been restored.
tonin receptor agonist to rats with spinal
cord transection can induce ejaculation.3 7 T
Therefore, one approach has been to trans- Tnsants of Fetal Spinal Cord
plant supraspinal monoaminergic neurons Because the recovery f other behaviors
into the distal portion of spinal cord isolated abolished by spinal cord injury may require
bya lesion. Both catecholaminergic neurons more faithful reconstruction of damaged
known to be important for locomotor behav- circuits, a second strategy has been to use
ior and serotonergic neurons that mediate transplants of embryonic spinal cord in an
autonomic function have been used. Embry- effort to replace populations of damaged
onic noradrenergic neurons taken from neurons and restore neuronal connec-
locus ceruleus and serotonergic neurons tions.4" The transplant might then function
taken from the rhombencephalic raphe re- as a bridge across injured tissue, either by
gion extend processes up to 2 cm in length permitting the direct growth of lesioned
into host spinal cord and restore levels of axons into intact spinal segments or by per-
neurotransmitters that have been depleted mitting the formation of relays within the
experimentally by the use of neurotoxins40  graft. Embryonic spinal cord transplanted
or by spinal cord section. 46 Axons of trans- into a cavity in host spinal cord survives and
planted serotonergic neurons grow into the becomes integrated with lost neuropil.47
regions of spinal cord that receive 5-HT in- Grafts lack the characteristic butterfly ap-
nervation normally and establish morpho- pearance of normal spinal cord but contain
logically normal synaptic terminals with differentiated areas that resemble substantia
motoneurons in the ventral horn and with gelatinosa. 24 This resemblance to normal
neurons in the intermediolateral column.46 spinal cord encourages the expectation that
In addition, reflex ejaculation, which is transplants might replace damaged popula-
abolished in rats with spinal cord transec- tions of neurons and, with them, their nor-
tion, recovers in rats that receive transplants mal connections. One additional way in
of embryonic raphe,46 suggesting that be- which transplants of embryonic spinal cord
havioral recovery is related to the recovery may contribute to recovery of behavioral
of serotonergic innervation, function has already been demonstrated

Transplanted noradrenergic neurons orig- in newborn hosts, where transplants have
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been shown to rescue injured host rubro- transplants into newborn spinal cord have
spinal neurons otherwise destined to die.8  assisted in the recovery of complex behavior
Whether transplants to spinal cord can also that requires not only the reconstitution of
rescue axotomized neurons in adult hosts is precise input by supraspinal neurons but
currently being studied in several also intact afferent control of these supra-
laboratories, spinal neurons.

In newborn hosts, spinal cord transplants In adults, projections from host into trans-
have the capacity to act as bridges that sup- plant and from transplant into host are more
port the elongation of supraspinal axons modest, and damaged host axons do not tra-
into regions of intact spinal cord well below verse the full extent of the graft. 4 7 However,
the level of injury. Both serotonergic axons serotonergic axons from brainstem raphe
originating in neurons in the brainstem nuclei,4" axons from corticospinal neu-
raphe nuclei6 and the axons of corticospinal rons,' and primary afferent axons originat-
neurons' traverse transplants placed into le- ing in dorsal root ganglion neurons"6 regen-
sioned newborn thoracic spinal cord and es- erate into transplants, whereas they are un-
tablish projections within host spinal cord able to elongate into spinal cord in the
as far caudal as the lower lumbar levels. Ani- absence of a transplant (Fig. 14 - 1). Dorsal
mals with transplants perform better than root ganglion axons not only establish syn-
littermates with lesions alone on several apses with neurons within transplants (Fig.
tests of locomotor function, 2 ' consistent 14-2), but these synapses resemble in sev-
with the idea that the axons that grow into eral respemts those formed by dorsal root
host spinal cord caudal to the lesion contrib- ganglion axons within the dorsal horn of
ute to the improved performance. If so, then normal spinal cord.23 The establishment of
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FIGURE 14-1. Sagittae section of the I
interface (arrows) between tetal spinal .
cord transplant (MP) and host dorsal
root (DR) showing regenerated host .,
dorsal root axons within the trans- - T"
plant. The dorsal axons have been la- " Tfl --

baled to demonstrate calcitonin gene- ' ", "
related peptide irmnunoreactivity, -'" "
since this is a specific label for many of " "
the primary different axons that termi- ". 4 L.
nate in the dorsal horn of normal spinal
cord. (Bar - 100 pm.) "- .
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Al ' .j - slowing synapes formed by host
dorsal toot axon whwic has regener-
sted into the fetal spinal cord Vrans-

~ j I~ 2  ~ .. '~ i~qpo three different dengkih proline
(D). The dorsal root has beow labeled

morphologically normal synapses by an thought to be the contribution of the glia. es-
identified population of host neurons affer. pecially the astrocytes.
ent to the transplant encourages the idea
that relays of synaptically coupled neurons oseeofetlArcte
formed within transplants may allow the PSISSO ~a soye
transplants to act as bridges across damaged A third strategy for using transplants to
spinal Cord. Donor neurons in transplants mediate behavioral recovery after spinal
have in fact been shown to send axons cord injury is to use prostheses prepared
through the transplant into the peripheral from immature astrocytes as bridges that
nervous system of the host5 ' (Fig. 14-3). will promote the regeneration of damaged
Therefore it is at least possible that trans- central nervous system (CNS) axons. In the
plants Of fetal spinal cord have the capacity developing CNS, the surfaces of astrocytes
to restore a damaged motor reflex arc as well and astrocyte precursors provide an impor-
as to stimulate Or Support the regeneration tant substrate for neuron migration 3' and the
of axons otherwise unable to regrow. An im- outgrowth of neuronal processes.49"50 in-
portant component of these transplants is jured adult axons may retain or reacquire
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FIGURE 14-3. Dark-field photomicrographs of trans-
verse sections through a fetal spinal cord t•ransplat fol-

lowing injection of cholera toxin-conjugated horseradishperoxidase into the ipsiateral sciatic nerve A, Wtin the

transplant (TP) are the cell bodies of neurons whose
axons have grown out from the transplant and down the
sciatic nerve of the host. Regenerated host dorsal root
axons (DR) are also shown at the margin of the transplant.
(Bar - 200/ym.) B. The labeled cell bodies ae shown at
higher magnification. (Bar -- 100 pm.)

the capacity to growth along immature glia, showed an intense inflammatory reaction to

since astrocytes isolated from newborn the implant, along with hemorrhage and ca-
corpus callosum and trapped on a piece of vitation in the adjacent spinal cord and no
Millipore filter can stimulate the regrowth ingrowth of regenerating axons into the dor-
of damaged corpus callosum axons and sal horn. Animals that received implants
guide them across the site of injury to pro- coated with astrocytes showed a reduced in-
ject into normal regions of termination."3 In flammatory response and little hemorrhage
a first attempt to apply the same technique or cavitation. In these animals, regenerated
to the repair of the damaged spinal cord, the axons grew along the implant and termi-
L- 5 dorsal root was crushed approximately 2 nated within the dorsal horn, some after first
to 3 mm from the dorsal root entry zone, and following an aberrant circumferential path
a prosthesis consisting of a pennant-shaped around the dorsal horn. Although the exper-

piece of Millipore filter was coated with as- imental injury was mild compared with the
trocytes isolated from embryonic spinal massive tissue destruction seen in human
cord and inserted into the spinal cord so as spinal cord injury, and although the func-

to direct the crushed dorsal root axons into tional significance of the regeneration re-
the dorsal horn.26 Control animals that re- mains to be explored, the results of this
ceived implants not coated with astrocytes experiment suggest that transplanted astro-
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tia gelatinosa of the normal spinal cord. 0 1989 Academic

The differentiation of intracerebral and intraspinal Pl.. Inc
transplants of fetal (E14-E 15) rat spinal cord was stud-
ied to determine the extent to which myelin-free zones
in these embryonic grafts exhibit cytological features INTRODUCTION
and immunocytochemical characteristics of the sub-
stantia gelatinosa (SG) of the normal spinal cord. Im- Intracerebral grafts of fetal CNS (central nervous sys-
munocytochemical staining with antiserum to myelin tern) tissue have been shown to compensate for a variety
basic protein (MBP) revealed myelin-free areas of of functional deficits in experimental animal models,
varying proportions within fetal spinal cord grafts, through the replacement of neuronal circuitries or neu-
These regions were identified in both newborn and rotransmitters or by the production of neuronotrophic
adult recipients regardless of whether donor tissue was substances within the host brain (reviewed in (5, 7, 15,
grafted to heterotopic (intracerebral) or homotopic (in- 46). In recent years, there has been some enthusiasm for
traspinal) sites. As in the SG of the intact spinal cord, the application of fetal CNS tissue transplantation tech-
the myelin-free regions consisted mainly of small (7- niques to the problem of spinal cord injury (e.g. (3, 9, 10,
15 Am) diameter neurons. At the ultrastructural level, 13, 14, 21, 34, 39)). Together, these reports indicate that
these cells were surrounded by a neuropil composed of
numerous small caliber, unmyelinated axons and inter- intraspinal transplantation results in the survival and
mediate-sized dendrites. Synaptic terminals in these integration of embryonic donor tissue in both neonatal
areas were primarily characterized by the presence of adans nti otxebyncCStsarea wee pimailychaacteize bythepreenc ofsue may be used to promote repair by bridging the lesion
clear, round vesicles, although granular vesicles were ayd t o pro mote rai rid th e leion
occasionally found within these terminals. Immunocy- and thus providing a favorable matrix through which ax-
tochemical staining demonstrated met- and leu-en- ons can grow (8, 31, 36). In other cases, fetal grafts may

kephalin-, neurotensin-, substance P-, and somato- be used to replace supraspinal inputs to motoneuron

statin-like immunoreactive elements within these my- pools caudal to the lesion (6, 10, 31, 32, 34).
elin-free areas. Thus, regions within embryonic spinal A third strategy for functional repair involves the in-
cord grafts undergo some topographical differentiation troduction of fetal neurons into the lesion site. The inte-
which parallels that of the normal superficial dorsal gration of transplanted tissue with the host neuronal el-
horn. The presence of SG-like regions illustrates the ements could allow for the formation of a neuronal relay
potential capacity of fetal spinal cord transplants for by establishing intersegmental connections (e.g. (31,
replacing some intraspinal neuronal populations at the 36)). In particular, homotopic grafts could serve as a
site of a spinal cord injury in neonatal and adult ani- source of specific intraspinal neuronal populations with
mals. These graft regions may serve as a source of in- an inherent potential for integrating with synaptic cir-
tersegmental projection neurons or establish an exten- cuits above and below the injury. Therefore, recent at-
sive intrinsic circuitry similar to that seen in the nor- tention has been given to the intraspinal transplanta-
mal SG. In addition, the definition of these areas tion of embryonic spinal cord tissue into both acute and
provides a useful model to study the innervation pat- chronic lesion sites in the rat spinal cord (21, 38, 39, 40).
terns of host axons that typically project to the substan- The survival, host-graft integration, and connectivity of

'Current address; Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology, such homotopic grafts have been examined (21, 39, 51).

Georgetown University School of Medicin,, Washington, DC 20007 In addition, some degree of homotypic differentiation
'Current address: Department, of Anatomy and Neurobiology, has been indicated by studies in which fetal spinal cord

Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63110. transplants were placed into intracerebral or intraspinal
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cavities (37-40). In these preliminary investigations, For intraspinal transplants into adult animals, lami-

distinct myelin-free regions were observed in matured nectomies were performed at cervical, thoracic, or lum-
grafts, leading to the hypothesis that these unmvelin- hai" spinal levels. The grafts were introduced into an
ated areas corresponded to the superficial dorsal horn- aspirative lesion cavity, 3-4 mm in length, consisting of
especially the substantia gelatinosa (SG)-of the nor- either an extensive dorsal funiculotomy or a transverse
mal spinal cord. hemisection. Newborn rats were anesthetized by hypo-

In the present study we have examined in more depth thermia and received a laminectomy just caudal to the
the myelin-free regions of fetal spinal cord grafts to de- blood supply of the dorsal fat pad (T 5-T,). Transplants
termine the extent to which these areas develop cellular were then placed into a transversc hemisection of the
and ultrastructural characteristics of the normal SG. In spinal cord measuring 3 mm in length. After placement
addition, immunocytochemistry was used to determine of the grafts in both the neonatal and adult recipients.
whether some peptidergic elements normally seen in the the dural incision was closed as previously described, the
mature superficial dorsal horn are also seen in the mye- overlying muscles were sutured in layers, and the skin
lin-free regions. In order to evaluate the intrinsic differ- incisions were closed with wound clips.

entiation of this region under a variety of conditions, For each transplantation session, pregnant Sprague-
grafts were placed into spinal or supraspinal levels and Dawley rats were maintained unier deep chloral hydrate
into newborn and adult recipients. anesthesia (400 mg/kg) and fetuses were removed as do-

nor tissue was required. Fetusea vere transferred to ster-
ile tissue culture medium (Dulbecco's modified essential

MATERIALS AND METHODS medium) in which the spinal cord was isolated. The fetal
meninges (except for the pia mater) were then peeled

Animal Groups away as a continuous sheath, resulting in the detach-
ment of spinal ganglia. Whole segments of donor tissue,

Thirty-nine adult (200-300 g) Sprague-Dawley 3-4 mm in length, were then introduced into the lesion
(Zivic-Miller, Allison Park, PA) rats of either sex re- cavities as previously described. To determine if the
ceived either intracerebral (N = 15) or intraspinal (N differentiation of SG regions was dependent upon affer-
= 24) implants of E14 or E l ., spinal cord tissue (Day Eo ent innervation from surrounding host tissue, two in-
= day of insemination). A total of 15 newborn rat pups traspinal transplants (adult recipients) were intention-

(less than 72 h after birth) received intraspinal trans- ally isolated from the recipient cord by cografting pieces
plants of embryonic spinal cord tissue, of the embryonic meninges which established a connec-

tive tissue capsule around the donor tissue.
Surgery

The surgical procedures used for intracerebral and in- Light and Electron Microscopy

traspinal transplantation were identical to those pre- At random intervals from 1 to 4 months after trans-
viously described (8, 39, 41). In brief, adult rats were an- plantation, 10 intracerebral and 15 intraspinal recipi-

esthetized with ketamine (60-70 mg/kg) and xylazine ents (12 adult, 3 newborn) were anesthesized with a le-
(10 mg/kg) and administered a preoperative dose of pen- thai dose of sodium pentobarbital and perfused through

icillin (Wyeth, Bicillin C-R; approximately 60,000 U, the heart with ",.9% NaCI followed by 5.0% glutaralde-
in). Intracerebral transplants were placed into a poste- hyde and 4.0% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate
rior cortical cavity made by aspirating portions of the buffer. One adult recipient was sacrificed after 6 months

occipital cortex and hippocampal formation at the level to determine if any obvious changes in SG development
of the superior colliculus (48). After hemostasis was occurred at longer survival times. Following the perfu-
achieved, the donor tissue was placed on the vascular sion, graft-containing segments were then excised and

bed of the choroid fissure. The remainder of the cavity divided into several transverse or longitudinal slices.
was filled with gelfoam, the craniotomy was repaired The specimens were subsequently osmicated, dehy-

with bone wax, and the scalp incision was closed with drated, and embedded in Epon for plastic thick section-
surgical wound clips, ing. Regions of the grafts classified as "SG-like" were

FIG. 1. Identification of myelin-free areas. (a) Pattern of PAP staining with antiserum against MBP in a transverse section of a normal
rat thoracic spinal cord, showing the myelin-free regions in the superficial dorsal horn (arrows). (hb Anti-MBP staining in a 2-month intraspinal
transplant (T1 and surrounding host intermediate gray (Hg) and lateral white matter 1Hw) (horizontal section. Three myelin-free patches are
seen at the edge of the transplant (arrows). (c) Enlargement of boxed region in (b). Myelinated axons (arrow) cross through this otherwise
unmyelinated area. t)otted line highlights the host/graft interface. (d) ToLuidine-blue-stained 2-Mrm section of another intraspinal graft showing
myelinated regions containing larger neurons and unmyelinated patches similar tot hose in (c). (e. f) Adjacent saggital sections from an intraspi-
nal transplant illustrates the correspondence between an MBIP-negative region and an enlargement of the same area (arrowheads) which is
occupied by small cells and processes. Magnification hars in (a). (h). and (e I 2-1- 20 n; and in (c), 1d), and I0 0 51) im.
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trimmed, and thin _-ctions wcre surveyed at the ultra- washes in PBS and 0.05 M Tris buffer (pH 7.6), the ir-
structural level. munocytochemical reaction product was developed in a

0.05 M Tris buffer solution containing 0.05% 3,3'-diami-
Immunocytochemistry nobenzidine hydrochloride (Sigma), 0.3% HO•. Anti-

At similar intervals, the remaining intracerebral, and body specificity '-,as verified by the absence of immuno-

22 of the intraspinal graft recipients were perfused 4.0% reactive elements when primary antibody was replaced

paraformaldehyde in 0. 1 M Sorenson's phosphate buffer with antiserum preabsorbed with 50 /g/ml of peptide.parforaldhyd in0.1M oresons pospatebufer For immunofluorescence visualization of met-ENK

(pH 7.4). The remaining 2 intraspinal recipients were and NT, froz e sec e a lides an d

sacrificed at 8 and 9 months, respectively. Graft-con- asd several t In wBS at ro temp er The
taining specimens were excised and prepared for etither wse eea ie nPSa omtmeaue h
cryostaming spcmes wre eised and40 preparedtforneither slides were then incubated in primary antiserum either
cryostat (15 jrm) or Vibratome (25-40 jim) sectioning.toT:50rmtN(1S or:l0atCoer

Specmenbloks ued or mmunfluresent taiingto NT (1:500) or met-ENK (1:500 or 1:1000) at 4VC ove Ir-
Specimen blocks used for immunofluorescent staining night in a moist chamber. The sections were again

were transferred through a graded series of 10, 20, and nighed sectiims were in

30% sucrose in 0.1 Mphosphate buffer at V~C for at least washed several times with PBS and incubated in fluo-
2 hsuorachste .n The blocks were frozen after a final rescein-isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated to goat anti-2hfor each step. Th lcswr rznatrafnlrabbit IgG (Miles/Sigma) at a dilution of 1:50 for 30 mai

overnight rinse in 30% sucrose. Resulting sections were at 37C File sec tio w wh and or -

then processed for either the indirect immunofluores- slipped win all at e.

cence or peroxidase-antiperoxidase (PAP) method (49) slipped with n-propyl gallate.

using primary antisera raised in rabbits against met- and
leu-enkephalin (met- or leu-ENK), neurotensin (NT), RESULTS
substance P (SP), or somatostatin (SOM) obtained from
Immunonuclear Corp. (Stillwater, MN). Care was taken Light Microscopy and Cytological Characteristics
to maintain sections in serial order; the first and the last
sections in a given series were stained with antiserum to Sections of normal rat spinal cord, when stained with
Myelin Basic Protein (MBP; provided by Dr. L. F. Eng, antiserum directed against myelin basic protein (MBP),
Palo -.to, CA, VA Medical Center) to identify the my- exhibit a characteristic pattern of myelin distribution.
elin-free regions under investigation. The intervening Specifically, the long fiber tracts appear densely stained,
sections were stained with the antisera to some or all of while a moderate staining reflects the presence of my-
the peptides listed above. In addition, sections from the elinated fibers coursing throughout most of the central
thoracic spinal cord of normal rats were processed with gray matter. The most striking feature of thie prepara-
the same techniques to illustrate normal characteristics tion, as also seen with conventional myelin stains, is the
and staining patterns within the substantia gelatinosa. superficial dorsal horn. This corresponds to the cytoar-
Two intracerebral graft recipients received injections of chitecturally defined substantia gelatinosa (SG), which
colchicine (20 uil, 10 mg/ml, Sigma) directly into the stands out against the background of intense myelin im-
transplant 48 and 24 h prior to sacrifice to reveal neuro- munoreactivity due to the paucity of myelinated axons
nal cell bodies. in this region of gray matter.

For PAP staining, tissue sections were incubated Fetal spinal cord transplants were stained with anti-
overnight at room temperature in primary antiserum di- MBP to examine the differentiation of the grafts. All of
luted to 1:2000 with a solution of 0.3% Triton X- 100 in the transplants examined with this technique were
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 10% nor- heavily myelinated as indicated by areas of very dense
mal goat serum. The sections were washed several times staining. In addition, large regions exhibiting moderate
in PBS and then incubated in goat anti-rabbit IgG (Coo- immunoreactivity similar to normal gray matter were
per Biomedical or Sternberger-Meyer) diluted 1:10 with evident. Also, the transplants usually contained one or
the primary antiserum diluent for 45-60 min at room more areas which were conspicuous due to the marked
temperature. After a rinse with PBS, the sections were absence of MBP-like staining (Figs. lb. 1c, and le).
incubated for 45 min in rabbit PAP (Cooper Biomedical These myelin-free areas typically assumed a convoluted
or Sternberger-Meyer) diluted 1:50. Following several configuration within the grafts, and appeared as either

FIG. 2. Cytology of the normal SG and SG-like regions in FSC grafts. ta, c) Two-micrometer toluidine blue-stained transverse sections
from the normal adult rat dorsal horn (laminae I-V) and the SG (larnina I1). Neurons within the SG are tightly packed and contain large nuclei
with prominent indentations (arrowheads). Most of the unmyelinated processes in this region course perpendicular to the plane of section. An
unmyelinated region from an El, intracerebral graft (b) strongly resembles the normal dorsal horn (in this figure, the host tissue cannot be
seen). Larger neur-)ns. such as the one here (arrow), were rarely found. At a higher magnification (d), the cells within the SG-like regions
resemble their counterparts in the normal SG. However, the processes lack the longitudinal orientation characteristic of the normal dorsal
horn. Magnificatiorn bars in (a) and (b) = 50 um; and in (c) and (dl = 10 pm.
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single or multiple patches or long strips of neuropil de- there were also some obvious differences in the distribu-
pending upon the plane of section. In many cases, these tion of cells and neuritic processes. Whereas in the in-
regions were located near the periphery of the grafts tact spinal cord, SG neurons can be differentiated into
(Fig. 1b): however, they were not always restricted to the two layers (i.e., IIi and Ilo, Refs. (34) and (49)), no obvi-
margins of the transplants, as some myelin-free areas ous cytoarchitectural lamination was seen in the trans-
were located more centrally (Fig. le). Myelinated axons plants. It was interesting to note that some of the larger
frequently curved along the surfaces of these unstained cells within the myelinated regions were closely apposed
regions, and in some cases, a few anti-MBP-stained pro- to the border of the unmyelinated zones. These general
cesses - -aversed the myelin-free zones in a radial fash- cellular relationships were similar to the approximat !on
ion, reminiscent of the pattern of myelinated primary of lamina III and IV neurons with the normal SG. In
afferents projecting to deeper layers of the gray matter addition, many small, circular neuritic profiles were seen
in the normal spinal cord (Fig. 1c). in transverse sections of the normal SG, thus reflecting

With the perspective derived from MBP-stained their orientation parallel to the longitudinal axis of the
grafts, examination of toluidine blue-stained sections of spinal cord. In contrast, the neuritic processes in the my-
FSC transplants revealed areas that appeared to corre- elin-free areas of the grafts seemed more randomly orga-
spond with the MBP-free regions. These 2-pm sections nized with many longitudinally sectioned profiles being
demonstrated extensive myelination within all of the seen.
grafts st :died, as well as numerous myelin-deficient ar-
eas embedded within the dense matrix of myelinated do- Electron Microscopy
nor tissue. These regions developed regardless of
whether the grafts were placed into intracerebral or in- Neurons within the normal substantia gelatinosa w,'re
traspinal cavities or into immature or mature recipients. generally spheroid (Fig. 3a) or fusiform (Fig. 3b) in

To determine whether the myelin-free areas identified shape. The perikarya ranged from 8-20 pm in diameter,
in various grafts by immunohistochemistry or in plastic and, as seen with the light microscope, they usually con-
thick sections were indeed equivalent, one specimen was tained a large nucleus within a narrow rim of cytoplasm.
processed so that for each MBP-stained section there These cells were embedded in a neuropil that primarily
was an adjacent 100-pm section embedded in plastic. In consisted of tightly packed small, unmyelinated axons
this specimen, all of the zones that failed to show MBP and small to intermediate-sized dendrites. Nearly all of
immunoreactivity, but were surrounded by myelinated the synapses identified within the SG were axodendritic
fascicles, were closely in register with a homogenous un- in nature (Fig. 3b). In addition, numerous large glomeru-
myelinated area in the adjacent toluidine blue-stained lar complexes were evident in these normal sections
section (Figs. le and If). (Figs. 3a and 3c).

Further examination of these regions in plastic sec- A survey of the unmyelinated regions within FSC
tions revealed that similarities between the myelin-free transplants revealed many of the same characteristics
areas of FSC grafts and the normal superficial dorsal (Fig. 4). The neurons in these areas were of comparable
horn included more than the common absence of my- size and contained large nuclei with prominent indenta-
elinated fibers. As in the normal substantia gelatinosa tions. The cells were closely spaced, and were sur-
(Figs. 2a and 2c), the unmyelinated zones of matured rounded by compact neuropil consisting of small axons
transplants consisted of numerous small cells (7-15 Mm) (0.1-0.3 'm) and intermediate-sized dendrites (0.4-1.6
having a rather thin rim of cytoplasm surrounding a um). Occasionally, small bundles of unmyelinated pro-
prominent nucleus. The nuclei of these cells, as of those cesses were seen which resembled the fascicles in the
in the normal superficial dorsal horn, were round or oval normal SG. However, most of the axons and dendrites
and often exhibited large clefts (cf. Figs. 2c and 2d). were more randomly oriented. Except for an occasional
These cells differed considerably from the larger neu- swollen neuritic profile containing lysosomes rind degen-
rons (14-50 pzm in diameter) that were found within the erating mitochondria, axonal and dendritic processes
myelinated regions of the transplants. The presence of did not display any irregular cytological characteristics.
larger neurons within the unmyelinated areas was very In a few transplants, hypertrophic astrocytic processes
rare. were observed (Fig. 5b), but in general, fibrous glial pro-

In contrast with the fact that the normal SG and my- cesses were relatively uncommon in both the normal SG
elin-free graft areas shared many common features, and transplant myelin-free areas.

FIG. 3. Ultrastructure of the normal SG. (a) Transverse section contains a neuronal cell body (n) and the compact neuropil containing
abundant axodendritic synapses (ad) interspersed with longitudinal bundles of unmyelinated processes (arrows). These fascicles are more

difficult to discern in the oblique section in (b). Large glomerular complexes associated with primary afferent terminals were often found within
these regions (large arrowheads in (a, also (c). Filamentous glial processes 1*' were rarely encountered within the neuropil of these normal

specimens. Magnification bars in (a) and (b) : 2.5 um: and in (c) = 0.5 Mum.
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normal substantia gelatinosa. These general criteria, ther revealed some degree of overlap in their distribu-
though intriguing, do not provide sufficient proof of the tions. These studies by Henschen et al., in combination
exact nature of the myelin-free areas in the grafts. In with our present findings, confirm the differentiation of
this context, it is well recognized that other characteris- peptide-containing regions within FSC grafts. The cor-
tics make this region distinct from the rest of the gray respondence of some of these regions with myelin-free
matter in the intact spinal cord. In particular, the abun- areas, as identified with anti-MBP staining in this study,
dance of small cells led Rexed (43) to make the distinc- further underszores the proposed homology of these re-
tion of lamina II of the cat spinal cord. More recent stud- gions with the substantia gelatinosa.
ies of the ultrastructure of this region have also served The identification of these myelin-free regions with
to define the types of processes and synaptic profiles that antibody staining against MBP has provided the basis
distinguish the substantia gelatinosa (lamina II) from for a comparison of the patterns of peptide staining as
the surrounding marginal layer (lamina I) and nucleus they relate to other features that characterize the nor-
proprius (lamina I11) (35,50). Additional identifying fea- mal substantia gelatinosa. This comparison sets the
tures have been noted through the use of immunocyto- stage for further studies concerned with the develop-
chemical techniques, which have demonstrated a variety ment of appropriate synaptic relationships between pep-
of peptide-containing cells and fibers (reviewed in (17, tidergic neurons in FSC transplants.
22, 26, 44). With these characteristic cytological and im-
munocytochernical features as a basis for comparison, Developmental Implications
the present study has provided additional evidence in The observation that fetal spinal cord tissue can ex-
support of the organotypic differentiation of substantia hibit some degree of organotypic development is consis-
gelatinosa-like regions in transplants of fetal spinal cord tent with other studies showing that transplants of em-
tissue. In FSC transplants examined with light and elec- bryonic brain regions can achieve cytoarchitectural and
tron microscopy, we have observed cytological and ultra- ultrastructural characteristics corresponding to those of
structural features which closely resemble those found the homologous areas in the intact CNS (e.g. (2, 3, 24,
in the normal SG. In addition, a major finding of this 25, 27)). Fetal spinal cord tissue has also been shown to
study is the demonstration of a frequent correspondence exhibit some cytoarchitectural or immunocytochemical
between these myelin free areas and regions of dense im- characteristics resembling the normal dorsal horn when
munoreactivity obtained with antibodies to several pep- grown in tissue culture (30, 47) or in oculo (19). In this
tides which are normally associated with the substantia regard, the present findings also show that the differen-
gelatinosa. At the same time, we have noted some inter- tiation of the myelin-free areas occurs irrespective of the
esting discrepancies that may reflect altered develop- graft site or maturity of the recipient CNS.
mental mechanisms following transplantation, as well The presence of a dorsal horn component in FSC
as some implications of how these grafts may be used to grafts examined in this study may be related to the de-
study aspects of axonal connectivity in relation to spinal velopmental timing of this region of the spinal cord. Pre-
cord injury and repair. vious studies of spinal cord histogenesis in the rat (1, 33)

have indicated that there is a peak at approximately E 15-

Myelin-Free Areas and Peptidergic Elements Els in the generation of neurons which ultimately com-
prise the dorsal horn. These cells then migrate with the

Using antibodies to met- and leu-enkephalin, neuro- majority of neuroblasts reaching the presumptive dorsal

tensin, substance P, and somatostatin, we have noted in horn region 2 days later. The maturation of the SG-like

mature FSC transplants the presence of defined patches areas in fetal spinal cord grafts must therefore occur af-

of dense immunoreactivity which resemble staining pat- ter transplantation, since donor tissue in our experi-

terns in the suoerficial dorsal horn. In addition, we have ments was obtained at E 14-Eli. These considerations

identified some ENK-containing cells within FSC grafts pertaining to cell birthdate.s ind onset of migration also

both with and without colchicine treatment, suggest that the clustering oi small neurons into the SG-
Similar discreet areas of dense immunoreactivity to like regions may be due to the persistence of intrinsic

anti-ENK have been observed in previous studies of recognition cues which influence the aggregation of
FSC grafts transplanted in oculo (4), and a more compre- these cells during normal development. These intrinsic

hensive analysis of the peptidergic composition of these cues are retained whether the graft is placed into homo-
grafts has been recently reported (20). In the latter topic or heterotopic sites, or when it is isolated from host

study, comparisons were made between the patterns of afferent inputs in situ (intraspinal isolates) or in vitro.

immunoreactivity to eight neuropeptides in FSC grafts
in oculo and the distribution of the same peptides in the Anomalous Features of the Substantia
normal spinal cord. The results indicated the presence Gelatinosa-Like Regions
of regions of dense immunoreactivity following staining While many features of the myelin-free regions of
with antibodies to peptides intrinsic to the SG, and fur- FSC grafts reflect a homology with the normal SG, it
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must be emphasized that the correspondence was not unmyelinated primary afferent fibers in this region pro-
perfect. Our observations have also identified several as- vides the basis for theories as to its role in the modula-
pects of these areas which represent a departure from tion and gating of pain and reflex functions (28, 52).
the normal organization of the mature superficial dorsal Szentagothai (50) used Golgi stains and degeneration
horn. For example, the myelin-free graft regions lack the techniques to reveal the morphology and projection pat-
precise orientation and formation of a dorsolateral cap, terns of SG neurons, and proposed that the SG is pri-
the parallel longitudinal arrangement of neuronal ,ro- marily a closed system, dominated by local projection
cesses, and the definition between the outer md inner neurons that extend no more than two or three seg-
layers of lamina 11 observed in the normal SG. It is likely ments. More recent evidence obtained with axonal trac-
that some of these differences are related to specific as- ing techniques has shown that at least some of these SG
pects of the grafting procedure, such as the initial orien- neurons can project as far as the medulla (18) and thala-
tation of the graft tissue, donor age, and changes in the mus (53). Therefore, the differentiation of SG areas
precise timing of developmental cues (24). In addition, within FSC transplants suggests a source of intrinsic
the topography of some of these transplants may be dis- modulatory cells as well as some projection neurons that
torted, and therefore contribute to the organizational may play a role in the formation of a neural relay for
differences observed. The differentiation of organotypic somatosensory information.
regions within an abnormal cytoarchitectural frame- It is not known which region of the embryonic neu-
work has also been observed in other types of fetal CNS roaxis is best suited to restore function in the injured
transplants (e.g. (29)). spinal cord. However, successful repair of damaged neu-

Another factor that may contribute to the atypical ral networks may require the reconstruction of certain
features observed here is the deafferented state of the suprasegmental and intraspinal circuits. Our recent
transplant. As noted in our electron microscopic results, studies have shown that in some instances, homotopic
these SG-like graft regions lacked the synaptic termi- grafts are innervated in varying degrees by host seroto-
nals characteristic of primary afferent innervation, and nergic and primary afferent fibers (8, 38, 39, 51). Both of
in many ways resembled the ultrastructure of a deaffer- these axonal systems, as well as many other identifiable
ented newborn or adult dorsal horn (12, 23, 42). In addi- fiber populations normally project to the SG. Because
tion, the developing grafts may also be lacking any de- these SG-like areas are easily identified within FSC
scending modulation present in the normal spinal cord. transplants, and because the afferent innervation of tie
Therefore, rather than being indicative of aberrant de- normal SG is well characterized, this transplantation
velopment, the atypical features recorded may instead model should provide a valuable opportunity for testing
reflect the normal development of SG-regions in the ab- thp ahilitv of host axons to recognize regions of these
sence of afferent input. Such a situation would not only grafts with similar cytological and peptidergic character-
alter the patterns of migration and lead to cytoarchitec- istics to the SG of the normal spinal cord. Such informa-
tural differences, but might also prevent the normal ex- tion can be useful in further understanding the potentiali
pression of neuropeptides and neurotransmitters. of the grafts to reconstruct specific circuitries in the in-

Along these lines, we also noted some subtle differ- jured spinal cord.
ences in the pattern of peptide cell staining in the FSC
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CHAPTER 27

Enhancement of adult dorsal root regeneration by
embryonic spinal cord transplants

A. Tessler', B.T. Himesa, C. Rogahna, J. Houleb and P.J. Reierb

Philadelphia VA Hospital and Departments of Anatomy and Neurology, The Medical College of Pennsylvania. Phuadelphia.
PA 19129 and , Departments of Neurosurgery cnd Neuroscience, College of Medicine, Unt versity of Florida. Gainewille. FL

32160. U.S.A.

Introduction P and somatostatin derive from several sources,
but one of these markers is the neuropeptide

Transplants of embryonic spinal cord have been calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), which in
shown to survive in the spinal cord of adult (Patel the dorsal horn originates only from the dorsal
and Bernstein, 1983; Reier et al., 1986a) and roots (Gibson et al., 1984).
newborn (Bregman and Reier, 1986) host rats and In several respects the potential for regeneration
to develop regions that resemble the substantia and plasticity of DRG neurons resembles that of
gelatinosa of normal adult spinal cord (Reier et al., other adult mammalian central neurons. " )r ex-
1986b). Homotopic grafts may therefore replace ample, following axotomy in adults, the cut dorsal
specific circuits and eventually provide a strategy roots regenerate, but growth into the spinal cord is
for repairing the damaged spinal cord. In order to abortive (reviewed in Reier et al., 1983; Reier,
understand the mechanisms by which transplants 1986). Furthermore, following axotomy of adja-
may mediate repair, it is of interest to determine cent dorsal roots, the synaptic terminals of spared
whether transplants can receive projections from dorsal roots show changes of morphological
neurons that terminate in normal spinal cord and plasticity that resemble those described elsewhere
whether the targets of these projections resemble in the CNS (Murray et al., 1987). Whether em-
their normal counterparts. The central processes of bryonic spinal cord transplants will enhance the
dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons offer advan- regeneration of dorsal roots has not yet been deter-
tages for these studies since their terminations in mined. In the present study we show that regenera-
normal spinal cord are well defined and readily tion occurs and that CGRP-containing axons are
traced (Brown, 1981). Not only is the anatomical among those that regenerate.
organization well understood, but a number of
transmitter-related substances have been identified Materials and methods
in at least one part of the gray matter, the dorsal
horn. Since DRG cells normally project to the Sprague-Dawley rats (200- 300 g) received trans-
substantia gelatinosa, homotopic grafts provide a plants of E14 or E15 spinal cord at the level of the
target for these axons. Therefore, regeneration by lumbar enlargement using techniques that have
primary afferent fibers into transplants can be been described (Reier et al., 1986). A 2-3 mm
demonstrated because specific markers exist for length of one side of the spinal cord was resected,
sfibpopulations of DRG neurons and these and the adjacent dorsal roots were sectioned. The
markers disappear from normal spinal cord transplant was then introduced into the cavity, the
following dorsal rhizotomy (Dodd and Jessell, severed dorsal root stumps that remained attached
1985). Several of these markers such as substance to the DRGs of origin were juxtaposed to the
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transplant, and the wound was closed. After post- ed, and transplants were processed for the
operative surviva!s of two to nine months, dorsal visualization of HRP according to the TMB pro-
roots regenerating into transplants were labeled tocol of Mesulam (1978).
with one of three techniques. The original wound Host rats were perfused, and cryostat sections
was reopened, and the dorsal roots which entered cut at 15 Am through the transplants were process-
the graft were identified. The roots were transected ed on slides for the peroxidase-antiperoxidase
5 - 6 mm from the insertion site and labeled with method (Sternberger, 1979) L,ýing techniques
a solution of 10076 HRP (horseradish peroxidase) previously described (Tessler et al., 1980). Primary
and 107 WGA-HRP (wheat germ agglutinin-con- antisera raised in rabbits against human CGRP
jugated horseradish peroxidase) using a method were obtained from Peninsula Laboratories (Bel-
similar to that described by Beattie et al. (1978). mont, CA) and used in I : 16 000 dilution. An-
After 24-48 h survivals the animals were perfus- tibody specificity was verified by the absence of
ed, and transplants vwere processed for HRP immunoreactive elements when primary antibody
visualization using 3,3'-diaminobenzidine (DAB) was replaced with antiserum preabsorbed with 50
as the chromagen followed by cobalt chloride in- ug/ml of CGRP or with CGRP alone.
tensification (Adams 1981) or using the tetra-
methylbenzidine (TMB) protocol of Mesulam Results
(1978).

The sciatic nerve ipsilateral to the transplant was
labeled at the mid-thigh level with an intraneural Areas of apposition developed between transplants
injection of either 2% WGA-HRP or 0.7507a and host dorsal roots and spinal cord. However,
cholera toxin-conjugated HRP (CT-HRP) using a the continuity between host dorsal roots and
modification of the method described by Harrison transplants was interrupted by glial and connective
et al. (1984). After 48 h, the animals were perfus- tissue scarring which varied in intensity not only
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between animials but also in different areas of the Injecting WGA-HiRP or CT-HRP int [thc
same interface. sciatic nerse: of seven host rats~ led to a tcacutonf

Anterograde labeling (inJury filling) showed that product in transplants consisten. Aith trans-
host dorsal - ots had grown into ten of t~s'elve ganglionic labeling, of regenerated dorsal foots.
transplants 'ý,idicd with this method (Fig. 1A). The reaction pr 'duct appeared pritmarilý as
Predominantly small- and mnedium-caliber dorsal clusters of fine ariuics, and less often as in-
root axons were labeled. They penetrated the dividual fibers (1-ig. 2). This label g'enerally re-
grafts as far as 3 mmi but most remained within mained close to the dorsal roo~t-transplant finter-
2 mmn of the dorsal root-transplant interface. face, but some fibers extended for at least 1,5 mmn
Labeled axons did not grow through the entire within the grafts. Dorsal roots di6 not grow, across
rostral-,audal extent of grafts (approximately transplants into host spinal cord.
4 mm) or pass through the transplant to enter host In two recipients with tracer injected into the
spinal cord in spite of the areas of fusion between sciatic nerve we found occasional retrogradel\
transpi.ints and host spinal cord. Within the grafts labeled cells within the transplants and in another
dilatations occurred along 'ie labeled axons, and two recipients we found a few retrot -adely labeled
many of the fibers ' swed extensive spray-like ar- cells in host spinal cord contraiuteral to the
borizations and var ýities (Fig. I B). None (, f the transplants. One specimen contained both types ot
transplants studied ~ith this technique showed labeled neurons. Cells filled w4ithin transplants,
retrograde cell body labeling, were multipolar neurons measuring up to 37.5 /Im
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Fig, 1. Sagirtal section of an embryonic spinat cord transplant in adult host spinal cord two month% after transplantation. Host dor~sal
roots were labeled with a mixture of HRP and W(GA-HRP_ A- Severat tabeled dorsal roots ý,rc 'hown (at arrow) I 00ic haksc
regenerated into the transplant. x 109. B. Higher magnification %iew 01 labeled hosi dorsat roots within transplant, Niomrnk; Optic.
x 440. Section-, count erstair. -d with neutral red.
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in their longest dimension and Acere located in the

ventral or central regions of the gratis (Fiv. 2).
Labeled host neurons wvere located ,entrolateral to
the central canal in laminae VIII and X of Rexed
and included multipolar cells measuring up to 277.5
pm in their longest dimension.

CGRP immunoreactive fibers entered the
transplants from the host dorsal root, arborized
extensively, and displayed varicosities along their
length (Fig. 3). They were present in the six cases
studied. Most were clustered %ithin I mm of the
dorsal root-transplant interface, but some
penetrated more deeply, and occasional processes
traversed the entire dorsal-ventral extent of the
transplant (1 -2 mm). Immunoreactive fibers ex-
tended up to to 3 mm in the rostral-caudal plane.
Occasional perikarya staining for CGRP wasfound in the grafts but only rarely in the regions of
the fibers.

Discussion

Regeneration appears to depend on an interaction
between the injured axon's intrinsic capacity to
regrow and the environment in which the regrowth
must occur. Some axons regenerate even within the
generally unfavorable context of the mammalian
central nervous system (CNS) (Kawaguchi et al.,
1986). Other central neurons do not ordinarily
regenerate, but regrowth of their axons can be pro-
moted by grafts of peripheral (Aguayo, 1985) or
fetal CNS (reviewed in Bjorklund and Stenevi,
1984) tissue. Exposed to the same type of graft.
however, populations of neurons differ in their
regenerative capacity (Aguayo, 1985), suggesting
"that some central neurons may be extremelk
limited in their ability to regrow or that the condi-
tions necessary to elicit their growth are not pro-
vided by the usual grafts. Understandng the extent
to which regeneration is limited by the metabolic
features of neurons themselves (Skene and
Willard, 1981; Barron 1983) and the conditions
necessary to stimulate growth are fundamental to

Fig, 2. Darkfield photomicrographs of transverse sections efforts to promote regeneration within the damag-
through a fetal spinal cord transplant following CT-HRP injec- ed CNS.
tion into ipsilateral sciatic nerve. A. This photomicrograph DRG neurons provide a single system in which
shows dorsal root regeneration up to, but not within the many of these questions can be investigated. The
transplant. Labeling is seen in the dorsal root entry zone, but
not past the host-transplant interface. x 73. B. This transected peripheral processes of these neurons
photomicrograph shows regeneration of host dorsal roots into readily regenerate. The severed central processes
the transplant. x 73. also regenerate, but only within the peripheral por-
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tion of the dorsal root, and not into the spinal cord Abrahams and Svkett, 1986). These results can he
(Stensaas et aL., 1979; Bignami et al., 1984). interpreted in several ways: (1) that the imma ure
Failure to enter the spinal cord therefore appears environment is more permissive of regrowth than
to be limited by the environment at the dorsal root the adult and/or (2) it is more capable of enhanc-
entry zone rather than by the inherent inability of ing the regenerative response of injured neurons.
the axons to regrow (reviewed in Reier et al., 1983: DRG neurons have been classified into
Reier, 1986). Although the transplant may act by subgroups based on criteria such as size and im-
enhancing the regenerative vigor of the cell, thus munocytochemical staining characteristics (sum-
allowing the growing axons to penetrate the dorsal marized in Dodd and Jessell, 1985). These
root-spinal cord interface, the present results fur- subgroups may differ in their capacity to
ther emphasize the importance for regeneration of regenerate or in the vigor of their response to the
influences extrinsic to the neuron by showing that conducive environment or the stimulation prosid-
dorsal roots regrow into transplants of embryonic ed by a transplant. The potential for plasticity of
spinal cord. Tracing methods which used trans- subclasses of uninjured DRG neurons has already
ganglionic transport of HRP applied to the sciatic been shown to vary (Mendell et al., 1987). Our
nerve and anterograde transport of HRP applied results using a marker specific for a population of
to the dorsal roots revealed host dorsal root af- small- and medium-sized DRG neurons shos% that
ferents that had penetrated into the grafts. dorsal root cells immunoreactive f- CGRP are
Moreover, dorsal root afferent fibers labeled among those which regenerate into t ,aisplants. In-
within transplants by anterograde or trans- deed the extent of regeneration demonstrated by
ganglionic transport were similar morphologically neurons with this immunocytochemical label e,-
to dorsal root afferents in normal spinal cord ceeds that shown by either method that depends on
labeled by these techniques (Beattie et al., 1978: the axonal transport of HRP.
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ABSTRACT
Transplants of the embryonic rat spinal cord survive and differentiate

in the spinal cords of adult and newborn host rats. Very little is known about
the extent to which these homotopic transplants can provide an environment
for regeneration of adult host axons that normally terminate in the spinal
cord. We have used horseradish peroxidase injury filling and transganglionic
transport methods to determine whether transected dorsal roots regenerate
into fetal spinal cord tissue grafted into the spinal cords of adult rats.
Additional transplants were examined for the presence of calcitonin gene-
related peptidelike immunoreactivity, which in the normal dorsal horn is
derived exclusively from primary afferent axons. Host animals had one side
of the L4.5 spinal cord resected and replaced by a transplant of E14 or E15
spinal cord. Adjacent dorsal roots were sectioned and juxtaposed to the graft.
The dorsal roots and their projections into the transplants were then labeled
2-9 months later. The tracing methods that used transport or diffusion of
horseradish peroxidase demonstrated that severed host dorsal root axons
had regenerated and grown into the transplants. In addition, some donor
and host neurons had extended their axons into the periphery to at least the
midthigh level as indicated by retrograde labeling following application of
tracer to the sciatic nerve. Primary afferent axons immunoreactive for
calcitonin gene-related peptide were among those that regenerated into
transplants, and the projections shown by this immunocytochemical method
exceeded those demonstrated by the horseradish peroxidase tracing tech-
niques. Growth of the host dorsal roots into transplants indicates that fetal
spinal cord tissue permits regeneration of adult axotomized neurons that
would otherwise be aborted at the dorsal root/spinal cord junction. This
transplantation model should therefore prove useful in studying the en-
hancement and specificity of the regrowth of axons that normally terminate
in the spinal cord.

Key words: fetal spinal cord transplants, dorsal root ganglion neurons, horseradish
peroxidase. anterograde transport, transganglionic transport,
calcitonin gene-reiated peptide, immunocytochemistry

Fetal spinal cord transplants have been shown to grow transplants support regeneration of adult host axons is still
and differentiate in the damaged spinal cords of newborn uncertain. It also remains to be determined whether fetal
(Bregman and Reier, '86) and adult (Patel and Bernstein, spinal cord tissue can reconstruct damaged intraspinal cir-
'83; Reier et a]., '86a,b) rats where such homotopic grafts
can also integrate with the neuropil of the host spinal cord
(Reier et al., '86b). Whereas homotopic intraspinal grafts Accepted December 8, 1987.
can establish cellular bridges conducive to the regrowth of Address reprint requests to A. Tessler, Department of Anatomy,
lesioned host axons in neonatal recipients (Bregrnan and The Medical College of Pennsylvania, 3200 Henry Avenue. Phila-
Reier, '86; Bregman, '87a,b), the extent to which these delphia. PA 19129.
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cuits by providing suitable targets for axons that normally Labeling Methods
terminate in the spinal cord. Dorsal root labeling. Two to 9 months after transplan-

The central processes of dorsal root ganglion neurons tation, recipients were anesthetized with Ketamine and
provide a particularly attractive model for studies of this Xylazine as described above. The original wound was reex-
sort. First, the intraspinal terminal distributions (Brown, posed, and the dorsal roots inserted into the graft site were
"81; Ralston et al., '84; Sugiura et al, '86), immunocyto- identified. Using a method similar to that described by
chemical staining properties (reviewed in Dodd and Jessell, Beattie et al. ('78), these roots were then transected 5-6
"85), and neurophysiology (reviewed in Brown and Rethelyi, mm from the insertion site, the spinal cord was covered
'81) of primary afferent neurons have been characterized with parafilm, and the cut central ends of the rootlets were
extensively. Second, the regenerative capacity of these ax- placed into the end of a disposable micropipet that con-
ons has been investigated in considerable detail. After axe- tained a solution of 10% HRP (horseradish peroxidasel and
tomy the cut central processes of adult dorsal root ganglion 11 WGA-HRP fwheat-germ agglutinin-conjugated horse.
neurons regenerate along the degenerated dorsal root, but radish peroxidase) for at least 1 hour. The exposure site
their elongation into the spinal cord is aborted as they was then covered with mineral oil and the wound closed.
approach the dorsal root entry zone (reviewed in Reier et The animals were deeply anesthetized with Nembutal 140
al., '83; Reier, '86; see also Liuzzi and Lasek, '87b). In this mg/kg) 24-48 hours later and perfused transcardially with
respect, dorsal roots behave like other adult mammalian 100-150 ml of physiological saline followed by 300-500 ml
central axons (Cajal, '28). Finally, grafts of embryonic spinal of a solution of 2.5% glutaraldehyde-1% paraformaldehyde
cord develop differentiated regions that resemble the super- in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. Transplants were removed im-
ficial dorsal horn of normal adult spinal cord (Reier et al., mediately, cut into segments of 4-5 mm in length, and
'86a,b). Since this area normally receives extensive inner- sectioned at 40 im thickness on a Vibratome in either a
vation from dorsal root axons, it may, when grafted into section ats40 pmh nes on a brom eitheriaadult spinal cord, provide a target for reeertn prmr sagittal or transverse plane. The sections from each speci.
adrntspinar regenerating primary men were divided into two groups: one set was processedafferents, for HRP visualization using 3,3'-diaminobenzidine (DAB)

It is presently unknown, however, whether the cut cen- as the chromagen followed by cobalt chloride intensifica-
tral processes of host dorsal root ganglion neurons will tion (Adams, '81); the other was processed according to the
regenerate into transplants of embryonic spinal cord and, tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) protocol of Mesulam C'781.
if so, whether they will differentiate and contain normal Sciatic nerve labeling. Two to 9 months after transplan-
markers. We have therefore used neuroanatomical tracing tation, the sciatic nerve ipsilateral to the transplant was
methods to determine whether transected primary afferent labeled with an intraneural injection of either WGA-HRP
axons have the capacity to regenerate into homotopic grafts or cholera toxin-conjugated HRP (CT-HRP). WGA-HRP was
placed at lumbar spinal levels in adult hosts. We have also conjugated according to the method described by Mesulam
studied whether regenerating axons of dorsal root ganglion ('82) using Sigma Type VI HRP and Sigma WGA. CT-HRP
neurons are immunoreactive for calcitonin gene-related was conjugated following the same protocol using Sigma
peptide (CGRP), a specific marker for primary afferent ax- Type VI HRP and Sigma CT.
ons that terminate in the normal dorsal horn (Gibson et al., U'841- The results indicated that severed dorsal roots entered Using a modification of the method described by Harrison
'84.The graf uts andicaed that so everegersatg rxons wered et al. ('84), the nerve was exposed at the midthigh level.the grafts and that some of the regenerating axons were freed from connective tissue, and loosely tied with a liga-immunoreactive for CGRP. ture of 4-0 silk. A 1-2 mm length of nerve was then crushed

MATERIALS AND METHODS with a jeweler's forceps 10 mm proximal to the ligature. A
total of 8-10 /Al of 0.75% CT-HRP or 29 WGA-HRP was

Surgery then injected over a 10-second period into the center of the
Sprague-Dawley (Zivic Miller, Allison Park, PA) rats of nerve segment between the crush and ligature using a 10-

either sex and weighing 200-300 g served as graft recipi- iul Hamilton syringe with a 26-gauge needle. After with-
ents. The animals were anesthetized with Ketamine (60 drawing the needle, the ligature was tightened and the
mg/kg) and Xylazine (10 mg/kg) and underwent laminecto- nerve cut distal to the ligature.
mies of the T13 and Li vertebrae in order to expose the After 48 hours, the animals were deeply anesthetized
lumbar enlargement. The surrounding meninges were in- with Nembutal (40 mg/kg) and perfused transcardially with
cised dorsally at the midline, and a 2-3 mm length of one an initial flush of warm saline containing 4 ml of 30% H.202.
side of the spinal cord was removed by sharp dissection and per liter followed by 500 ml of chilled fixative composed of
aspiration. Adjacent dorsal roots were sectioned and re- 3% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer fpH 7.41
flected back from the lesion. Segments of spinal cord ap- over 20 minutes. The fixative was replaced by successive
proximating the length of each intraspinal cavity were perfusions with 10%, 20%, and 30% solutions of sucrose in
removed from E14 or E15 Sprague-Dawley rat fetuses and 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4).
then introduced into the lesion using procedures for donor The transplant and the L4 and L5 dorsal root ganglia
tissue preparation and grafting previously described (Reier ipsilateral to the injection were removed and stored at 4VC
et al.. '86a). The severed dorsal root stumps that remained
attached to the dorsal root ganglia of origin were juxta- Fiý,. . (a) Sagittal section of interface betwe-en host dorsal root and fetal
posed to the transplant. Roots were anchored by placing a spinal cord transplant showing area of fusion after a 2 month survival
strip of hydrocephalus shunt film (Durafilm, Codman Surt- period. Arrows indicate dorsal root iDRi-transplant MT's interface Cresyl
lef, Inc.i beneath the dura and over the lesion cavity. The violet stain, calibration bar 200 omr (hi Higher magnification of dorsaldural incision was then closed with interrupted 10-0 silk root-transplant interface in a different case showing readily identifiable

transition between host dorsal root $DR) and transplant fTP) Processes
sutures, and another piece of Durafilm was placed on top of within transplant are labeled with CGRP. CGRP immun•cvtochemistrY
the dura. The superficial wound was then closed in layers. counterstained with cresyl violet. Bar = loo pm.
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overnight in 30% sucrose. Transverse sections (40 ,m thick) was, however, considerable interanimal variability in
through the transplant and longitudinal sections through the relative density of the labeling: in two transplants,
the dorsal root ganglia were cut on a sliding microtome and dorsal root ingrowth was particularly robust iFig. 3),
processed for the visualization of HRP according to the whereas penetration into the graft was very modest in
TMB protocol of Mesulam ('78). three others. An intermediate extent of ingrowth was ob-

CGRP immunocytodhemistry. Two to 9 months after served in the remaining five animals. A dc.-e scar com-
transplantation, host rats were deeply anesthetized with pletely encapsulated the inserted dorsal roots in the two
Nembutal (40 mg/kg) and perfused through the heart with animals with well-labeled axons but without innervation of
normal saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde or 4% the transplants.
paraformaldehyde-0.1% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate Predominantly small- and medium-caliber HRP-filled ax-
buffer pH 7.4. Spinal segments that contained transplants ons entered the grafts, and these appeared to have grown
were removed and embedded in paraffin or sectioned on a through areas of the dorsal root-transplant interface that
cryostat and mounted on subbed slides. Sections to be ex- lacked a dense scar or where blood vessels had penetrated
amined for CGRP were prepared for the immunocytochem- the grafts (Fig. 2a). Dilatations occurred along the course of
ical labeling procedure and for examination by light the labeled axons, and many of the fibers showed extensive
microscopy using methods that have been described previ- spraylike arborizations and varicosities within the trans-
ously (Sternberger, '79; Tessler et al., '80). All sections were plants (Fig. 2b,c), particularly in areas that contained ag-
studied for the presence and distribution of CGRP, and gregates of neuronal cell bodies (Fig. 2c). Orly elongated
representative samples were drawn or photographed. unbranched profiles were observed in regions of the trans-

Primary antisera raised in rabbits against human CGRP plants in which neuronal cell bodies were sparse.
were obtained from Peninsula Laboratories (Belmont, CA) Some axons penetrated as far as 3 mm, but most of the
and used in 1:16,000 or 1:18,000 dilution. Antibody specific- labeled dorsal root fibers in the grafts were located within
ity was verified by the absence of immunoreactive elements 2 mm of the root/graft junction. None of the labeled axons
when primary antibody was replaced with antiserum grew through the entire rostrocaudal length of the grafts,
preabsorbed with 50 Ag/ml of CGRP or CGRP alone, which extended for approximately 4 mm. Consequently no

RESULTS HRP-labeled axons advanced into the neighboring host
spinal cord even though donor tissue was often fused both

General histology rostrally and caudally with lesioned surfaces of the host

A total of 29 recipients with surviving transplants and ventral gray matter.
satisfactorily labeled dorsal roots were examined in this Although tracer was applied to host dorsal roots within
study. When spinal cords were dissected at autopsy under 5-6 mm of the grafts, no cell body labeling was observed in
an operating microscope, the inserted dorsal roots were any of the transplants.
found to be in continuity with the transplants, which often CGRP immunocytochemistry
filled the entire lesion cavity and abutted the exposed ven-
tral quadrants of the adjacent rostral and caudal segments CGRP staining was present in the nine grafts studied
of the host spinal cord. although the amount of ingrowth varied among transplants

Subsequent light microscopic examination of these speci- and in different areas of the same transplant. Primary
mens in Nissl-stained material confirmed that areas of fu- afferent axons containing CGRP coursed longitudinally
sion had developed between transplants and dorsal roots within dorsal roots that had been inserted into the fetal
(Fig. Ia,b), as well as between the grafts and the host spinal spinal cord grafts, and many of these axons could be traced
cord (Fig. 2; see also Fig. 4b). The interfaces between trans- extending into the donor neuropil (Fig. 4a,b). Some of these
plants and the inserted host dorsal roots could easily be axons appeared to enter the grafts via longitudinally ori-
recognized (Fig. 1b). The zone of apposition was clearly ented fingers of peripheral tissue at the newly established
recognizable because of the striking contrast in cell density PNS-CNS transition zone (Fig. 4a,b). CGRP-immunoreac-
between the numerous closely packed cells that were pres- tive processes arborized extensively within the grafts and
ent within the nerve roots and the more loosely cellular showed varicosities along their length (Fig. 4a,b). The den-
fetal spinal cord graft to which the roots extended. As is sest staining was found within 1 mm of the dorsal root-
characteristic of the normal dorsal root entry zone, the transplant interface. Some fibers penetrated more deeply
transition betwen the inserted dorsal roots and fetal grafts (Fig. 4a), and occasional processes extended across the en-
featured an interdigitation of peripheral and central tissue tire dorsal-ventral extent of the transplant (1-2 mm) and
(Fig. la,b; see also Fig. 4b), which consisted of an apparent could be seen near the host spinal cord-graft interface. In
extension of narrow cellular columns into the fetal spinal the rostral-caudal plane immunoreactive fibers were traced
cord grafts. In the majority of specimens studied, a zone of for up to 3 mm. Parts of the transplant more than 3 mm
glial and connective tissue scarring could also be demon- from an ingrowing dorsal root as well as regions close to a
strated that partially interrupted the continuity between dorsal root that failed to penetrate the host-transplant in-
dorsal root and transplant. Such scarring was more pro-
nounced in some animals than in others and also varied in
intensity in different areas of the same graft. The graftsextended for approximately 4 mm rostracaudally. Fig. 2. Sagittal .section through area of embryonic spinal cord graft 2

months after transplantation. Host dorsal roots were labeled with a mixture

Introduction of tracer into host dorsal roots of HRP and WGA-HRP. (a) Labeled dorsal roots farrow) are shown that
have regenerated into the graft ITP). but not into host spinal -ord MHi. Area

Anterograde labeling (i.e., injury filling) of the host dorsal indicated by asterisk is shown at greater magnification in b. Bar = 100 I'm
roots with HRP/WGA-HRP demonstrated that primary af- ibN Labeled regenerated axons cross the dorsal root entry zone and arborize

within the transplant. Bar .= 100 rmm. (c) Higher magnification showing
ferent fibers had grown into fetal spinal cord grafts in 10 of fine detail of the arborization ofanother labeled axon within the transplant.
the 12 hosts examined with this labeling procedure. There Nomarski optics. bar - 100 gm.
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terface had few or no processes positive for CGRP-like stain- sensory neurons even when the roots have been transected
ing. Occasional perikarya staining for CGRP were found in rather than crushed.
the grafts but rarely in the regions of the fibers. Although dorsal root axons were able to penetrate fetal

Injection of tracer into host sciatic nerve graft tissue, the density of ingrowth varied from one animal
to another. Our observations suggest that the most exten-

Injections of WGA-HRP or CT.HRP into the sciatic nerves sive regeneration occurred when integration between donor
of seven graft recipients led to extensive labeling of the and host spinal cord was greatest. Partial misalignment of
inserted dorsal roots prior to their entry into the trans- damaged roots with intraspinal transplants and more ex-
plants and to a granular andior fibrous staining product in tensive scar formation at the dorsal root-graft interface
the neuropil of the transplants, In these preparations no could account at least in part for those cases in which
labeled dorsal root fibers extended across transplants into ingrowth was modest. Like the regeneration, these factors
adjacent host gray matter, were also variable. Scarring, for example, occurred at graft

Transganglionic labeling of regenerated dorsal roots ap- sites in all recipients, but the distribution and density of
peared primarily as clusters of fine granules and less often the scar varied among animals. The contribution of each of
as individual fibers (Figs. 5, 6). Such labeling was densest these extrinsic factors to the prevention of regeneration
in zones close to the dorsal roots-graft apposition sites, but requires elucidation.
some longitudinal axonal profiles extended for at least 1.5 Our conclusion that labeled processes within transplants
mm within the depth of the grafts (Fig. 5). originated from regenerated host dorsal root ganglion neu-

In contrast to the results obtained with the injury filling rons rather than from labeled spinal neurons is strongly
technique, injection of WGA-HRP and CT-HRP into the supported by the results obtained with the anterograde
sciatic nerve also demonstrated retrograde neuronal label- labeling (injury filling) procedure. This technique demon-
ing within grafts of two of the seven recipients (Fig. 6). strated labeled processes in the grafts. and these displayed
These cells were multipolar neurons that measured from the morphological appearance of axons in the absence of
22.5-37.5 fem in longest diameter with their perikarya po- any retrogradely labeled perikarya. Therefore the labeled
sitioned either in the ventral or more central regions of the processes cannot be attributed either to collateral axons or
transplants. In some cases the processes of these cells to the dendrites of donor neurons that had entered the
branched extensively within the grafts. dorsal roots or to labeled neuritic processes of extensively

In one animal with WGA-HRP and one animal with CT- filled donor neurons. In the two transplants in which retro-
HRP injected into the sciatic nerve, a few retrogradely gradely labeled neurons were demonstrated after injection
labeled neurons were observed in the host gray matter of HRP into the sciatic nerve, however, it was difficult to
adjacent to the transplant (Fig. 6), The animal injected with distinguish unequivocally individual primary afferent fi-
'T-HRP, which demonstrated labeled neurons in host spinal bers from the filled neuritic processes of the retrogradely

cord, also had labeled neurons within the transplant. La- labeled neurons.
beled host neurons were located ventrolateral to the central In addition to the results obtained with injury filling.
canal in laminae VIII and X of Rexed and included multi- complementary evidence for dorsal root regeneration into
polar neurons measuring 22.5-27.5 um in longest diameter. grafts was derived from CGRP and transganglionic label-

ing methods. Transganglionic labeling has been used exten-DISCUSSION sively for charting the distribution of primary afferents
Following axotomy, the cut central processes of adult (Grant et al., '79; Mesulam and Brushart. '79; Swett and

mammalian dorsal root ganglion neurons regenerate vig- Woolf, '85; Robertson and Grant, '85; Abrahams and Swett,
orously, but only in the dorsal root (Stensaas et al., '79; 86). With this procedure labeled fibers in grafts resembled
Bignami et al., '84). As the regenerating fibers approach those seen in normal cord. Furthermore, these axons were
the dorsal root entry zone of the spinal cord, their elonga- found in transplants that lacked retrograde neuronal label-
tion ceases (Stensaas et al., '79; Bignami et al., '84), and ing and in regions of transplants distant from those that
few if any regenerating axons reenter the spinal cord. This id contain labeled neurons. Numerous fibers within trans-
failure to advance more centrally has been attributed to plants had the morphological appearance of HRP-labeled
the inhibitory effects of astrocytes at the PCS-CNS transi- axons and were also immunoreactive for the neuropeptide
tion zone rather than to an intrinsic inability of these axons CGRP. In normal dorsal horn CGRP is derived exclusively
to regrow (reviewed in Reier et al., '83; Reier, '86; Liuzz; from dorsal root ganglion neurons (Gibson et al.. '84), and
and Lasek, '87a). even after the administration of colchicine, CGRP-contain-

The results of the present study, which demonstrate re- ing perikarya have not been observed in the dorsal horn
generation of adult host dorsal roots into transplants of but only in large neurons within the ventral horn, which
embryonic spinal cord, further emphasize the importance are probably motoneurons (Skofitsch and Jacobowvtiz, '85).
of extrinsic influences on the regenerative behavior of ma- In many cases CGRP processes were labeled in the dorsal
ture CNS axons. Apparently these axons have a greater root and could be seen to enter the transplant from the
capacity for growth within the environment of fetal spinal dorsal root where they were most densely clustered in the
cord tissue than they do in mature spinal cord. That im- region of the dorsal root-transplant interface. These results
mature CNS tissue enhances the elongation of these axons using an immunocytochemical method indicate regenera-
has also been recently illustrated in the neonatal rat spinal tion of the transected adult dorsal root and are consistent
cord WCarlstedt et al. '87). In that study primary afferent with those obtained using HRP tracing. The number of
axons were observed to regenerate into the spinal cord after primary afferent axons demonstrated within transplants
crush injury in the first postnatal week, but not thereafter. by the CGRP-labeling method is greater and their ingrowth
The present experiments demonstrate that a sufficiently more extensive than those labeled with HRP. It is likely,
fbvorable environment consisting of fetal spinal cord tissue therefore, that methods that depend on the transport or
can oenhance the regenerative capacity of mature spinal diffusion of HRP underestimate the extent of host dorsal
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root ing-rowth. The explanation for this apparent underes- transport since the :anininals sur vived tfor 011 18 hOt> 11lJ-I
timation of axon ingrowth by HRP tracing methods is un- tile application ofttracer and wt.-'re labeled not onil bv W( iA
certain. One possible explanation foir the limited labeling HRP but also bv (T JIMP. which does not undecrgo trani0
seen with transganglionic transport is that only a portion neuronat transfter in the priniarv atlerent 'yvtvtni , {ReStii
of the dorsal root ganglion neurons whose peripheral pro- son and (Graint- 1ý5 Previous studies have -Dhkw n that lI'NS

cesses are in the sciatic nerve have regenerated. Similarly tissue introduced into the C(NS can -stimulatt, axonai out
only a small portion of the regenerated dorsal roots may be g6roWth fi-01rl at Viret Of neurt.1onal population> irevie~ovd -.;I
exposed to -IRP when tracer is applied directly to the dorsal Aguavo, 'o ý It has also been shown that axonal elonkgallon
roots in the procedure used for injury filling. Alternatively, from letal CN'- tiýsue can be promoted when tran-pilants
the restricted labeling following sciatic nerve injection may are combined with a PNS graft (Aguavo et aL'. -84 or hven
be due to impaired transport of HRP at any point between embibryonic gratlts are introduced directly into the "ciatlit
the peripheral nerve injection site and dorsal root projec- nerve iRichardson and l 'sa. 84; Bernstein and Tang, "S1
tions into the transplants. and the limited !abelhng at'er We presently have no direct information concerning the
dorsal root application may be due to limited diffusion of route taken by donor-derived axons into the priphery
HRP in recently regenerated axons. In contrast, approxi- However, the labeling of trantiplant neuron. by retrograde
mately 50') of dorsal root axons originate in dorsal root transport aft-r applying tracer to the sciatic nerv., but ri't
ganglion neurons that are immunoreactive for CGRP iGib- after intury filling, suggests that axons from these neuron>
son et al., "84). had emerged via the ventral rather than the dorsal roots.

Dorsal root axons entered the fetal spinal cord grafts and Since grafts often showed excellent fusion with preser\ed
grew for up to 3 mm. As seen with CGRP immunostaining, ventral grav matir. it is conceivable that axons from donor
the extent to which they ramified and arborized within the cells within the L.-ansplants extended a short distance into
grafts in many instances appeared comparable to that seen the L.ost spinal cord and then into the ventral rootlets This
in the normal spinal cord. Once having entered the grafts, would be consistent with the elongation exhibited h% in
however, the distance of axonal ingrowth was limited and jured adult motor neurons, which have been shown to re
resembled that seen when Schwann cell bridges are used generate through white matter into nearbv ventral rootl,-ts
as grafts (Ag-uayo. '85i. Elongation of these axons into fetal after axotomy within the substance of the spinal cord Rti
tissue may have been restricted by the progressive matu* sling et al., '83, Alternatively. it is possible that damaged
ration of the neuropil and glia within the transplants, mi- ventral roots within the lesion cavity b•canle cl•-ely ap
tially, immature glial cells in the transplants may be proximated with the fetal spinal cord grafts and may havw
especiaiiy permissive to axonal elongation and the ability become directly innervated b% donor neurons Pr(vious
of astrocytes to support regeneration may decline as they studies have shown, for example. that denervated ventral
age, as has been demonstrated in the normal animal iSmith roots can attract sprouting axons after avulsion of these
et al., '86). Another possibility is that dorsal roots formed roots and reimplantation into the adult rat spinal cord
synapses with donor neurons iBernstein and Bernstein. '67) (Carlstedt et al.. '86).
or axo-glial terminals on donor a'-Trocytes tLiuzzi and La- Axons from the retrogradely labeled host neuron:, that
sek. '87a). thus providing a signal ,r elongation to cease, we observed in the contralateral hemiseg-nent of the host
These possibilities are not mutually exclusive. However, spinal cord may have followed a similar course ini, the
our observation that dorsal roots formed frequent arboriza- periphery as did the donor neurons. These neurons were
tions and varicosities near clusters of neuronal cell bodies located primarily in lamina VIII Neurons in this region
favors the establishment of synapses on neurons as the send axons ICarstens and Trevin, '78, Willis et al.. '79,
responsible mechanism, and dendrites tLight and Metz, '78; across the midline, and

This pattern of growth of the dorsal roots in the trans- it is likely that these processes would have been injured
plant resembles that which we have observed when intra- when spinal tissue was removed prior to insertion of the
spinal fiber systems are presented with a fetal spinal cord transplant. Regeneration may then have proceeded into
graft tunpublished observationsi. Preliminary studies using and across the transplant, into the ventral root, and then
immunocytochemical techniques, for example, have shown along the sciatic nerve.
that descending host serotonergic axons also grow only a The results of the present study therefore demonstrate
limited distance after traversing the host-fetal spinal cord that transplants permit regeneration of transected axons of
graft interface, The observation that sear formatio.; by glia adult neurons whose regrowth into the mature spinal cord
and connective tissue appears to be an important factor in is otherwise abortive and at least some of these neurons
determining the extent of host dorsal root-graft axonal pro- retain the ability to synthesize and transport a peptide
jections also parallels results that have been obtained in thought to function as a neurotranomitter or neuromodula*
initial studies of t'., axonal projections formed between tor in the normal dorsal horn ,Rosenfeld et al.. '83 Gibon
grafts and intraspinal neurons fReier et al-, '86bt. Thus, et al., '84).
although embyronic spinal cord transplants offer the poten-
tiaj ior enhancing the ability of adult centrai nervous sys-
tem axons to regenerate, the conditions under which growth M
can be maximized remain to be defined.

The presence of retrogradely labeled cells after sciatic We are grateful to 1>1. Cunningham. M Murray. and
nerve labeling is of interest because it indicates that some M.E. Goldb,-'ger for their critical reading of the manu
of the, graft neurons had sent axons down the sciatic nerve script, to C. Rogahn for technical assistance. and to C
to at least the s.te of labeling in the midthigh. This axon Stewart and K. Golden for help in its preparation Tih

lotlgrowIoh represents elongation of processes from cells research was supported by the Research Service of the
oritinaiting in theý transplants. It is unlikely that these cells Veterans Administration. USAMR.(DC grant 51930002 mdll
werei jabtehd iv transsynaptic, rather than retrograde. NIH grants NS 22316and 2-1707.
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ABSTRACT

Dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons decrease SP synthesis after peripheral nerve

lesions. Levels in the dorsal horn also decline but return to normal if regeneration is

successful. In adults, when regeneration is prevented, recovery of SP in the dorsal horn

is slow and incomplete, whereas, in newborns, recovery is rapid and complete even

though retrograde cell death of DRG neurons is greater than in adults. We have

examined the mechanisms that might account for the rapid and complete recovery of SP

in the dorsal horn after peripheral nerve injury in newborns. We also examined

changes in CGRP levels, which are known to decrease in the dorsal horn after nerve

lesions in adults. Unlike SP, CGRP in the dorsal horn derives solely from DRG neurons.

Neonatal rats received right sciatic nerve transection, and the nerves were ligated to

prevent regeneration. Peptides were compared in the L4 and L5 DRG and spinal cord

segments of normal rats and in rats surviving 6 days to 4 months after sciatic nerve

section.

Sciatic nerve section/ligation in newborns produced 50% neuron death in LA and

L5 DRGs, but immunocytochemical methods showed that both SP-IR and CGRP-IR

recovered in dorsal horn to levels indistinguishable from the control side. SP-IR

recovery was not an artefact due to shrinkage because radioinmmunoimmunoassay

(RIA) confirmed identical amounts ipsilateral and contralateral to the lesion. The

amount of SP in ipsilateral L4 and L5 DRGs was -50% less than in control DRGs.

PPT-mRNA hybridization and SP-IR were observed mostly in small neurons (mean

size=444Wm2). The population of ot-CGRP-mRNA hybridized and CGRP-IR neurons

was more heterogeneous and included small, medium, and a few large cells
(mean-548pmn2). The percentage of DRG neurons that contained SP (-25%) or CGRP

(-50%) was the same in normal newborn and adult rats. Because neonatal nerve lesion

caused a 50% loss of SP- and CGRP-IR neurons, neither selective cell survival nor
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change in neuron phenotype contributed to recovery in the dorsal horn. In both IA and

L5 DRGs ipsilateral to the lesion, the surviving neurons exhibited the same level of

hybridized V-PPT-mRNA and a-CGRP-mRNA as the intact neurons of control DRGs.

Because neither the constitutive level of expression of the genes nor the levels of the

peptides increased above those observed in intact DRG neurons, these mechanisms

were also not responsible. DRG neurons axotomnized neonatally do, however,

contribute to recovery because recutting the sciatic nerve 2 months later induced a new

partial depletion of SP and CGRP in the dorsal horn. In addition recovery was due in

part to sprouting by neurons in intact DRGs rostral and caudal to IA and L5 because

sectioning these dorsal roots also depleted recovered SP and CGRP. The contribution to

recovery of metabolic alterations in the neonatally injured neurons, including increased

peptide transport or prolonged peptide half-life, remains to be determined.
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INTRODUCTION

Dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons provide an accessible model in which to

compare the consequences of axotomy in adult and neonate and to study the

mechanisms underlying the differences in anatomical and physiological reorganization

that follow in the CNS in each case. After injury to the peripheral processes by nerve

section (reviewed in Aldskogius et al., '85), arthritic inflammation (reviewed in Dubner

and Ruda, '92), or capsaicin administration (Nagy and van der Kooy, '83; Shortland et

al., '90), some cells die and modifications occur in the surviving axotomized DRG

neurons, in their central processes within the spinal cord, and also trans-synaptically in

neurons at spinal and supraspinal levels (Garraghty and Kaas, '91).

Anatomical plasticity is commonly considered to be more robust after injury in

neonates than after the same lesion made in adults (Bregman and Goldberger, '83;

Leonard and Goldberger, '87ab; Shortland et al., '90; Hammond and Ruda, '91; Wang et

al., '91). Neonatal sciatic nerve lesions, for example, elicit much more extensive

sprouting of saphenous nerve afferents within the spinal cord than sciatic nerve section

in the aduit (Fitzgerald, '85; Fitzgerald and Vrbova, '85; Fitzgerald et al., '90). Neonatal

peripheral nerve lesions also result in the death of approximately twice the number of

DRG cells as die after the same lesion in adult, indicating the greater vulnerability to

axotomy of immature DRG neurons (Bondok and Sansone, '84; Yip et al., '84; Himes and

Tessler, '89). The modifications in the metabolic activity of surviving DRG neurons

(Perry and Wilson, '81; Basi et al., '87) include decreased synthesis of some

neuropeptides, such as substance P (SP) (Jessell et al., '79; Barbut et al., '81; Tessler et al.,

'85; Nielsch et al., '87; Nielsch and Kean, '89; Himes et Tepsler, '89), calcitonin-gene-

related peptide (CGRP; Noguchi et al., '90), cholecystokinin (Shehab and Atkinson, '86;

Klein et al., '91) and somatostatin (McGregor et al., '84), and increased synthesis of other

peptides, e.g. vasoactive intestinal peptide, neuropeptide-Y and galanin (McGregor et
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al., '84; Shehab and Atkinson, '86; Shehab et al., '86; H6kfelt et al., '87; Nielsch and Kean,

'89; Villar et al., '89; Noguchi et al., '89; Villar et al., '91; Wakisaka et al., '91). Recovery of

peptide levels in the dorsal horn after peripheral lesions in adul". is slow and incomplete

(Himes and Tessler, '89) unless successful regeneration re-establishes peripheral

connections (Nielsch and Keen, '89; Henken et al., '90; Knyihar-CsiUik et al., '90). The

DRG neurons that survive axotomy in the neonate, however, rapidly recover the

capacity to synthesize and transport peptides, e.g. SP, to the dorsal horn, and this occurs

whether the peripheral process regenerates or not. Fewer surviving DRG cells, therefore,

appear to supply greater amounts of peptides to the dorsal horn.

The requirement for successful peripheral regeneration for recovery of SP levels in the

DRG and dorsal horn in the adult is thought to indicate that synthesis of SP is regulated

by NGF (Fitzgerald et al., '85; Lindsay and Harmar, '89; Wong and Oblinger, '91)

provided by retrograde transport from the peripheral target (Stoeckel et al., '75; Goedert

et al., '81). Target-derived neurotrophic factors seem to be less important in the neonate,

because SP recovers fully in the dorsal horn even if regeneration of the cut sciatic nerve

is prevented (Mimes and Tessler, '89).

The goal of the present studies was to examine possible mechanisms that might

account for the rapid and complete recovery of SP in the dorsal horn after neonatal

lesion in the absence of regeneration. We tested the following hpotheses: (1) Selective

survival of peptidergic DRG neurons accounts for the recovery; 2) Increased peptide

synthesis by surviving axotomized DRG neurons because of increased SP gene

expression or translation accounts for the recovery; (3) Restoration of staining density is

an artefact of lesion induced shrinkage; (4) Sprouting from adjacent intact DRGs

accounts for the recovery.

We also compared changes in CGRP levels in DRGs and dorsal horn. CGRP is

contained in many of the same small and medium size DRG neurons that contain SP, but

about 50% of DRG neurons contain CGRP whereas only 20% contain SP (Hokfelt et al.,
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'78; Price, '85; Ju et al., '87; McCarthy and Lawson, '90). CGRP is similar to SP with

respect to its release and distribution in the dorsal horn, and its synthesis is also

regulated by NGF (Lindsay and Harmar, '89) provided by retrograde transport from

peripheral targets (Inaishi et al., '92). Therefore after axotomy in the adult, access to

NGF is limited and CGRP is decreased in both DRG and dorsal horn (Noguchi et al., '90;

Inaishi et al., '92). Because CGRP (Gibson et al., '84; Chung et al., '88), unlike SP (Barber

et al., '79), is supplied entirely to the dorsal horn by DRGs, changes of its levels occurring

in the dorsal horn are specifically attributable to DRG neurons. We therefore compared

the effects of neonatal sciatic nerve lesion on CGRP levels and its mRNA with those of

SP.

Some of the results have been reported in preliminary form (Nothias et al. '91,.

Nothias et al.'92).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and surgical procedures

Sprague-Dawley rats (Zivic Miller, Allison Park, PA) were studied. New-borns

were of either sex (24 hours after birth, P1; n=30), adults (225-250 g; n=6) were females.

The neonates were anesthetized with hypothermia, and the adults with an i.p. injection

of a mixture of ketamine (20mg/Kg), xylazine (2mg/Kg), and acepromazine

(0.15mg/Kg). The right sciatic nerve was exposed and sectioned in the middle one-third

of the thigh. In order to prevent regeneration, a length of the nerve was resected, and

the proximal stump was ligated. Rats survived for 2 months or underwent a second

surgical procedure. To determine whether axotominzed DRG neurons contributed to

recovery of SP- and CGRP-IR in L4 and L5 dorsal horn, 4 rats operated on the day of

birth had the right sciatic nerve recut proximal to the initial lesion 2-6 months later and

were allowed to survive for 15 more days. To determine whether neurons in the intact

DRGs (rostral and caudal to the IA and L5 DRGs) contributed to recovery in the UA and

L5 dorsal horns, 2 neonatal operates had dorsal roots L2, L3, L6 and Si cut, leaving

dorsal roots U and L5 intact. The rhizotomy was performed 3 months after neonatal

sciatic nerve lesion, and rats sacrificed after 2 additional weeks.
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Immunohistochemistry

Rats were anesthetized by an overdose of sodium pentobarbital (64.8 mg/kg),

then perfused intracardially with saline (0.9%) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.2

M phosphate buffer (PB, pH 7.2). The L4 and L5 spinal cord segments and right and left

DRG were dissected, removed, cryoprotected overnight with 30% sucrose in PB, and

stored at -70 0C. Transverse sections (12 pin-thickness) were cut on a cryostat and

mounted alternately on gelatin (Sigma) and polylysine (Sigma) -coated slides. Adjacent

sections were incubated with primary antiserum directed against either CGRP or SP

(rabbit anti-serum, Peninsula Labs, Belmont, CA) diluted at 1: 5000 in 0.2 M PB with

0.9% saline (PBS, pH 7.2) for 24 hours at room temperature, then with biotinylated goat

anti-rabbit IgG and with avidin-biotinylated horseradish peroxidase complex

(Vectastain ABC Kit, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) as specified by the

manufacturer. The peroxidase activity was visualized with 0.05% diaminobenzidine

tetrahydrochloride and 0.01% hydrogen peroxide in 0.05 M Tris buffer. Adjacent

sections were stained with cresyl-violet for counts used to estimate the total number of

neurons per ganglion.

RNA probe synthesis and in situ hybridization histochemistry

The methods used for synthesis of 35S-radiolabeled RNA probes and in situ

hybridization histochemistry have been previously described in detail (Chesselet et al.,

'87).

L4 and L5 DRGs were quickly removed from deeply anesthetized rats and kept

frozen until sectioning. Sections (12 pm-thickness) were cut on a cryostat, thaw-mounted

alternately on gelatin- (Sigma) and polylysine (Sigma) -coated slides, and stored at -70
0C.

Two cDNAs were used as templates: for ý3-preprotachykinin (PPT), cHSp1l

isolated from human brain library (fragment exons 2 to 6, 350-base pair, generously

provided by Dr. H.U. Affolter), and for rat oz-CGRP (cDN-RsaI fragment exons 2-6, 500-
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base pair, generously provided by Dr. S. Leff and M.G. Rosenfeld). The fý-PPT and a-

CGRP cDNA were inserted respectively into the transcription pSP65 and pSP64 vectors.

-PwPT- and a-CGRP-cDNA, both inserted with SP6 promotor, were restricted

appropriately and transcribed by SP6-RNA polymerase according to the manufacturer's

specification using 2.5 pM 35S-UTP (10OCi/mmol, New England Nuclear) and 10 ;LM

unlabelled UTP, with all other nucleotides unlabeled and present in excess. Both probes

have been previously characterized by Northern blot analysis (Bonner et al., '87;

Rosenfeld et al., '92).

Mounted sections were quickly brought to room temperature under a cool stream

of air and fixed in 3% paraformaldehyde, rinsed in buffer 2x SSC (standard saline citrate,

lx SSC contains 0.15 M NaCl/0.015 M sodium citrate), acetylated, treated with Tris-

glycine, rinsed in buffer 2x SSC, dehydrated in graded ethanol, and air dried. Twenty to

30 0.d aliquots of hybridization mixture (40% formamide, 10% dextran sulfate, 4x SSC, 10

mM dithiothreitol, 1mg/ml sheared salmon sperm DNA, 1 mg/ml E. coil tRNA, and lx

Denhardt's solution (0,02% Ficoll, 0,02% polyvinyl pyrolidone, 10mg/ml bovine serum

albumin) containing 2-3 ng of 35S-RNA probe were applied on each section.

Hybridization was carried out in humid chambers for 3.5 hours at 50"C. Post-

hybridization procedures included washes in 50% formamide/2x SSC at 52"(, treatment

with RNase A, and rinses in buffer. After an overnight wash in 2x SSC containing

Triton-X-100, slides were rinsed, dehydrated, delipidated and air dried.

Autoradiography was carried out using NTB-3 emulsion (Kodak). Exposure times were

chosen according to results obtained in test slides developed at regular intervals. Slides

were then developed (D-19, Kodak), fixed and counterstained with hematoxylin and

eosin. Experimental and control tissues were processed according to the same

conditions and at the same time, and developed together. Sections were examined using

bright and dark-field microscopy.
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Radioimmunoassay

L4 and L5 spinal cord segments and DRGs were removed from deeply

anesthetized rats, 15 (n=5) and 60 (n=5) days after neonatal right sciatic nerve section,

frozen on dry ice, divided into right and left sides, and stored at -700 C. The tissues were

thawed at 4 0C, homogenized in a solution containing protease inhibitors (1mM

phenylmethyl-sulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), 1% aprotinin and 25 gM leu-peptin), and then

processed for RIA according to a protocol suggested by Incstar, Inc. (Stillwater, MN)

using a specific 1251 SP RIA kit.

SP-IR and CGRP-IR cell counts

The procedures have previously been described in detail (Himes and Tessler, '89).

With the Bioquant Image Analysis system (BIAS), neuronal nuclei were counted in every

twelfth section (12 jim-thickness) on (i) cresyl-violet-stained sections to determine the

total number of neurons per DRG, and (ii) adjacent immunoreacted sections to

determine the number of either SP-IR or CGRP-IR neurons. A factor for corrected

neuron counts (Smolen et al., '83) was used to determine total and SP-IR and CGRP-IR

neuron numbers. With the same BIAS system, the size of SP- and CGRP-IR neurons was

determined by measuring the area of immunoreactive perikarya that contained a

nucleus in the section plane. This measurement was carried out on all immunoreactive

perikarya present in every 24 th section.

Quantification of in situ hybridization labelling

The number of i !duced silver grains associated with an individual cell was

obtained using the Morphon Image Analysis System (Smolen and Beaston-Wimmer, '89)

under bright-field illumination at high magnification (x40 lens). The area of interest was

scanned and labelled cells identified. The perimeter of each labelled cell was traced, and

both the area occupied by silver grains and the total area of the outlined cell were

determined. The density of labelling was determined by area fraction (the area occupied

by the grains divided by total area of the outlined cell) because the total area outlined
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varied from one cell to other. The threshold level was adjusted to distinguish between

grains and background (cell counterstain), and the measurement was carried out on all

labelled cells with a nucleus present in the section plane.
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RESULTS

The consequences of neonatal sciatic nerve lesion were similar in the LA and L5

spinal segments and in the LA and L5 DRGs. The results from both DRGs and both

spinal cord segments were therefore pooled. The intact contralateral (left) spinal

segments and DRGs were used as controls.

1. Selective survival of peptidergic neurons

A. Percentage of SP-and CGRP-IR neurons visualized in DRGs at birth:

The greater restoration of immunoreactivity in the dorsal horn after neonatal

lesion could be accounted for if at birth a greater proportion of DRG neurons are

peptidergic than in adults and if these are selectively spared.

Counts of peptidergic neurons in DRG from neonates indicate that -25% of DRG

neurons studied on the day of birth were immunoreactive for SP and -50% were

immunoreactive for CGRP (Fig.l). The percentage of these pep'idergic DRG cells is thus

the same on the day of birth as in the adult.

B. Percentage of SP- and CGRP-IR neurons surviving hiL DRGs after neonatal

sciatic lesion:

Death of large numbers of neurons after neonatal sciatic nerve section-ligation

greatly decreases the size of the DRG ipsilateral to the lesion (Fig. 2, 3). Cell counts of

total DRG neurons show that 2 months after neonate axotomy, about 50% of cells die.

Very similar data have been reported previously (Himes and Tessler, '89).

SP-IR neurons: The radioimmunoassay results show that SP levels recover to normal

levels in the dorsal horn while the SP in the DRG is only about half that found in intact

DRGs (Fig. 4). SP-IR is found in a subpopulation of small neurons that are scattered

throughout both control and experimental DRG (Fig. 2). Quantitative cell size analysis

(Fig. 5) demonstrates no significant difference in mean cell size betveen experimental

and control DRGs (mean size=444 pm 2 ), and experimental and control DRG show the
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same percentage of SP-IR neurons (25%; Fig. 1). Therefore, the 50% neuron death

induced by neonatal axotomy does not selectively spare SP neurons.

CGRP-IR neurons: CGRP immunoreactivity in intact DRG is found mostly in

small and medium size neurons, but also in some large cells (Fig. 3). The

immunostaining is generally dark within the perikarya of small cells and lighter and

more granular in the perikarya of larger cells. In the experimental DRG, 2 months after

neonatal sciatic nerve lesion, CGRP immunoreactivity is also found primarily in small-

and medium-size neurons. The histograms of cell size distribution show that CGRP

neurons in both intact and operated DRG form a more heterogenous size population

than SP-IR neurons, indicated by the the presence of more than one peak (Fig. 7). The

mean cell size of CGRP neurons in the operated DRG is less than in control (518 pm 2

versus 678 pm 2). In both experimental and control DRGs, however, the percentage of

CGRP-IR neurons is about 50% and there is no significant difference between the sides

(Fig. 1). Therefore CGRP-IR neurons are not selectively spared by sciatic nerve

section/ligation on the day of birth. In contrast, after sciatic nerve section in adult, only

20% of DRG neurons die (Himes and Tessler, '89), but the number of CGRP-IR neurons

appears to be greatly decreased (Fig. 6).

2. Differences in peptide synthesis

f-PFT and ce-CGRP mRNA in DRGs

DRG cells containing •-FPFT or a-CGRP mRNA were identified with in situ

hybridization histochemistry. In both operated and intact sides, specific

autoradiographic labelling consists of dusters of reduced silver grains. Each duster is

associated with an individual cell, which can also be recognized by eosin-hematoxylin

counterstaining. The neuronal populations labelled for P-PPT or ot-CGRP are scattered

throughout the DRG and correspond to SP- and CGRP-IR cells observed with

immunocytochemistry. Neurons hybridized for a-CGRP-mRNA are a more

heterogeneous population in size and more numerous than neurons hybridized for -
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PPT-mRNA (Fig. 8,9). To determine whether DRG neurons that survive neonatal sciatic

nerve section increase their constitutive levels of peptide synthesis and in this way

contribute to peptide recovery in dorsal horn, we quantified the number of reduced

silver grains per neuron. In spite of their heterogenous size CGRP-IR neurons exhibit

the same level of hybridized a-CGRP-mRNA because the same cell density of reduced

silver grains is found. Two months after neonatal sciatic nerve section, the levels of

hybridized f-PPT- as well as i-CGRP-mRNA in surviving DRG neurons do not differ

from those found in the intact neurons of the contralateral DRG (Fig. 10). SP and CGRP

gene expression therefore recover to normal levels, but do not exceed normal levels, in

DRG neurons that survive neonatal sciatic lesion, even when regeneration is prevented.

Recovery is therefore not attributable to a change in constitutive expression of these

genes.

3. Apparent restoration is not an artefact attributable to shrinkage of the dorsal horn

Consequences of neonatal sciatic nerve lesion on SP- and CGRP-IR in the

dorsal horn

SP immunohistochemistry and radioimmunoassay: in intact adult rats, SP-IR fibers

in the dorsal horn are distributed homogenously in laminae I, II and the dorsal part of

lamina IMl (Fig. 11). Sixty days after neonatal sciatic nerve section-ligation, the

distribution of SP-IR fibers in the dorsal horn ipsilateral to lesion and the density of

labelling are comparable to those of the contralateral intact dorsal horn (Fig. 11a; see also

Himes and Tessler, '89). After neonatal lesion, the areas corresponding to laminae I and

II ipsilateral to the lesion are smaller than on the control side. Quantitative results

obtained by radioimmunoassay, however, show that both sides contain the same

amount of SP (Fig. 4) and the restored staining is therefore not an artefact of shrinkage.

In contrast, 2 months after sciatic nerve section-ligation in adults, the SP-IR is greatly

reduced in the medial portion of laminae I and II, which receives input from the sciatic

nerve (Fig. 11b).
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CGRP immunohistochemistiy: In the intact adult lumbar spinal cord CGRP-IR

fibers are concentrated in laminae I and 11 and extend into lamina V, where they form a

reticulated network (Fig. 12 b, c). No CGRP-IR perikarya are seen in the dorsal horn,

although motorneurons are immunostained. Sciatic nerve section-ligation in the adult

completely eliminates CGRP-IR in the medial portion of the dorsal horn (Fig. 12 c). This

reduction is maintained for at least 2-4 months after lesion (latest survival time studied).

In the neonate, CGRP-staining is reduced at 6 days after sciatic nerve transection (Fig.

12a), but by two months CGRP-IR fibe-i are present in the medial portion of laminae I

and II with a pattern and lev.'el of staining that are virtually identical to those of the intact

contralateral dorsal horn (Fig. 12 b).

4. Restoration occurs through central sprouting by injured or spared DRG neurons.

When the sciatic nerve is recut 2 months after neonatal lesion, a new depletion of

both SP- and CGRP-IR occurs in the dorsal horn, particularly in the medial portion of

laminae I and IU (Fig. 11c, 13a). The decrease is less than that occurring after an adult

lesion. .his pattern suggests that 1A and L5 DRG neurons contribute substantially to,

but are not the exclusive source, of recovered peptides. Both peptides are also depleted

from the dorsal horn when L2,3,6 and SI but not L4 and L5 dorsal roots are cut 2

months after neonatal lesion (Fig. l1d, 13b). In this case also the depletion is incomplete,

although it is not confined to the medial portion of the dorsal horn. Therefore, sprouting

by intact neurons in adjacent DRGs also contributes to SP- and CGRP-IR recovery. The

new depletion caused by dorsal rhizotomy is smaller in the L5 spinal segment than in

L4, even if the same number (n=2) of roots are cut above LA and below L5. The

restoration after neonatal lesions is therefore due to sprouting by adjacent spared roots

and increased supply from the axotomized DRG neurons.
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DISCUSSION

Our results support previous studies that showed that the consequences of sciatic

nerve section/ligation in neonates differ from those occurring after the same injury in

adults (Bondok and Sansone, '84; Yip et al., '84; Fitzgerald and Vrbova, '85; Himes and

Tessler, '89; Fitzgerald et al., '90). We find that, despite the more extensive death of DRG

neurons in newborns, SP-IR recovers rapidly and completely in the dorsal horn, whereas

recovery in adults is slow and incomplete (Himes and Tessler,'89). The present results

with RIA confirm the immunocytochemical data and provide additional evidence that

this recovery is not an artefact due to shrinkage. The present data demonstrate that

CGRP-IR also recovers in the dorsal horn after neonatal sciatic nerve section/ligation.

The recovered SP- and CGRP-IR originate both from surviving axotomized neurons in

the 1A and L5 DRGs and from intact neurons in DRGs rostral and caudal to 1A and 5.

Similarities in recovery support the idea that the two neuropeptides are subject to

common regulatory mechanisms.

1. Source of trophic support.

The mechanism responsible for the recovery of SP and CGRP synthesis in

newborn DRG neurons permanently separated from their peripheral targets is

unknown. DRG neurons can maintain baseline levels of neuropeptide synthesis without

the addition of neurotrophic factors (Lindsay et al., '89), but recovery is likely to depend

on an adequate supply of these factors. The neurotrophins NGF, neurotrophin-3 (NT-3),

neurotrophin-4/5 (NT-4/5), and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), are known

to be essential for the survival of developing DRG neurons in vitro (Lindsay et al., '85;

Maiscnpierre et al., '90b; Hohn et al., '90; Berkemeier et al., '91; Hailbook et al., '91; Ip et

al., '92), and this has also been shown for NGF in vivo (Johnson et al., '80; Hamburger et

al., '81). NGF is produced by peripheral targets (Davies et al., '87), internalized at axonal

endings, and transported retrogradely to the cell bodics of DRG neurons (Korsching and

Thoenen, 1983; Richardson and Riopelle, '84; Yip and Johnson, '84), where it modulates
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SP and CGRP expression (Lindsay and Harmar, '89; Lindsay et al., '89) and continues to

provide trophic support for mature DRG neurons although no longer required for

survival (Yip et al., '84). BDNF and NT-3 are also retrogradely transported by subsets of

DRG neurons (DiStefano et al., '92), and -nRNAs coding for neurotrophins are present in

skin (Maisonpierre et al., '90ab; Acheson et al., '91; Schecterson and Bothwell, '92), a

target of SP- and CGRP-containing DRG neurons (O'Brien et al., '89). Anti-NGF

antibodies administered to post-natal rats markedly reduce SP levels in DRG and dorsal

horn (Otten et al., '80; Mayer et al., '82), and application of NGF to the proximal stump of

transected nerve prevents SP-IR and CGRP-IR depletion (Kessler and Black, '81; Csillik,

'84, Fitzgerald et al, '85; Inaishi et al., '92). The reduction in SP and CGRP levels that

follows axotomy is therefore accounted for by interruption of retrogradely transported

neurotrophins. Recovery of peptide levels in neonates when regeneration is prevented

suggests the availability of adequate levels of neurotrophic factors from new sites.

Axotomized nerves of newborns may also be more responsive to these factors than those

of adults, e.g., more receptors in newborns (Buck et al., '87) or have more efficient

retrograde transport (Raivich et al., '91). The factors may be supplied by Schwann cells

or other non-neuronal cells in the peripheral nerve proximal to the injury, the neuroma,

or the spinal :ord. Whether peptide synthesis in DRG is subject to autocrine/paracrine

regulation (Schecterson and Bothwell, '92) remains to be demonstrated.

Following sciatic nerve lesion, non-neuronal cells increase NGF mRNA synthesis

proximal to the site of the injury (Heumann et al., '87; Lindholm et al, '87; Hengerer et

al., '90; Matsuoka et al., '91). BDNF mRNA levels increase to a far greater extent than

NGF mRNA levels distal to nerve transection, but do not increase proximally (Meyer et

al., '92). Axotomized DRG neurons therefore remain exposed to NGF and perhaps other

neurotrophins, although the amounts may be decreased. The more extensive DRG

neuron death that follows sciatic nerve section in newborns would decrease the

competition for these factors, thus ensuring that supplies of neurotrophic factors are
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adequate to maintain peptide synthesis in those that survive. Therefore the supply of

neurotrophins, which are insufficient to maintain peptide synthesis after adult lesion,

may be adequate after neonatal lesion. The induction of NGF receptor synthesis by

newly available neurotrophic factors may also contribute to recovery (Lindsay et al., '90;

Miller, et al., '91).

In adult DRG neurons, the synthesis of CGRP differs from that of SP because it is

regulated via retrograde transport from the the central as well as the peripheral process

(Jessell et al., '79; Noguchi et al., '89; Henken et al., '90; Villar et al., '91; Inaishi et al., '92).

Whether the expression of either SP or CGRP is regulated via the central process in

newborns has not been determined, but higher levels of the mRNAs for NGF, BDNF,

and NT-3 have been demonstrated in the newborn spinal cord than in the adult

(Maisonpierre et al., '90a; Ernfors and Persson, '91).

2. Mechanisms of recovery.

L4 and L5 DRG neurons axotomized on the day of birth contribute substantially

to the recovery of both SP and CGRP in the dorsal horn because recutting the sciatic

nerve two months after the original lesion induces a new depletion. The present results

make unlikely several other mechanisms that could account for the contribution made to

recovery by axotomized DRG neurons.

a. Selective survival of SP- and CGRP-containing DRG neurons. Previous

studies showed that peripheral axotomy, in adult and neonate, results in death of DRG

neurons without a change in the soma size distribution, suggesting that both small and

large cells are equally vulnerable (Cavanaugh, '51; Risling et al., '83; Heath et al., '86;

Himes and Tessler, '89). In our present study, the cell counts based on

immunocytochemical characterization demonstrate directly tl~at there is no selective cell

death in the subclasses of DRG neurons that are SP- or CGRP-IR. These results differ

from those observed when developing DRG neurons are exposed either to capsaicin

(Jancso et al., '77; Nagy et al., '81; Skofitsch and Jacobowitz, '85a; Carr et al., '90) or NGF-
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antiserum (Goedert et al., '81; Kessler and Black, '81; Raivich and Kreutzberg, '87; Ruit et

al. '92). Both of these treatments induce selective cell death within small size neuron

populations. A shift in the size spectrum because of a decrease of mean cell size has also

been observed after peripheral nerve axotomy (Aldskogius and Arvidsson, '78; Himes

and Tessler, '89). Our results are consistent with these observations. We find no change

in the distribution or the mean of SP cell size, whereas the cell size distribution of the

more heterogeneous CGRP neurons lacks the peak corresponding to the largest cell

population and shows a slight decrease in the wmean cell size. This is likely due to slight

atrophy of cell bodies or to loss of the largest cells which are few in number. We cannot

rule out selective loss of some of the largest CGRP-containing cells, but selective survival

of peptidergic neurons cannot account for recovery in the dorsal horn.

b. Change in neurotransmitter phenotype. Plasticity in neurotransmitter

phenotype expression by DRG neurons is shown by the transient expression of

catecholaminergic staining during development (Jonakait et al., '84) and by a sensitivity

to target-derived influences observed in developing neurons in culture (Barakat-Walter

et al., '91; Duc et al., '91) and in the regenerating nerves of adult rats in vivo (McMahon

and Gibson, '87). Our data do not support the hypothesis that DRG neurons, which are

incapable of SP or CGRP synthesis under normal conditions, change their neuropeptide

phenotype in response to neonatal axotomy and produce these peptides. Because we

found that the proportion of SP- and CGRP- neurons in the total neuronal population

and their cell size distribution after neonatal lesion are comparable to those observed in

the intact newborn and adult DRG, change in the phenotype is unlikely to account for

recovery in the dorsal horn.

c. Increased peptide synthesis regulated at the level of transcription or

translation. Decreases of SP and CGRP in the DRG and dorsal horn after peripheral

nerve injury in the adult are related to decreased amounts of their mRNAs (Nielsch and

Keen, '89; Noguchi et al., '89; '90; Henken et al., '90). If regeneration is unsuccessful,
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levels of PPT-mRNA remain low due to decreased amounts of mRNA per neuron and a

decrease in the number of neurons expressing PPT-mRNA that exceeds the percentage

of loss of these cells (Henken et al., '90). The present results show that regulation of

CGRP and SP synthesis after neonatal sciatic nerve lesion differs from that previously

observed after adult lesion. Recovered DRG neurons exhibit normal levels of PPT- and

CGRP- in situ hybridized mRNA per neuron and the percentages of these neurons

inmmunoreactive for SP and CGRP are si-ilar to those observed in intact adult DRG

neurons. The total number of these neurons is, however, reduced by 50% compared

with normal, and our results using RIA show a corresponding 50% reduction in levels of

SP in the LA and 5 DRG at a time when levels in the dorsal horn are completely

recovered. Because constitutive levels of hybridized mRNA do not increase and levels

of peptide synthesis correspond to the numbers of surviving DRG neurons, increased

peptide synthesis cannot account for peptide recovery in the dorsal horn.

d. Other compensatory mechanisms. The present experiments have not directly

addressed several additional mechanisms by which axotomized DRG neurons may

contribute to the recovery of peptide levels in the dorsal horn. One of these mechanisms

is the sprouting or other central compensatory events elicited in the central axons of

these neurons after sciatic nerve injury which may be greater in neonates than in adults

(Woolf et al., '90; Coggeshall et al., '91; Knyihar-Csillik et al., '92). Two metabolic

adaptations in response to injury may also contribute: increased rates of peptide

transport along the dorsal roots and decreased rates of turnover of the peptides in the

central terminals. Changes consistent with a slowed rate of transport of the

neurofilament/microtubule protein wave have been observed along the dorsal root after

peripheral axotomy (Oblinger and Lasek, '88), but changes in the central transport of

rapidly transported peptides like SP and CGRP and their metabolism within the spinal

cord have not been examined (Keen et al., '82).
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Recutting the sciatic nerve depletes the recovered peptides from the dorsal horn,

but the depletion is incomplete. Additional sources must therefore contribute to the

recovery. Because CGRP in the dorsal horn derives entirely from the dorsal roots

(Gibson et al., '84; Chung et al., '88), the additional sources must include neurons in

DRGs adjacent to IA and L5 whose central processes undergo collateral sprouting in

response to partial denervation of the shared targets in the dorsal horn. Our observation

that cutting two dorsal roots rostral and two dorsal roots caudal to IA and 5 depleted

SP- and CGRP-IR that had recovered after newborn sciatic nerve section confirms this

prediction. In adult animals sprouting by primary afferent axons, including those

immunoreactive for CGRP (Piehl et al., '92), has been observed after dorsal rhizotomy

(reviewed in Goldberger et al., in press), and myelinated primary afferents have been

shown to extend into novel regions of the dorsal horn after peripheral nerve

section/ligation (Woolf et al., '92). Sprouting in adults is in general more limited

spatially than that which occurs in neonates (reviewed in Goldberger et al., in press).

Several procedures, including the administration of NGF-antiserunn to embyros (Ruit et

al., '92) and capsaicin to newborns (Shortland et al., '90; Hammond and Ruda, '91), cause

intact primary afferents to sprout into denervated regions of the spinal cord, and

sprouting by saphenous dorsal root afferents into areas normally supplied by central

projections of sciatic nerve afferents has been shown previously after neonatal sciatic

nerve lesion (Fitzgerald, '85; Fitzgerald and Vrbova, '85; Shortland and Fitzgerald, '91).

Unlike the recovery of SP- and CGRP-IR that we observed, however, the recovery of

flouride resistant add phosphatase (FRAP) staining in the dorsal horn that followed

sciatic nerve section and ligation in newborns was incomplete and was not depleted by

resectioning the sciatic nerve, indicating that FRAP recovery Was entirely due to spared

afferents (Fitzgerald and Vrbova, '85). SP is found in many of the same DRG neurons

that contain CGRP (Gibson et al., '84; Skofitsch and Jacobowitz, '85b; Ju et al., '87), but

the populations of SP- and FRAP-containing PRG neurons are largely separate (Nagy
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and Hunt, '82), and those that contain FRAP and CGRP only partially overlap (Carr et

al., '90). The differences in recovery between FRAP and SP and CGRP staining therefore

suggest that the capacity for sprouting or metabolic compensation differs among subsets

of neurons. In adult rats, collateral sprouting by the peripheral processes of high-

threshold nociceptive axons has been shown to exceed that of low-threshold

mechanoceptive axons (Jackson and Diamond, '84).

Conclusion

In spite of the extensive death of DRG neurons that follows sciatic nerve

section/ligation in newborns, levels of SP- and CGRP-IR recover completely in the

dorsal horn. Sprouting by neurons in DRGs adjacent to those whose axons are cut

accounts for some but not all of the recovery. DRG neurons that survive axotomy also

contribute, but not because of selective survival of SP- or CGRP-containing neurons,

change in neuron phenotype or an increase in constitutive levels of peptide synthesis.

These neurons appear to be supplied with sufficient quantities of neurotrophic factors to

permit them to restore their normal levels of peptide production. The contribution of

metabolic alterations in the neonatally injured neurons, including increased peptide

transport or prolonged peptide half-life, remains to be determined.
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LEGENDS FOR FIGURES

Fig. 1. Bar graph representations showing the percentages of SP- and CGRP-

IR neurons In the DRG of intact newborns (white bar) and adults (black bar).

and in the DRG of adults 2 months after Ipsilateral sciatic nerve section as a

newborn (hatched bars). Neonatal and adult control DRG do not differ, nor do

adult and operated DRG (paired comparison t-test) with respect to numbers of

SP- or CGRP-IR neurons.

Fig. 2. Photomlcrographs showing SP-IR in L5 DRG neurons of adults with

right sciatic nerve section as a newborn. (a) Left (control) DRG. (b) Right

(experimental) DRG. Note difference in size of ganglia and in number of stained

cells on the control and experimental sides. x55.

Fig. 3. Photomicrographs showing CGRP-IR in IA DRG neurons of adults 2

months following right sciatic nerve section as a newborn. (a) Left (control)

DRG. (b) Right (experimental) DRG. x55.

Fig. 4. Bar graph representations of RIA results showing SP-IR in left (black

bar) and right (hatched bar) LA and L5 DRG and spinal cord segments 15 and

60 days after right sciatic nerve section as a newborn. Compared with the left

side, levels of SP-IR are reduced in the right side DRG at both 15 (**, p< 0.001)

and 60 days (*, p< 0.05) post-operative, but levels on the right side of the

spinal cord do not differ (paired comparison t-test).
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Fig. 5. Cell size histograms showing the distribution of SP-IR neurons in DRG

of adults 2 months after right sciatic nerve section as a newborn. (A) Left

(control) DRG. (B) Right (experimental) DRG.

Fig. 6. Photomicrographs showing CGRP-IR in LA DRG neurons of an adult 2

months following right sciatic nerve section as an adult. (a) Left (control) DRG.

(bM Right (experimental) DRG. x 55.

Fig. 7. Cell size histograms showing the distribution of CGRP-IR neurons in

DRG of adults 2 months after right sciatic nerve section as newborns. (A) Left

(control) DRG. (B) Right (experimental) DRG. The mean DRG neuron size is

decreased on the experimental side.

Fig. 8. Dark-field tn situ hybridization autoradlographs showing PPT mRNA in

L5 DRG neurons 2 months after right sciatic nerve section as a newborn. (a)

Left (control) DRG. (b) Right (experimental) DRG. x 80.

Fig. 9. Dark-field in situ hybridization autoradiographs showing CGRP mRNA

in IA DRG neurons 2 months after right sciatic nerve section as a newborn. (a)

Left (control) DRG. (b) Right (experimental) DRG. x 80.

Fig. 10. Bar graph representation of in situ hybridization results showing the

number of reduced silver grains over control (black bar) and experimental

(hatched bar) IA and L5 DRG neurons 2 months after right sciatic nerve

section as a newborn. The number of grains is related to the amount of a-

CGRP or b-PPT mRNA associated with an individual neuron. Area fractions are
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calculated by: (area occupied by the grains per neuron)/ (total area of the

neuron). Control and experimental sides do not differ (Student's t-test).

Fig. 11. Photomicrographs showing SP-IR in the left and right IA or L5 dorsal

horn. (a) 2 months after right sciatic nerve section as a newborn. (b) 2 months

after right sciadic nerve section as an adult. (c) 2 months after right sciatic

nerve section as a newborn followed by recutting the nerve and an additional 2

weeks survival. (d) 2 months after right sciatic nerve section as a newborn

followed by right sided L2-L3 and L6-SI dorsal rhizotomy and an additional 2

weeks survival. In (c) and (d) arrows mark areas of depletion on the

experimental side. x 35.

Fig. 12. Photomicrographs showing CGRP-IR in the left and right LA or L5

dorsal horns (a) 6 days or (b) 2 months after right scatic nerve section as a

newborn. (c) 2 months after right sciatic nerve section as an adult. Arrows in

(a) and Wc) indicate areas of depletion on the experimental side. x 35.

Fig. 13. Photomicrographs showing CGRP-IR in the right and left IA or L5

dorsal horns 2 months after right sciatic nerve section as a newborn and 2

weeks after (a) Recutting the right sciatic nerve. (b) L2-L3 and L6-S1 right-

sided dorsal rhizotomy. x 35.
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Summary

In situ hybridization histochemistry was used to identify neurons in rat dorsal root ganglia that contained mRNAs encoding
0-preprotachykinin and preprosomatostatin. The distribution of these neurons was compared with the distribution of
neurons containing tachykinins or somatostatin, identified using immunocytochemical techniques. Neurons labelled for
[0-preprotachykinin mRNA constituted 20% of the total neuronal population and belonged to the small cell class. Neurons
labelled for preprosomatostatin mRNA with either RNA or DNA hybridization probes constituted approximately 10% of the
total cells and comprised a small cell group that differed in average size from the 0-preprotachykinin labelled population. The
distribution of cells containing tachykinin- or somatostatin-like immunoreactive material was identical to the distribution of
cells containing the respective mRNAs and, in addition, individual somata in adjacent sections contained both the mRNA
precursor and the peptide. These results suggest that for these neuropeptides the sensitivity of the two methods is equivalent
and the respective mRNAs and peptides are co-localized in the same neurons.

Introduction

Somatostatin and the tachykinin, substance P, are two also been identified, including substance K (neuro-
widely distributed peptides which are thought to kinin A, neuromedin L), neurokinin B (neuromedin K)
function as neurotransmitters or neuromodulators in and neuropeptide K (Kimura et al., 1985; Arai &
both the central and peripheral nervous system (re- Emson, 1986). Three tachykinins are derived from a
viewed in H6kfelt etal., 1982: !ohansson etal., 1984). single gene after the RNA is differentially spliced to
Multiple forms of somatostatin have been identified produce at least three preprotachykinin mRNAs
throughout the central nervous system (Epelbaum, (Nawa et al., 1983, 1984); ct-preprotachykinin contains
1986). Of the three molecular species that predomi- the amino acid sequence for substance P alone;
nate, somatostatin-14 is the most abundant (Epel- p-preprotachykinin, for substance P, substance K, and
baum, 1986), but smaller amounts of somatostatin-28 neuropeptide K; and y-preprotachykinin, for sub-
[an amino-terminally extended form of somatostatin- stance P and substance K (Krause et a., 1987). Neuro-
14 (Pradayrol etal., 1980; Schally etal., 1980)] and kinin Bis the product of a separate gene(Kmuseetal.,
somatostatin-28(,.12) have also been demonstrated 1987).
(Benoit et al., 1984). All of these forms are synthesized Somatostatin and substance P are among several
by cleavage from a larger precursor molecule (proso- neuropeptides that are found in dorsal root ganglion
matostatin) which, together with a signal sequence cells (H6kfelt etal., 1976; Price, 1985; Tuchscherer &
(preprosomatostatin), is the translation product of a Seybold, 1985). On the basis of their appearance in
single gene (reviewed in Habener, 1981, 1987). Sub- Nissl-stained material, dorsal root ganglion neurons
stance P is the most thoroughly studied tachykinin in have been subdivided into a small (400-600 ýLm')
neurons of the central nervous system (Ogawa et al., darkly-staining class and a large ( > 800 pjm2 ) lightly-
1985; Arai & Emson, 1986), but other tachykinins have staining class (Lawson, 1979; Price, 1985). The small

" To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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cell class accounts for between 75 and 80% of total at 4V C until processed. The other series of adjacent sections
dorsal root ganglion neurons (Lawson, 1979). Most was used for in situ hybridization histochemistry and was
peptidergic neurons among this class are thought to be stored at -70 C.

involved in the processing of several kinds of sensory hnmunocytochemistry
information, including nociception (Cervero & Iggo,
1980; Hunt & Rossi, 1985). Approximately 20% of the Antisera to somatostatin and substance P were purchased

n have from INCSTAR (formerly ImmunoNuclear, Inc., Stillwater,
been shown to contain substance P-like immunoreac- MN). The antiserum to somatostatin is directed against the

14-amino acid peptide somatostatin-14. Since somatostatin-
tive product (27% of the small cell class), and 1000 14 is present at the C-terminus of both prosomatostatin and
express somatostatin-like immunoreactivity (13% of somatostatin-28, reactior product may indicate the presence
the small cell class) (Hokfelt et al., 1976; Price, 1985). of any of these forms. The antiserum to substance P appears

Little is known about the mechanisms by which the to be directed against the N-terminal amino acids common to
synthesis of peptides is regulated in dorsal root tachykinins, since the antiserum reacts strongly with ele-
ganglion neurons, either under physiological con- doisin, physalaemin, and substance K, as well as with
ditions or in response to injury. This question could be substance P. Reaction product found with this antiserum

approached directly if we could combine immuno- therefore reveals tachykinins, but is not specific for sub-

cytochemical methods that demonstrate the peptides stance P.

with in situ hybridization histochemistry that labels Sections were labelled on slides either by the peroxidase-
specific mRNAs in individual neurons (Arentzen antiperoxidase (PAP) method ofStemberger (1986) or by the

avidin-biotin method of Hsu etal. (1981a, 1981b). For the
et al., 1985; Lewis et al., 1986; Goedert & Hunt, 1987; PAP method, 0.1% Triton-X-100 was added to all washes
Chesselet eta!., 1987; Rethelyi etal., 1987; Card et al., and serum dilutions, and sections were reacted with sub-
1988; Fitzpatrick-McElligott et al., 1988; Baldino et al., stance P antibody raised in rabbit at 1: 1000 dilution. For the
1988a). avidin-biotin method, mounted sections were reacted with

In the present study, we have used in situ hybridiz- rabbit anti-substance P or rabbit anti-somatostatin at 1: 1000
ation histochemistry to study the distribution of dilution and then treated with biotinylated goat anti-rabbit
mRNAs which encode A-preprotachykinin and IgG (Vectastain ABC Kit, Burlinham) and avidin-
preprosomatostatin in neurons of the dorsal root biotinylated h ,rseradish peroxidase complex (Vectastain

ganglion, and we have compared this distribution ABC) as specified by the manufacturer.

with the population of cells which contain tachykinin- Controls for the specificities of both anti-substance P and

or somatostatin-like immunoreactivity. Our results anti-somatostatin immunocytochemistry consisted of sub-
stituting normal rabbit serum or blocked antiserum for

indicate that mRNAs for 13-preprotachykinin and substance P or somatostatin antiserum in the staining
preprosomatostatin are expressed in two distinct procedure. Blocked antiserum was produced by adding
populations of neurons. Our results further suggest 100 1,g of substance P or somatostatin to I ml of diluted
that the neurons containing 13-preprotachykinin substance P or somatostatin antiserum.
mRNA are the same as those which synthesize tachy-
kinins, and that cells which contain the preprosomato- RNA probes: synthesis and in situ hybridization

-statin mRNA are the same as those which synthesize Two cDNAs were used as templates: clone cHSPpl I is a
somatostatin. Preliminary reports of these results 345-basepaircDNAforpreprotachykininc: ntainingexons2
have been presented elsewhere (Henken et al., 1987a, to6 of the gene, isolated from a human brain library (Affolter
1987b). et al., 1985); the clone used for preprosomatostatin is a

400-base pair cDNA encoding preprosomatostatin se-
quences, isolated from rat medullary thyroid carcinoma

Materials and methods (Goodman etal., 1982). Specificity of hybridization for both
probes has been previously characterized by Northern blot

Tissue preparation analysis (Goodman et al., 1982; Affolter et al., 1985).
Both cDNAs were inserted into the transcription vectors

Adult female Sprague-Dawley rats (250-300 gin) were pSP65 (Promega Biotech, Madison, WI), restricted appropri-
deeply anaesthetized with chloral hydrate (35-40 mg kg-' ately, and transcribed according to the manufacturer's
intraperitoneally) and perfused intracardially with 50 ml specifications using 2.5 t.M 'S-UTP (1000 Ci mmol', New
normal saline, followed by 400 ml 4% paraformaldehyde in England Nuclear) and 10 p.M unlabelled UTP. All other
0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). Dorsal root ganglia from nucleotides were unlabelled and present in large excess. For
the lumbar region (L4-L5) were dissected free, placed in preprotachykinin, cDNAs were inserted in either direction
30% sucrose buffer overnight, then embedded in mounting with regard to the SP6 promoter, resulting in the synthesis of
medium (Tissue Tek, Miles) and kept frozen ( -20 C) until both sense [identical to the cellular mRNA (control)) and
sectioning. Sections (10 ýLm) were cut on a cryostat, thaw- antisense [complementary to the cellular mRNA (test)] RNA
mounted on triply subbed slides (porcine gelatin and probes. Only the antisense mRNA was synthesized for
chromalum) and thoroughly dried at room temperature. preprosomatostatin.
Adjacent sections were placed on two series of slides. One Hybridization was performed according to the method of
series was used for immunocytochemistry and maintained Chesselet et at. (1987). Briefly, mounted tissue was rinsed in
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buffer, acetylated, treated with glycine in Tris HCI, dehy- labelled if at least 10 reduced silver grains were present in the
drated and air dried. Two to 5 ng/slide of "S-RNA probe in emulsion overlying the cytoplasm (background was
25 Al of hybridization mixture [40% formamide, 10% approximately I grain/cell body). Three representative sec-
dextran sulfate, 4 x SSC (1 x SSC: 0.15 M sodium chloride tions of a dorsal root ganglion were analysed for each of
and 0.015 M sodium citrate), 10 mM dithiothreitol, I ng ml-' three animals. Thus, immunoreactive or hybridization posi-
sheared salmon sperm DNA, 1 mg ml-' Escherichia coli tive cells were mapped and counted in nine sections of
tRNA, 1 x Denhardt's solution (0.02% Ficoll, 0.02% poly- dorsal root ganglia for each of the following experiments:
vinyl pyrolidone, 10 ml-' bovine serum albumin)] were tachykinin immunocytochemistry, 03-preprotachykinin
placed on each slide. Hybridization wascarried outin humid mRNA in situ hybridization, somatostatin immunocyto-
chambers for 3.5 h at 500 C. Post-hybridization procedures chemistry, and preprosomatostatin mRNA in situ hybridiz-
included washes in 50% formamide/2 x SSC at 52* C, ation.
treatment with RNase A, and rinses in buffer. After an Histograms representing the cross-sectional area of every
overnight wash in 2 x SSC containing Triton-X-100, slides cell were compiled in order to compare the distribution of
were rinsed, dehydrated, delipidated and air dried. Auto- the labelled cells with the total cell populations. The mean
radiography was carried out using NTB-3 emulsion (Kodak). cross-sectional areas of the labelled cells were compared
Slides were placed in light-tight boxes and exposed at 4 C with the mean cell areas of the total dorsal root ganglion
for 3-8 weeks, developed (D-19; Kodak), fixed and population for each of the four experiments. Results ob-
counterstained with haematoxylin and eosin. tained with in situ histochemistry were compared to those

obtained by immunocytochemistry and the ratios of the
labelled-cell population and the total cell population were

DNA probe: synthesis and in situ hybridization determined. Differences between mean proportions were
A 39-base oligonucleotide probe was synthesized according analysed with Student's t-test.
to previously published procedures (Arentzen et al., 1985).
This probe was complementary to the 3'-coding region of rat
somatostatin mRNA and was 3'-end-labelled with "S-dATP Results
and separated as described elsewhere (Lewis etal., 1986). TACHYKININ
The probe has previously been shown to be sensitive to
RNase treatment, to recognize a single species of RNA by Preprotachykinin in situ hybridization histochemistry
Northern blot analysis, and to possess a T,,. within 4 C of the
theoretical T,, (Card et al., 1988). In situ hybridization using the cHS'pl labelled

In situ hybridization was performed according to pre- transcript identifies dorsal root ganglion cells which
viously published procedures (Wolfson et al., 1985; Davis contain 03-preprotachykinin mRNA (Fig. IA). Cells
etal., 1986; Lewis et al., 1986; Baldino et al., 1988a, 1988b). hybridizing with the antisense probe are located
Pre-hybridization steps included incubation of the mounted throughout the dorsal root ganglia; no labelled cells
tissue in proteinase K (1 t&g ml-' in 20 mM Tris-HCl, 2 mM are seen using the sense probe. The distribution of
CaC12), delipidation, rehydration and rinses in distilled neurons expressing 03-preprotachykinin mRNA does
water. The tissue was incubated overnight at 370 C in 50 WLl not show a dorsal-ventral or lateral-medial bias,
hybridization buffer (50% formamide, 10% dextran sulfate,
10 mm dithiothreitol, 4 x SSC, 0.1% SDS, 0.1% denatured although this was not systematically quantified.

salmon sperm DNA, 0.1% denatured yeast RNA, 10 x Den- The distribution of the population of neurons hy-

hardt's solution) which contained the ES-labelled probe bridizing with the probe for 13-preprotachykinin
(1.5 x 10' cpm). The following day the sections were mRNA as compared to the entire neuronal population
washed in 2 x SSC and rinsed in decreasing concentrations is presented in the histogram in Fig. 2A. Neurons
of SSC containing 14 mM 13-mercaptoethanol and 1% containing mRNA for 03-preprotachykinin comprise
sodium thiosulfate to a final stringency of 0.5 x SSC, air an average of 17% of the total number of dorsal root
dried and coated with NTB-2 emulsion (Kodak). Tissue was ganglion somata in each dorsal root ganglion, and the
exposed at 4V C for 2-4 weeks in light-tight boxes, developed distribution of these neurons is centred in the smaller
(D-19; Kodak), fixed and counterstained with cresy: violet, range of cell areas. The labelled-cell areas range from

Data collection and analysis 92 to 940 ILm
2, with an average cross-sectional area of

420 i~m 2, unlabelled cells range from 86 to 4378 p.m 2

For analysis of results obtained with both in situ hybridiz- (see Table 1).

ation histochemistry and immunocytochemistry, longitudi-

nal sections of dorsal root ganglia were outlined using a
camera lucida. Every neuronal soma containing a nucleus in Tachykinin immunocytochemistry
a section of dorsal root ganglion was traced. The circum- Tachykinin-immunoreactive cells are distributed
ferences of all neuronal perikarya were measured using a
planimeter, the cross-sectional area was calculated, and the throughout the ganglion. Figure 2B illustrates the
cell was scored as labelled or unlabelled. For immunocyto- distribution of the labelled-cell population as a func-
chemical reactions, labelled cells were readily differentiated tion of cell area, compared to the distribution of the
from unlabelled cells by the presence of a moderate to very total cell population. The labelled cells belong to the
dense brown immunoreaction product in the cytoplasm. For small cell class, with an average cross-sectional area of
in situ hybridization histochemistry, a cell was scored as 460 Am'2; the range for labelled cells 120-1112 p.m2
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Fig. 1. (A) An in situ autoradiograph showing cells labelled for 0-preprotachykinin mRNA (arrows). Silver grains are black
and are localized in the emulsion overlying the somata. (B) An adjacent section stained immunocytochemically showing the
same cells expressing tachykinin-like immunoreactivity (arrows). Magnification bar equals 25 gIm.

Table 1. Summary of results (mean ± SEM)

Mean cross-
sectional

% Labelled area of Size range of
cellsltotal labelled cells labelled cells
cells ('Um') ( Lm2)

TACHYKININ
in situ histochemistry 17A4 ± 4.2 420 ± 12.9 92-940
Immunocytochemistry 21.0 ± 6.1 460 ± 9.6 120-1112

SOMATOSTATIN
in situ histochemistry 10.0 ± 2.1 600 ± 16.9 240-1340
Immunocytochemistry 8.6 ± 2.0 653 ± 19.3 170-1840

whereas the total population of neurons ranges from methods are not different (P > 0.05). Moreover, com-
95 to 3980 ýLm 2 . Approximately 21% of the neurons in parison of the mean somal areas of cells labelled with
each dorsal root ganglion are labelled (see Table 1). in situ hybridization histochemistry with the areas of

A comparison of the ratios of hybridized or the immunocytochemically labelled neurons demon-
immunoreactive cells to total cell population shows strates that there is no statistical difference between
that the percentages of cells labelled by the two the two populations (P> 0.05). Therefore, the two
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Fig. 2. Histograms showing the distributions of neurons labelled for A-preprotachykinin mRNA using in situ hybridization
histochemistry (A) (cell number = 2050) and the distribution of neurons that contain the tachykinin-like immunoreactive
product determined with immunocytochemistry (B) (cell number = 2247) in lumbar dorsal root ganglia. Black bars refer to
labelled cells, white bars to the unlabelled population. The histograms illustrate that the populations labelled by the two
methods have similar distributions.
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Fig. 3. (A) In situ autoradiograph of a densely labelled cell using an RNA probe for preprosomatostatin (arrowhead).
Photomicrographs of adjacent sections of dorsal root ganglia showing two neuronal somata (arrows) labelled for the mRNA
for the precursor peptide, preprosomatostatin (B) and the peptide itself (C). The in sitif autoradiograph in (B) was obtained by
hybridization with an RNA probe for preprosomatostatin. Magnification bar equals 25 ;im.

Fig. 4. An in situ autoradiograph showing a cell labelled for the mRNA for preprosomatostatin using a DNA synthetic
oligonucleotide probe (A). The same cell is shown stained with anti-somatostatin antibody (B) in an adjacent section.
Magnification bar equals 25 lim.

techniques appear to be equally sensitive and to label ing the precursor peptide and the peptide itself.
the same cell populations.

In order to test this result, we used adjacent sections SOMATOSTATIN
to determine whether single cells that contain mRNA
for 13-preprotachykinin are the same cells that contain Preprosomatostatin in situ hybridization histochemistry

tachykinin. Figure I shows neuron cell bodies seen in RNA and DNA probes identify cells containing mRNA
adjacent sections of a dorsal root ganglion that are for preprosomatostatin in dorsal root ganglia (Figs 3A,
labelled both autoradiographically for IP-preprotachy- B; 4A). The RNA probe labels 9.8% of neurons with an
kinin mRNA (Fig. IA) and immunocytochemically for average cell size of 615 ptm', whereas the DNA probe
tachykinin-like immunoreactivity (Fig. IB). Thus, in- labels 10.1% of the total cell population with an
dividual positive cells contain both the mRNA encod- average cell size of 598 l.mr2 (Fig. 5A). Statistical
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Fig. 5. Histograms showing the distributions of neurons labelled for preprosomatostatin mRNA using in situ hybridization
histochemistry (A) (cell number = 2996) and the distribution of neurons labelled immunocytochemically with anti-
somatostatin antibody (B) (cell number = 1968) in dorsal root ganglia.
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analysis confirms equal sensitivity of the two probes visualized within individual dorsal root ganglion
(P > 0.05). Thus, data from the two were combined for neurons by in situ hybridization histochemistry, and
all following analyses. that neurons that produce the preprosomatostatin

Approximately 10% of the total population of dorsal mRNA are the same as those which contain somato-
root ganglion neurons contain mRNA for prepro- statin-immunoreactivitv; cells which produce one of
somatostatin. The average cross-sectional area of the mRNAs for preprotachykinin contain tachykinin-
these cells is 600 ptm 2, placing them in the small immunoreactivity. The cell populations labelled by the
category of dorsal root ganglion neuronal somata. The two methods are similar, indicating equal sensitivities
areas of the labelled cells range from 240 to 1340 pLm 2, of the two techniques for these substances.
while the total population of dorsal root ganglion The discrete distribution of neuronal labelling
neurons ranges from 104 to 4506 p.m 2. Therefore, observed, as well as the correspondence between the
some somatostatin cells are larger than those labelled cells labelled with in situ hybridization histochemistry
with the 13-preprotachykinin probe, but they still and those labelled by immunocytochemistry, strongly
belong to the small subclass of dorsal root ganglion argues for the specificity of the hybridization in our
neurons (see Table 1). experimental conditions. This is further confirmed by

the absence of labelling in sections hybridized with a
Somatostatin itnrnunocytochemistry sense RNA probe identical to 0-preprotachykinin
The distribution of somatostatin-immunoreactive mRNA, the difference in labelling obtained with RNA
neurons is displayed in the histogram in Fig. 5B. probes complementary to two different mRNAs
Approximately 8.6% of the total population are label- (preprosomatostatin and 13-preprotachykinin), and
led immunocytochemically. The histogram appears the observation that DNA and RNA probes for prepro-
qualitatively similar to that seen in Fig. 5A for prepro- somatostatin mRNA labelled the same population of
somatostatin mRNA; labelled cells range in area from neurons. The specificity of the labelling patterns is in
170 to 1840 pm 2 , while the total cells range in area from agreement with previous observations that these
98 to 4004 pIm2 . The average area is 653 pLm 2 (see Table probes label discrete populations of brain neurons
1). corresponding to cells expressing immunoreactivity to

Statistical comparison of the mean somal areas somatostatin (Arentzen etal., 1985; Chesselet & Rob-
labelled with in situ hybridization histochemistry for bins, 1987; Baldino et al., 1988b; Card et al., 1988;
preprosomatostatin mRNA as compared to immuno- Fitzpatrick-McElligott etal., 1988) or tachykinins
cytochemistry for somatostatin does not show a sig- (Chesselet & Affolter, 1987; Chesselet et al., 1987). The
nificant difference (P> 0.05), nor does a comparison direct demonstration of similar results with v.-
of the percentage of labelled cells (P > 0.05) across the radiolabelled RNA and oligonucleotide (DNA) probes
two techniques, indicating that the same population of indicates that, under the conditions employed, both
cells is labelled by the two techniques. probes display similar sensitivity for the detection of

We examined adjacent sections of dorsal root preprosomatostatin mRNA in dorsal root ganglion
ganglia labelled for preprosomatostatin mRNA and neurons. In situ hybridization, unlike Northern blot
somatostatin imitmunocytochemistry in order to con- analysis, allows preprotachykinin and preprosomato-
firm that individual cells labelled by probes for prepro- statin mRNAs to be detected and counted in single
somatostatin mRNA also contain the somatostatin neurons while preserving the structure of the dorsal
peptide. Labelling with RNA (Figs 3A, B) and DNA root ganglion. Northern blot analysis requires pooling
(Fig. 4A) probes was compared. Figure 3B shows an of several dorsal root ganglia to obtain precise quanti-
autoradiograph depicting two cells labelled with tation, with consequent loss of information about
mRNA for preprosomatostatin hybridized with an individual dorsal root ganglia or neurons (Tessler &
RNA probe, while Fig. 3C shows the same two Hudson, unpublished observations).
neurons stained for the peptide in an adjacent section. Our immunocytochemical results are in accord with
In Fig. 4A a cell labelled with a synthetic oligonucleo- previously published literature. Neurons immuno-
tide DNA probe for preprosomatostatin is illustrated. reactive for substance P comprise approximately 20%
In an adjacent section (Fig. 4B) the same cell is labelled of dorsal root ganglion neurons (H6kfelt et al., 1976;
for the peptide. Individual somata that contain mRNA Price, 1985; Tuchscherer & Seybold, 1985) and those
for preprosomatostatin therefore also contain the immunoreactive for somatostatin represent approxi-
peptide and this can be shown with equivalent sensi- mately 10% (H6kfelt et al., 1976; Price, 1985). The
tivity by both RNA and DNA hybridization probes. mean cell size of somatostatin-immunoreactive dorsal

root ganglion neurons is larger than that of neurons
Discussion immunoreactive for substance P (see also Price, 1985),

but both populations are within the size range of the
The principal findings of the present study are that Ismall dark' dorsal root ganglion neurons which have
mRNAs encoding neurotransmitter peptides can be been defined histologically (Hokfelt et al., 1976; Price,
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1985). The finding that the mean cell size of the mary transcript from a single gene (Krauseet al., 1987).
neurons immunoreactive for somatostatin differs from For the probes used in the present study in situ
that of neurons immunoreactive for tachykinin is hybridization and immunocytochemistry label the
consistent with previous suggestions that the two same cells with comparable sensitivity. Studies from
populations of neurons are largely distinct (H6kfelt this and other laboratories have indicated that changes
et al., 1976; Price, 1985), but does not exclude the in the content of peptides in neurons following lesions
possibility that somatostatin and substance P are can be demonstrated immunocytochemically. Sub-
co-localized in individual neurons, as has been re- stance P-containing primary afferents, in particular,
ported for lumbar dorsal root ganglia of the cat show considerable plasticity in response to axotomy of
(Johnson et at., 1987). N their peripheral processes (Tessleret al., 1985). It is not

The correspondence between these numbers and known whether the decrease in concentrations of
those obtained for the neuronal populations substance P (Jessell et al., 1979; Barbut et at., 1981;
expressing P3-preprotachykinin and preprosomato- Ogawa et al., 1985; Tessler et al., 1985) and substance K
statin mRNA strongly suggests that the respective (Ogawa et al., 1985) observed after axotomy is effected
mRNAs and peptides coexist in the same cell. This at the level of gene transcription, post-translational
suggestion was confirmed by our demonstration of processing or both. The present results suggest that
mRNA and peptide coexistence in cells studied in this question can be directly addressed by combining
adjacent sections as has been shown by others (Uhl & in situ hybridization histochemistry and immunocyto-
Sasek, 1986; Goedert & Hunt, 1987). Therefore, the chemistry to study the mechanisms that regulate
results indicate that expression of the specific genes metabolic changes during regeneration in individual
encoding somatostatin and tachykinin precursors neurons of the dorsal root ganglia.
occurs in those neurons that contain the immunoreac-
tive peptide. This rules out the possibility that a major Acknowledgements
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Abstract

Plasticity of undamaged projections (axonal sprouting) in the adult and neonatal mammalian spinal cord has been documented
* many times. it has been associated, in some paradigms, with recovery of specific functions and motor behavior. This mutually

occurring recovery of function appears to be enhanced by transplants of fetal tissue.

Introduction that mediate recovery of motor behavior are the same
pathways that show anatomical plasticity (sprouting).

CNS injury is followed by a period of severe depres-
sion of function which is then succe - .6 by some re- Spinal cord heiniseciion
covery of function. Spinal transection in adults inter- The first phase of recovery after spinal hemisection
rupts the descending motor pathways [57], and results in the cat consists of return of basic locomotion on a
in a complete and permanent loss of descending con- platform and of crudely performed, high threshold pos-
trol of motor function. There is also a transient depres- tural reflexes such as placing. The second phase con-
sion of reflex function caudal to the lesion [ 141. Even- sists of refinement of the postural reflexes and a de-
tually, some recovery of reflex locomotion, as elicited by crease in the thresholds for eliciting the reflexes. The
a treadmill, can be demonstrated in the hindlimbs cau- change in threshold may be due to a compensatory
dal to the transection [18,191. The changes within the increase in afferent control of movements when de-
spinal cord caudal to the transection are likely to con- scending control has been interrupted. Collateral
tribute to the reflex recovery [21]. Thus a permanent sprouting of dorsal root afferents occurs after hemisec-
loss of voluntary movement and a transient loss of tion [22,441 and the sprouting of dorsal root terminals
reflex function are seen after the same lesion. The re- may represent a mechanism underlying the increase in
covery of reflex behavior implies plasticity in spinal reflex control.
segments below the lesion which have been indirectly There are also physiological changes after hemisec-
affected by the transection. New studies using fetal tion that are consistent with a compensatory increase
transplants into injured spinal cord offer the possibil- in afferent control after a loss of descending input. The
ity of enhancing this naturally occurring plasticity and strength of the monosynaptic stretch reflex and the cu-
achieving greater recovery of function. taneous flexor reflex is increased [31.321 and there is an

increase in the number of spinal neurons responding to
Functional recovery cutaneous input [11,12,52] after hemisection.

Naturally occurring plasticity in the spinal cord has Spared root preparation
been studied most thoroughly in 3 incomplete spinal The pattern of recovery after spared root deafferen-
lesion preparations: hemisection, spared root, and de- tation is similar to that after hemisection: a lowering of
afferentation in adult cats [23]. In each, the pathways the threshold for postural reflexes is associated with

recovery of accurate limb placement and the return of
(Orreypondence: A. Tessler. Department of Anatomy and Ncurobi- a normal kinematic pattern used in locomotion. In both

ology. Medical College of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. PA 19129, preparations, dorsal root sprouting may act to increase
U SA. the afferent control of movement and in this way ac-
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count for the recovery of motor behavior. Spared de- runway. Although weight-bearing is somewhat defi-
scending pathways could contribute to recovery in both cient, the animals can place th,, limbs under the center
cases, but most of the recovered behavior remained of gravity and bear weight. Initially there are many
after additional hemisection, suggesting that primary errors but the number of errors decreases and the speed
afferent control was largely responsible for recovery of crossing increases.
after both types of injury. This suggests that there may After hemisection or spared root deafferentation, the
be a competitive interaction among the spared path- relationship between postural reflex recovery and re-
ways after a lesion and that they do not contribute covery of locomotion could be examined. Since all af-
equally to the recovery process. ferent input has been eliminated on one side in the

The physiological changes after partial spinal cord completely deafferented model, a similar analysis can-
deafferentation are consistent with the idea of increased not be carried out. However, it is possible to compare
afferent control mediated by the spared root in response descending control of locomotor recovery and reflex
to partial denervation of its terminal field. There is a control. Overground locomotion depends on the pres-
loss of responsiveness in the lateral dorsal horn acutely ence of descending input. Quadrupedal treadmill loco-
after an L6 spared root deafferentation followed by a motion requires descending input of the propriospinal
recovery of responsiveness, but the receptive field or- system but does not require supraspinal control. Bipe-
ganization has changed in this portion of the dorsal dal hindlimb locomotion requires only segmental sys-
horn [53]. Proximal receptive fields were permanently tems and it recovers after complete spinal transection.
lost, and this loss was compensated by an increase When these three types of locomotion are examined
of mixed receptive fields. This suggested the strength- after deafferentation, it becomes clear that the recovery
ening of weak afferent input which might be mediated is selective. Overground locomotion on the runway be-
by sprouting or other mechanisms. Mendell et al. gins to recover during the first week. Quadrupedal lo-
[421 recorded from spinocervical tract cells after L7 comotion on the treadmill begins to recover during the
spared root deafferentation and also found a loss of second week and the frequency of stepping of the deaf-
responsiveness when peripheral areas supplied by the ferented limb is permanently reduced. Bipedal locomo-
spared root were stimulated. There was a subsequent tion on the treadmill does not recover at all. This im-
recovery of responsiveness due to an increase in plies that activation of the deafferented limb requires
high-threshold mechanoreceptive input. Thus although descending supraspinal or propriospinal input but that
there was recovery, the recovered input was not the segmental input activated by the contralateral hindlimb
same, or in the same proportions, as the original nor- is inadequate. Thus recovery of locomotion is mediated
mal input. by descending systems but not by segmental systems.

or segmental systems by themselves cannot mediate
Hindlimb deafferentation locomotion after deafferentation.

To examine the contribution of dorsal roots to loss This result was surprising considering that the spi-
and recovery of motor function, the dorsal roots L,-S, nal pattern generator for locomotion remained intact.
were cut on one side of the spinal cord [20]. The ini- We considered that after deafferentation, the deaffer-
tial deficit is more severe than after hemisection or ented limb might be dominated by some descending
spared root lesions. The deafferented limb is not used inhibitory system. If this were true, then removal of
in locomotion but is dragged behind as the animal walks descending input after recovery from deafferentation
on three legs. The descending reflexes, including the might release the deafferented limb from inhibition and
scratch and vestibular placing reflexes, are eliminated, permit the return of bipedal hindlimb stepping. There-
All segmental reflex behavior, including crossed reflexes fore the spinal cord was transected after the recovery
from the contralateral hindlimb, are abolished. Recov- from deafferentation had reached a plateau. There was
ery begins soon, on the second post-operative day, and no subsequent recovery of locomotion in the deaffer-
consists of participation of the deafferented limb in the ented limb and even the recovery of locomotion on the
sten cycle for overground locomotion. The frequency of other side was slower and less extensive than in other-
stepping is reduced from normal. The kinematic pattern wise intact spinal cats. An alternative explanation for
is clearly abnormal and the steps of the deafferented the results is that there is simply inadequate facilitation.
limb are sometimes hypermetric and sometimes hypo- after deafferentation. to activate locomotor circuits on
metric. During the first postoperative week there is some the deafferented side when descending pathways are
recovery of the descending scratch and vestibular re- inactivated by the behavioral conditions (i.e. when bi-
flexes. By the second post-operative week the limb can pedal rather than quadrupedal locomotion is tested) or
be used for accurate placement on a narrow (5 cm) by transection.
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These behavioral observations cannot completely Both types of transplanted brainstem monoaminer-
define the mechanisms underlying recovery. The ana- gic neurons have been shown to contribute to recovery
tomical patterns seen after chronic deafferentation are, in experimental models of spinal cord injury. Trans-
however, consistent with the pattern of recovery. First, plants of embryonic raphe serotonergic neurons medi-
there is a complete recovery of terminal number in major ate recovery of reflex ejaculation in spinal rats [ 50,51 ].
target areas of the dorsal roots [43]. Second, when the Transplanted noradrenergic locus coeruleus neurons
distribution of staining using a monoclonal antibody are thought to account for the recovery of hindlimb
specific for dorsal roots is examined, it is clear that the flexion reflexes in rats whose catecholamines have been
deafferented side remains depleted of dorsal root input chemically depleted [ 13] and for the recover-. of reflex
and that dorsal roots from the intact side do not invade stepping activity in rats whose spinal cord has been
deafferented regions [221. This is consistent with the transected [61]. These embryonic transplants therefore
observation that recovery does not depend on con- contribute to behavioral recovery although they have
tralateral systems. Third, an interneuronal system con- been placed in the spinal cord caudal to transection and
taining substance P and a descending system contain- cannot be regulated normally by the host or restore the
ing serotonin both exhibit increases in transmitter damaged neuronal circuits. The activation of intrinsic
content in the dorsal horn after deafferentation [60]. spinal cord networks by the release of transmitter onto
This is consistent with the idea that descending control or in the vicinity of the normal targets of these neurons
is important in mediating recovery of locomotion after appears to be adequate to account for the recovery of
deafferentation. these behaviors.

The recovery of other types of behavior lost after
Intraspinal transplants spinal cord injury is likely to require more faithful

reconstruction of the damaged neuronal circuits.
The amount of recovery that occurs spontaneously Additional strategies using peripheral nerve grafts or

is qualitatively obvious and quantifiable but neverthe- embryonic spinal cord transplants have therefore
less limited. This naturally occurring plasticity of spinal been developed. Such transplants may contribute to
neurons can however be extended or enhanced by in- the restoration of function in at least 3 ways: (i) bv
troducing transplants into damaged spinal cord. rescuing axotomized neurons that would otherwise

die; (ii) by serving as a conduit for the regrowth
Heterotypic transplants of damaged host axons directly across an area of

Transplants of specific cell types have been inserted damage; (iii) by serving as a site in which relays are
into a damaged spinal cord with the goal of restoring established between neurons in host spinal cord and
function mediated by those cell types. Monoamines neurons in the transplant which may project to host
administered systemically after spinal cord transection neurons.
can activate the intrinsic spinal cord circuitry that me- Segments of peripheral nerve rescue axotomized ret-
diates locomotor [17] or autonomic [41) function. inal ganglion cells [59] and when inserted into the spi-
Brainstem monoaminergic neurons also can restore nal cord support the elongation of intraspinal axons
function without reconstituting damaged neuronal cir- [28,55,56]. The axons of dorsal root ganglion (DRG)
cuits [4,46]. Both brainstem catecholaminergic neurons neurons and those that originate from neurons whose
important for locomotion and serotonergic neurons im- perikarya are located close to the site of insertion ap-
portant for autonomic function have been transplanted pear favored to grow. The axons of supraspinal neu-
into the caudal region of transected spinal cord [48]. rons that have been injured further from their perikarya
The transplanted noradrenergic locus coeruleus and are less likely to project into the grafts [56]. CNS axons
serotonergic mesencephalic or medullary raphe neu- can grow within the peripheral nerve graft for distances
rons extend axons for up to 1-2 cm into host spinal that exceed their normal length, and retinal axons es-
cord [5,15,16,45,461, restore levels of neurotransmitter tablish synapses on normal target neurons that retain
depleted by the transection [50,511, and terminate in the normal morphological features and activate the tar-
the same regions as in normal spinal cord [45,50,51]. get neurons (reviewed in [2]). After leaving the periph-
Transplanted serotonergic axons establish synapses eral nerve graft, however, the CNS axons show very
on host motoneurons and neurons in the host inter- limited growth within the host parenchyma and termi-
mediolateral column that arc similar to those formed nate within 1-2 mm of the end of the graft [ I]. Periph-
by brainstem serotonergic axons in normal spinal cord eral nerve grafts have contributed a great deal to our
[50,511. The projections of transplanted locus coer- understanding of the importance of the neuron's envi-
uleus neurons have not yet been examined. roninent for regencration, but their contribution to
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functional recovery after spinal cord injury has received ability of cut dorsal roots to regenerate into transplants
little attention. [581. The cut central processes of DRG neurons can-

not regenerate into adult spinal cord in the absence of
HomotJ ivpic transplants a transplant, but, when provided with a transplant, at

80-90%, of embryonic spinal cord transplants now least the subset of dorsal roots that contains CGRP
survive in the acutely injured spinal cord of adult and grows in sufficient numbers to allow features of their
newborn rats [3,54] and in the chronically injured spi- growth to be analyzed quantitatively [26,33,34,58]. The
nal cord of adult rats [271. Transplants also survive in terminals of regenerated CGRP-containing dorsal roots
the completely severed spinal cord [29,49]. Although form synapses with transplant neurons: as in lamina I
they lack the characteristic butterfly shape of normal of normal dorsal horn, most of these are axodendritic
spinal cord gray matter, several morphological features and simple and complex synaptic contacts are present
of these transplants encourage the expectation that in proportions similar to normal [33]. Differences be-
transplants can contribute to the reconstruction of in- tween the synapses formed in transplants and normal
terrupted neuronal circuits and replace damaged pop- lamina I are also found. For example, regenerated
ulations of spinal cord neurons. For example, areas CGRP-containing axons are significantly more likely to
develop within transplants that resemble substantia ge- form axoaxonic synapses than normal. Nevertheless.
latinosa [35], supporting the hypothesis that trans- the presence within transplants of regenerated primary
plants might function as relays. The astrocytic reaction afferent synapses with normal features supports the
that develops between transplant and host is interrupted notion that transplants can support or encourage the
by regions in which the tissues are apposed and pro- formation of relays across regions of damaged spinal
cesses pass from one to the other [54]. Transplants cord. Our observation that the axons of donor neurons
may aiso reduce the extent of the astrocytic scarring grow into host sciatic nerve at least raises the possibility
that follows spinal cord injury [27,381, which is thought that transplants can contribute to reestablishing a dam-
to represent an obstacle to regeneration. aged segmental reflex arc [58].

The connectivity between transplants and adult The possibility that fetal spinal cord transplants
hosts has been studied by tract tracing and immuno- might rescue axotomized neurons that would otherwise
cytochemical techniques, and electrophysiological die was first confirmed in newborn rats [7]. Rubrospi-
methods are beginning to be employed. Fetal spinal nal neurons were permanently rescued by transplants
cord neurons transplanted into adult spinal cord form of embryonic spinal cord. a normal target of rubrospi-
an extensive network of connections with one another, nal axons, but not by hippocampus, suggesting that
but few donor neurons extend processes into host spi- survival after injury depended on target-specific fac-
nal cord, and most of these terminate near the interface tors. We have subsequently found that the neurons of
between transplant and host [36]. The number of host Clarke's nucleus are rescued in newborn rats not only
spinal neurons that extend processes into transplants is by fetal transplants of their normal targets, cerebellum
also limited, and the perikarya of most of these are and spinal cord. but also by transplants of embryonic
located within 0.5 mm of the interface [36]. Only a few neocortex [24]. The axons of Clarke's nucleus neurons
corticospinal [8,37] or serotonergic brainstem [54] do not normally encounter neocortex, which is there-
axons are found within transplants placed into aspira- fore an inappropriate target for these neurons. This
tion cavities made in adult spinal cord, and these axons result suggests that the neurons of Clarke's nucleus can
also penetrate only a short distance into the transplants. be rescued by several different factors or by a single
In adult hosts, therefore, it seems unlikely that trans- factor that is produced in several regions of the embry-
plants can function as conduits that will allow regen- onic CNS. This factor has not vet been identified. It
erating axons to traverse a region of injury. When trans- appears not to be produced ubiquitously in the fetal
plants are placed into excitotoxic rather than aspiration CNS, however, because axotomized Clarke's nucleus
lesions where cells are killed but axons spared and the neurons die in spite of the presence of embryonic stri-
observed growth represents axonal sprouting rather atum transplants [25]. Embryonic CNS transplants
than regeneration, central monoaminergic and dorsal also rescue Clarke's nucleus neurons after axotomy in
root axons immunoreactive for calcitonin gene-related adult rats [24], suggesting that transplants can contrib-
peptide (CGRP) grow more robustly than corticospinal ute to recovery in adult as well as in newborns.
or rubrospinal axons [47]. When placed into the spinal cord of newborn rats.

The possibility that embryonic spinal cord trans- embryonic spinal cord transplants function as conduits
plants might function as the site of relays between sets that stimulate or allow the axons of supraspinal neu-
of injured adult axons has been tested by studying the rons to grow across the site of injury The axons of
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corticospinal neurons [81 and of serotonergic [9] and are better defined in cat than in rat. Three types of lo-
other brainstem neurons [10] traverse transplants comotion, which are mediated by three different types
placed in the injured thoracic spinal cord of newborn of spinal systems, have been analyzed (see above; re-
rats and extend into their normal regions of termination viewed in [22]): bipedal reflex locomotion, quadrupe-
as far caudal as the lower lumbar segments of host dal reflex locomotion, and conditioned (voluntary)
spinal cord. In part the greater growth of newborn axons overground locomotion. In cats with thoracic spinal
is due to the continued elongation of developing axons cord transections that have received a transplant on the
that have not reached thoracic levels at the time of day after birth, performance of quadrupedal reflex lo-
transplanta.on and therefore have not been axoto- comotion will suggest that propriospinal connections
mized. At least some of those axons that reach the have grown across the transplant either directly or via
lumbar segments, however, were interrupted by the spi- relays; conditioned overground locomotion will suggest
nal cord lesion and then regenerated [ 10]. the growth of axons with perikarya in the brain.

The locomotor function of 2 cats that received trans-
Transplant mediated recovery of function plants of E26 spinal cord into T12 transections on the

The idea has been tested that the axons that have day after birth has been examined for periods of 6
traversed the site of spinal cord injury and transplan- weeks and 5 months [29,30]. These cats were com-
tation alter the development or recovery of locomotor pared to 2 cats with transections on the day after birth
function [40]. Newborn rats that received subtotal tho- that did not receive transplants. Both groups developed
racic spinal cord injuries and transplants of embryonic quadrupedal locomotion in addition to bipedal loco-
spinal cord were examined with a battery of tests and motion, but the group with transplants achieved over-
compared to rats that received lesions but no trans- ground locomotion approximately 6 weeks earlier than
plant. Rats with transplants performed better than rats the group with transection alone. The preliminary re-
with thoracic spinal cord lesions alone. For example, suits also indicate that the performance of animals with
when examined 8-12 weeks postoperatively, rats with transplants is superior to those with transection alone
transplants crossed a mesh runway more quickly and in the ability of the animals to support their weight, to
made fewer errors in foot placement than the group maintain postural stability, and to coordinate the move-
with lesion only. They also recovered more quickly from ment of forelimbs and hindlimbs. Even in animals with
their errors. The results of this study therefore support transplants, however, the coordination is only some-
the notion that axons that traverse the transplant and times similar to that of normal cats, and overground
grow into caudal host spinal cord are responsible for locomotion is abnormal. The postural stability of the
the improved performance. Because the spinal cord hindlimbs, for example, is impaired, the step cycle is
lesion was incomplete, however, other mechanisms for prolonged, and the normal 1:1 pairing of forelimb and
the improved performance are possible. One possibil- hindlimb step cycles is inconsistent. In both cats that
ity is that the transplants have changed the response to received transplants and were studied behaviorally, his-
injury of the residual host spinal cord adjacent to the tological evaluation revealed transplants to be present.
transplant and allowed axons of supraspinal neurons to Preliminary studies have also been carried out to
grow through host spinal cord rather than through the identify the anatomical connections in these cats [301.
transplant. The axons of corticospinal neurons are One animal that received a transplant of E21 spinal
known to grow through regions of newborn spinal cord cord has so far been studied. Descending serotonergic
adjacent to injury [6], and transplants of DRG neurons and noradrenergic axons whose cell bodies are in the
and Schwann cells have been shown to enhance this brainstem grow extensively in this transplant and enter
response [39]. Therefore, supraspinal axons that have host spinal cord caudal to the transplant. Serotonergic
traversed host spinal cord rather than the transplant axons grow as far caudally as the host L6 segment.
may account for the improved locomotor function or Regenerated CGRP-immunoreactive host dorsal roots
may have contributed to the improved performance. and substance P-containing processes that arise from

Locomotor function is also being evaluated by How- multiple sources are also found throughout the trans-
land in newborn cats that received a transplant into the plants, where they are accumulated in sonic areas that
site of a complete spinal cord transection. These ex- resemble the substantia gelatinosa and superficial dor-
periments complement those in rat because the spinal sal horn of normal spinal cord. These preliminary re-
cord lesion is complete rather than subtotal, locomotor sults indicate that transplants enhance the development
function can be analyzed in greater detail in the cat of locomotor function in newborn cats with complete
than in rat, and because the anatomical pathways that spinal cord transections and suggest that this effect is
account for various types of locomotor performance mediated by descending axons that grow into the trans-
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plants. Whether these axons alone account for the en- 15 Commissiong, J.W., Fetal locus coeruleus transplanted into the
hanced locomotor function remains to be determined. transected spinal cord of the adult rat. Brain Res., 271 (19841

174-179.
16 Commissiong, J.W., Fetal locus coerulkus transplanted into the
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Anatomical and behavioral outcome after spinal cord contusion injury
produced by a displacement controlled impact device

Jacqueline C. Bresnahan, Donald L. Behrmann and Michael S. Beattie

Departments of Cell Biology. Neurobiologr and Anatomy, and Surgery and The Neuroscience Research Program. The Ohio State University.
Columbus. OH (USA)

Using a displacement controlled injury device that locomotion. All positive drug effects have been noted in
has been developed at Ohio State for use with rodents, cases with this level of injury. Improvements in per-
we have characterized the level of displacement neces- formance in open field testing at 4 weeks have been
sary to produce groups of animals with mild vs. mod- noted folicwing: NLF (0.1 mg/kg), U-50 (10 mg/kg),
erate residual deficits in locomotor function [ 1 ]. These and YM (1 mg/kg) all given as an iv bolus at 30 min
deficits have been assessed using simple behavioral post-injury; and MPSS (30 and 60 mg/kg) adminis-
measures (open field ratings, inclined plane perform- tered immediately and at 2, 4 and 6 h post-injury. Im-
ance, grid walking performance, and footprint analy- provements in inclined plane performance were ob-
sis). Anatomical measures of the lesions have included served after YM administration (same dose as above)
% cross sectional area spared at the lesion epicenter, and after MPSS (30 mg/kg q/6). YM and MPSS treat-
lesion volume, and 3-dimensional reconstructions. ment showed increased sparing of fibers (average of 8 o0
Using this device, we are able to consistently produce and 5% respectively) at the lesion site compared to
lesions with almost no variability in the recorded dis- controls; NLF showed a trend for increased fiber spar-
placement and little variability in the force required to ing at the lesion site.
produce this degree of displacement. We have also con- Using the current model of the injury device, it is
firmed that our behavioral and anatomical measures now possible to produce more consistent lesions than
are useful for separating groups with mild vs. moder- in the past. This increased control over the independent
ate residual deficits and that there is little variability variable has significantly improved our ability to detect
within groups for these measures as well (with the ex- small, positive therapeutic effects of treatment proto-
ception of footprint measures). In addition, there is a cols in rodents. From these data, it also appears that
very high degree of correlation between the physical for simple screening studies, open-field and inclined-
descriptors of the injury (displacement and force) and plane tests are adequate for rats with profound early
the behavioral and anatomical results, and high degrees deficits and minimal recovery of locomotor ability. Grid
of correlation between the behavioral and the anatom- walking performance is more useful for detecting resid-
ical results. ual deficits when locomotor ability and hence perform-

We have tested a few of the compounds shown by ance on open field and inclined plane tests are closer
some laboratories to improve functional outcome after to normal. In addition, the simplest measure of ana-
spinal cord injury [2,3]. These include Nalmefene tomical sparing (% cross sectional area spared) was
(NLF), an opiate antagonist with increased activity at useful for detecting small changes due to drug admin-
kappa receptors, U-50488H (U-50), a specific kappa istration and correlated with the behavioral improve-
agonist, YM-14673 (YM), a TRH analogue, Tirilazad ment. (Supported by NS-10165 and NIH training grant
mesylate (U-74006F; LAZ), a methylprednisolone an- NS-07291).
alogue, and methylprednisolone sodium succinate
(MPSS). The general design of the experiments has
been to compare drug-treated groups to injured con- References
trols in blind, semi-randomized trials. Injured controls
are repeated with each trial. Most of the experiments I Behrmann, D. L. et al., J. Neurotrauma, 9 (1992) 197-217.
used a 1.1 mm displacement injury which produces a 2 Behrmann, D. L. et al.. Neurosci. Ahstr., 18 (1992) 176.
profound early deficit followed by minimal recovery of 3 Behrmann, D. L. et al., Exp. Neurol., 119 (in press).
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APPENDIX 19

EXPRESSION OF fl-PREPROTACHYKININ mRNA AND
TACHYKININS IN RAT DORSAL ROOT GANGLION

CELLS FOLLOWING PERIPHERAL OR CENTRAL
AXOTOMY

D. B. HENKEN,* W. P. BArTISTI, M. F. CHESSELET.* M. MURRAY:+ and A. TESSLLR
Department of Anatomy. The Medical College of Pennsylva-'ia, 3200 Henry Avenue. Philadelphia. PA

19129. U.S.A.

Abstract-The changes in gene expression and protein synthesis induced in neurons by axotomy usually
lead to increased production of axon constituents and decreased production of molecules related to
neurotransmission. Exceptions to this generalization occur. however, and it is unclear whether the injury
itself changes the pattern of synthesis or whether individual mechanisms regulate the synthesis of the
various axonal components. We used in situ hybridization histochemistry and immunocytochemistry 1o

compare the changes in L4 and L5 rat dorsal root ganglion neuron levels of preprotachykinin mRNA
and tachykinin peptides caused by sciatic nerve injury with those caused by dorsal root injury. Both lesions
elicit regeneration, although only the axotomized peripheral processes re-establish functional contact with
their targets. In the contralateral. intact dorsal root ganglia approximately 17% of neurons contained
detectable levels of both mRNAs and peptides. Sciatic nerve section decreased by 70% the number of
neurons labeled for preprotachykinin mRNA at three days post-operatively. Not all cells in the ganglion
are axotomized by the sciatic nerve lesion; grain counts over the cells spared by the lesion showed an
increased level of labeling, possibly a result of collateral sprouting by these spared cells. By two weeks.
the number of cells labeled for preprotachykinin mRNA had decreased to 80% of control levels. The
numbers of neurons labeled for tachykinin peptides decreased more slowly and reached approximately
50% of control numbers at two weeks. By six months post-operatively, when regeneration is largely
complete, the number of neurons containing both mRNAs and peptides returned to normal. In contrast.
dorsal root section did not elicit a decrease in the number of neurons labeled either for the mRNAs or
the peptides at any of the post-operative intervals examined.

These results indicate that axotomy is not the stimulus that elicits changes in the expression of genes
coding for tachykinins. Evidence is considered indicating that interruption of the supply of peripherally
derived nerve growth factor may be responsible for the changes in gene expression for tachykinins after
axotomy.

Peripheral nerve lesions alter the proteins synthesized series of changes in synthesis of molecules which is
by dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons`'13.14.2045 in reversed when regeneration is completed. Exceptions
such a way that regeneration of the axotornized to this generalization have, however, been reported.
peripheral process is supported, Among the changes Synthesis of some axonal constituents. e.g. neuro-
are increased synthesis of the growth associated filament proteins is decreased during regeneration
protein GAP-4311-.wss and the cytoskeletal protein following peripheral nerve injury,3.4'3 .

6 whereas in-
actin'-"' and decreased content or synthesis of the creased content has been reported for peptides which
transmitter-related peptides substance P, somato- are thought to function as neurotransmitters or
statin, cholecystokinin, and calcitonin gene-related neuromodulators, including vasoactive intestinal
peptide '3,2 4

.
3 '142.52 These changes are consistent with polypeptide,'" 2-53 histine isoleucine.3 and galanin. ,

the hypothesis that protein synthesis is modified after In addition, peripheral nerve injury induces some
axotomy to increase production of molecules necess- changes in protein synthesis that axotomy of the
ary for growth of the damaged process and to centrally directed process does not elicit"4 4

,A'
6 even

decrease production of molecules involved in neural though axotomized dorsal root axons regenerate as
transmission. 2 This could imply ihat a single stimu- far as the dorsal root entry zone.' DRG neurons do
lus. e.g. the injury itself, sets in motion a co-ordinated change their levels of synthesis of neurofilament

proteins and actin after dorsal rhizotomy" although
*Present address: Building 36, Room 4A29, NIH. Bethesda, to a lesser extent than after peripheral lesions, but

MD. U.S.A. little or no change in synthesis of tubutin"" or in
tPresent address: Department of Pharmacology, University content of the tachykinin substance P is seen.2' These

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. PA. U.S.A. results suggest that the injury alone does not elicit nor
*+To whom correspondence should be addressed, does the initial regenerative response to axotomv
Ahbreviations: DRG. dorsal root ganglion: NGF. nerve

growth factor: SSC, sodium chloride 0.15 M/sodium require the cascade of metabolic events which appear
citrate 0.0 5 M. pH 7. UTP, uridine triphosphate. to be necessary for regeneration. Specific mechanisms
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may therefore be responsible for the modifications in paraformaldehyde in 0. 1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.3). The
synthesis of specific proteins or specific classes of L4 and L5 DRG were dissected free, placed in 30% sterile

sucrose buffer overnight. embedded in mounting medium
proteins. (Tissue tek. Miles), and kept frozen at - 20"C until section-

Although little is known about the molecular ing. Sections (12pm) were cut on a cryostat, thaw-mounted
mechanisms by which protein synthesis is modified on trply subbed slides (porcine gelatin and chromalum).
after injury, in at least some cases control is exerted and thoroughly dried at room temperature. Adjacent sec-

tions were mounted on two series of slides. One senes was
at the level of gene transcription. Either the pro- stored at 4'C and processed for immunocytochemistry; the
duction or degradation of mRNAs is affected. For other was stored at -70'C and prepared for L" siu hybrid-
example, peripheral nerve lesions increase mRNA ization histochemistry.
levels for some forms of tubulin-' and reduce levels
of the mRNA which encodes the neurofilament pro- ImmwwcytohemdrvAntiserum to substance P was purchased from INCSTAR
teins."Ji9 •4 2 Levels of the substance P mRNA are also (Stillwater, MN). Because the antiserum is directed against
reduced for at least the first month after peripheral the carboxyl-terminus amino acids common to tachykinins.
nerve injury. 4e-4 This change is of particular interest reaction product represents members of the tachykinin
because it has been attributed to interruption of the family in addition to substance P.
supply of nerve growth factor (NGF),W which is Mounted sections were reacted on slides with substance

P antibody at 1: 1000 dilution according to the avidin-biotin
derived from the peripheral targets and retrogradely method of Hsu ei al.'21" The sections were then treated with
transported to the DRG cell body. 0'"' It is not yet biotinylated goat anti-rabbit lgG and avidin-biotinylated
known whether substance P mRNA levels recover horseradish peroxidase complex (Vectastain ABC Kit,
when regeneration of the peripheral process is Burlingham) as specified by the manufacturer. The controls

ainjury to for non-specific staining have been described in detailcomplete. A recent report4 2 indicates that inuyt previously i627

the central process did not affect levels of tachykinin

mRNA one week post-operatively. Recovery to nor- Synthesis of RNA probe and in situ hybridization hiswo-
mal levels after regeneration of the peripheral process chemistry
with no change after dorsal rhizotomy would be The cDNA template for P-preprotachykinin was a 345-
consistent with dependence of substance P mRNA base pair cDNA containing ixons two to six of the gene. The

clone cHSPpl I, isolated fr-om a human brain library,' was
levels on peripherally derived NGF. obtained from Dr H.-U. Affolter. The specificity of hybrid-

To investigate these issues we compared the time ization for this probe has previously been characterized by
course of the changes in the substance P precursor Northern blot analysis.,

P-preprotachykinin mRNA with the changes in The cDNA, inserted into the transcription vector pSP65
tachykinin peptide content in DRG neurons after (Promega Biotech, Madison, WI), was restricted appropri-

ately, and transcribed according to the manufacturer's
section of either the peripheral or the central DRG specifications using 2.5 yM (I[ISJ]UPT) (1000 Ci/mmol, New
process. To determine whether mRNA and peptide England Nuclear) and 10 pM unlabeled U1TP. with all other
synthesis were completely or partially reduced in the nucleotides unlabeled and present in large excess. The

cDNA for preprotachykinin was inserted in either directionwith regard to the SP6 promoter, resulting in the synthesis
hybridization and immunocytochemical methods. of both a control or sense (identical to the cellular mRNA)
These techniques permit levels of mRNA and peptide and test or antisense (complementary to the cellular mRNA)
to be assessed in individual neurons. RNA probes. Specificity of the hybridization has been

assessed by verifying that no labeled cells were present in
sections processed under the same conditions with the sense

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES probe. In addition, previously we have shown that using the
same protocol, cells labeled with the preprotachykinin anti-

Surgical procedures sense RNA probe in the DRG also expressed tachykinin-
Adult female Sprague-Dawley (Zivic Miller, Allison like immunoreactivity."6

Park, PA) rats (250-300 g) were anesthetized with chloral Hybridization was performed according to the method of
hydrate (350mg/kg, i.p.). The right sciatic nerve of 12 Chesselet et a/.,' as previously described.16 Slide-mounted
animals was transected in the miJdle one-third of the thigh, tissue was rinsed in buffer. acetylated, treated with glycine
approximately 5.5 cm from the L5 DRG and 6 cm from the in Tris-HCl, dehydrated and air-dried. Two to 4 ng/slide of
L4 DRG. The proximal and distal portions of the nerve [f"S]RNA probe in 2 5 pul or hybridization mixture 140%
were reapposed with a single suture (9-0 silk) through the formamide, 10% dextran sulfate. 4 x sodium chloride
epineurium, and the wound was closed in layers. These rats n.15 M/sodium citrate 0.015 M, pH 7 (4 x SSC) (I x SSC)J
survived for 6 h (n = 1), one day (n = 2), three days (n = 3), 10 mM dithiothreitol, I ng/ml sheared salmon sperm DNA.
two weeks (n = 3), or more than six months (n = 3). The I mg/ml Escherichia coli tRNA, I x Denhardt's solution
dorsal roots (L3-6) of nine rats were exposed by laminec- (0.02% Ficoll. 0.02% polyvinyl pyrolidone. tO mg/mI
tomies and cut 0.5 cm proximal to the ganglia. The cut ends bovine serum albumin) were placed on each slide. Hybridiz-
of the dorsal roots were reapposed and covered with ation was carried out in humid c ambers for 3.5 h at 50'C.
Gelfoam, and the wound was closed. The rats survived for Post-hybridization procedures included washes in 50% for-
one day (n = 3), three days (n = 3), or two weeks (n = 3). mamidc/2 x SSC at 52'C, a 30 min treatment with RNAasc
DRGs from three intact rats that had been previously A (100 1gigml, Sigma) at 37"C. and rinses in buffer. Follow-
analysed" were used for comparison for both experiments. ing an overnight wash in 2 x SSC with Triton X-100, slides

were rinsed, dehydrated, de-lipidated and air-dried. Auto-
Tissue preparation radiography was carried out using NTB-3 emulsion (Ko-

All rats were killed under deep anesthesia (nembutal dak). Slides were placed in light-tight boxes and exposed at
65 mgikg, i-p.) by intracardiac perfusion with 50 ml normal 4°C for three to eight weeks, developed (D-19 Kodak), fixed
saline. followed by 400ml frcshly prepared 4% and counterstained with hematoxylin and cosin.
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Data collection and analysis
Longitudinal sections of DRG were outlined iin3g cam-

era lucida for analysis of slides prepared boh for in situ
hybridization histochemistry and inmunocytodhemnistry. -1,, o
Every neuronal perikaryon with a visible nudeus within = 00
a section of DRG was traced. The circuita ces of all W - +-1 44 H
neuronal somata were measured, and calculations of the +
cross-sectional areas were made using the Bioquant ,' U . .. .
planimetry system. Each cell body was sweni as either E
labeled or unlabeled using the following criteria. Foa in
situ hybridization histochemistry, a cell was defined as 72
labeled if at least 10 reduced silver grains wepresent in a ) G
the emulsion overlying the cytoplasm (background was Z- M = =
approximately one graintcell soma). For iumnutocyto-
chemistry, labeled cells were easily diffemitiated from
unlabeled cells by the presence of a dense brown immuno- ' .-. ,
reaction product in the cytoplasm. Four randomly Q1
selected sections of a DRG were examined for each of three U +4 + 4 440-
animals at each survival time, resulting in a total mapping ,, ,0oQ
of hybridization positive or immunoreactive cells in 12 " 2 +
sections at each experimental time for each experimental 3 --
condition. 0 2:

Histograms representing the cross-sectional are of every M-
cell were compiled in order to compare the distribution of '

the labeled cells with the unlabeled cell populations. The 2!
mean cross-sectional areas of the labeled cells were com-
pared with the mean cell areas of the unlabeled DRG U
population for each of the experimental condiions. Results '5 ,
obtained with ht situ hybridization histochemistry were C. ,.
compared with those obtained with immunocytochemistry .- a =-
and the ratios between the labeled cel population and the Z 81 H+i 44- +

unlabeled cell population were determined. In addition, the C -

proportions obtained for each experimental conditioun were .-
compared. Differences between mean ratios were analysed -9

0
by means of Mann-Whitney U-tests.

The radioautographic reaction was quantified on DRGs G

from three animals killed three days after right sciaticnerve time
lesion. Two sections from the LA DRG were analysed from
control and experimental sides from each animal All of the
tissue analysed by this method was reacted and developed 0 ' ,.- e,

together to reduce the variability in labeling. The relative el-
amount of labeling per cell was determined uing a Mor- D -

phon 'nage Analysis system." Using this systn the analog as +- u "*4 ,+4 +14
video signal from the DRG cell is convertedtoadigitat.• -
image, consisting of512 x 480 pixels, each with a gray value _ 2 0
ranging from 0 to 255. A duster of silver grains associated Z "
with a cell was circled, using a mouse; the threshold level i --
was adjusted to distinguish between grains and background 0 _
staining before each measurement, and the portion of the - - -

encircled area above threshold was measured. The orne-
lation between visual grain counts and the area labeled as E
measured by the Morphon Image Analysis system is highly '5
reliable (r = 0.95).11 An average of three separate measure-
ments from each section was made c ;ý tissue adjacent to r, O4 ,
labeled cells to determine background silver grain density. z "- -
The mean of these measurements was subtracted from the i -
values obtained from this section. The corrected values for , -o

DRG cells from control and experimental sides were >
analysed using a paired Student's i-test.

RESULTS Va,

,2 ~DRG cells containing P-preprotachykinin mRNA " 3 M 4"

were identified with in situ hybridization histochem- . ._ 2
istry and tachykinin-containing cell: were visualized - E -6 -

immunocytochemically. On the intact side, following 8 •$ • • .

both surgical procedures and at all post-operative -
survival periods, between 14 and 20% of the total
DRG population labeled for P-preprotachykinin
mRNA or for tachykinin peptide (Tables I and 2).
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Table 2. Summary of results following dorsal root cut

One day Three days Two weeks
(in=3) (n =3) in=3)

Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of
cells cells cells

Total cells labeled Total cells labeled Total cells labeled
counted (+S.E.M.) counted (I -S.E.M.) counted ( STEM.t

In situ hybridization
Histochemistry

Control side 1272 15.5 ± 0.43 1250 14,8 ± 0.38 1053 15.7 - 0.74
Experimental 1317 16.9 ± 3-20 1107 15.4 + 1.37 860 15.7 - 0 33

Immunocytochemistry
Control side 1219 16.5 ± 0.73 1200 16.2 + 1.64 921 13.9 - 0.90
Experimental 1247 17.8 +0.93 1260 17.9 ± 0.33 817 14.9-0.88

These results are comparable with our previous study Sciatic nerre section (Fig. IA, Table 1)
in normal animals, where neurons containing mRNA
for fi-preprotachykinin comprised an average of 17% Six hours following unilateral sciatic nerve scuton.
of the total number of somata in each DRG and 20% similar percentages of the total DRG populationwere labeled for iJ-preprotachykinin m RNA (19.2%)
of the total number of DRG neurons contained the a

tachyininpeptde."and for the tachykinin peptide (18.211) on the axoto-
tachykinin peptide."+ mized side, and these percentages differed little from

those found on the intact. contralateral side.

One day following sciatic nerve section. there was

25PERCT LAELE, a slight but not statistically significant decrease in the
percentage of the total neuronal population that

20 labeled for the message, while the numbers and
density of peptide staining showed no such change.

i Three days post-operatively only 4.8% of the total
DRG population labeled for flpreprotachykinin
mRNA on the axotomized side. a decrease of 70%

* from control values. In adjacent sections of DRG.
17.8% of the cells showed tachykinin immunoreactiv-

6 ity, a number similar to that seen in controls. The
percentages of neurons labeled for fi-prepro-

0 WEA•i•,GHM lc so SKuol tachykinin mRNA and tachykinins are significantly

TIME POSTOPERATIVE different (P <0.05). In Fig. 2. photomicrographs
1 tM O PWTME illustrate the decreased numbers of cells hybridized

on the axotomixed side (Fig. 2A), while the numbers
of cells labeled by hybridization on the control side

B. (Fig. 2B) and by immunocytochemistry on both the

experimental (Fig. 2C) and control (Fig. 2D) sides liePERCNT LABELED

26 within the normal range.
Since the reduction in the number of cells labeled

2o for preprotachykinin mRNA at three days post-
operatively was much greater than the decrease in the
amount of mRNA for SP, measured by dot-blot.' we
also determined labeling density over the DRG cells
on control and experimental sides at this time,
Labeled DRG cells on the control side did not differ
in the mean labeling per cell among animals. nor did
the mean labeling per cell on the experimental side

0 !differ among animals. The mean labeling per cell on
UNFiRo low XQ" w"a the experimental side was. however, increased by

TIME POSTOPERATIVE approximately 50% compared with the mean labeling
m IVIANA Pr per cell on the control side (mean ± S.E. of the

Fig. I. The percentage of cells labeled by in situ hybridiz- area occupied by silver grains for control DRG
ation histochemistry for pLpreprotachykinin mRNA (black cells = 20.5 1.2 and for experimental DRG
bars) and by immunocytochemistry for the tachykinin pep- cells = 33.2 ± 2.1; P < 0.005, paired t -test). These
tides (hatched bars) at various times following sciatic nerve
cut IA) and dorsal root cut (B). Stars indicate statistical results suggest that the DRG cells which continued to
significance at the P < 0,05 level by Mann-Whitney U-test. express the tachykinin mRNAs after axotomv either
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increased the production or decreased the rate of period after either peripheral or central axotom,,
turnover of the mRNAs. (P > 0.05) and the mean sizes were centered in the

Two weeks post-operatively the number of smaller range of the distribution of soma sizes
neurons containing #-preprotachykinin mRNA for all DRG cells. The mean somal areas of all
remained decreased- 3.5% of the total DRG popu- unlabeled cells for both techniques and for all
lation was labeled, a decrease of 80% from control survival peinods following sciatic nerve section and
values. At this stage tachykinin content was also dorsal root section were also comparable (P > 0 05)
decreased, only 7.9% of all cells were immuno- (Fig. 3AB). Axotomy of either peripheral or central
reactive, an approximately 50% decrease from processes does not therefore cause a generalited
control values (Fig. IA, Table I). Both ratios are shrinkage in the mean cell sizc of the DRG
different from control values (P < 0.05) and from population.
each other (P < 0.05).

Six months following sciatic nerve section. the DISCUSSION
proportion of cells labeled for the message and
for the peptide returned to 85% of control, a In the present study we used in situ hybridization
level not signiticantly different from control histochemistry and immunocytochemistr, to deter-
values. mine the number of lumbar DRG neurons

that synthesize f-preprotachykinsn mRNAs and
Dorsal roof section (Fig. lB, Table 2) tachykinins after axotomy of their peripheral or

One day. three days and two weeks following central processes. The major findings are that pertiph-
unilateral central axotomy, zqual numbers of cells eral axotomy decreases mRNA and tachykinin label-
labeled for the message and for the peptide. In ing over DRG cells while central axotomy does not
addition at all post-operative survival periods follow- The results from the in situ histochemisiry studies arc
ing central axotomy for both mRNA and peptide in accord with those of Noguchi et al..' but we ha.c
there was no significant difference between the per- extended their findings by demonstrating the time
centage of labeled cells on control and axotomized course of the effect and the dissociation of the time
sides (P > 0.05). course of changes in the peptide content. is shown by

the immunocytochemical reaction, from the chaage
Characteristics of labeled cells in synthesis of the peptide.

The mean somal areas of all labeled cells were not
significantly different from normal at any survival Control dorsal root ganglion

As in the DRG of normal rats," the DRG con-
A CELL SIZE (urn') tralaseral to sciatic nerve or dorsal root section
1 ELL contains between 14 and 20% of neurons that labelT UNLABELED

ooI- for tachykinin peptide or preprotachykimn mRNA.
Our measurements of the somal areas of these neur-

I •__• ons show that most are among the "small dark"
:00t LAB,,ELED DRG neurons that have been distinguished histo-

200 logically." 4 7 Because we used an antibody raised

0 .RS, against the C-terminal amino acids common to
NORMAL.,t S.R MASI DwAYIE, 4,OMH, tachykinins, we cannot distinguish among the three

TIME AFTER UNILATERAL SCIATIC NERVE CUT tachykinins and additional biosynthetic processing

products or metabolites that have been described in
rat DRG.2'.44.4 Most of the tachykinin immuno-
reactivity is likely to be s;bstance P. because
substance P is approximately twice as abundant as

B CELL SIZE pm•2) substance K (neurokinin A) in DRG. and levels of
locoT0 neuromedin K (neurokinin B) are extremely low."''
BO°t - UNLABELED Substance P and substance K are synthesized from
goo+ the preprotachykinin I gene")' after differential

S.LABELED splicing of the primary RNA transcript to produce
0 2-. ,#- and /-preprotachykinin mRNAs,`21 "` All

20o - three of these mRNAs are likely to be detected by the

0 . . . mRNA probe that we used for in situ hybridization
TOIMAL AFTE U L DORSAL RT histochemistrv. In rats CNS tissues that express thisgene. y-mRNA represents 80% of the total prepro-

Fig. 3. The mean soma size fo- labeled and unlabeled tachykinin mRNA. ,i-mRNA represents 20%. and
populations of DRG neurons using in siu hybridization 7tmRNA less than 1%.:` Neuromed.n K deries
histochemistry (stars) and immunocytochemistry (circles)
are presented following sciatic nerve cut (A) and dorsal from a distinct preprotachykinin gene'- and itsroot cut (B), mRNA was thus not detected in our study.
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Sciatic nenre lesion peptide than for mRNA even as long as two weeks
after injury. One possibility is that the sensitivity of

Peripheral nerve injury reduces concentrations of our immunocytochemical and in situ hybridization
substance P in DRG neurons.", 4 "" These reductions techniques differs, but at least in normal DRG we
are due. at least in part, to pretranslational mechan- have found that the methods label very similar
isms because tachykinin synthesis is even more pro- numbers of neurons.", More likely explanations are
foundly reduced than concentrations of substance that the degradation products of tachykinin peptides
P. 9 Using dot-blot analysis, Nitlsch and Keen' continue to be detected by immunocytochemical
found th.!t tachykinin mRNA levels fell to 40% of methods or that a proportion of tachykinin peptide
control dues by three days post-operatively in the is metabolized extremely slowly." 3' These results do
L5 DRG after sciatic ierve section. Our present indicate that levels of mRNA are a more sensitive
results using in situ hy')ridization show that the indicator of the changing metabolic state of the
percentage of L4 and L5 DRG neurons that contain neuron than are levels of protein.
detectal"1- levels of tachykinin mRNA is reduced to At times 'tnger than six months following sciatic
20% of ,ntrol. Approximately 70-80% of L5 DRG nerve section, when regeneration is largely completed,
neurons ;: axotomized by sciatic nerve section in the the numbers of neurons labeled for tachykinin
mid-thigh.,4 the axotomized neurons therefore appear mRNA and peptide has recovered to 85% of normal
to have ceased completely to synthesize tachykinin This number of labeled neurons does not differ
mRNA. The remaining 20-30% of the DRG cells statistically from the number present normally, but a
are not injured by the sciatic lesion. Our findings modest decrease would also be consistent with the
taken together with those of Nielsch and Keen would death of a small percentage of axotomized neurons.
predict that the uninjured tachykinin-containing We have previously found that 20% of all L5 DRG
DRG neurons increase tachykinin mRNA pro- neurons died when the sciatic nerve of adults was cut
duction or reduce rmRNA turnover, which is a and ligated to impede regeneration." somewhat less
reasonable possibility since DRG neurons have a cell death would be anticipated under the conditions
considerable reserve capacity to increase tachykinin of the present study. [n both the present and previous
synthesis.2 93 1s41 Measurements of the grain densities studies, we found no change in the mean somal area
over DRG cells three days after sciatic nerve lesions of DRG neurons, indicating that neither large nor
did show a significant increase in labeling compared small DRG neurons are particularly vulnerable to
with control DRG cells on the opposite side. This axotomy.
increased labeling may reflect an increased synthesis D~rsal root lesion
of tachykinins associated with collateral sprouting by
the 20% of DRG cells spared by the sciatic nerve Considerable experimental evidence now suggests
lesion. that the ability of the DRG neuron to produce both

The number of cells containing detectable levels of tachykinin peptidec5"- and mRNA2' depends on the
tachykinin mRNA decreased more rapidly than the availability of NGF, which in the intact neuron is
number containir.i peptide and the decrease was supplied to the perikaryon b' retrograde transport
more complete. We found that the number of cells from the target'0 " but in the regenerating nerve may
containing detectable label for tachykinin mRNA also be supplied by Schwann cells.'" Decreased
be -an to be reduced by one day after sciatic nerve cut numbers of tachykinin mRNA- and pcptide-labeled
an.: 'hat the maximal reduction was observed at three cells followed by recovery toward normal numbers is
and 14 days. Similar results were reported for sub- consistent with the idea that peripheral nerve section
stance P mRNA using biochemical methods.' Using deprives the neuron of NGF and that, when regener-
irr.-nunocytochemical methods we found normal ation is complete, norma; .mounts of NGF are again
numbers of neurons labeled for tachykinin peptide at supplied from the target. We found that the number
three days after sciatic nerve injury and a 50% of cells labeled for tachykinin mRNA or peptide were
reduction in labeled neurons at two weeks. Studies not affected by section of the dorsal root during
which have used radioimmunoassay to measure the first two post-operative weeks. Thus tachykinin
DRG tachykinin levels after sciatic nerve section synthesis does not depend on NGF transported from
similarly showed no change at one to two days. the spinal cord even though the surfaces of the central
significant reductions at four to six days. and 40-50% processes of DRG neurons contain NGF receptors
reductions at 14 days.524 It is likely that levels of which can take up and transport NGF.'9

tachykinin are reduced more slowly than mRNA Transmitter synthesis is likely to be regulated by
levels because the peptides are metabolized more additional mechanisms besides the supply of growth
slowly than the mRNAs. in DRG cultured in the factors. Changing levels of activity, for example. also
absence of NGF, approximately 50% reductions in modify levels of synthesis of transmitters and modu-
levels of preprotachykinin mRNA are observed by lators (e.g. treatment with antagonists and agonists of
two to three days in culture, and in substance :vels neurotransmitter receptors, denervation," depolariz-
by four to five days.9 It is not clear. howevc., why ation,.3.0 peripheral stimulation. 5'"" 4' Furthermore,
more neurons continue to be labeled for tachykinin our observation that peripheral axotomy affects
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the number of cells labeled for tachykinin mRNA and components of the regenerating axon are unknoiwn.
pcptidcl but central axotomy does not is similar to the but the elimination of growth factors is unlikely to
results that have been -cportcd for some mRNAs and account for the changes in all of these proteins.
peptides but contrasts with others. Peripheral but nlot 4eA~nt11w/cdy~ementv.-Wc wish io think Dr Ifl-U. Affoltier
central axotomy increases synthesis of the peptide or (University of Zurich. Switzerland) for his gift of the cDNA
thc mRNAs for somc forms of tubulin't "1 and for fl-prcprotachykoirin. We also wish to ackno~lcdgc the

GAp-43.AO, 4 "' In contrast both peripheral and central exer help of L. Weiss.Wunider anid T C. Eckenrode ýho
lesins icreae atin ynthsis"anddecrase yn- made this work possible. This research was supportcd h ,

lesonsinceas atinsynhess (Anddera se yn NIH grants NS16556 and NS24707. NSF grant BNS W6
thesis of the necurofflament proteins. t t t The stim- 1684f, the VA -Medical Research Service and LSAIRD(*
uli that affect the synthesis of each of the individual grant 51930002.
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Death of Some Dorsal Root Ganglion
Neurons and Plasticity of Others Following

Sciatic Nerve Section in Adult and
Neonatal Rats
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ABSTRACT
Newborn animals recover from neurological injury to a greater extent

than adults in spite of the greater vulnerability of developing neurons to retro-
grade or transneuronal degeneration (Kennard, '42; Goldman, '74; Prender-
gast and Stelzner, '76; Bregman and Goldberger, '82, '83). The cellular mecha-
nisms underlying this "infant lesion effect" are incompletely understood
(Bregman and Goldberger, '82). The dorsal root ganglion (DRG) is an excel-
lent model in which to compare the developing and adult nervous system with
respect to the effects of axotomy on cell survival and cellular function. We
studied the survival of L5 DRG neurons after section-ligation of the sciatic
nerve of adult and neonatal rats and used qualitative and quantitative immu-
nocytochemical methods to examine changes in intraspinal substance P
immunoreactivity (SPIR). Retrograde transport of wheatgerm agglutinin-
horseradish (WGA-HRP) peroxidase applied to the sciatic nerve of adult or
neonatal rats demonstrated that 70% of the neurons in the normal L5 DRG
project into the sciatic nerve at the site of transection. In adults 20% of all L5
DRG neurons died between 10 and 60 days postoperative; in newborns 50% of
the neurons died between 5 and 10 days. These results indicate that 30% of
axotomized neurons in adults and 75% in neonates die after sciatic nerve sec-
tion and that neuron loss is both more rapid and more extensive in neonates.
No cell death was observed in the L5 DRG of neonates after dorsal rhizotomy,
thus suggesting that at this stage of development the survival of DRG neurons
depends on the peripheral but not the central process.

SPIR in laminae I and II of both adult and newborn operates tecreased
and then recovered, but the time course and extent of the recovery differ. In
adults SPIR was depleted in the me,.-:al portion of the L5 segment ipsilateral
to surgery by 10 days postoperati,. and remained depleted for at least 2
months. By I year partial recovery occurred, but remained incomplete even at
the longest survival time studied (15 months). SPIR, which is present in the
dorsal horn at birth, was diminished in ipsilateral laminae I and II by 4 days
after nerve section on the day of birth. Between 30 days and 60 days, the den-
sity of SPIR in the dorsal horn ipsilateral to surgery became virtually indistin-
guishable from that on the contralateral, intact side, suggesting a more rapid
andl complete recovery than in adults. The area occupied by SPIR staining
remained smaller than that seen on the unoperated side, thus suggesting
incomplete or abnormal development of the terminal field in the deafferented
dorsal horn.

Recutting the sciatic nerve after SPIR retovery depleted the recovered
SPIR in both adults and neonates, indicating that in both groups recovery was
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largely due to DRG neurons that had survived initial transection of their
axons. The results indicate that in developing animals 25% of the normal
numbers of DRG neurons that survive sciatic nerve section can restore the
normal pattern and density of the substance P (SP) projection to the dorsal
horn. Immature DRG neurons, therefore, appear to be more likely to die after
axotomy, yet those that survive are capable of robust anatomical and bio-
chemical reorganization in comparison to axotomized mature DRG cells.

Key words: axotomy, substance P, recovery, immunocytochemistry, com-
puter-assisted image analysis, dorsal horn

Injury of the neurons of young or newborn animals has by the ability of those injured DRG neurons to survive ax-
been shown to produce greater retrograde cell death than otomy. Surviving axotomized cells and the uninjured cells
that produced by comparable injury in adults (Aldskogius may display compensatory responses that contribute to
and Risling, '81; Bregman and Goldberger, '83; Yip et al., recovery (Tessler et al., '85). Similar variables affect the out-
'84; Schmalbruch, '87). In spite of the greater vulnerability come in other areas of the central nervous system (CNS) in
of newborn neurons, however, injury of the immature ner- which injured axons are unable to regenerate (Aldskogius
vous system is generally followed by greater anatomical and Arvidsson, '78; McLoon and La Velle, '81; Bregman and
reorganization and greater recovery of function than is seen Goldberger, '83).
in the adult (Kennard, '42; Goldman, '74; Bregman and The consequences of ptripheral nerve section in the new-
Goldberger, '83; Leonard and Goldberger, '87a,b). The cellu- born are likely to differ from those seen in the adult (Jones
lar and molecular mechanisms that account for this "infant and La Velle, '86), since both the peripheral and central con-
lesion effect" (Bregman and Goldberger, '82) remain incom- nections of DRG neurons are functionally immature at birth
pletely understood. (Fitzgerald and Swett, '83; Fitzgerald and Gibson, '84; Fitz-

The dorsal root ganglion (DRG)-spinal cord system pro- gerald, '85; Fitzgerald and Vrbova, '85). Not only is sciatic
vides an accessible and manipulable model for studying two nerve section in newborns likely to produce greater retro-
distinct events, the death of some cells and anatomical and grade cell death of DRG neurons than sciatic nerve section
biochemical recovery of others. The extent and time course in adults, but it is also likely that developing cells will dis-
of these two processes are involved in the outcome of ner- play greater anatomical and biochemical plasticity that will
vous system injury in adult and newborn animals. There is contribute to age-related differences in recovery of SPIR in
general agreement that some DRG neurons die after ax- the spinal cord. When regeneration is impeded, section of
otomy of their peripheral processes (Ranson, '06, '09; Hare the sciatic nerve of adult rats and cats produces a reduction
and Hinsey, '40; Arvidsson et al., '86; however, see Devor of SPIR within the ipsilateral dorsal horn, which is sus-
and Wall, '78, '81; Sugimoto and Gobel, '82). The extent of tained for at least 2 months (Jessell et al., '79; Barbut et al.,
neuron death after nerve section in newborns appears to '80; Tessler et al., '85). SPIR in the cat dorsal horn later
exceed that found after nerve section in adults (Aldskogius recovers, but the source is unknown (Tessler et al., '85). In
and Risling, '81; Yip et al., '84). DRG neurons also alter their the partially denervated cat spinal cord, intact dorsal roots
pattern of protein synthesis after axotomy (Bisby, '78; have been shown to be capable of intraspinal axonal sprout-
Theiler and McClure, '78; Devor and Claman, '80; Perry and ing (Goldberger and Murray, '82). Recovery in rats has not
Wilson, '81; Tenser, '85; Heumann et al., '87). This results in been studied, but it might be expected to be less than in cats
a decrease in their content of most transmitter-related sub- since rat DRG neurons have been reported to differ from
stances such as substance P (SP) (Jessell et al., '79; Tessler those of cats by being incapable of sprouting (Rodin et al.,
et al., '85; Bisby and Keen, '86; Jones and La Velle, '86). SP '83; however, see Polistina et al., '87; Wang et al., '87)- The
in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord is derived principally effects of neonatal axotomy might be paradoxical: more cell
from a subset of small DRG neurons (Takahashi and death and greater plasticity of the surviving DRG neurons.
Otsuka, '75; Hbkfelt et al., '76; Harmar et al., '80; Dodd et The present studies were undertaken to determine the
al., '83; Price, '85; Henken et al., '87). Some, however, origi- association between DRG cell death and intraspinal levels
nate in interneurons and supraspinal neurons (H6kfelt et of SP after axotomy in newborn and adult rats. Since it is
al., '77; Chan-Palay et al., '78; Hokfelt et al., '78; Ljungdahl important to distinguish whether the greater cell death seen
et al., '78; Seyhold, '80; Tessler et al., '81). Retrograde in neonates results from a greater vulnerability to axotomy
changes in injured DRG cells are demonstrable in regions of generally or if one axonal process is more vital for DRG neu-
the dorsal horn to which these axotomized neurons project, ron survival, we sought to confirm the report that dorsal rhi-
because a decrease in SP immunoreactivity (SPIR) is seen zotomy causes the death of newborn DRG neurons (Yip and
(Jessell et al., '79; Barbut et al., '81; Tessler et al., '85). If Johnson. '84). We then compared the amount of DRG cell
regeneration is successful, concentrations of peptides in death after peripheral nerve section in adult and newborn
DRG and dorsal horn return to normal (Bisby and Keen, rats. In addition, we used qualitative and quantitative im-
'86). If regeneration is unsuccessful or prevented, then con- munocytochemical methods to assay levels of SPIR in the
centrations of intraspinal peptides will be determined not dorsal horn after section of the adult and newborn sciatic
only by the metabolic capacity of injured DRG cells but also nerve not only to determine whether SPIR recovers in the
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dorsal horn and the sour of that recovery. but also to corn- methods that have been described previously 'Tessler et at..
pare the extent and time .purse of the recovery after injury '80. '84). All sections were studied for the presence and dis-
to the adult and newbori: nerve. tribution of SPIR, and representative samples were photo-

graphed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS WGA-HRP labeling of the DRG
Surgical procedures and tissue preparation In order to determine the percentage of cells in the L5

Sprague-Dawley rats (Zivic-Miller Laboratories, Allison DRG that project axons into the sciatic nerve at midthigh.
Park, PA), 42 adult ind 58 neonate, were used in these the level of transection, a 2', solution of wheatgerm agglu-
experiments. Nine aduits (60 days-6 months of age; 200-400 tinin-horseradish peroxidase (WGA-HRP) was applied to
g) and 6 newborns (DOB, PO) of either sex served as normal, sciatic nerves at the same level as the transection and used
unoperated controls. Animals were deeply anesthetized with to label L5 DRG cell bodies by retrograde transport. WGA
either chloral hydrate (adults, 350 mg/kg i.p.) or hypother- was conjugated to HRP by using the procedure described by
mia (neonates) and had the right sciatic nerve transected in Mesulam ('82). The right and left sciatic nerves of one adult
the middle one-third of the thigh. In order to impede regen- rat and the left sciatic nerve of another were studied. The
eration, a length of nerve (1 cm in adults and . mm in neo- nerve was exposed at midthigh level and crushed with
nates) was resected from the distal stump, and the proximal jeweler's forceps. Just distal to the crush, 10 pl of a 2", solu-
stump was ligated. The site of sciatic nerve transection was tion of WGA-HRP was rapidly injected through a Hamilton
approximately 5.5 cm from the L5 DRG in adults and 1.0 cm syringe with a beveled 27-gauge needle. In .5 PO neonates
in neonates. Rats survived for intervals of 1-450 days after the right sciatic nerve was exposed at the midthigh level and
right sciatic nerve section or underwent a second procedure, crushed with jeweler's forceps. ,Just distal to the crush. I Al
(1) in order to observe the effects of an acute and chronic of 2% WGA-HRP was injected through a beveled glass
lesion in the same animal, 4 adult operates had the left pipet with an outer tip diameter of 0.1 m. The injection
sciatic nerve transected 6-12 months after the right using site was closely observed through a dissecting microscope to
the same technique. (2) To determine whether axotomized ensure that the WGA-HRP solution did not leak from the
DRG neurons could contribute to recovery of SPIR in the site. The nerve was ligated and cut distal to the injection.
L5 dorsal horn, 4 neonatal and 3 adult operates had the right immersed in petroleum jelly, and the muscle and skit
sciatic nerve recut proximal to the initial lesion 3-10 months sutured in layers. After an appropriate survival period (24
later. (3) To determine whether DRG neurons not injured hours in neonates, 48 hours in adults), the rats were deeply
by neonatal axotomy could expand their terminal field into anesthetized and perfused through the heart with an initial
the partially denervated L5 dorsal horn, 4 neonatal operates flush of warm saline (40-431C), which contained 4 ml 30"1
underwen't right femoral :,erve resection 6 months after H20/liter, followed by 3% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M
right sc.-itic nerve lesion. The right femoral nerve was phosphate buffer pH 7.4 (4WC). After successive flushes of
ligated and transected at its emergence from the iliacus and 10%, 20%, and 30% sucrose in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH
psoas major muscle and a 5-mm length of nerve was resected 7.4, the DRG were dissected out, serially sectioned on a
from the distal stump. Rats subjected to a second procedure cryostat at t0 Mum, and mounted on slides. The WGA-HRP
survived for an additional 30 days. reaction product was visualized with TMB as the chro-

In order to determine the degree of DRG cell death fol- magen according to the protocol described by Mesulam
lowing axotomy of their central processes, 6 neonatal (Po) ('82). Every tenth section was photographed under dark-
rats underwent unilateral section of the L5 dorsal root at the field illumination, and the photographs were printed at a
L5 dorsal root entry zone. Care was taken to ensure that all final magnification of 220x in order to obtain a montage of
L5 dorsal root fibers were completely cut. Ventral root that section. The coverslips were then removed with xylene.
fibers were not transected during this procedure. Animals the sections rehydrated in graded ethanol solutions and re-
survived for either 6 (N - 3) or 30 days (N - 3). stained with cresyl violet acetate (Kodak). This procedure

All rats were sacrificed under deep anesthesia (Nembutal, removed the TMB reaction product from the DRG neurons
50 mg/kg i.p.) by intracardiac perfusion with normal saline and allowed clear visualization of the nuclei of the ganglion
followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate cells, The same sections were then rephotographed under
buffer pH 7.4. Animals were included in the study only if the brightfield illumin:iation, and photographs were printed
sciatic nerve showed no evidence of regeneration. At au- again at a final magnification of 220 x. Photographs of each
topsy the site of nerve section was examined under a dissect- section stained for WGA-HRP reaction product and with
ing microscope to confirm that the ligature was still in place cresyl violet were then compared. Cells counted as WGA-
and that axons did not leave the neuroma to reinnervate the HRP labeled DRG neurons were those that contained
distal hindlimb or bridge the gap between proximal and dis- WGA-HRP reaction product on the darkfield photograph
tal stumps. In uncertain cases the proximal stump of the and a nucleus on the photograph of the Nissl-stained sec-
nerve and neuroma were removed, embedded in paraffin, tion. A ratio was then calculated comparing the number of
sectioned, and stained with the Bodian method (Bodian, WGA-HRP labeled cells to the total number of cells
'36) to detect 'he presence of axons that had grown past the counted.
transection. After inspection, spinal segments L1-L6 and SI DRG cell counts and area
as well as the right and left dorsal root ganglia (DRG) from
L4-L6 were removed and individually embedded in paraf- Longitudinal 10-gm serial sections were cut through pa-
fin. Spinal cord sections to be examined for SPIR were raffin-embedded DRG, mounted on slidcs. and stained with
prepared according to the unlabeled antibody method of cresyl violet. Neuronal nuclei were counted in every tenth
Sternberger ('86) for examination by light microscopy with section with the aid of a Leitz Dialux microscope at a final
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Fig. I. Cell size histograms showing the distribution of L5 DRG neurons. (a) Histogram comparing the
overall cell size population with that of the population of neurons labeled with WGA-HRP. (b-d) Histo-
grams comparing the cell size distribution in the left and right L5 DRG: (b) 6 normal adults, (c) 9 adult
animals that had right sciatic nerve section at least 60 days previously, (d) 8 animals that had right sciatic
nerve section on the day of birth and survived at least 60 days.

magnification of 510x for animals PIO or older, 816x for son t-test was used to look for changes in mean cell size fol-
animals younger than PlO. Average nuclear diameters were lowing sciatic nerve section.
determined with planimetric measurements of camera lu- Substance P immunocytochemistry
cida drawings of nuclear cross sections for a minimum of 30
nuclear profiles from each DRG. These data were then pro- Substance P antiserum (Immunonuclear Corporation.
cessed by means of the Hendry ('76) analysis as modified by Stillwater, MN) was used at a final dilution of 1:5,000. Sec-
Smoien et al. ('83) to obtain a factor for corrected neuron tions of spinal cord were labeled in test tubes by the peroxi-
counts. Total neuron number was then determined with this dase-antiperoxidase method of Sternberger ('86). The label-
factor. ing procedure and controls for nonspecific staining have

A cell size analysis was carried out for each ganglion on been described in detail previously (Tessler et al-, '80, '84).
the basis of planimetric measurements of camera lucida
drawings of about 200 perikarya ith a nucleus present in Quantitation of SPIR following sciatic nerve
the section plane. This sample w;. .4enerated by measuring section
random cells in every tenth section throughout the DRG.
Size-frequency histograms were generated for each animal Measurements to quantitate the area of, and relative

and the mean cell size was also computed. A paired compari- amount of SPIR in the dorsal horn gray matter were carried
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out with the aid of the Cambridge Instruments Quantimet TABLE1. Number ofWGA.KRP Labeled Neurons
920 image analysis system with its detector attached to a in T1. Dorsal R Pot lsangla
Leitz Orthoplan microscope. Brightfield illumination was
used with all specimens. Measurements were made at a final WGA-HRP

labeled Total Ratio labeled/
magnification of 276x. A minimum of 5 animals was mea- Ganglion neurons neurons total
sured at each survival time studied. The area of laminae I
and [I was outlined in both the right and left dorsal horn of A. Ad5t'-N42-rght 4,108 .5.722 0.72

five 15-,m sections selected randomly from the L5 spinal N42-left 3547 6.109 00N46- left 4.419 6.6911 0 6

cord segment of each animal. The system was then used to B. Neonates
determine for laminae I and 11: the combined area of lamina 3.s2 7.09 0 "W
I and 11, mean gray level (MGL) of the combined area of 3,707 014 0464.059 8.31M 04
lamina I and II as an indication of SPIR intensity, and the 5,323 81329 0 o4

area of laminae that contained SPIR. MGL is determined 4,342 6.4"i3 of

by the system on a gray level scale ranging from absolute
black (entire sample area stained) to absolute white (no
stain) with 256 interval units. The background in each sec-
tion of tissue was determined by having the system make a
measurement in lamina IX, an area of gray matter having
little SPIR. This value was then subtracted from the MGL
measurement for the combined area of lamina I and 1I to
yield the value used for analysis. The area of laminae I and 2a. ADULT'
II that has staining is that area within the outlined laminae
that contains SPIR at a level darker than the background CELL NUMBERS
gray level. A right-to-left ratio was then calculated for each MEAN CELL NUMBER • S.EM.
of these three measurements for each section and the ratio 10000,
(R/L) was then used for comparing groups of animals at dif- ,LE L Dn ..
ferent survival times. This eliminated the problem of inter- sooo J' *

animal variability due to: (1) size differences in the animals { rH
due to age or sex and (2) immunocytochemical staining dif-
ferences associated with fixation and general tissue quality. 6000 7t
The mean ratio value for each animal and ultimately for
each survival time was calculated for each of the three mea- 4000
surements. A statistical analysis was prepared for both the I " '

adult and neonatal operates for each of the three measure- 2000 49.

ments. Overall significance was determined by the Kruskal- N N5 N N49

Wallis one way ANOVA (p < 0.05). If significant differences 0 I..
were present, individual posthoc comparisons where made CONTROL 5 10 GE 6o

with the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test corrected for multi- 1. 0tf ampul 200-400 gran• SURVIVAL TIME (DAYS)

ple comparisons (Kirk, '68). The statistical analysis was per- and at 198st 60 daa Of, 090

formed with the aid of the Number Cruncher Statistical
System (Dr. Jerry L. Hintze, Kaysville UT) program on a b. NEONATE'
Compaq Deskpro IBM compatible personal computer. CELL NUMBERS

MEAN CELL NUMBER - S.E.M.
12000

RMSITUS [LZJLrFT L5 DOG MMAIGHT L5 ORG

WGA-HRP cell counts 10000o

The three L5 DRG counted from adults contain very sim- 8000o

ilar numbers of labeled cells (Table la). Moreover, the mean
cell size and the cell size histogram of WGA-HRP labeled BO0O - 'N *.

neurons are the same as those of the entire population of
neurons in the ganglia, suggesting that retrograde transport 4000 \.

of WGA-HRP identifies the full complement of ORG neu-
rons that project into the sciatic nerve (Fig. lab). These 2o00N- N '

results therefore indicate that approximately 70% of the L5 0 f
DRG neurons send axons into the sciatic nerve at the level 0 4 -- 10 GEl1

at which we placed our lesions in the adult. SURVIVAL TIME (DAYS)

The five L5 DRG counted from PO rats show more inter- on d of wr I h...... 01.

animal variability in the number of cells labeled (50-70%,
Table 1b). This variability is probably due to the greater dif-
ficulty in labeling the sciatic nerve in a newborn rather than Fig. 2. Bar graph representations of mean cell numbers of the L5

difference in the number of newborn and adult L5 ORG DRG in normal and in operate animals following right sciatic nerve sec-
tion in (a) adults and (b) neonates. Asterisk(s) indicate(s) a significant

neurons that have axons in the sciatic nerve at this level, right to left difference at p < 0.05 (*) or p - 0.0t (**) using a paired

Mean cell size measurements and a cell size histogram were comparison t-test. Actual values used in these graphs are presented in

not attempted for neonatal animals. Tables 2 and 3.
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TABLE 2. Number of Neurons in L5 Dorsal Root ,anglia of Adult Operates and Their Mean Cell Area'

L5 DRG cell numbers Mean cell

S u r v iv a l R a tioa re a_ _ _ _ _ _ _

time (days) Left Right R/L Left Right

A.
control 5,502 5.267 0.96 412 451

control 9.459 8,817 0.93 758 511
tontol 9." 8.818 0.98 378 573
control 6.792 7,542 1.11 "53 975
control 7,697 7.058 0.92 834 669

control 8.898 8.384 0.94 622 610.
Mean IN -6) - SE.M. 7.898 571 7.648 t 508 0.97 T 0.03 635 - 72 o. 69

B.
5 7.5&5 7.094 0.94 .37 -56
5 8,025 8.060 1.00 46t9
5 7.049 6.954 0.99 9719 574
5 6.8m 7.073 1.03 cis 618

Mean IN - 4) S.E.M. 7,386 * 225 7.295 t 222 0.99 t 0.02 681 •93 562 27

C.
10 9.064 7.697 0.85 665 49.5
10 10,236 8,796 0.86 84 719
10 5.660 5.043 0.89 699 622

tO 5,024 4.743 0.94 671 66"
MeantN - 41 t S.E.M. 7.496, 1,102 6,570 t 862* 0.86 t 0.02 720 - 37 626 - 42

D.

60 6,210 4,285 0.69 410 44R

60 8,299 5.211 0-63 757 576
60 8,707 7.399 0.85 880 79"
60 8,075 6.975 0.86 780 796

90 8,931 6,322 0.71 437 3T8
180 8,627 7.164 0.83 606 635
180 7=33 6.090 0.83 535 541
365 4.M20 3.957 0.8 873 809
365 6,507 4.523 0.7 868 851

Mean IN - 9) t S.E.M. 7.512 t 431 5,770 t 413*" 0.77 t 0.03 683 60 643 - 57

"Right differs significantly from left at the P < 0.05 (0) or P < 0.01 If*) level using a paired comparison t.test.

L5 DRG cell counts following sciatic nerve ble 3d). This cell loss is significantly greater than that seen

section after sciatic nerve section in the adult (p < 0.001, one-tailed
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test). If, as seems lixely, similar

Adults (Table 2, Fig. 2a). Control animals contain numbers of L5 DRG contribute axons to the sciatic nerve in
comparable numbers of ganglion cells in their right and left newborns and adults (app. 70%), then these results suggest
L5 DRG (Table 2a). No change occurs by 5 days after right that sciatic nerve section-ligation on the day of birth causes
sciatic nerve section-ligation (Table 2b). By 10 days neuron death of 75 % of the axotomized neurons. The mean cell size
numbers on the operated side are decreased by approxi- of L5 DRG neurons at survival times longer than 30 days is
mately 10% compared to the contralateral, intact side (Ta- significantly smaller on the operated side (Fig. ld). This
ble 2c), and by 60 days the decrease has reached 20-25''? of result could be due to preferential loss of large cells or to
total DRG cells Table 2d). No further change is observed at failure of all size classes of neurons to develop normally.
survival times up to 365 days postoperative. Since approxi- Neonatal L5 dorsal root section (Table 4). Section of
mately 70% of the L5 DRG neurons have been axotomized. the L5 dorsal root on PO causes no loss of DRG neurons at
these results indicate that section-ligation of the sciatic either 6 or 30 days following the lesion. This is true regard-
nerve in adults causes the death of 30-35% of the axotom- less of whether the nucleus or the nucleolus (unpublished
ized neurons. The mean cell size of neurons on the operated observations) is counted. This result demonstrates that: (1)
side is not statistically different from neurons on the contra- axotomy itself is not responsible for the death of DRG neu-
lateral, intact side at the postoperative times studied. This rons after sciatic nerve section in newborns, and (2) the sur-
result iggests that no subset of adult L5 DRG neurons as vival of DRG neurons postnatally does not depend on their
deteri . med by size is particularly likely to die after sciatic central processes.
nerve section (Fig. Ic).

Neonates (Table 3, Fig. 2b). Neonatal control rats. ,Imuanoc"tohem;stry
contain similar numbers of cells in their right and left L5
DRG on the day of birth (Table 3a) and neuron numbers are Sciatic nerve section produces a sequence of changes in
comparable to those present in the unoperated L5 DRG of SPIR that is similar in the segments that contribute to the
adults (Table 2a). By 3 days after section-ligation of the nerve (caudal L4-SI). The most consistent changes are
right sciatic nerve on the day of birth, the operated side observed in laminae I and II ipsilateral to surgery, and these
shows a decrease in cell numbers of approximately 20-25% changes are described for L5.
compared to the unoperated, control side (Table 3b), and by Adults. SPIR is present throughout the entire medio-
day 5 the loss is 50'; (Table 3c). No additional cell loss is lateral extent of laminae I and 1I of the normal L5 spinal
observed at postoperative survival times up to 390 days (Ta- segment. Two types of reaction product are seen in laminae
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TABLE 3. Number of Neurons in L5 Dorsal Root Ganglia of Neonatal Operates and Their Mean Cell Area'

LS DRG cell numbers Mean cell

Survival Ratio area ium:)

time (days) Left Right R/L Left Right

A.
0 (control) 0.901 6.983 0.78 100 110
0 6,087 6,095 1.00 99 122
0 6.459 6.533 1.01 97 105
0 6.131 5,691 0193 121 132
0 9,019 10,234 1,13 116 115

Mean (N - 5)- S-E.M. 7.319 602 7,107 ! 725 0.97 0 O.05 107 a 4 117 • 4

B.
4 8,531 6.412 0.75 168 139
4 10.332 7.299 0.71 187 154
4 6.786 5.467 0.81 162 202
4 8.933 5,922 .0A6 229 164

Mean IN - 41 - S.E.M. 8,646 -632 6.275 * 340" 0.73 * 0.03 187 ! 13 172 - 12

C.
5 5.872 2,355 0.4 206 199
5 13,174 7,293 0.55 149 155
5 10.955 4,373 0.4 IS0 123

10 7,284 3.268 0.45 275 275
to 8,259 5.048 0.61 202 151
I0 8,455 2.657 0.31 231 200

Mean (N - 6) --S..M. 9,000 t 983 4.166 r 86" 0.45 .0.04 236 t 36 209 ! 25

D.
30 8.197 3.888 0.47 461 363
30 7,723 2.485 0.32 549 40
30 10,138 4.897 0.48 421 276
30 10,413 4.189 0.40 671 485
60 8,608 4,458 0.52 668 542
60 6,005 2,636 0.44 501 631
60 6,264 3,035 0.48 611 279
90 8,270 1,182 0.14 677 551

120 7.559 1,907 0.25 459 329
210 5.428 3,096 0.57 885 677
M 6,546 2.786 0.43 600 m40

390 5,676 4,205 0.74 585 606
Mean iN - 12) S.E.M. 7,569 2 457 3.230 i 308... 0.44 ± 0.04 591 ±35 474 t-* "

"Right differs significantly from left at the P < 0.01 I'), P 0.005 (") or P 0.001 (*') level using a paired comparison t-test.

I and II normally: coarse globular deposits interspersed with TABLE 4. Number of Neurons in L.5 DRG After Cutting the Right LS
finer, punctate granules (Fig. 3a). Sciatic nerve section pro- Dorsal Root on the Day of Birth
duces a reduction in SPIR in the medial one-third to one- LS DRG cell numbers
half of laminae I and 11, which is apparent by 5 days postop- Survival 1.5 ORG Rell Rnub
eratively. SPIR in this region of lamina I and II is maximally tme (days) Left Right RL21
depleted by 10 days postoperative. Coarse globular staining 6 7,528 9,089 1421
is largely eliminated and the little SPIR remaining is mostly 9,173 8.863 0.97
finely granular. No further changes in SPIR are seen during 30 6,795 9.293 L37

30 8,102 7,183 0,89the first 60 days of survival (Fig. 3b). During this 10- to 60- 30 6,776 6.520 0,96
day survival time, the amount of SPIR in medial lamina I
and 11 is similar to that seen 10 days following unilateral
lumbosacral dorsal rhizotomy in the adult rat (Wang et al.,
'87).

Survival periods longer than 60 days show a gradual In order to determine the source of the recovered SP
return of SPIR. At 6 months postoperative, SPIR in the staining, a group of 3 adult rats had the right sciatic nerve
medial part of laminae I and I of the operated side con- recut 90-300 days after the initial section-ligation, and
tinues to be reduced in comparison with the contralateral staining was examined 60 days after the second lesion. SPIR
intact side. However, the amount of punctate reaction prod- in medial laminae I and I1 of these animals is comparable to
uct is increased over that observed on the operated side at that seen after a single sciatic nerve section with 60-day sur-
10 to 60 days postoperatively. This return of SPIR continues vival (compare Fig. 3b and d). These results suggest that
until the longest postoperative survival time studied (450 DRG neurons whose axons project into the sciatic nerve and
days, Fig. 3c), but even at this time the amount of reaction survive axotomy are the principal source for the recovery of
product remains less than normal. The restoration of SPIR SPIR in the dorsal horn.
becomes more apparent when results of a chronic (365 days) In summary, section-ligation of the sciatic nerve of adult
sciatic nerve section are compared to an acute sciatic nerve rats depletes SPIR in the medial portions of laminae I and
section (30 days) in the same animal (Fig. 3e,f). In this prep- I1, and this depletion is followed by a protracted, incomplete
aration the amount of SPIR present in the medial half of the restoration of staining, which is primarily attributable to
chronically lesioned dorsal horn clearly exceeds that seen in the DRG neurons with axons in the sciatic nerve. The
the contralateral dorsal horn after 30 days. restored staining is mostly finely granular in nature, but
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Fg. 3. Photomicrograph showing SPIR in adult animals following right sciatic nerve section. (a) Nor-
mal right L5 dorsal horn. ( Right L5 dorsal horn 60 days postoperative. " Right L5 dorsal horn 15 months
potoperative. (d) Right L5 dorsal horn of a chronic U year) animal that then had its right sciatic nerve recut
and survived an additional 30 days. (e,f) Left and right L5 dorsal horn of the same animal showing SPIR
after acute (30 days (e)) and chronic (365 days (0) sciatic nerve section in adults. Bar in all figures represents
100 Am.

there is also a return of some coarse globular reaction prod- more dense recovery of SPIR than that seen in adult oper-
uct. ates.

Neonates. The normal adult distribution of SPIR is In order to determine the source of the recovered SP
present in the L5 segment on the day of birth (P0). Staining staining, two groups of rats underwent right sciatic nerve
extends over the entire width of laminae I and 11 and con- section on the day of birth and 365 days later either had the
sists of finely granular reaction product and is less than in right femoral nerve cut and ligated (N = 4) or the right
adult spinal cord (Fig. 4a,b). By P13 (14 days postopera- sciatic nerve cut again (N - 4). Thirty days after femoral
tive), the amounts as well as the distribution of SPIR in lam- nerve section, SP staining in lamina I and II of the LU seg-
inae I and It are similar to those of the adult (Fig. 4e). A ment is unaffected and resembles that seen in the dorsal
similar time course of development has been reported previ- horn of long-term survivors of neonatal sciatic nerve section
ously (Pickel et al., '82; Senba et al., '82). Sciatic nerve sec- (Fig. 4i). Thirty days after the second section of the sciatic
tion on the day of birth (P0) causes an ipsilateral reduction nerve, SPIR is largely depleted in the medial half of lamina I
in SPIR by P3 (4 days postoperative) in the medial half of and II in the L5 segment, and staining is comparable to that
laminae I and II (Fig. 4c,d). By P13 the reduction in SP seen 10 to 60 days after sciatic nerve section in the adult
staining is less apparent than at P3 (Fig. 4e,f), and the resto- (Fig. 4j). These results indicate that DRG neurons that con-
ration of staining continues at P30. By P60 both the amount tribute to the sciatic nerve are largely responsible for the
and distribution of SPIR in laminae I and 11 approximate recovery of SPIR observed after sciatic nerve section in new-
that of the contralateral, intact side, and a relatively normal borns, but that little if any recovery is due to DRG neurons
pattern of staining persists unchanged at survival times up that contribute to the femoral nerve.
to :390 days, the longest survival time studied (Fig. 4g,h). In summary, sciatic nerve section on the day of birth
Coarse globular and finely granular reaction product are reduces SP staining in the ipsilateral dorsal horn at 4 and 10
both observed. Neonatal operates, therefore, show a much days postoperative, and this reduction is followed by a rapid
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increase in staining, which by 30 to 60 days is comparable to merts for L5 laminae I and 1in adult (a) and neonatal b orates, The

that seen in the intact contralateral side. As in the adult, values represented in these rapht are presented in Tabls s and 6n

DRG neurons that contribute to the sciatic nerve are a
major source of the recovery, and even though there are
fewer s neurons in the neonatal operate, the restoration left laminal n and I and remains reduced at 60g da5b) (able5.
of SP!., i the dorsal horn appears similar to that seen in a groups 2,3). In the chronic survival group, the area of stain-

normal dorsal horn. ing in lamina I and 11 has doubled compared to that seen in
lamina I and 11 at 10 days (greater than 90 days. Table 5.

QUANTITATVE ANALYSIS group 4). However. even at the longest survival times stud
nedl the area ofrstaining remains :32' nsmaller than in lamina

Adults (Table 5, Fig.n a) I and 11 ofthe unoperated side. These results using a quanti

Area of laninae I and bu . Sciatic nerve section-liga- tative method confirm that section of the sciatic nerve of
tion in adults produces no detectable shrinkage of laminae I adult rats causes an initial decrease in staining intensit, and
and 11 at mny of the survival times studied. area of staining fo~llowed by recovery that is incomplete I Fig.

Mfean gray level. At 10 days- postoperative. th, ;nten, 5a).

sity of SPIR in the right (operated) laminae I and I l is Neonates (Table 6, Fig. 5b)
reduced 25'; compared to the unoperated left lamina , and
11 (Table 5. group 2). SPIR remains reduced up to 60 days Area of lauminae and 11. Following right wiirli
postoperative (Table .5, group 3). At. longer survival times nerve section on the day of birth, lamina I and 11 of the ipsi

(longer than 90 days). there is a significant increase in the lateral dorsal horn do nolt develop normally. This, is not

intensity oIf staining in the right laminae I and 11 compared apparent in the first week following the lesion but :30 160

to that sepn at 10 days. hut this intensity remains reduced days following neonatal lesion the ratio of r ýht it) left area

by 12'; compared to normal (Table .5, group 4). of lamrina l and 11 is reduced by 13'-1 (Table ti. group .0). lb's

Area qf- staining. In the 1.5 lamina I and .1 of adult ratio does not change in more chronic preparations ('Fable ki.

(iperates, the area iC stall ing n right lamina I and 11 is group 5) when Compared to the rat io for nIi rmml aIninmals,

red uced 65'. 10) (lay.s post Iper~itive when compared to the This result suggests t hat 1.5 lamina I and 11 ) f the do rsal]
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Taken together, these quantitative results indicate thatTABLE 6. Quantitative Ansivsks ufSl'I{ in the 1.52.pard I Cord the recovery of SPIR that follows sciatic nerve section in
After Neonatal Sciatic Nerve Lesi.,n adults is incomplete both in intensity and area, whereas

Area of Area ,( SPIR recovery after nerve section in neonates tills lamina I
Survival Lam I-1I Staining and II with a very dense reaction product more like that

Group time .davsl (Mm: M(mI, lir55 seen in the normal lamina I and II. However, in the neonate
01cunctrni 1.061 0.91X 1.079 the area covered by staining is the same as that following
0 "3• IA.0M 0 M
0 0 9M 091-. 1 0" chronic adult sciatic nerve lesion.
0 0.976 0,9:3 0.-993
0 0.965 I 076 1012
Q 1,103 0968 toll

N - 6 Mean S E.M 1.014 - 0.0o2 099.5 - 0019 1013 o001 DISCUSSION
2 1.005 o019 07-46 The results of the present study show thait sciatic nerve

1017 5 0 711W. 0 &113
1 1.010 0o.8 i016 section produces different effects on mature Jnd developing
. 1.024 019M 0 M' DRG neurons. Whereas the neonate shows a much greater
3 () W3 0 8126 081
31 010981 012 loss of DRG neurons than the adult, those DRG neurons

N -6 Mean SENM 0,968 0024 0 MAI - O:N 01816 - ,.1 M that survive are capable of mediating a more rapid and more

3 4 0.910 0597 0.27 complete replacement of SPIR in the dorsal horn. The
4 P' ,A 0.415 0301 DRG-spinal cord system therefore exhibits characteristics
4 .07 0139: 0.149 of the "infant lesion effect," in which developing neurons

5 0.923 0.259 0.145 exhibit both greater vulnerability and greater capacity for
N-6 Mean z S.E.M. 0.979 00,0246 anatomical and/or biochemical reorganization than mature

N- e S M 0.979 0.026 0.340 - 0 066 0219 . 0.026
neurons injured in the same way (Bregman and Goldberger.

30 0.981 0.97 0.31 '82). Because of the ease of access to the DRG and its pro-300.9.11 0,972 0.686
30 0.715 1.023 0,611 cesses, the mechanisms that account for either cell death or
30 0.W8 0962 0645 the capacity of neurons to recover after axotomy can be
60 0.864 0.94F. 0.846
60 0.59 0914 0 623 approached more directly than is possible in other areas of

N - 6 Mean .•S EM 08. .- 0015 0.946 0023 0_ 644 -0060 the CNS in which the consequences of injury in adulthood

5 90 0.7718 1.052 0.939 and infancy have been compared.
120 0190 0.869 0.478 The cell counts in combination with the results of the ret-
210 0.84,8 0.980 0.561
270 0.766 0.969 0.507 rograde WGA-HRP labeling experiment indicate that in the
270 0.812 0.924 0.651 adult 30-35% of the axotomized L5 DRG neurons die and
3 0.736 1.0.5 0665 that the period of cell death is extended, occurring 10 to 6036o .7119 0,932 0.411
365 o.807 0975 0o.&0 days following injury. These results are consistent with
Man 1.003 0.919, 0.671 other studies that have used similar techniques (Cavanaugh.

N - Men ,S.F M. 0.634, ±0.028 0.956±.0.019 0.622 --0047 '51; Arvidsson et al., '86). In addition the results of our cell
Significant dgfferences among groups'

Art* Lsamina - It: 4.• ,5 1 5 i2• 3 size analysis supports the suggestion that no specific size
MGLL 3- 1.2, 4.5 class of DRG neuron is more likely to die after peripheral
Area Stainini 3 1 I2. 24.5: 4. 5 I I nerve lesion in adults (Cavanaugh. '51: Risling et al.. '83).

"Overall signiicance determined by Kruskal.Wallisone.way ANOVA I p 005; ndivid- Why some DRG neurons live and others die after ax-
ual posthoc comparisons are with Wilcoxon.Mann.Whitney test corrected for multiple otomy is also not understood. One possibility amenable to
,ComparISons I p 0.005?. experimental testing is that survival depends on the exis-

tence or development of collateral axons in the peripheral
nervous system. There is now a considerable body of evi-
dence that the central and peripheral processes of ORG neu-

horn, when temporarily deafferented by sciatic nerve sec- rons may branch (reviewed by Cog.:eshall, '86), so that an
tion on the day of birth, remain permanent!, itrophied even individual DRG neuron may have i axon collateral in at
though there is subsequent reinnervation. least two different peripheral target-, (Bahr, '81; Pierau, '82.

Mean gray level. Ratios obtained frc.:i MGL mea- '84; Taylor, '82), although the number of normal DRG neu-
surements show the intensity of staining to be decreased by rons with more than one peripheral branch is controversial
651; in the right laminae I and II 4-5 days following ipsi- (Devor et al., '84). DRG neurons may survive axotomy
lateral sciatic nerv, .!ction on the day of birth (Table 6, because they can be maintained by a peripheral process not
group 3). The stair. ag intensity returns toward normal at affected by sciatic nerve lesion or they may be able to extend
longer survival times, and after 30 days postoperative the processes into an abnormal target after injury. Trigeminal
MGL is the same as that seen in normal animals (Table 6, ganglion neurons whose axons were transected in the
groups 4, 5). This neonatal recovery differs from that seen in infraorbital nerve on the day of birth have been shown to
the adult in both its rapidity and completeness. send aberrant processes into nerves other than the infraur-

Area of staining. The area of staining in lamina I and bital (Rhoa,., s et al., '87). These additional axons may,
11 of the operated dorsal horn at 4 days postoperative is therefore, serve as sustaining collaterals that provide ade-
ireduced 7 9 r. The area of staining rapidly recovers and by quate support for survival after axotomy. Another possibil
30-60 days it has doubled compared to that present at 4 ity that has yet to be examined is that the subclasses of DR(;
days but remains reduced by 38p, compared to the normal neurons that have been defined on the basis of immunocyto-
side. Incomplete recovery of staining area at least in part chemical, morphological, or physiological properties ditfer
reflects the fact that sciatic nerve section in neonates results in their capacity to survive axotomy (Dodd et al., '83: Law-
in a lamina I and 11 16"' smaller than normal, which limits son and Harper, '85; Price, '85). It has been suggested that a
the area available for staining. subpopulation of DRG neurons remain in an immature form
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even in the adult and that this state of immaturity gives dioimmunoassa. The recovery after both adult and
these neurons an advantage when reacting to axotomy tiFul- newborn injury can be attributed to DR(C neuroans that con-
ton. "87; Mendell et al., '87). These two possibilities could be tribute to the sciatic nerve and survive axotomy since recut-
related if subclasses of DRG neurons, based on their relative ting the sciatic nerve again depletes SPIR in the 1.5 dorsal
maturity, differ in the number of their collateral axons or horn. It. therefore, appears that the 75'. of 1.5 DR, nev-
their ability to establish collaterals after injury. rons that survive axotomv of the adult nerve and the

Neuron loss is greater (75, of the axotomized L5 DR( remaining 25', of the L5 DRG neurons that Survived ax
neurons) and more rapid (5 days postoperatively) when otomy in newborns are able to mediate recovery of SPIRI in
sciatic nerve section is performed within 24 hours of birth. the L5 dorsal horn. Restoration of' SPIR in the trigeminal
Losses of similar magnitude have been reported previously subnucleus caudalis has also been shown io be due to surviV -
for neonatal rats (Yip et al.. '84; Schmalbruch. '87) and neo- ing primary afferents I Rhoades et al.. '48). Flouride resis-
natal , its (Aldskogius and Risling, '81). This difference in tant acid ph4osphatase (FRAP), which is derived from an
the magnitude of cell death is related to the age and devel- almost entirely separate population of l)RG neurons than
opmental state of the DRG neurons at the time of axotomv SP (Nagy and Hunt. '82: Dalsgaard et al. ",1)). also recovert
and not to a difference in the number of DRG neurons ax- after adult or neonatal sciatic nerve lesion Devor and Cla-
otomized, since the results of our WGA-HRP labeling of the man. %SO; Fitzgerald and Vrbova. '85). Recovery (f FIZAP in
neonatal sciatic nerve show that on the day of birth approxi- the adult, like SP. depends on l)R(; neurons that contribute
mately the same proportion of L5 DRG neurons have axons to the sciatic nerve (Devor and Claman, '80). However. the
in the sciatic nerve as is found in adults. Our cell size analy- source of recovered SPIR and FRAP after newborn sciatic
sis indicates that, although there is a decrease in mean cell nerve lesion may differ since, in the neonate, the restored
size for the population of L5 DRG neurons that survive ax- FRAP staining was not abolished by resectioning the sciatic
otomy on the day of birth, no specific segment of the popula- nerve and. therefore. was attributed to axonal sprouting by
tion appears particularly likely either to survive or to die. the intraspinal terminals of adjacent peripheral nerves
Heath et al. ('86) observed no change in the cell size distri- (Fitzgerald and Vrbova, '85).
bution after forelimb amputation in neonates, whereas oth- The atrophy of the dorsal horn that we observed in neo-
ers have observed a shift in the size spectrum of the cell natal operates and sprouting by primary afferent or intra-
body (reviewed in Aldskogius et al., '85). spinal neurons other than those that contain SP could

We have also shown that this cell death is related to sec- account for our observation that the area of laminae I and I I
tioning the peripheral processes of DRG neurons rather is decreased and. therefore, the area of SPIR could not
than to a nonspecific effect of axotomy, since cutting the L5 recover completely. Our methods do not permit us ito
dorsal root on the day of birth has no effect on DRG neuron exclude a minor contribution from additional sources, which
survival (present study; Bregman, '88, personal communica- could include not only the expansion of terminal fields of
tion of unpublished results). We are at present unable to adjacent peripheral nerves but also sprouting of neuron-
account for the discrepancy between this result and the intrinsic to the spinal cord (Tessler et al.. '81). WGA-HRI'
results of previously published work showing that 50 Co of labeling has suggested that saphenous nerve terminals on-
L5 DRG neurons die as a result of neonatal dorsal root sec- dergo central sprouting in L2-L4 spinal segments following
tion (Yip and Johnson, '84). neonatal and adult sciatic nerve section. but the lonim dis-

It is possible that the greater vulnerability of immature tance sprouting that would be required to extend into the 1L5
neurons reflects greater dependence for survival on sub- segment was not observed in our experiments or those of
stances produced by the targets of these neurons together others (Fitzgerald, '85; Kapadia et al., '87). Therefore. it
with an inability of Schwann cells or other supporting cells seems that any expansion or reorganization of terminal
along the course of the nerve to replaceorsubstitute forsub- fields following peripheral axotomy is limited to areas
stances derived from the targets. Embryonic DRG neurons closely adjoining intact terminal fields and in this respect
are known to pass through stages in which their survival resembles the dorsal root sprouting that has been observed
depends on nerve growth factor (NGF) (Kessler and Black, in the spinal cord of adult animals after dorsal rhizotonmy
'80; Otten et al., '80) and brain-derived neurotrophic !'actor (Liu and Chambers, '58; Tessler et al., '80; Goldberger and
(BDNF) (Lindsay et al., '85; Davies et al., '86; Kalchcim et Murray, '82) or spinal cord hemisection (Murray and Gohld-
al., '87). Experiments using NGF antiserum have suggested berger, '74). Long-distance sprouting after peripheral nerVe
that approximately 2 0 pil of DRG neurons continue to de- injuries might be expected to produce extensive changes in
pend on NGF during the early postnatal period (Yip et al.. receptive fields of neurons within the CNS, but such
'84). Additional target-derived substances may be required changes have not been observed in the adult cat spinal cord
for the survival of newborn DRG neurons, but these have after sciatic nerve injury (IDevor and Wall. '81) or in the rat
not vet been identified. It has also not been established that somatosensory cortex after adult or neonatal sciatic nerve
trophic factors are required for the survival of mature DRG section (Kaas et al., '83: Wall and Cusick. '84. '86). Wall and
neurons (Lindsay, '88). Cusick ('86) showed less expansion of the saphenous nerve

Our results using qualitative and quantitative immunocy- representation in the rat somatosensory cortex after neo-
tochemical techniques show that SPIR returns to the dorsal natal sciatic nerve section than after the same lesion in
horn following sciatic nerve section in both newborns and adults. The atrophy that appears in the dorsal horn follow-
adults, but that the recovery is more rapid and more com- ing sciatic nerve section is also present in somatosensory
plete when the sciatic nerve is cut in newborns. The assump- cortex, thereby limiting changes in receptive fields (Wall
tion that the amount of DAB reaction product deposited in and Cusick, '86). It, therefore, appears that during the
the dorsal horn is proportional to the amount of SPIR is maturation of this somatosensory pathway. a sufficient
supported by previous results (Tessler et al., '85; Micevych number of synaptic contacts must form in order to prevent
et al.. '86) indicating that changes in SPIR immunocyto- atrophy and perhaps cell death of nermins not directil
chemistry reliably correlate with those determined by ra- injured by axotomy.
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Several mechanisms could account for the capacity of the the target, and NGF reaches the neuronal cell hody by retro-
approximately 70' of the normal complement of DRG neu- grade axonal transport (Korsching and Thoenen. '83b); very
rons in adult operates and 25" " of the normal number of little is synthesized along the course of the nerve (Korsching
DRG neurons in neonates to mediate SPIR recovery. 1. and Thoenen, '83a; Bandtlow et al.. '87). After axotomy.
DRG neurons that synthesize SP might survive peripheral NGF synthesis increases in the neuroma and in the immedi-
axotomv better than other populations. It seems unlikely, ately proximal stump of the nerve (Heumann et al.. '87),
however. that SPIR-containing neurons were preferentially where the increased synthesis of NGF by nonneuronal cells
spared. SPIR has been found in 20% of the neurons in the is thought to be stimulated by interleukin- I released by
DRG (Huikfelt et al., '76: Dalsgaard et al., '82; Panula et al.. invading macrophages (Heumann, '87; Lindholm et al.. '87).
'83; Henken et al., '88) and is localized in neurons of the Our observation that SPIR recovers in neurons that are pre-
small to edium-size classes (Price, '851. We do not see any vented from regenerating implies that this locally synthe-
specific e of DRG neurons spared following either adult sized NGF is capable of mediating recovery of SP. More
or neonalal sciatic nerve section, although the mean cell size robust recovery of SPIR in the spinal cord of neonates than
in the L5 DRG of neonatally lesioned animals is signifi- in adults may be due to greater sensitivity to or higher levels
cantlv reduced. 2. Additional DRG neurons that can synthe- of NGF (Bandtlow et al., '87) in the axotomized newborn
size S11 might be born postnatally. It has been proposed that peripheral nerve. Amounts of NGF-mRNA in the normal
neurogenesis occurs in the DRG throughout the life of the sciatic nerve of newborns have been reporte'o to be compara-
animal (Devor and Govrin-Lippmann, '85; Devor et al., '85) ble to those found in injured adult nerves (Heumann. '871. If
and if this is the case then among these new cells might be still higher levels of NGF synthesis are stimulated by ax-
some that can synthesize SP. Our cell count data does not otormy of the newborn sciatic nerve, perhaps more NGF is
support a postnatal increase in DRG neurons. A linear avaiiable per DRG neuron since fewer survive. These ele-
regression analysis comparing L5 DRG cell numbers to the vated levels of NGF-mRNA present after injury would
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natal operates (Table 3) shows the regression coefficient to greater production of SP by surviving DRG neurons. This
be -0.3981. This result demonstrates that there is no post- may provide the molecular basis for the robust recovery of
natal increase and may in fact indicate a slight decrease in SP that we have observed.
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